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SAPERE
Greek and Latin texts of Late Antiquity (1st–4th centuries AD) have for a
long time been overshadowed by those dating back to so-called ‘classical’ times. The first four centuries of our era, however, produced a cornucopia of works in Greek and Latin dealing with questions of philosophy,
ethics, and religion that continue to be relevant even today. The series
SAPERE (Scripta Antiquitatis Posterioris ad Ethicam REligionemque
pertinentia, ‘Writings of Late Antiquity on Ethics and Religion’) undertakes the task of making these texts accessible through an innovative
combination of edition, translation, and commentary in the form of interpretative essays.
The title ‘SAPERE’ deliberately evokes the various connotations of
the Latin verb. In addition to the intellectual dimension – which Kant
made the motto of the enlightenment by translating ‘sapere aude’ as ‘dare
to use thy reason’ – the notion of ‘tasting’ should come into play as
well. On the one hand, SAPERE makes important source texts available
for discussion within various disciplines such as theology and religious
studies, philology, philosophy, history, archaeology, etc.; on the other, it
also seeks to whet the reader’s appetite to ‘taste’ these texts. Consequently, a thorough scholarly analysis of the texts, which are investigated from the vantage points of different disciplines, complements the
presentation of the sources both in the original and in translation. In this
way, the importance of these ancient authors for the history of ideas and
their relevance to modern debates come clearly into focus, thereby fostering an active engagement with the classical past.

To the Warburg Institute,
its Founder, Directors, Staff and Students

Preface
Among the recent physicians, Rufus of Ephesus has composed the best work on
melancholy.
Galen (d. c. AD 216/17)

Melancholy. Twofold melancholy. Madness and depression, innate and
acquired, somatic disease and mental disorder. Since the dawn of time,
man has suffered from this saddening sickness and maddening malady.
The Greeks gave it the name by which we know it today: melancholy,
melancholia, the condition caused by black bile, mélaina chol. An ailment which has occupied the minds of innumerable intellectuals, countless quacks, and scores of artists and authors of prose and poetry.
Hippocrates (fl. 430 BC) saw it as a disease characterised by despondency. Aristotle (d. 322 BC) proclaimed it a precondition of great achievement and genius. Galen codified it as a tripartite condition—hypochondriac, encephalic, general. The three authors influenced the coming
generations of physicians and philosophers. This, in a nutshell, is the
standard narrative of melancholy’s pre-history and history, with little reference to the man who ‘composed the best work’ on the subject, Rufus of
Ephesus (fl. c. AD 100). He wrote a monograph On Melancholy which by
common acclaim constituted an unsurpassed masterpiece, a model for
many in Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance. Yet, although
it enjoyed great popularity not only in the Latin West and the Greek East,
but also in the Arabic-speaking world, it was lost: neither the Greek original nor its Arabic translation have come down to us. The present book
attempts for the first time to collect all the known fragments in Arabic,
Greek, and Latin. Through the efforts of painstaking philology, much of
Rufus’ On Melancholy can be recovered and presented in a fashion easily
accessible to the general reader.
Yet Rufus’ masterwork deserves more than a mere snatching from the
jaws of oblivion. Here, distinguished scholars interpret Rufus’ work from
various vantage points, and invite readers to come on an intellectual journey of gigantic dimensions. The readers will enter Roman high society,
and meet officials succumbing to social stress due to public engagements.
They will stroll through the medical marketplaces of Asia Minor, where
physicians competed in medical ‘Olympics’ for prizes, patronage, and
power. They will learn how Rufus, unlike most of his successors,
combined the Aristotelian and the Hippocratic traditions: desires for sex
and wine characterise melancholics; and yet, intercourse and inebriation
can also cure their raving madness and craving for solitude and suicide.
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In the hospitals of Baghdad, the courts of Cairo, and the palaces of Kairouan, Muslim, Jewish, and Christian clinicians relied on Rufus when
treating cantankerous courtiers and quarrelling kings – sometimes at the
cost of their own life. An absolute highlight on this virtual voyage
through time and space is Dürer’s Melencolia I (1514). Two pre-eminent
art historians offer a new interpretation of this compendious copperplate,
and explain how Rufus’ ideas influenced the great German engraver. The
two last stations of the journey will lead through literature and bring us
back to modern medicine. In his Anatomy of Melancholy, Robert Burton
(d. 1640) further developed the type of the scholarly melancholic, famously associated with Rufus. George Eliot (d. 1880) and Orhan Pamuk
(b. 1952) both continued this tradition of scholarly melancholy, which, in
transmuted form, also appears in the latest American manuals on mental
disease. Finally, Rufus’ impact can be traced through the psychiatric literature of eighteenth-century France and twentieth-century Germany in
fascinating ways.
The idea to write this book goes back to my undergraduate days in
Tübingen. My esteemed teacher Manfred Ullmann gave me an off-print
of his influential article on the Arabic transmission of Rufus’ work (ULLMANN 1994). I perused it during a field trip with the Classics department
in the hot summer of 1995 to the Roman town of Trier (Augusta Treverorum). Then, in 1997, I gave a talk on Rufus’ On Melancholy for a
course on ‘Emotions in Graeco-Roman Antiquity (Emoties in de GrieksRomeinse Oudheid)’, jointly organised by Manfred Horstmanshoff and
Piet Schrijvers at Leiden University. I continued to collect fragments
over the years, and always wanted to heed Ullmann’s injunction to produce an edition which would take all the available evidence into consideration. In January 2004, Lesley Dean-Jones circulated a call from the
editors of SAPERE, who were keen to include a medical text in their
series. In an extremely productive dialogue, the editors and I developed
the concept for the present volume, and I was fortunate enough to be able
to secure the collaboration of some of the greatest experts on this topic. I
organised a small workshop at the Warburg Institute in September 2006,
where the contributors and editors came together to present and listen to
first versions of the essays. An atmosphere of constructive criticism and
great collegiality was instrumental in giving the volume its present shape.
My thanks go first and foremost to the authors who contributed such
stimulating essays, as well as the series editors who helped in many
ways. Peter Bachmann, Pauline Koetschet, and Manfred Ullmann read an
earlier version of the fragments, commented on the text and translation,
and saved me from many an error. Numerous other colleagues lent their
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assistance; they include: Peter Adamson, Charles Burnett, Amed Etmn, Stefania Fortuna, Charles Hope, Andrew Laird, Elizabeth McGrath,
James Montgomery, Caroline Petit, Mariana Saad, Emilie Savage-Smith,
Nikolai Serikoff, Maude Vanhaelen, Elvira Wakelnig, and Fritz Zimmermann. Last, not least, the staff at Mohr Siebeck, and especially Matthias
Spitzner of the desk-editing department, greatly helped in the process of
producing this book.
Many institutions have offered their support as this volume took
shape. I owe my thanks to Merton College, Oxford, where I was a Junior
Research Fellow (2001–4); to the Warburg Institute, which elected me to
a Frances Yates long-term fellowship partly to work on this book (2004–
6); and to the Wellcome Trust for a University Award (no. 077558, held
at Warwick, 2006–11). Furthermore, Corpus Christi College, Oxford,
gave me membership in their Senior Common Room in 2004–5, and the
American University in Cairo made me a Visiting Researcher in 2007–8.
During my time in Cairo, I also benefited tremendously from the resources of the Institut Dominicain d’Études Orientales. Finally, the libraries whose manuscripts are quoted and reproduced here made it possible, through their sources and resources, to produce the present book.
I am tremendously grateful to all of the above individuals and institutions without whose support I could never have undertaken this project,
let alone bring it to a felicitous end. Aby Warburg (d. 1929) had an acute
interest in melancholy, as did his pupils Fritz Saxl (d. 1948) and Erwin
Panofsky (d. 1968). They discussed this topic at the Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek Warburg in Hamburg, first a private library which
opened its doors to the public in 1918. The library was saved from the
claws of the Nazis and moved to London to become the Warburg Institute in 1933. One can say without exaggeration that melancholy was at
the origin of this great institution. Its founder, Aby Warburg, and its first
director, Fritz Saxl, studied the art historical aspects of melancholy in
their larger context of cultural and intellectual history, focusing on
Dürer’s Melencolia I. It is hoped that the present collection and interpretative essays contribute to the continuing study of this mysterious condition, and that past, present, and future Warburgians will accept this book
as a modest token of our appreciation for their efforts and achievements.
Cairo – Hamburg – Oxford, 2008

Peter E Pormann
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Rufus of Ephesus
On Melancholy

Introduction*
PETER E PORMANN
The shape and the detail of depression have gone through a thousand cartwheels,
and the treatment of depression has alternated between the ridiculous and the sublime, but the excessive sleeping, inadequate eating, suicidality, withdrawal from social interaction, and relentless despair are all as old as the hill tribes, if not as old as
the hills.
Andrew Solomon, Noonday Demon: An Anatomy of Depression1

Melancholy, madness and other mental disorders have always disturbed
and troubled man; but they also exercise a singular fascination on the
imagination of countless generations of artists, writers, and thinkers, be
they philosophers or physicians, poets or prose authors. Madness, after
all, beckons the question of what is normal behaviour; what is acceptable
within a social group; and how one deals with those who transgress the
boundaries of rationality. In myth, great heros such as Hercules were
consumed by a maddening fury, and frenzy drove others such as Medea
to kill her own children. Yet, madness and melancholy are also portrayed
as being characteristic of genius and exceptional achievement. Both the
mystery and the fascination of this subject are singularly illustrated in
Dürer’s Melencolia I (see fig. 1 on p. 198 below). In many fields, ranging
from literary criticism to psychiatry, not a year passes without studies being published on one aspect of this topic or another.2
Like no other physician from Antiquity, Rufus of Ephesus combines
the two major strands in the concept of melancholy: melancholy as a
mental disease having physiological origins, and melancholy as a disposition leading both to despair and great creativity. And Rufus set the tone
for many later developments of this concept. Yet who was this man who
shaped ideas about melancholy for centuries to come? How did he conceive of black bile and melancholy? What place does he occupy in the
evolution of the idea of melancholy? And why does he not figure more
prominently in modern discourses on the history of this notion? In the
present introduction, I shall offer answers to these questions.
* In the present introduction, I obviously draw on the fragments themselves and the
analysis contained in the commentary, as well as the essays of the contributors. The purpose here is merely to whet the reader’s appetite for what this volume has to offer.
1
SOLOMON 2002, 286.
2
For a survey of recent literature, see GOODWIN, JAMISON 2007; the authors talk eloquently about the explosion of medical literature in this area (p. xxv).
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Rufus of Ephesus
Rufus remains an elusive figure. He probably lived during the age of the
Roman emperor Trajan (r. 98–117), although scholars have proposed
earlier and later dates.3 He hailed from the prosperous city of Ephesus,
and stemmed from a rich family. Because of this background, he received an excellent education, and grew up to become a member of the
intellectual elite. He probably studied in Alexandria, the most prominent
centre for science and medicine which could easily rival the imperial
capital, Rome. In his theoretical views, he followed the teachings of Hippocrates, which he interpreted to suit his own ideas. Rufus became famous for his acute observations and clinical work. In his many monographs, he appears as a thoroughly pragmatic practitioner. One of these
monographs is On Melancholy, in which he analyses the mental condition caused by an excess of black bile.
Rufus’ On Melancholy
Rufus’s On Melancholy is lost in the original Greek and its medieval Arabic translation. We do have, however, a significant number of fragments, mostly quotations in Greek, Arabic and Latin medical works. We
shall return to the vagaries of transmission, loss, and rediscovery shortly.
Suffice it for now to say that any attempt at reconstructing the arguments
and ideas contained in On Melancholy remains conjectural to a certain
extent.4 Rufus’ treatise was divided into two books (FF 1–2). The first
dealt with ‘symptoms and incidents’ (F 5 § 1), whereas the second contained advice about drugs and therapies. In general, Rufus focussed on
the hypochondriac type of melancholy, but thought that the reader could
easily infer from this one type what to do in other cases of melancholy.
Rufus shared an important characteristic with the later Galen (d. c.
216/17), in whose shadow he nearly disappeared: he adhered to the doctrine of the four humours, or humoral pathology, as it is now known. This
medical philosophy provided the theoretical framework for Rufus to formulate his ideas about black bile and melancholy.
The Four Humours
Already in the Hippocratic treatise On the Nature of Man, we find the
idea that health consists in the balance of the four humours, blood,
3

See Swain, below, pp. 115–38; and Nutton, below, pp. 139–58.
The following references to the fragments should be understood as both to the text
and translation, and the commentary. The latter develops the points made here in greater
detail.
4
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phlegm, yellow bile and black bile. Scholars generally have no difficulty
identifying the first three of these humours: blood is what we know as
blood; phlegm is the mucus secreted from the nose and sometimes the
mouth, especially when one has a common cold; yellow bile is the bile
produced in the gallbladder and sometimes excreted during vomiting. But
what is black bile, called mélaina chol in Greek, whence we get the
term for melancholy? People have speculated whether perhaps coagulated blood present in vomit could have been seen as this elusive black
bile, for it is black. In the extant fragments, Rufus never provides a clear
definition of what he means by it. Yet he seems to distinguish between
two types of black bile. On the one hand, there is the natural black bile. It
is mixed with the blood, and can be harmless even in large quantities,
provided that it has settled down like a sediment in a glass of water (F 21
§ 8). Yet when it is stirred, as it happens during spring, it becomes harmful. The second type of black bile is the result of burning and cooling.
For instance, yellow bile, when burnt, turns into black bile and causes
violent behaviour and raving madness; conversely, when yellow bile is
cooled, it leads to depression and one’s feeling downcast (F 11 § 24).
The Three Types of Melancholy
Black bile, the humour, whether natural or created through heat and cold,
is, of course, different from melancholy, the disease. The former, to be
sure, causes the latter, but Rufus conceives of them as distinct entities.
We know that Rufus focuses on the ‘hypochondriac’ version of melancholy. This is clear from Isq ibn Imrn (F 4, F 5 § 7) and ar-Rz (who
is surprised that Galen did not notice this; F 38 § 4). This is further confirmed through a quotation in al-Kaskar (F 6 § 7), in which Rufus explains the etymology of the term ‘hypochondria’, the region beneath
(‘hypo’) the rib-cartilage (‘chondria’). In Galen, we find a division of
melancholy into three types, namely the 1) hypochondriac variety (originating in the epigastric region); 2) encephalic melancholy (affecting
primarily the brain); and 3) the general melancholy, in which corrupt
black bile pervades the whole of the body.5 In a quotation preserved in
Isq ibn Imrn (F 7 § 9), Rufus mentions the hypochondriac type of
melancholy ‘and the remaining two types (a - infni l-bqiyni)’. It was
on this basis that the German classicist Hellmut Flashar assumed already
in 1966 that Galen’s tripartite division of melancholy goes back to Rufus.
This is further confirmed by the fact that Rufus recognised a type where
the brain is first affected (F 11 § 1). Whatever the other two types may
have been, Rufus clearly believed that, by describing the hypochondriac
5

See Appendix 1.
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type, he would allow skilful physicians to recognise the other two, and
find analogous remedies for them.
Melancholy: Innate and Acquired
Hypochondriac melancholy is then distinguished according to different
principles. Melancholy is twofold: some acquire this disease through bad
diet, whilst other suffer from it because of their nature and humour (F 11
§ 22). We may therefore speak of acquired and innate melancholy. Diet
naturally is a factor. Foodstuff is transformed through digestion into the
different humours, and bad food will result in bad ‘superfluities’. Superfluities (sg. períttma, fal) are substances in the body which, as their
name suggest, are superfluous and need to be expelled, because otherwise
they turn into harmful substances. The link between food and melancholy
recurs throughout, and indigestion is often mentioned as a prominent
cause. Ar-Rz (F 8) gives a somewhat cryptic report why this happens
according to Rufus: the diaphragm, stomach and brain are all connected,
notably through the oesophagus. There are many other factors which can
lead to melancholy, but most of them are somatic. Excessive fasting, toil,
fever and heat can all provoke the disease (F 77), and Rufus even explains the delusions of the patients in materialist terms: it is because of
the dryness of black bile that people imagine to be an earthen vessel
(which is also dry); or because of the humour’s rising to the brain that
people believe not to have a head—the inherent lightness induces this
sensation (F 11 §§ 3–5). But Rufus recognised other, non-material factors
in the development of the disease as well. Excessive thinking, for instance, is also a cause of melancholy (FF 34–6), as are traumatic experiences such as drowning (F 69). The former is linked more specifically to
the innate type of melancholy, about which more shortly.
This acquired melancholy is characterised by a number of symptoms.
We have mentioned the delusions from which patients suffer. Mood
swings, the craving for solitude, fear of familiar people and objects, unreasonable desires, but also eating disorders, raving fury and anger all indicate melancholy. Yet vertigo, ringing in the ears, and excessive sexual
appetite also constitute concomitants of the disease. These symptoms,
however, are not easily recognised, especially at the onset of the illness.
Rufus insisted that it is crucial to recognise melancholy early, lest it
become inveterate and hence difficult to cure. The therapeutical method
is based on the principle that in order to cure the disease one must endeavour to counter its causes. The Hippocratic principle of ‘contraries are
cured by contraties (contraria contrariis curantur)’ also applies here.
One should improve indigestion, for instance, through diet; expel harm-
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ful humours through bleeding, purging, and vomiting; and regulate the
appetite by keeping the patient warm. Wine appears to have been a
powerful remedy because of its warming qualities (F 63), although not all
types are appropriate, and excessive drinking should be avoided (F 17
§ 13; F 40 §§ 9, 18 etc.).
Let us now turn to innate melancholy. Rufus seems to develop a real
type of the melancholic, describing physical attributes which characterise
him such as being hairy, having dark skin, lisping, having protruding lips
and eyes, and so on (e.g. F 11 §§ 14–15, F 14 § 7). It would appear that
Rufus links this melancholic type to certain other characteristics, which
we also find in the peripatetic tradition, and notably in the famous Aristotelian Problem 30.1, which asks the following question (953a10–12):
      "           ! 
  μ  "  … ;
Why is it that all those men who excel in philosophy, politics, or the arts appear to
be melancholics?

Parallels with this tradition include: excessive mental activity can predispose the patient to become melancholic (FF 34–6); melancholics have a
craving for sexual intercourse (F 60; see also F 73); wine is linked to melancholy (e.g. F 63); and melancholics are given to foretelling the future
(F 35).6
In Aretaeus, a medical author influenced by Pneumatism who perhaps
lived in the mid-first cent. AD, melancholy and madness are closely related, the former sometimes leading to the latter.7 Some of the fragments
seem to suggest that Rufus, too, saw this link. F 58 mentions sex as beneficial for people suffering from both melancholy and madness. In one of
his case histories (F 68 § 9), the patient’s melancholy develops into madness and in the end results in his death. Finally, in F 51, melancholy is
mentioned a number of times alongside madness. Twice, the phrasing
seems to suggest that melancholy is a form of madness, as in the following example:
 μ   ’ μ [

.

 ] μ    $

" # μ

Secretions occurring because of haemorrhoids cure melancholy and any other [form
of] madness.

This would suggest that Rufus employed the world ‘madness (manía)’ in
a more general way, and he designated with ‘melancholy (melancholía)’
the specific disease described above.
6
7

See van der Eijk, below, pp. 164–6.
FLASHER, 1966, 75–9; on Aretaeus dates, see DPN, under ‘Aretaeus’ (V. NUTTON).
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Interpretations and Impact
As FF 1–3 show, Rufus’ monograph On Melancholy enjoyed great popularity and authority not only in second-century Rome and Pergamum,
but also in tenth-century Kairouan and thirteenth-century Damascus, two
important regional medical hubs. It seems likely that much of what Galen
had to say about melancholy in his On the Affected Parts (see Appendix
1) ultimately goes back to Rufus’ treatise. Likewise, through Is q ibn
Imr n’s own work On Melancholy and the Latin translation of it by Constantine the African (d. before 1099, see below), Rufus’ ideas impacted
on medicine both in the East and the West. This influence was twofold,
yet unacknowledged. In the century after Galen’s death, his medical
philosophy, aptly called ‘Galenism’, came to dominate medical discourse.8 The tripartite division of melancholy, the twofold nature of black
bile, and the two types of the innate and acquired condition—all these
concepts appeared, perhaps for the first time, in Rufus. Galen adopted
them, as did subsequent generations of philosophers and physicians in his
wake. One can thus distinguish the two strands of influence: some
thinkers drew directly on Rufus’ treatise, either in the original or the Arabic version; and others propagated Galen’s ideas about melancholy, ultimately derived from Rufus.
In the Latin West, Constantine’s On Melancholy, for instance, transmitted these notions into Salerno, the first European ‘medical school’.
From thence they percolated into popular manuals on regimen and the
miniatures which illustrated them.9 Likewise, the Canon of Medicine by
Ibn S n (Avicenna, d. 1037) – both in its influential Latin version and
the original Arabic – contains a lot of unacknowledged material from Rufus.10 Ibn S n can also be counted among the many physicians and philosophers in the medieval Arab world who engaged with Rufus’ ideas and
thus provide examples of reception there. Other such instances include an
anonymous Arab materialist who lived around the year 1000 and drew
directly on Rufus’ treatise to support his argument in favour of a materialist scepticism. Ms ibn Ubaid All h ibn Maimn, better known as
Maimonides (d. 1204), treated the sultan’s son in a way which Rufus
would have had no difficulty to recognise.11 Even a late author such as
Muammad ibn Ily s a - r z (d. 1330) included a chapter on melan-

8

See TEMKIN 1973.
See Schuster, Völlnagel, below pp. 212–15 and fig. 7 on p. 216.
10
See the commentary to FF 7, 14, 21.
11
See Pormann, below pp. 185–8.
9
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choly in his Comprehensive Book on Medication (al-Kitb al-w f
ilm at-tadw) in which we find many of concepts just mentioned.12
The European Renaissance did not lag behind the Middle Ages in Rufus reception. Rufus has often been associated with the idea of scholarly
melancholy: too much thinking leads to melancholy, and since scholars
think a lot, they are prone to the disease (see FF 33–6). Many Renaissance men embraced this concept, and it had a resounding success in
later centuries. We cannot, for instance, fully comprehend Dürer’s famous copperplate Melencolia I without reference to Rufus.13 Robert Burton
(d. 1640) stylised himself as the scholarly melancholic par excellence.
Rufus had an important role to play in allowing Burton to become
‘Democritus the Younger’, a sort of remodelled reincarnation of the famous philosopher Democritus of Abdera.14 Moreover, there is a direct line
from Rufus via ar-Rz and Burton to George Eliot: Edward Casaubon,
the bookish vicar from her novel Middlemarch in search of the The Key
to All Mythologies, represents another refraction of the melancholic
scholar.15 And even in the psychiatric literature of eighteenth-century
France, twentieth-century Germany and twenty-first century North America, we can find traces of Rufus’ ideas.16
Demise and Discontinuities
Despite this great impact, we do not have, today, a single copy of either
the Greek original of Rufus’ On Melancholy, or its Arabic version. The
reason for this may be that Rufus’ resounding success was also his undoing. Galen adopted and adapted Rufus, so as to overshadow and eclipse
him completely. Consequently, Rufus’ On Melancholy ceased to be
copied. We can, however, stem the tide of the treatise’s bad fortunes and
even partly reverse its demise. To do so, we need to reconstruct it from
the fragments which we find in various Greek, Latin and Arabic sources.
What these sources are we shall see shortly. Before doing so, however, it
is useful to explain the guiding principles of the present collection.
Rationale of This Collection of Fragments
Compiling fragments from an antique author poses a number of problems. Firstly one has to decide what to include. In the present case of Ru12
13
14
15
16

The chapter is edited in PORMANN 2007b, 339–44.
See Schuster, Völlnagel, below pp. 197–243.
See Rütten, below pp. 257–62.
See Toohey, below pp. 236–9.
See Rütten, below pp. 252–62; and Toohey, below pp. 240–42.
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fus’ On Melancholy, this decision is rendered more difficult by the fact
that previous collection of fragments by Rufus, that by Daremberg and
Ruelle, is both too comprehensive and too narrow. Daremberg and Ruelle
included all works by Rufus known to them. For this reason, the large
majority of their material is to be excluded. Yet, their source base did not
comprise many of the Arabic fragments printed here. And the fragments
from ar-Rz and Ibn al-azzr which they incorporated into their collection only appear there in unreliable Latin or Greek translations, respectively. Nor did they use Constantine the African’s On Melancholy which
yields a number of important fragments in Latin.
For these reasons, the present collection is both much more restricted
than that by Daremberg and Ruelle, but also much more comprehensive.
In it, all fragments attributed to Rufus by name and dealing with melancholy are included. Obviously, the largest group of fragments comes
from Rufus’ own book On Melancholy (FF 1–65). But, as Manfred Ullmann suggested, other texts such as the Case Histories (FF 66–71), and
the Medical Questions (F 72) also deserve to be incorporated here.17
Sometimes it is impossible to determine with certainty whether a short
fragment, entitled ‘Rufus, on melancholy’ does come from his treatise
On Melancholy, or is merely a fragment on the subject of melancholy
from a different work. Moreover, many shorter fragments, although dealing with this topic, are only prefaced by a ‘Rufus’, ‘Rufus said’, or ‘he
said’ (where the ‘he’ refers to Rufus). Therefore, there may well be some
fragments in this first part (FF 1–65) which do not stem from Rufus’ On
Melancholy. These problems of provenance are discussed in the commentary. The Greek encyclopaedic authors (to be discussed shortly in
greater detail) constitute another conundrum. They contain material attributed to authors such as Galen or Posidonius (fl. end of 4th cent. BC)
which we know from Arabic sources probably goes back to Rufus. In
these cases, the Greek text is quoted in the commentary to the parallel
passage where Rufus’ name is mentioned (see F 13 § 1, F 35 § 2, and
FF 37, 42).
Apart from the question what material to include, there is also the
problem of how to present it. The issue at stake is whether to favour the
context in which the fragment originally appeared in Rufus, or the context of the text in which the fragment is quoted. To give two concrete examples, there are two long passages, one in ar-Rz’s Comprehensive
Book, and one in al-Kaskar’s Compendium, which are broken up here
(FF 13, 17, 35, 15, 14, 21, 29, 60, 33, 38, 40, and FF 6, 42, respectively).
The reason is simple: to group thematically connected fragments togeth17

ULLMANN 1994, 1316.
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er. In the case of al-Kaskar, for instance, it is beyond doubt that F 6
comes from the first book of On Melancholy, and F 42 from the second.
Proceeding in this way provides another advantage: the resulting collection is easier, more attractive and more accessible. For the same topics
are, with few exceptions, discussed next to each other. This principle,
however, of favouring the original context and breaking up continuous
quotations into different fragments does go against the grain of recent
trends in the edition of fragments.18 Over the last decades, scholars have
increasingly favoured the context in which a lost work is quoted. For,
they rightly argue, the transmitter always has his own agenda, and his
bias needs therefore to be studied. The longer fragments collected here,
however, present some idiosyncrasies which justify that they be broken
up. As we shall see shortly, ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book often displays
such a random arrangement that it makes little sense to respect the chaotic sequence. Moreover, ar-Rz’s text contains markers such as ‘he said
(qla)’ which indicate breaks. This said, it is imperative not to neglect
the context of the quotation. Therefore, it is always explained in the
commentary.
Anybody who edits the fragments of a lost work wants to recover the
very words of the author, his or her ipsissima verba. In the past, scholars
have often distinguished between ‘testimonia’ and ‘fragments’; the
former contain reports about the text, whereas the latter quote it verbatim. Yet, ancient and medieval authors hardly ever quoted according to
the conventions of modern scholarship. They shortened, rephrased, rearranged, and at times distorted the original. In the case of the Arabic and
Latin fragments collected here, we are even farther away from the original, because it is transmitted in translated form; we are probably two and
three times removed from the Greek, since the Arabic text may well have
been translated via Syriac, and the Latin is a translation of the Arabic.
Therefore, the distinction between testimonia and fragments has been
abandoned here. Even text placed in quotation marks should be regarded
with a certain amount of scepticism.
In line with the conventions of the series SAPERE, the text of fragments is not a philologically critical one. The Greek fragments are taken
from critical editions which appeared in the Corpus Medicorum Graecorum; readers wishing to explore questions of transmission should refer to
these editions. (The case of Appendix 1 is separate; see the introduction
to it.) Similarly, readers are referred to Garbers’ critical edition for the
Latin fragments taken from Constantine the African. For the Arabic fragments, the situation is much more complicated. Such editions as exist, for
18

See VAN DER EIJK 2000a, xvii–xviii.
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instance, for ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book, or al-Kaskar’s Compendium are highly unsatisfactory. In other cases, no edition exists, and I was
therefore compelled to constitute a satisfactory text myself, often from
unique manuscripts. This required a good deal of conjecture, and therefore, I cite interesting variant readings, and the conjectures by other
scholars such as Manfred Ullmann, Peter Bachmann, and Pauline Koetschet, who were kind enough to lend their expertise, as well as myself.
Readability was the primary concern. For this reason I have silently
emended small mistakes such as misplaced diacritically dots, and the orthography of the Arabic hamza, alif mamdda, alif maqra and so on.
Sources
The authors who preserve fragments from Rufus of Ephesus’ On Melancholy can be roughly divided into two groups: those quoting from the
Greek original, and those citing the Arabic version. We shall discuss
them in turn, omitting, however, authors which only occur once in the
collection of fragments. Information about them can be found in the commentary to the fragment in question.
Earlier Greek authors (Galen, Oribasius)
Galen’s testimony (F 1) documents that Rufus’ treatise must have had
some success in the second century AD. And still, neither Galen nor the
later Oribasius quoted from On Melancholy with acknowledgment. In
Appendix 1, we provide the text and translation of the influential passage
from Galen’s On the Affected Parts, book three, chapters nine and ten.
Much of what is said there may well go back to Rufus, although the exact
extent cannot be known on the current source base. Likewise, Oribasius
(d. c. 390), personal physician to Julian the Apostate (r. 361–3), did not
mention Rufus by name in the chapter on melancholy in his Abridgment
for Eustathius ( 
   ; bk 8, ch. 6). Daremberg and
Ruelle thought that ‘one can consider this text by Oribasius as an extract
from, or at least, as inspired by, Rufus (On peut considérer ce texte
d’Oribase comme extrait, ou tout au moins, comme inspiré de Rufus).’19
And indeed, there are some parallels with Rufus (see F 13 § 1), but also
with Galen’s On the Affected Parts and Aëtius’ chapters on melancholy.20
Oribasius also composed an enormous medical encyclopaedia in seventy
books called Medical Selections (   ), whence F 74 is
taken.
19
20

D-R fr. 127, n. 1.
See the apparatus in RAEDER’s edition (CGM vi. 3, pP. 248–9), for details.
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Aëtius of Amida
The most significant source in Greek for fragments from Rufus’ On Melancholy is, without doubt, Aëtius of Amida (fl. c. 500–550). He continued the encyclopaedic tradition, composing his own work called Medical
Books, divided into four groups of four books (or ‘tetrábibloi’, an alternative title). As Photius already noticed, Aëtius often quoted previous
sources (among which Rufus figured relatively prominently), and was
mostly concerned with practical as opposed to theoretical medicine.21
Generally speaking, encyclopaedic authors such as Oribasius and Aëtius have two ways of quoting previous authorities: with or without acknowledgment. When they name their source, one might think that the
case is unambiguous. There is, however, a significant problem. The authors’ headings such as ‘from Rufus (  )’ which we find in the encyclopaedias are not always reliable. For when scribes copied them, they
sometimes misplaced these headings or omitted them altogether.22 Therefore, one cannot always trust these authors’ headings. In this context,
Arabic sources can offer additional evidence. Physicians such as ar-Rz
sometimes quote the same text contained in the Greek source, yet attribute it to a different author; they may, for instance, correctly quote a passage as ‘from Rufus’ On Melancholy’ which appears under the heading
‘from Galen’ in the Greek encyclopaedia. By taking into consideration
these corroborative pieces of evidence, Manfred Ullmann was able to
collect the fragments of Rufus’ On the Treatment of Children ( 
μ  ) and his On Milk (    
).23 In F 37 and
F 42, we have such cases; see the commentary to these fragments for further information. When the encyclopaedic author does not name any
source, a similar process may be used. For instance, ar-Rz quotes a passage from Rufus in F 13 § 1 which appears nearly verbatim also in Oribasius, as we have just discussed. Likewise, F 35 § 2 has a clear parallel
in Paul of Aegina. One may, however, object that there are some problems with classifying these quotations as fragments merely on the basis
of a single Arabic source. For if the Greek authors’ headings are unreliable, the same may be true for the Arabic ones as well.24 For this reason,
these Greek parallels are quoted in the commentary and not elevated to
the level of fragment.
21

Photius, Library, ch. 221, p. 177a lines 12 and 22–3, reedited in CMG viii.1, p. 1,
lines 6 and 14–15.
22
For an instance in Oribasius, cf. ULLMANN 1975; for Aëtius, see the commentary
to F 11.
23
For On the Treatment of Children, see ULLMANN 1975 and PORMANN 1999; for On
Milk, ULLMANN 1994, 1319–36 and the commentary to F 37.
24
See, for instance, the commentary to F 75, and PORMANN 1999, 4–6.
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The Arabic Translation
The Arabic translation of Rufus’ On Melancholy is obviously lost. Yet,
not only do we not have access to it, but we know virtually nothing about
it from other sources. Who produced it and when? Did the translator
work from the original Greek or an intermediary Syriac version, as
happened so often in the case of Galen? The earliest authors quoting
from this version are Is q ibn Imrn (d. c. 903–9) and ar-Rz (d. c.
925). It was therefore probably available by the end of the ninth century.
None of our bio-bibliographical sources mentions a translator. The only
way to determine who produced the Arabic version would be to submit
the fragments to linguistic scrutiny.25 Yet the detailed analysis to which
scholars have submitted various Arabic versions of Greek medical texts
is largely impossible here because of the limited material and the uncertainty about the state of the text; after all, we do not have a single case
where we can be certain that we have the original and unaltered Rufus.
The difficult state of the transmission should not, however, lead us to
conclude (as FLASHAR 1966, 88 did) that the Arabic translation was ‘deficient (mangelhaft)’; the few cases where comparison with the Greek is
possible certainly do not confirm this harsh judgement.
Is q ibn Imrn
Is q ibn Imrn is known to us primarily through his work On Melancholy (Maqla f Mlin liy), and some anecdotes occurring in the biobibliographical literature.26 He appears to have worked at the court of the
Alabid sultan Ziydat Allh III in Kairouan (Qairawn) in the early
900s. It would appear that Ziyadat Allh himself suffered from melancholy and consulted both Is q and a Jewish colleague (or rather competitor). After an argument with the former, the sultan ended up being so
angry with Is q that he had him executed.
As already mentioned, Is q ibn Imrn’s treatise On Melancholy is
divided into two books (maqlas), describing the disease and prescribing
remedies, respectively. It is extant in a single manuscript, reproduced in
facsimile by GARBERS 1977.

25

For a discussion of such attempts, see PORMANN 2004a, 128–32.
The text has been reproduced by GARBERS 1977; he also discusses Imrn’s life on
pp. xiii–xiv. More information about Is q ibn Imrn and his work can be found below
on pp. 191–3.
26
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Constantine the African
Constantine the African was the first and foremost translator of Arabic
medical texts into Latin.27 He apparently came from North Africa to
Salerno in 1077, and spent the latter half of his life in the monastery of
Monte Casino, where he died before 1099. Apart from al-Ma s ’s Complete Book of the Medical Art (K mil a-in a a-ibb ya), also known as
the ‘Royal Book (al-Kit b al-Malak )’, Constantine mostly rendered into
Latin texts by authors from Ifr qiya (Modern Tunisia), and notably Kairouan. The most prominent medical author hailing from this region was
Ibn al- azz r. Constantine translated many of his works into Latin, as for
instance, the Sustenance of the Traveller and Nourishment for the
Sedentary (Z d al-Mus fir wa-q t al- ir).28 Another inhabitant of
Kairouan was Is q ibn Imr n, whose On Melancholy Constantine also
rendered into Latin. As often was his wont, Constantine did not acknowledge his source, but rather presented the work as his own. When
FLASHAR wrote his study about melancholy in 1966, he did not yet know
the exact relation between Is q ibn Imr n’s On Melancholy (F l-Malin liy , in Arabic) and Constantine’s On Melancholy (De melancolia,
in Latin).29 Yet when GARBERS produced an edition and comparative
study of both texts in 1977, the issue became clear.30 Both texts are, like
Rufus’ work, divided into two parts. With few exceptions, Constantine
translated Is q fairly faithfully up to a point in the second book. Then
the two texts go separate ways.31 The independent end of Constantine’s
treatise provides therapeutic advice not found in Is q. It is from this part
that we have a number of interesting Latin fragments which Constantine
must have derived from Rufus’ Arabic version directly.32
Ar-R z
Ab Bakr Muammad ibn Zakar y  ar-R z ’s Comprehensive Book contains the largest number of fragments from Rufus’ On Melancholy. It
poses, unfortunately, also the greatest number of problems. Ar-R z , as
his name indicates, was born in the city of Rayy (near modern Teheran)

27

This sketch is based on GREEN 2005.
Constantine the African produced Latin translations, and should not be confused
with Constantine, the Protosecretary of Rhegion, who rendered the Sustenance of the
Traveller into Greek; see FF 58, 61.
29
FLASHAR 1966, 91.
30
See GARBERS 1977.
31
From GARBERS 1977, 154–5, to be exact.
32
FF 59, 62, 63, 65.
28
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in 854.33 After receiving an excellent education, he quickly emerged as
one of the most innovative and influential clinicians during the Middle
Ages. As many medical men of his day, he also took an acute interest in
philosophy, and challenged commonly held beliefs. His detractors labelled him as an ‘heretic (mulid)’. He wrote prolifically and read avidly,
taking extensive notes. His Comprehensive Book resulted from this fondness for study: it is basically a massive collection of notes, arranged according to topics from tip to toe. The work was not published by ar-R z
himself, but posthumously by his students at the behest of a prominent
vizier of the time called Ibn al-Am d (d. 970). Other medical works by
ar-R z include a manual entitled Book for al-Man r (i.e., al-Man r ibn
Is q, the governor of Rayy; al-Kit b al-Man r ), and his Book of Experiences (Kit b at-Ta rib), also published posthumously by his
students.34
Many studies of how ar-R z cited his sources in his Comprehensive
Book exist.35 It is therefore not necessary to rehearse their arguments
here. One should only bear in mind that ar-R z rarely quoted his source
verbatim; rather, he often offered little more than heavily abridged paraphrases. There are very few cases where we can compare a Rufus fragment taken from ar-R z with other evidence, or even a Greek quotation.
When this is possible, as in the case of F 13 (see the commentary), we
find both overlaps and discrepancies. This confirms the suspicion that arR z quoted loosely, and certainly not according to modern scholarly
standards.
Most previous scholarly discussions of Rufus’ On Melancholy have
relied on the sources discussed so far; moreover, they rarely had access
to the original Arabic material, but relied on sometimes unreliable translations.36 Therefore, one ought not only to reappraise the old evidence on
the basis of the original Arabic, but also take into consideration the many
new fragments. Apart from authors only yielding one or two fragments,
not discussed here, al-Kaskar (fl. 920s), al-Qumr (fl. 960–80s), and Ibn
Sar biy n ibn Ibr h m (d. after 1030s) provide new evidence.37
33

A brief account of his life and main ideas can be found in L. E. GOODMANN, art.
‘al-R z , Ab Bakr Mu ammad b. Zakariyy ’, EI2 474a–477b.
34
The chapter on melancholy from this Book of Experiences is translated in Appendix 3.
35
See WEISSER 1997; BRYSON 2000; and PORMANN 2004a. Pauline KOETSCHET, who is
currently writing her doctoral thesis, will discuss the section on melancholy in detail.
36
A notable exception is ULLMANN 1994; see below for a discussion of previous
scholarship.
37
The minor new authors are at-Tawahhum (F 24), Miskawaih (F 36), Qus ibn
L q (F 46), and Ibn Bai r (F 57); see the commentary on the individual fragments.
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Al-Kaskar
What little we know about al-Kaskar mostly comes from his own work,
the Medical Compendium (al-Kunn f -ibb).38 He worked as a hospital physician in Baghdad in the 920s or 930s. His Medical Compendium
combines medical theory and practice in an interesting way. As many
handbooks of the time, it is arranged from tip to toe. Unfortunately, it
only survives in one manuscript; its 1994 Beirut edition, moreover, accidentally omits quite a bit of text which includes the fragments collected
here (FF 6, 42).
Al-Qumr
Another new source is Ab l-Manr al-asan ibn N al-Qumr. We
have very little information about his life.39 He probably lived in the
second half of the tenth century. Towards the end of his life, he even reportedly taught Ibn Sn (Avicenna, 980–1037).40 This, of course, contradicts Ibn Sn’s own claim that, purely through self-study, he had
mastered medicine, an extremely easy subject in his own view, at the
tender age of sixteen.41 Two works by al-Qumr have come down to us,
and the most important one, both in general terms and for our purposes,
is his Book of Riches and Desires (Kitb al-in wa-l-mun). It is divided into three parts, the first dealing with illnesses from tip to toe, the
second with ‘external diseases’, meaning those affecting the skin, and the
third with fevers. In general, al-Qumr mostly quotes from previous medical authorities such as Rufus; however, in this last part on fevers his own
personal experience comes mostly to the fore.
The quotations adduced here mostly come from his chapter ‘On melancholy (F l-mlinliy)’ (cf. commentary to F 18), with one occurring
in the chapter ‘On epilepsy’ (F 23). In the former chapter, al-Qumr first
38

See PORMANN 2003. More information about Isq and his work can be found below on pp. 189–90.
39
The following sketch is based on KARMI 1978, 1–73.
40
Ibn Ab Uaibia (i. 327) reports the following:
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Master ams ad-Dn Abd al-amd ibn s al-usruh (d. 1254) told me [Ibn
Ab Uaibia] that he [Ibn Sn] attended his [al-Qumr’s] instruction (malis)
and followed his [al-Qumr’s] classes (durs). From this he [Ibn Sn] benefited
in the art of medicine.
GUTAS 1988, p. 27 and n. 18.
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provides a definition of the disease. Then he describes its causes and
symptoms, followed by advice on how to treat it. He concludes the
chapter by quoting different authorities in roughly chronological order:
Hippocrates (fl. 420s bc), Galen (d. 216/16 AD), Rufus (of Ephesus), Alexander (of Tralles, d. after 500), bit (ibn Qurra, d. 901), Ibn
Sarbiy n (fl. c. 870s), Ibn Msawaih (d. 857)42, and Mu ammad ibn Zakar y (ar-Rz , d. c. 925).
Since al-Qumr ’s compendium has not yet been published, the fragments collected here are edited according to two manuscripts, namely
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Marsh 80, abbreviated as O, and London,
Wellcome Library, MS Arabic 408, abbreviated as W. O is an undated
manuscript, which is also incomplete, breaking off in the middle of
chapter 58 ‘On catarrhs and colds (f z-zukm wa-n-nazla)’ of the first
book (maqla). W is dated to ah 16 Mu arram 1030, corresponding to AD
11 December 1620, and only contains the first book (maqla).43
The quotations in al-Qumr all have parallels in ar-Rz , who is clearly
earlier. Although there is a good amount of variation on the level of expression in the former, the substance can be found in the latter; see the
commentary to the fragments for further details. Therefore al-Qumr
probably quoted Rufus from ar-Rz and does not constitute an independent source. This said, because of the poor textual state of the Comprehensive Book, al-Qumr ’s fragments still contribute to our understanding
of Rufus’ work.
Ibn Sarbiy n ibn Ibrh m and Rufus’ Case Notes
The manuscript Oxford, Bodleian Library, Oriental Collections, MS
Hunt. 461 (henceforth Hunt. 461) contains a treatise entitled Important
Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters (Al-Fu l al-muhimma f ibb
al-Aimma), which is attributed to one Ibn Sarbiy n ibn Ibrh m, the
physician (al-muta abbib).44 Very little is known about the author; however, he cannot have been the famous Y ann ibn Sarbiy n, who lived
in the second half of the ninth century, since this Ibn Sarbiy n ibn
Ibrh m quotes authorities such as Ibn S n (d. 1037) which date back to
42

Ibn Msawaih both wrote a treatise On Black Bile (F l-mirra as-saud), which
survives in at least one manuscript, kept in Meshed, Iran; see SEZGIN 1970, 234. I was
unable to take it into consideration for the present collection. Pauline Koetschet, to
whom I owe this information, is currently endeavouring to obtain a copy, and if successful, will study it in detail.
43
See SERIKOFF 2005, 59–65.
44
This manuscript has been described and particially edited by ULLMANN 1978b; this
section is largely based on his work.
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the eleventh century and are therefore too late by at least a century.45 The
Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters is a compilation in 43
chapters, in which the author quotes in a fairly derivative fashion various
authorities on diseases occurring at a specific place in the body. He arranges the first 27 chapters (with one exception to be discussed shortly),
from tip to toe, starting with ailments affecting the head and moving
down via the eye, mouth, chest, and stomach to the reproductive organs.
Chapters 28 to 43 are devoted to diseases of the joints and the skin; fractures; poisons; animal and insect bites; bloodletting; general diet; and
pharmacology.
Of particular interest to us here is the ninth chapter which, as Manfred
Ullmann has shown, contains a collection of case notes by Rufus of Ephesus. This attribution has, however, been disputed, and it is therefore necessary quickly to rehearse his main arguments.46 This chapter nine is
singular within this collection in that it contains case notes, and not theoretical advice on diagnosis and therapy. Moreover, it comes between a
chapter on diseases affecting the ear (no. 8), and another on diseases affecting the nose (no. 10). It therefore does not fit into the arrangement of
ailments from tip to toe. Another puzzle is its title47:

" '# * , )  " ', &  +, , % ' (  ',  ' $  ' ! '
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The ninth chapter on examples and individual treatments by Rufus and other ancient
and modern physicians; general principles, which are extremely useful, can be extracted and derived [from them].

On the face of it, it would appear that the chapter contains case histories
by ‘Rufus and other ancient and modern physicians’. And indeed, the
first case history is specifically ascribed to Rufus. It is entitled ‘A report
[ikya] by Rufus concerning the treatment of a man [suffering] from
melancholy’, (see F 66 § 1). Yet the remaining other twenty case histories
are not attributed to any specific source. Therefore, scholars have argued
that since the title talks about ‘other ancient and modern physicians’ not
all the case histories can be by Rufus.
There are, however, a number of strong arguments, which, combined,
leave little doubt that this collection does go back to Rufus of Ephesus.
First, linguistic analysis shows that all twenty one case histories represent
Arabic translations of a Greek original. Therefore, they clearly are not
45

See PORMANN 2004b.
For instance, KUDLIEN 1979 and 1980, and SIDERAS 1994, 1168–70 remain sceptical. Yet, THOMSSEN, PROBST 1994 assume that the case histories edited by Ullmann constitute an authentic work by Rufus.
47
Hunt. 461, fol 38b, 11–14.
46
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taken from ‘modern physicians’, unless, of course, these modern physicians are themselves quoting from Greek sources in Arabic translation.
Secondly, across the twenty one case histories, there are many linguistic
parallels with Rufus’ remaining work. Thirdly, the drugs mentioned in
these case histories (85 in total) occur for their great majority (73) in other works of Rufus or in the contemporaneous medical literature (11),
with one drug not having been identified. Fourth, the twenty one case histories constitute a whole and coherent collection of cases, with cross references between them; for instances, cases 2 and 3 follow on from 1 (‘another case of melancholy’). Fifth, this coherence within the collection is
further highlighted by the same expressions and turns of phrases being
used across the collection. Sixth, the medical approach to diagnosis and
therapy displayed in these case histories reflects Rufus’ own medical outlook; for melancholy, we shall highlight some of the parallels in the commentary below. Seventh, Rufus is fond of adducing case histories in his
remaining works. These arguments taken together indicate that we have
here the work of the famous Ephesian physician. Ullmann speculated
whether these histories may have been produced for the public contests
(agns) among physicians organised in Ephesus during Rufus’ time.48
Arabists have generally accepted Ullmann’s conclusions.49 One great
expert in the field of Graeco-Arabic medical texts, Gotthard Strohmaier,
accepted that this collection of twenty one case histories must, for stylistic reasons, go back to the same author, and that this author must be a
Greek physician.50 Even the most vocal opponent of Ullmann’s argument
conceded that the first case history must go back to Rufus.51 If this is the
case, then, again, the whole collection must be by Rufus, and a fortiori,
the first four case histories which are linked to each other through crossreferences and connecting expressions at the beginning.52

48

See Nutton, below, p. 142.
See, for instance, ÁLVAREZ-MILLÁN 1999, 27–8.
50
STROHMAIER 1980, 318 says:
They [the Case Notes] are so uniform in style […] that in any case one has to
agree with Ullmann that they […] must go back to one author.
Sie [die Krankenjournale] sind aber unter einander im Stil derart gleich […], daß
U[llmann] auf jeden Fall zuzustimmen ist, dass sie […] von einem Verfasser
stammen müssen.
51
Sideras 1994, 1169: ‘it remains undisputed that some of them [the Case Notes]
certainly go back to Rufus, without doubt the first one ([…] bleib dennoch unumstritten,
daß einige von ihnen mit Sicherheit von Rufus stammen, zweifelsohne die erste)’.
52
ABOU ALY 1992, 211–7, takes the view that the first five cases are genuine, whilst
the others are not.
49
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Previous scholarship
Now that we have reviewed the major sources for the fragments from
Rufus’ On Melancholy, it is useful quickly to address the question how
the present collection relates to previous scholarship. The classic collection of Rufus’ works is that published by Daremberg and Ruelle in 1879.
It contains roughly fifty percent of the fragments from On Melancholy,
edited and translated here. Of these fifty percent, moreover, roughly half
came from a medieval Latin version of ar-Rz. Because of its peculiar
nature and far from satisfactory quality, scholars often misunderstood
and misinterpreted it.53 Franz Rosenthal published a selection of fragments from On Melancholy contained in ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book,
and I largely follow his translations where available.54 It was Manfred
Ullmann, however, who listed many of the new Arabic fragments in his
ground-breaking article on the Arabic transmission of Rufus’ medical
works.55 In addition to this, I have been able to identify some new fragments, notably from al-Qumr’s Book of Riches and Desires (Kitb alin wa-l-Mun). Finally, Pauline Koetschet discovered a new fragment
(F 46). Therefore, the source base for our knowledge of Rufus’ On Melancholy is greatly increased. This should not, however, detract from the
great scholarly value of Daremberg’s and Ruelle’s earlier collection. Furthermore, the most important study of this text, that by FLASHAR 1966,
84–104, can still be read with profit.56
The present book, like all collections of fragments, therefore owes a
tremendous debt of gratitude to its predecessors. It is nonetheless fair to
say that it also marks significant progress. Many fragments become available here for the first time, and are made accessible through the English
translation and commentary. And yet, this collection can only be provisional and temporary, not definitive and final. For there is no such thing
as a definitive edition, since new manuscripts constantly come to light.57
Future generations of Classicists and Arabists will undoubtedly find new
53

See ULLMANN 1994, 1297–1303.
ROSENTHAL 1965, 269–72; and 1975, 198–200; the fragments where I quote his
translation are FF 13–15, 17, 21, 28, 33, 35, 38, 47–9, 52, 60.
55
ULLMANN 1994, 1316–17.
56
In a later chapter (below, pp. 248–52), Thomas Rütten will analyse how this study
stimulated a contemporary German psychiatrist in his work.
57
See SAVAGE-SMITH 1976. A case in point is the edition by of Galen’s On his Own
Opinions in the Corpus Medicorum Graecorum (NUTTON 1999). The editor reconstructed the text mostly from a Latin translation based on an Arabic intermediary. Yet, because a new Greek manuscript was rediscovered, NUTTON’s text is now largely superseded by the original Greek edited by BOUDON-MILLOT and PIETROBELLI 2005. This does
not, however, detract from the usefulness of Nutton’s work, as BOUDON-MILLOT and
PIETROBELLI 2005, 169, freely acknowledge.
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fragments, and hopefully one day someone will unearth a complete manuscript of either the Greek original or its Arabic version, the latter being
much more likely. Until such time, it is hoped that this collection will
give a general reader access to Rufus’ On Melancholy, and can serve as a
guide to his thought on the subject.
From Ephesus to Istanbul
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[She is] black [saud ], [yet] white in her actions,
just as the kernels [ abb] of the eyes excel through light. […]

If I become mad through my love [ ubb] for her, this is no innovation,
for the root of madness lies in black bile [saud ].
Taq ad-D n Ab Abd ar-Ra mn ibn
58
poet in Cairo (d. 1276/7)

amdn al- anbal , ophthalmologist and

At the beginning of these two verses, we have a wonderful oxymoron: a
black woman (saud ) who is white (bai ). This juxtaposition of light
and dark continues in the second hemistich: the pupils of her black eyes
are rendered exquisite through the shining light. The second verse startles
the reader or listener even more. The medieval poet physician explains
his maddening love for the ‘black woman (saud )’ by a reference to
‘black bile (saud )’. The two are homonymous, and since the latter is recognised to cause madness, it is no wonder that the former does so too.
The chiastic ring composition with the word ‘black (saud )’ at the beginning and the end of the two verses in different meanings accentuates
the effect. In this way, Greek humoral pathology penetrated not only medieval Arabic medicine, but also poetry, and the popular imagination.59
And this influence endures: even today the word m l  l ya means ‘madness’ in many modern Egyptian dialects.
Egypt is by no means the only part of the Islamic world where we find
such instances of longue durée. Rufus hailed from Ephesus in Asia
Minor, now part of Modern Turkey (Efes). In his novel Istanbul, Orhan
Pamuk (b. 1952), the Turkish author who recently won the Nobel Prize,
58

ULLMANN 1998, p. 120, no. 160; see also ibid. nos. 211–212a; for information
about this author, see ibid., pp. 343–4, and al-Kutub (ed. Abbs 1973–4), ii. 98 (descirbed there as an ‘excellent littérateur, physician, and ophthalmologist […] in living
Cairo’.
59
The verses are quoted in a number of popular collections of poetry, as well as the
Arabian Nights (cf. ULLMANN 1998, 120); see also DOLS 1992, especially part ii.
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explores the melancholy mood of the city, which reflects his own despondency and despair. One may see in Pamuk the scholarly melancholic:
through assiduous study he analyses his own condition just like Robert
Burton, who styled himself as a Younger Democritus, successor to
Democritus of Abdera. This represents just one of the myriad examples
in which Rufus’ presence can be felt, if indirectly, even today, and even
on Rufus’ native soil.

Rufus of Ephesus
On Melancholy

PETER E PORMANN
Fragments
Text and Translation
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F 1 Ibn an-Nadm, Index
[1] He [Rufus] wrote: […] a book [kit b] On Melancholy, in two treatises
[maq las]
F 2 Ibn Ab U aibia, The Sources of Information about the Classes of Physicians
[1] The great Rufus, hailing from the city of Ephesus. [2] In his time he
was second to none in the art of medicine. [3] Galen mentioned Rufus in
some [ba ] of his books, praised him and quoted him. [4] Rufus wrote:
The book On Melancholy, in two treatises [maq las]; this is his greatest
work [a all kutubih ].
F 3 Galen, On Black Bile
[1] Among the recent physicians, Rufus of Ephesus has composed the
best work on melancholy. One might well say that nothing is missing
here, at least if one listens naturally, and is not disposed from the beginning to contradict and quarrel.
F 4 Is q ibn Imrn, On Melancholy
[1] I have never read a pleasing book on melancholy nor a clear treatise
on this disease by any of the old authors except the one by a man belonging to the ancients called Rufus of Ephesus. [2] Even if this man composed only one book, containing two treatises [maq las], about this disease, he did concentrate all his mind on the matter, [3] and produced
excellent and expert research on it [melancholy], its symptoms, and the
method of treating it. [4] He singled out in his art one kind of this disease, namely the hypochondriac illness [al-illa a - ar s f ya], whilst
omitting to discuss its other kinds.
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Book One
Symptoms and Incidents
F 5 Isq ibn Imrn, On Melancholy
[1] We noticed that Rufus, the physician who composed the book On
Melancholy, discussed the symptoms and incidents occurring to melancholics at great length in the first treatise [maq la]. Finally, after he discussed at great length the things which occur to each single one of them
[those suffering from melancholy], he said (having cut short his discussion): [2] ‘In this treatise of ours, we have just listed in a reliable fashion
the symptoms occurring in melancholics, so that, if the reader understands our book well, he will [even] be able to comprehend all those
symptoms present in those suffering from this disease which we have not
mentioned in this work.’
[3] By saying this, Rufus, the physician [ ak m], indicated that the
symptoms of this disease can hardly be ascertained or elucidated to their
full extent. [4] This is the case not because the symptoms of melancholy,
when they dominate the body, are hidden. Rather, the way in which the
soul is affected is hidden, because the substance of the soul is concealed
and difficult to perceive, and it is unclear how one arrives at a knowledge
of the choices of the soul, and how one comes to measure whether the
soul’s thought is good or bad, whether the imagination is sound or not,
whether the memory is strong or weak, and, in general, whether the intellect urges [something] on, is opposed [to it], or fails [in it]. [5] The situation is similar as concerns its [the soul’s] character traits and their diversity in it [the soul]. [6] All this is subject to disagreement and diverse
opinions, since even intelligent physicians are at a loss, and do not have
knowledge of this illness with all its different symptoms.
[7] Rufus, the physician [al- ak m], however, had only discussed the
hypochondriac [ar s f ] kind of the disease of melancholy, and he dedicated his book to it.
[8] Yet, Rufus is willing to argue and say: [9] ‘My discussion of one
kind of the disease of melancholy is linked and connected to the other
two types. Moreover, by my discussion of this one kind of melancholy, I
hint at the other two types as regards the symptoms which I have listed
and the treatment which I have described.’
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F 6 Yaqb al-Kaskar, Compendium on Medicine

[1] Rufus said the following in his book on the ailment melancholy (malin liy ), that is, melancholic delusion (wasw s saud w ): This disease
starts out in the region beneath the rib-cartilage [i.e. the hypochondria]
and at the [cardiac] orifice of the stomach. [2] This is shown by the fact
that when you provide relief to the belly of the patients, their pain is diminished. [3] Yet if the patients’ belly becomes dry, the pain is increased. [4] [Another proof is] that this disease often occurs through indigestion. [5] When the patients vomit, their pain is also diminished. [6]
Every humour which is expelled through vomiting diminishes this disease, whether phlegm, black bile, or yellow bile is expelled.
[7] Rufus said in this book: Some ancient physicians called those suffering from this disease hypochondriacs [ ar s f s] since it originates in
the region beneath the rib-cartilage. [8] Yet, one could have derived this
name for them [‘hypochondriacs’] from a term denoting the faculties of
the soul [quw n-nafs].

F 7 Ibn Sn, Canon of Medicine
[1] This is called hypochondriac flatulence, flatulent melancholy, and hypochondriac melancholy. It often is caused by the swelling of the portal
veins of the liver [abw b al-kabid], so that it burns the blood of the hypochondriac region. [2] Galen makes this the cause of hypochondriac melancholy, while Rufus declares that its cause is the extreme heat of the liver and the stomach. [3] Others assume that its cause is the blockage
occurring in the veins known as ‘m s r q [μ, mesenteric]’,
together with a swelling […]
F 8 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in this book On Melancholy: Certain things clearly demonstrate
that the head is connected to the stomach, such as the following: 1) the
oesophagus originates in the head; 2) a string of nerves of considerable
size reaches into the oesophagus and the stomach; 3) the orifice of the
stomach is connected to the separating diaphragm, and this diaphragm
has many nerves. [2] A blow to the head therefore causes one to vomit
bile.
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[3] Then he [Rufus] said: There is nothing better for diseases of the head
having their origin in the stomach than vomiting and purging. I reckon
that brain fever [sirsm] is caused only through a great quantity of bile in
the stomach, because of which the brain is damaged, so that it is prevented from carrying out its [habitual] tasks. People suffering from brain
fever die precisely [for this reason] of suffocation. [4] For this, I do not
know anything better than purging yellow bile briskly, for it [the purging] prevents it [brain fever] from happening. [5] You ought to begin
[treatment] immediately when you see the symptoms. [6] It [purging yellow bile] is more effective than venesection. Sometimes venesection is
even bad for this, for it renders the body drier, more pungent and more
difficult.
F 9 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in his book On Melancholy: Wet spasm [taannu ] fills the
belly with wind. This represents a bad indication.
F 10 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy said: If it happens that someone who suffers
from spasm [tamaddud] thinks that his body is filled with wind, then this
is the worst thing.
F 11 Aëtius, Medical Books, vi. 9
Rufus: [1] It is impossible to list the causes for all the symptoms which
accompany each one [each case of melancholy]. [2] For most things [tà
pleîsta] present intractable problems, such as the following. Why do they
[patients suffering from melancholy] avoid some things as if they are terrifying when they are not, and pursue other things as if they are good [for
them] when they are not? Why do some fear their family members, and
others all human beings, and so on? [3] On the other hand, it is not difficult for the physician to explain the causes of most [tôn pleíst n] symptoms. For instance, someone who thinks that he is an earthen vessel suffers from this [delusion] because of dryness. For the melancholic humour
is cold and dry. [4] Likewise, if someone thinks that his skin is similar to
dry parchment. [5] When someone believes that he does not have a head,
perhaps he thinks so because of the head being light; the pneûma which
rises up provides the lightness for it [the head]. [6] Why do melancholics
crave more food? Because the orifice of their stomach is cold. [7] Why
are some of them drunkards? Because what is cold needs to be warmed.
[8] Why will they kill themselves? Because they surmise that they can
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[thus] escape greater evil. [9] If they do not have this opinion, then because they [imagine that] it is beautiful to die, like some barbarians. [10]
Why do they constantly suffer from indigestion? Because their body is
turbid and full of superfluities, and the belly is therefore bad-tempered
throughout owing to the melancholic humour. [11] Why are their abdomens generally dry? Because the pneûma is located above the hypochondriac region, and does not pass down at all. [12] For the same reason,
their bellies are necessarily dry. [13] After prolonged constipation, they
sometimes expel liquified faeces all at once.
[14] They generally blink their eyes, and have prominent eyes and
thick lips because of the thick pneûma. Their skin turns black owing to
the [melancholic] humour being poured out. [15] Many of them are hairy
because of the great amount of thick superfluities. They generally speak
fast, they lisp, and stammer since they cannot control their tongue. [16]
For the intensity of movement comes about through the pneûma.
Everything which moves intensely decays quickly.
[17] On the basis of this [explanation], it is easy for anybody to give
the reasons for the other symptoms. [18] The humour sometimes becomes black because it gets excessively hot, and sometimes, because it
gets excessively cold. [19] What occasionally happens to live coals,
namely that they are most radiant through the flame, but when it dies
down, they turn black, also is brought about with regard to the bright colour of the blood, when it is cooled. [20] We see how some external bodies become livid and black because of the cold. [21] The excess of heat,
on the other hand, by drying out and consuming the moisture through
which the heat is nourished, renders the humours black, just as the sun
blackens fruits and human bodies.
[22] It is necessary to recognise that there are two kinds of melancholy. 1) Some of them have melancholy because of their nature and original mixture, whilst 2) others have acquired this mixture later owing to a
bad diet. [23] This [latter] kind is always [characterised by] sluggish and
downcast [behaviour]. [24] Since they fall victim to delirium because of
excessive ‘cooking’ of yellow bile, they are bolder and more easily
angered than others: they brawl and commit the most outrageous acts at
the very moment when the bile is excessively cooked. [25] With time,
after the bile is burnt up, they become downcast, sad, and fearful.
[26] The physician has to recognise these things to this extent before
he begins treatment. [27] What one ought to know in order to be able to
help those suffering from this illness, it is now time to explain. [28] It
makes a great difference for the treatment to know what the origin of the
disease is.
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F 12 Isq ibn Imrn, On Melancholy
[1] Some of them [melancholics] imagine that they do not have a head.
[2] We saw something of the sort close to the city of Kairouan. [3] We
burdened his [the patient’s] head with a qalansuwa (tiara) which we
made of lead and put on his head in place of a helmet. [4] Then he realised that he had a head. [5] Rufus, too, reported [ak] that he saw this.
F 13 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] Rufus said in his book On Black Bile: Melancholy must be treated
from the very beginning. Otherwise treatment is made more difficult for
two reasons: 1) because the humour has become inveterate; and 2) because it then becomes difficult for the patient to answer questions.
[2] The beginning of melancholy is indicated by fear, anxiety and suspicion aimed at one particular thing whilst no disease is present in any
other respect. [3] Examples of their imaginations include the following.
Some are afraid of thunder; others ardently desire to discuss death; others
want to wash themselves [constantly], or hate a particular food, a particular drink or a particular kind of animal; or they imagine that they have
swallowed a viper or something similar. [4] Such symptoms last for a
time; then they become stronger, and the symptoms of fully developed
melancholy appear and become increasingly more severe. [5] If you perceive any symptom of this kind, begin treatment quickly.
F 14 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] He said: A sign of incipient melancholy is the craving to want to be
alone and stay away from all other people, without any visible need or
cause for it, of the kind that the healthy can sometimes have, because
they love research or want to keep undisclosed what must remain secret.
[2] One must look out for a recurrent sign (alma mutadwilat alamr), and start treatment immediately, since melancholy is most easily
treated at the beginning. [3] Once it has settled in, however, it is extremely difficult to cure. [4] The first sign from which one can conclude
that someone is suffering from melancholy is that he becomes angry, sad
and anxious more quickly than usual, and likes to be alone. [5] If this is
combined with circumstances which are of the kind I am about to describe, you can feel confirmed in your supposition. [6] The patient cannot
open his eyes properly, as if he were day-blind. [7] The eyes of melancholics are somewhat rigid, their lips thick, their complexion dark, little
hair on their body, their chest and adjacent parts of the body strongly de-
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veloped, their belly below shrunken. [8] Their movements are powerful
and quick, and they can do nothing slowly. They lisp, and their voice is
thin. They speak quickly, with a swift movement of the tongue.
F 15 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] He said: When melancholy occurs, often only skilful [m hir] physicians can recognise it at the onset. [2] For an intelligent [ iq] physician
usually knows how to distinguish a malign state of the soul [ub annafs], despair [qun ] and worry [ amm] occurring at the onset of melancholy from affections caused by something else.
F 16 Ab l-Man r al- asan ibn N

al-Qumr , Book of Riches and Desires

[1] He said: Melancholy at its onset is detected only by intelligent
[ iq] physicians.
F 17 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] He said: When ulcers appear on the body of a melancholic, this indicates imminent death. [2] Such ulcers appear on both sides [of the body],
the chest and elsewhere on the surface of the body. [3] They are painfully
hot and resemble carbuncles [amr] in that itching occurs, and in other
respects.
[4] Men suffer from melancholy more frequently than women. [5] Yet
women who suffer from it have more repugnant fantasies and greater
anxieties. [6] Children do not get it, youths and young men rarely. [7] On
the other hand, elderly and old men especially get it, in particular the old.
[8] For melancholy is fairly typical of old age, since the old are naturally
depressed, little inclined to merriment, and moody. They suffer from indigestion and a lot from flatulence. [9] These are the symptoms of
melancholy.
[10] Winter is the season in which melancholy is least likely to occur,
since the digestion is good in winter. [11] Next comes summer, since it
purges the stomach and dissolves the superfluities. [12] If the summer
does not purge the stomach, they suffer from an extremely severe irritation [haya n] during it. [13] During melancholy it is harmful to drink
much thick and dark wine, or acrid1 wine; to eat tough meat, especially
that of camels and goats; to fill oneself with food and drink; and to avoid
physical exercise.
1

‘acrid’] variant: ‘new’.
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al-Qumr , Book of Riches and Desires

[1] Rufus said: Melancholy befalls men more than women. [2] If, however, it occurs in women, it is worse and more abominable. [3] It occurs
only rarely in boys and castrates, and is also seldom in young men. [4]
Elderly and old men specifically suffer from this, especially old men, because of their nature, [5] for melancholy is all but a necessary symptom
of old age. Old men are naturally moody, lack joy, have a bad character,
suffer from indigestion and frequent flatulence in their belly. [6] These
are the symptoms of melancholy.

F 19 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in his book On Melancholy: The two kinds of dropsy [called]
‘waterskin-like’ and ‘drum-like’ make the body thin, whilst fleshy dropsy
makes it fat.
F 20 Paul of Aegina, Seven Books on Medicine
[1] Rufus declared that this [rabies] affected them [the patients] like
some kind of melancholy, since the venom [transmitting rabies] imitates
this humour [i.e., black bile], as we know that other melancholics each
fear different things. [2] This reason tallies with the claim that they
[some people suffering from rabies] think that the image of the dog who
bit them appears on the water.
F 21 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] Not every melancholic vomits or shows a black liquid in his excrement. Rather, phlegm appears most frequently. [2] When something
black appears in the stool, it shows that something similar predominates,
and a large amount of it is present in the body. [3] Through this their
sickness abates slightly, although in some case the illness abates through
the excretion of phlegm rather than the excretion of the black humour
[al- il al-aswad]. [4] The black humour betrays its presence by vomiting
or in the stool or urine; or through ulcers on the body, dull-white leprosy
[bahaq, corresponding to Greek alphós], pimples [kalaf] and mange
[ arab], or the bleeding of haemorrhoids. How often they have varicose
veins [daw lin]! [5] Those in whom no black humour appears are more
difficult to treat. [6] Even when the excretion of phlegm gives them re-
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lief, the black humour still exerts control over them, and one must try to
purge it. [7] Usually melancholy does not arise from the presence of a
large amount of black bile in the body, but by its penetrating the whole of
the blood just as in the case of urine when its sediments do not settle. [8]
When the black bile settles, it does not cause melancholy even when
present in large quantities.
[9] He said: when it moves from the blood, whatever it is like, to the
exterior of the body, for instance, through mange [arab] or black leprosy [bahaq aswad], or when it is discharged from the body, for example
through urine, black stool, an enlargement of the spleen, or varicose
veins, no melancholy arises.
F 22 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] In his book On Melancholy he [Rufus] said: [2] If leprosy [bara] occurs in epileptics, it is a strong indication of a cure, especially if it appears in the head, throat and neck.
F 23 al-Qumr, Book of Riches and Desires
[1] Rufus said: If leprosy [bara] appears in people suffering from epilepsy, when it [leprosy] is in the head and and throat, this is a strong indication of a cure.
F 24 Muammad ibn Al ibn Abd Allh at-Tawahhum, The Clear Guide on How to
Treat Patients

[1] Rufus said: I cauterised someone who suffered from this ailment
[melancholy] with a hot knife. [2] I put it onto one of the parts [of his
body], but he [the patient] did not feel the fire. [3] He then said: ‘Increase
the fire’, as if it [the knife] were cold, for the sensation had ceased. [4]
There were many ulcers on his legs, since the blackness had reached the
lower part of the body, because of the frequent motion of the legs.
F 25 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
Rufus in On Melancholy: Whoever has an ulcer in the intestines may
have a stool of black liquid, which is an indication of death
F 26 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
Rufus in On Melancholy: Sometimes it happens that someone having an
ulcer in his stomach excretes a black humour. This is followed by death.
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F 27 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book
Rufus in On Black Bile: Food turns into faeces in the colon, for the beginning of putrefaction is clearly visible there.

F 28 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] From his [Rufus’] book On Melancholy; he said: [2] During spring,
the blood is stirred and becomes turbid, because the dregs in it are astir
together with it, just as the water of wellsprings [uyn] is stirred at this
time. [3] For this reason, one quickly resorts to venesection, for it [venesection] expels bad blood which is stirred. [4] By this means, one is safe
from diseases being provoked. [5] During this [spring], melancholy is
provoked, if the blood is melancholic, for it [the blood] rises to the brain,
as are pustules, abscesses, swellings, tumours, headaches, the veins in the
chest, and spitting blood. [6] During it [spring], coughing is provoked,
and the state of people suffering from consumption deteriorates, and they
often die. [7] Hemiplegia and apoplexy also frequently occur, as well as
joint pain. [8] Diphtheria during this season leads to a quick death, and
ulcers rapidly putrefy. [9] These symptoms mostly occur in those who
acquire bad blood during the winter season, having a lot of superfluities
in it; [10] the effect of these superfluities becomes visible during the
spring, so that the blood is heated and dispersed.
F 29 ar-R z , Comprehensive Book
He said: [1] For the blood, there are certain times at which it becomes
turbid during crises. [2] Likewise, the wellsprings boil at certain times,
when the water in them becomes turbid and what is at the bottom is
stirred up. [3] The following are indications for this disease: frequent wet
dreams [ μ]; vertigo; ringing in the ear and heaviness of the
head. [4] It is caused by the wind and the commotion which occurs in the
black bile. [5] For black bile is accompanied by wind, as all cold things
are – [6] I do not mean the freezing [things], but [the things] the heat of
which is not so great as to make the vapours fine.
F 30 Ab l-Man r al- asan ibn N

al-Qumr , Book of Riches and Desires

[1] He said: When melancholy and the like is triggered during spring, the
corruption is not in the brain, but the blood in the veins is melancholic;
[2] it is stirred at this time until it reaches the brain.
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F 31 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] He [Rufus] said: Spring is a healthy season, yet these things occur
during it, because the blood of those whose blood is bad is heated.
F 32 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] He [Rufus] said: Autumn spoils digestion.
F 33 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal
[1] People of excellent nature are predisposed to melancholy, since excellent natures move quickly and think a lot.
F 34 al-Qumr, Book of Riches and Desires
[1] He said: People of excellent nature are predisposed to melancholy,
since excellent natures move quickly and think a lot.

F 35 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] He said: Violent thoughts and worries may make one succumb to
melancholy. [2] Some of them [i.e. melancholics] may become passionately fond of dreams and forecasting future events, and they predict them
accurately.
F 36 Miskawaih, Epistle on the Soul and the Intellect
[1] It is reported that Rufus, the physician, said the following: [2] ‘Noone who devotes too much effort to thinking about a certain science
(ilm) can avoid ending up with melancholy.’ [3] How can we be certain,
if we are obsessed by illusions, that this description does not apply to us?
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Book Two – Therapy
F 37 Aëtius, Medical Books
Rufus: [1] Whether the brain or the hypochondriac region is first affected, a common remedy is drugs which evacuate the stomach. [2] For
first of all, one ought to take care to achieve good digestion, and then
purge with epithyme and aloe. [3] If the patient takes even a little bit of
these things each day, this helps him to pass stool moderately and
quietly.
F 38 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] He said: Those suffering from melancholy find improvement and relief of their condition through purging, belching and vomiting.
[2] I say: this is about none other than the hypochondriac [type of melancholy]. [3] Rufus only discussed this kind [of melancholy]. [4] I am astonished that Galen [cf. F 3] did not say that Rufus talks about, and
provides a treatment for, one kind of this illness only.
F 39 Aëtius, Medical Books
Rufus: [1] Let them vomit in greater intervals, not after they have eaten,
but on an empty stomach through radish, origany, or thyme; do not use,
however, [too] efficacious emetics, [2] for the latter cause them harm
since they put additional stress on the belly and the stomach, which
already suffer from the disease. One can observe that some patients get
melancholy from too efficacious emetics. [3] One ought to be well aware
that many who suffer from this disease [apparently] derive no benefit at
the time of the treatment, but, when left alone [for a while] so that their
nature regains its strength through the correct earlier treatment, they
overcome the disease which has been rendered weak through the therapy.
[4] Therefore one should grant nature respite. [5] For it appears to be adversely affected by the treatment, but it appears to regain its strength during rest, and to vanquish the diseases when they have been previously
rendered feeble.
F 40 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] The treatment. He said: Purge them with epithyme and aloe, for together they purge gently and are beneficial for the stomach; they need
this [treatment] because they have indigestion. [2] After [initial] cleans-
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ing [naf ] with these [epithyme and aloe], administer to them [the patients] each day a little bit of the two [drugs]. [3] Give them [the patients]
each day two thirds of a dirham [ulai dirhamin] absinth juice. [4] Do
not relent purging them with what I have just mentioned, for if you do
this [administer the drugs as I have said], great flatulence will not befall
them, their nature will not dry out, their digestion will be good, and they
will pass water. [5] This is the best thing for them. [6] They should take
light exercise and eat good food; the best exertion for them is walking.
[7] Those suffering from indigestion should bathe before meals. [8] Let
them have quickly digestible food which is unlikely to generate flatulence and mild to the belly. [9] They should drink white wine in moderation, and swallow thick vinegar before going to sleep. [10] They should
dip their food in it, for this improves digestion, especially, if it is made of
squills. [11] If this is possible, they ought to be phlebotomized, especially
at the beginning of the ailment. [12] Afterwards, when the strength
gradually returns, cleanse the black [bile] forcefully through colocynth
grease and black hellebore. [13] Do not omit to employ each day things
which move their bowels, in order that bowel movement continue. [14]
Epithyme is the most useful thing in this case, as well as mint, asarum,
whey and constant use of absinth, for many people were cured through
its constant use. [15] Some of them have a weak stomach; if this is the
case, then completely avoid vomiting. [16] Let them eat fine [am d] and
tasty [la ] food such as semolina bread, chicken and kite meat [lam
ad-da
wa-l-id ], and small rock fish. [17] Help them by making
their bodies plump, for if they put on weight they abandon their bad character and are totally cured. [18] Those who can tolerate to drink wine
have no need for any other medication, for it alone is all they need in order to treat this illness. [19] Long and extended journeys are beneficial
for them, for they change their mixture (miz , krâsis), improve digestion, distract them from thinking, and amuse them.
[20] Ask [the patient] about the initial cause and [his] regimen, and
counteract them through treatment. [21] If someone was [initially] in a
state of anxiety, and follows a light regimen, then be generous to him
with the contrary [administer a counteracting treatment generously]. [22]
Suspend the treatment for a while, then resume it, for sometimes they
come out of the disease while the treatment is suspended. [23] Constant
and excessive treatment [idm n al-il ] weakens the nature. [24] The
appearance of dull-while leprosy [bahaq] – especially in the chest, the
belly, and the back – is a strong sign of health; likewise ulcerous mange
[ arab mutaqarri]. [25] You have to heat their epigastric region by constantly applying warm compresses, in order that the digestion improve
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and their flatulence disappear. [26] And [you have to] apply warm compresses made with water which dissolves winds, [such as] through a decoction of mint and rue, for they dissolve flatulence, and assist digestion.
[27] Cook [these things] with oil, and apply it [the oil thus cooked] as an
ointment. [28] If, however, you cook [these things] with water, then dip a
[piece of] wool into it, and put it onto the belly.
[29] If you apply to them bandages made with seeds which dissolve
wind [i.e., counteract flatulence], then this is permissible, but let this happen at night. [30] Anoint the belly also with oil of lily. [31] Help by
keeping [the belly] always covered and warm. [32] Put cupping glasses
onto him, if you need to do this because the flatulence is so severe; and
strengthen him with fragrant [things]. [33] If you are intent on a thorough
treatment, then put a bandage prepared with mustard onto the belly, for
this is extremely useful in order to remove the pain completely.
[34] Pay special attention at the end of the disease to those suffering
from hypochondriac [melancholy], when you see health restored, lest
[disease] matter [mdda] is poured into some part [of the body (uw)].
[35] For often this happens and leads to hemiplegia and epilepsy. [36] If
you suspect this, you have to strengthen the place [maudi], if this is a
noble [part of the body]. [37] Do not make the patient suspect that he has
melancholy. [38] Rather just treat him for indigestion; help him against
his excessive belief, terror and joy; and keep him from [too much]
thinking.
[39] I [Rz] say: This man [Rufus] only discusses hypochondriac
[melancholy].
F 41 al-Qumr, Book of Riches and Desires
[1] He said: Pay special attention to those suffering from hypochondriac
[melancholy], when their disease comes to an end and you see health restored, lest the [disease] matter [mdda] is poured into some part [of the
body]. [2] For often this happens and leads to hemiplegia and epilepsy.
[3] If you suspect this, you have to strengthen the part [of the body in
question], if it is a noble [part of the body].
F 42 al-Kaskar, Small Compendium
[1] He [sc. Rufus] mentioned that epithyme on its own is useful for them
[melancholics], or aloe alone, or the drug made from mountain mint, and
[generally] any medicament which purges this melancholic humour. [2]
Whenever you purge these people with a medicament, you ought to let
them drink absinth juice only. [3] For I know people who were cured
completely solely by using absinth juice, since absinth has a marvellous
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effect on this disease. [4] One also [ought to] drink mint decoctions because they expel winds, cleanse the blood, and expel the superfluities in it
[sc. the body of the patient] through stimulating urination. [5] People suffering from this disease ought to drink true germander and ground pine
since both stimulate urination and help digestion. [6] They ought to use
things that induce sweating since sweating cleanses and purifies the
blood from superfluities. [7] For, when we want to stop sweating, we
stimulate urination, because cleansing through sweating and urinating is
more common for the body than any other form of cleansing. [8] For this
reason people suffering from dropsy profit from induced sweating, and
diuretic drugs. This is because people suffering from dropsy are helped
by sweating induced, for instance, by anointing them with the oil
combined with natron, or that made from camomile.
[9] This is summarily what Rufus [of Ephesus] discussed in his book
On the Ailment of Melancholy.
F 43 Isq ibn Imrn, On Melancholy
[1] Rufus, the physician, already mentioned that if you take ten dirham
epithyme in the spring season, this is a complete potion, when drunk in
the morning. [2] It purges black bile extensively; yet, one should drink it
crushed and dissolved in grape syrup.
F 44 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus said in his book On Melancholy: [2] If you treat a long and
chronic illness, then interrupt the treatment for a while, and return to it
[later]. [3] For constant treatment weakens the constitution [of the patient
(aba)], and it [the constitution] also gets used to it [the treatment]. [4]
Therefore, interrupt the treatment, and then return to it. [5] I have seen
people suffering from melancholy who were treated assiduously, but did
not benefit. [6] Yet, after one had ceased their treatment, they were later
cured.
F 45 Aëtius, Medical Books, iii. 116
[1] Rufus’ hierá (‘holy remedy’), from the book On Melancholy: [2]
Colocynth pith, 20 dr.; ground pine, 10 dr.; true germander, 10 dr.; cassia, 5 dr.; and agaric and horehound, of each 10 dr.; opoponax, 7 dr.;
sagapenum, 5 dr.; parsley 5 dr.; round birthwort, 5 dr.; white pepper, 5
dr.; cinnamon, 4 dr.; spikenard, saffron, troglodytic myrrh, hulwort, of
each 4 dr. [3] Mix it with honey and administer 4 dr. as the full dose together with honey-water and salt. [4] By removing most things from the
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head it is beneficial to reasoning. [5] This drug is therefore appropriate to
be administered in cases of dizziness, headache, and catarracts, as well as
previously treated epileptic and paralytic diseases, and also in order to recall memory. [6] The benefit derived from this [drug] is quite significant
for melancholics. [7] One therefore ought to purge with it frequently. [8]
There are various other drugs with different compositions which are
more useful for certain other diseases. [9] Yet one may use this [remedy
just described] in case of melancholy: each day also use the quantity of
approximately one bean of the remedy, but not for the purpose of purging. [10] For it is extremely useful for the digestion and against wind.
[11] I am of the opinion that for all strong purging it helps to drink 2 dr.
of mallow seed.
F 46 Qus ibn L q, On Black Bile
[1] If the disease [sc. epilepsy] is caused by pure black bile, then the best
treatment is epithyme and ‘holy remedies (hierás)’ which are not too
sharp. [2] The best ‘holy remedy’ which is not too sharp is Rufus’ ‘holy
remedy’. [3] He mentioned how to make it in the second book [maqla]
of his work On Melancholy (F l-Malin liy), that is ‘melancholic delusion (al-wasws as-saudw)’.
F 47 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] In On Melancholy, Rufus has reported many views which comprise
[the following]: a surfeit of cold in the stomach arouses the appetite and a
surfeit of warmth removes it. [2] The appetite is stimulated by drinking
cold water, while warm water calms it [?]. [3] In this context also belongs the fact that the [coldness of] winter and of the north wind stimulate it [the appetite].
[4] Those who travel in heavy snow feel their appetite so powerfully
stimulated that they have a ravenous hunger [  ]. [5] Cold water
produces more of an appetite than wine.
F 48 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy: Ravenous hunger [μ] attacks
people who travel in severe cold and heavy snow. [2] Its treatment consists of warming with food and wine, and sitting by the fire.
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F 49 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy: He who suffers from excessive appetite
must be treated with things warming through wine. All he eats he must
eat warm, and preferable sit by the fire. [2] He should not be given anything cold to drink, since that arouses the appetite.
F 50 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy: Drinking cold water stimulates appetite
more than wine. [2] Fresh air and the cold countryside are quite helpful
for [stimulating] appetite.
F 51 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus: Tepid water is good for people suffering from black [bile].
F 52 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy; he said: It is quite necessary that the belly
be covered with blankets or cloths, for this is greatly useful to improve
digestion.
F 53 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy: to assist the expulsion of superfluities
through urine and faeces from all the pores of the body one is helped by
[drinking] warm water after the food has gone down and been digested.
F 54 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy: [2] whey from sheep milk should not be
taken, for it purges less. [3] Let it curdle through oxymel. The water
should be brought to boiling. [4] When it has boiled, one should sprinkle
it onto it. Then the water should be administered by drinking. [5] Let it
boil a second time, for if it boils a second time, it purges less. [6] One
should first drink it with honey, so that it descends more quickly through
the stomach. [7] One ought not to object to using it frequently; rather, it
should be drunk until you are of the opinion that sufficient purging has
taken place; there is no danger [in this procedure].
F 55 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] He [Rufus] said: Black bile is purged through the following: crush
three dirham of pickling herb (echinophora tenuifolia) and of mint three
dirham. [2] It should be drunk with a [mixture of] honey and water [i.e.
melíkrton] with a bit of aloe, for aloe is good against melancholy.
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F 58 Ibn al-azz r, Zd al-Musfir, i. 83, 7–5 ab imo (ed. ed. SUAIS , AL- Z , 1986)/
115, lines 5–7 (new ed. 2000); Greek translation by Constantine, the Protosecretary of
Rhegion, ed. D-R p. 582
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F 59 Constantine, the African, De melancholia, ed. GARBERS 1977, 185
[1] Coitus etiam adiuuat, Rufo testante. [2] Coitus, inquit, pacificat, anteriorem superbiam refrenat, melancolicos adiuuat. [3] Nonne enim
uides, cum bruta irascantur animantia, qualiter post coitum fiant mitia.
F 60 R z

w i. 77, 15–17 [1st ed.]/126, 6–8 [2nd ed.] (D-R 127, 27)
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F 56 ar-Rz , Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus in On Melancholy: Feverfew purges black bile, when one
drinks two thirds of a dirham of it in a [mixture of] honey and water [i.e.
melíkr ton].
F 57 Ibn Bai r, Collection of Simple Drugs
[1] Rufus in the second [book] of On Melancholy: [2] It [sc. onagra] is a
plant of which it is said that [3] the earth makes it grow for Orpheus to
tame wild animals, [4] for it has a power to render the soul pleasant. [5]
Its power, however, is cold and weak, because it somewhat resembles
wine.
F 58 Ibn al- azzr, Sustenance of the Traveller

[1] Rufus the physician [al-ak m] claimed that sexual intercourse is useful for those in whom black bile [al-mirra as-saud ] and madness [unn] dominate. [2] For it brings back intelligence; it dissolves the preoccupation of the [passionate] lover [al- iq], even if he has intercourse with
someone else and not the one he loves; and it makes his temper milder.

F 59 Constantine, the African, On Melancholy
[1] Sexual intercourse is also useful, witness Rufus. [2] For he says that
sex soothes, reins in previous arrogance, and helps melancholics. [3] Do
you not see how much wild animals, even when given to fury, calm
down after intercourse?
F 60 ar-Rz , Comprehensive Book; tr. Rosenthal (modified)
[1] Their desire for sexual intercourse is also a proof that the black bile
contains a lot of wind.
F 61 Ibn al- azzr, Sustenance of the Traveller

[1] Rufus claimed that wine [ ar b] is a strong remedy for those afflicted
by sadness, fear and passionate love. […]
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F 62 Constantine, the African, De melancholia, ed. GARBERS 1977, 189
[1] Item balneum fumum expellit pungitiuum & indigestionem dissoluit,
superfluitatem cibi deponit, digestionem adiuuat, sicut Rufus dixit: [2] Si
autem cibum inuenerit in uia sua, cito ad remota mittit membra, unde
corpus uelociter incrassat.
F 63 Constantine, the African, De melancholia, ed. GARBERS 1977, 184
[1] Sicut dixit Rufus: [2] Calor, inquit, uini caloris uiuificatiuus est naturalis ut1 qualitates pessimas mundificet & expellat. [3] Et crudos humores, si inueterauerunt, cum calore suo excoquit, malos meliorat, sanguinem mundificat & coleram nigram. [4] Unde necesse est, sicut Rufus
dixit, caloris uiuificatiuum sit naturalis hoc uinum agens, si temperate
bibentes biberint, [5] id est, cum aqua dulci miscuerint aequaliter seu uicinitus puritati eius secundum uirtutem uini & non modum bibens
excesserit.
1
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F 64 Rz w xxiii (1). 65, 3–7 (D-R 368)
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F 65 Constantine, the African, De melancholia, ed. GARBERS 1977, 191
[1] Rufus enim in fine libri sui dixit: [2] Melancholicus ad nuptias inuitatus multum bibit uinum, sed paulatim. [3] Quod cum per totum corpus
diuisum fuerit, animam laetificauit et de molestationibus accidentium
huius passiones sanauit. [4] Qui cum huiusmodi uini iucamentum uidit,
accedente infirmitate saepe eo usus fuit, donec ex toto euasit.
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[2] Rufus said: ‘Not only wine [amr] – when drunk moderately – delights the soul and cleanses it of sadness, [3] but other things, too, have
this effect such as moderately hot baths. [4] That is why some people feel
like singing when they go for moderate baths.

F 62 Constantine, the African, On Melancholy
[1] Bathing purges pungent vapours, stops indigestion, removes the superfluities of food, and helps digestion, as Rufus said. [2] If it [vapour]
encounters food on its way, it [vapour] quickly sends it [food] to the extreme parts of the body; hence the body gains weight quickly.
F 63 Constantine, the African, On Melancholy
[1] Rufus said: [2] Heat of wine revives the natural heat, so as to cleanse
and purge bad qualities. [3] Through its heat it cooks raw humours when
they become inveterate; improves bad [humours]; and cleanses the blood
and black bile. [4] Hence it is necessary, as Rufus said, that this stimulating [?] wine revives the natural heat, if they consume it in moderation,
[5] that is, if they mix it with sweet water – [either] equal parts, or
[mixed] more closely to its pure state according to the power of the
wine –, and if they do not exceed the mean when they drink it.
F 64 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus said in his book On Melancholy: When they eat, they should
not, in addition to this, drink a great amount of wine all in one go, [2] for
this will harm the digestion. [3] Rather the patient should avoid this, and
only drink little by little, just as much as quenches his thirst. [4] Nor
should he tend towards over-indulgence [laa], since good digestion is
improved by this [not over-indulging], just as things are ‘cooked’ well by
moistures present in equal quantities.
F 65 Constantine, the African, On Melancholy
[1] Rufus said at the end of his book: [2] A melancholic who was invited
to a wedding drank a lot of wine, but little by little. [3] When the wine
had spread throughout the whole body, it cheered up his spirit and cured
his feelings of sadness about things that had happened to him. [4] When
he saw the joy which this kind of wine provoked, he often used it when
the disease occurred, until he was completely cured.
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Case Histories
F 66 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, al-Ful al-muhimma li-ibb al-aimma, ch. 9; Rufus,
Case Notes 1 (ed. ULLMANN 1978b, 66–9)
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Case Histories
F 66 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters,
ch. 9; Rufus, Case Notes 1
A report [ikya] by Rufus concerning the treatment of a man [suffering]
from melancholy.
[1] He said: I saw that melancholy had befallen a man because of an
illness situated in the spleen. There was, however, no tumour (waram) in
it, which would [normally] be expected. Rather in it he [the patient] only
felt a pricking [pain] and an irritation similar to ants moving. He was
thirty years of age. [2] Previously he had suffered in his intestines from
viscous humours which blocked his nature [i.e. gave him constipation],
so that it [nature] only responded after three or four days, namely through
taking things softening the stomach, or through an enema administered to
him. [3] When he took some of these things, stone-like bodies and viscous humours were secreted. When he did not immediately soften the
stomach, he fell into a colic. [4] He asked me for something which would
soften his nature. [5] Yet, since he did not benefit from the softening [remedies] which he often took, I prescribed squills soaked in honey for
him, as one does for epileptics; he used this once each day. [6] When he
found it helpful for cutting the viscosity of the phlegm, he used it more
frequently; he took it twice or thrice a day. [7] When nearly a year had
passed in this fashion, he complained to me about a biting [pain] which
he felt in the spleen. I palpated it and there was no tumour in it. [8] I
ordered him no [longer] to take a decoction of squill. Instead he took safflower pits with figs in a decoction with marygold, cabbage, and lentils.
[9] He employed this, but the biting [pain] did not subside; rather, it increased. [10] When I suspected that because of the constant use of this
drug a pungent humour had been generated in him, I gave him a lot of
epithyme with polypody and a little bit of scammony, since his nature
really only responded to a strong remedy. [11] After some effort, his
nature dissolved a little bit [i.e. there was some stool]. [12] I ordered him
to eat light food with epithyme. In the evening he fell into a fever, and
the next day into melancholy. It did not last, however. [13] On the second
day, I resorted to venesection because the food had not been digested on
the first day because of the fever and the insomnia. [14] I applied dressings which quell and sooth onto the spleen and the rest of the belly. [15]
When the symptoms of melancholy subsided, he complained of a pricking [pain] in the spleen together with a ‘rising up’. [16] After I had phle-
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F 67 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, al-Ful al-muhimma li-ibb al-aimma, ch. 9; Rufus,
Case Notes 2 (ed. ULLMANN 1978b, 69–73)
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botomised him the next day at the vein on the anklebone of the left [foot]
and had evacuated a sufficient amount of blood, the pricking [pain] subsided a little. [17] When I turned to him on the second day, the fever had
died down, and the pricking and symptoms of melancholy had greatly
subsided. [18] I evacuated blood twice on the second day, since his [general] strength was good, and his blood was burnt. [19] On the next day, I
administered whey on its own, for fear of the inflammation which the
epithyme was provoking in the stomach and the sides. [20] I gave him a
pungent enema and cooled his spleen and belly. [21] On the second day I
mixed milk with a little bit of scammony. [22] After he kept this diet for
eight days, he was completely cured.
F 67 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters,
ch. 9; Rufus, Case Notes 2

The case history [qia] of another patient suffering from melancholy.
I know someone else who suffered each year in the spring from a pain
between his ribs, without fever or flatulence, but with biting and pricking
[pain]; at the place [of the pain], no heat appeared. [2] For this reason,
each year he had himself phlebotomised, and took a purging [remedy].
[3] The disease lasted from the time of the [spring] equinox until the heat
of the spring became extreme. Then it subsided, as it had been diminished through venesection and purging. [4] As he believed that he did not
benefit from these two [venesection and purging], he gave them up. As a
result, the pain became difficult for him [to bear] for approximately a
month, and rose to the breasts [adiyn]. Then he had himself phlebotomised [again] and took a laxative. [5] The pain, however, did not subside,
but rather extended to his face, so that he felt it on one side. It remained
for a while in his jaw. [6] When I feared that it would reach his eye and
brain, so as to kill him, I ordered venesection and taking purging [drugs]
three times. [7] I cauterised the area of the pain between the ribs. Then
the pain subsided completely. [8] For four days he did not complain
about his condition at all. [9] On the fifth day, however, he began to see
delusional images in front of his eyes. [10] I did not dare to evacuate,
since his body had become dry. [11] So I prescribed a moistening diet, so
that if I needed to purge [him], this would go easily. [12] The [delusional] images remained for two days; on the third, the symptoms of melancholy manifested. [13] He lost all hope; however, since I was sure that I
had removed the [disease] matter, these symptoms did not frighten me.
[14] I nourished him with spelt juice, rock fish, and broth made with
beans for approximately thirty days. [15] The more his body became
moist, the more the symptoms of melancholy subsided, until he was completely cured.
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Case Notes 3 (ed. ULLMANN 1978b, 72–5)
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[16] The symptoms of melancholy from which he suffered were sadness and fear of death. I therefore ordered amusement [lahw] and music
[ arab]. After eighty days he was saved. [17] The [other] physicians were
at a loss as to how he was cured, that is, how the [disease] matter, after
being purged, was able to reach a noble part [of the body], and how then
the disease subsided without purging. [18] I showed them that a melancholic superfluity was contained in one of his arteries, so that it changed
and spoiled the blood in the arteries little by little. [19] After we had
purged it, a remainder continued to flow [in the arteries]. Yet since we
had cut out its origin, it diminished gradually. [20] When it finally
reached the brain, it had become extremely weak; there, however, it did
encounter dry and burnt humours due to the sadness and sleeplessness
which befell him. [21] Therefore, the remainder had a yeast-like effect on
them [these humours], turned them into black [bile], and caused melancholy. [22] After we had applied to him a moistening diet and soothed his
sadness, the affliction subsided.
F 68 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters,
ch. 9; Rufus, Case Notes 3
Another case history [qi a]
[1] I know another person in whom melancholy began because of
blood being burnt. [2] This man was gentle, and the sadness and fear
which afflicted him were not strong. Furthermore, they were combined
with a little bit of hilarity. [3] The reason for his illness was the constant
contemplation of geometrical sciences; he also had social intercourse
with kings [mul k]. [4] Because of these things melancholic [disease]
matter accumulated in him at a time of his life when this usually happens,
that is, at the age of decline. Moreover, when he had been young, he had
[already] had a pungent mixture (krâsis, miz ). [5] When age was added
to this [his pungent mixture], black bile accumulated in him. [6] The pain
mostly afflicted him at night because of insomnia, and at dawn. When he
slept at dawn, in his sleep accompanied by a lethargic wakefulness he
saw vicious delusional images. [7] An untrained physician treated him. A
couple of times, he purged him and made him vomit with pungent drugs,
whilst he neglected to balance his [the patient’s] mixture. [8] In the case
of diseases like this, the first and foremost treatment is to improve the
mixture, since a bad mixture produces this kind of humour [black bile],
and its production can only be interrupted by improving [it, sc. the mixture]. [9] After his mixture had become pungent through those drugs, the
burning in his body increased, and he finally became mad. [10] He continued neither to eat nor to drink until he died.
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F 69 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, al-Ful al-muhimma li-ibb al-aimma, ch. 9; Rufus,
Case Notes 4 (ed. ULLMANN 1978b, 74–5)
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F 69 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters,
ch. 9; Rufus, Case Notes 4

Another case history [qi a].
[1] Another man, twenty years of age, was saved from drowning. Because of his fear [of drowning], melancholy befell him. [2] A physician
treated him in the same way as previously [mentioned], namely by uninterrupted purging with pungent drugs. At last, he purged with black hellebore. Then he was at a loss. [3] Another physician treated him with a
moistening [diet], and by giving him food, and cheering him up. [4] Then
he became calm, and was cured. The cure was effected by both physicians, since the first purged the [disease] matter, and the second balanced
the mixture.
F 70 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters,
ch. 9; Rufus, Case Notes 5

Another case history [qi a].
Another man suffered from quartan fever for a long time. In addition
to this, he was an ascetic, who was content with little and fasted for long
periods of time. [2] Damage to his thoughts ensued, and he formed [unfavorable] opinions about himself. [3] When I saw traces of cooking [na ]
in his urine, and when a melancholic humour was secreted at stool, I
hoped that he would be cured, for it [the humour] was excreted cooked.
This was not the case in the beginning; rather cooking was absent, until
he became <…>. [4] I moistened his body and restored his strength. He
was cured without requiring any purging. [5] I cured many of the patients
suffering from this disease by balancing the mixture (krâsis, miz )
without purging.
F 71 Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm, Important Chapters on the Medicine of the Masters,
ch. 9; Rufus, Case Notes 16

A case history [qi a] of epilepsy which began in the stomach.
A man used to attend meetings [ma lises], sitting there for a long
time, so that he would eat later than the [appropriate] time. He was forty
years old, and had a warm mixture (miz , krâsis). [2] A viscous humour
had accumulated in his stomach. [3] First of all, vertigo affected him,
when he was late in eating. Then when the humour became pungent and
was burnt, dyspnoea befell him; subsequently, his situation deteriorated
into epilepsy. [4] Some physicians gave him the hierá (‘holy remedy’)
made from colocynth pith, for he thought that it was phlegmatic epilepsy.
[5] He suffered from shivering, great unrest, and his condition became
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more severe. [6] When he called for me and I saw the movement of his
eyes, and the hallmarks of fear and melancholy; [7] and since his mixture
was hot and burnt the humours, his age was that of decline, and his diet
was generating viscous humour – for it is typical of this [humour] when
it becomes viscous to facilitate melancholic humour; and because of the
shivering and frequent discomfort, I thought that it was a burnt humour.
[8] Once I had established this, I ordered that he take spelt, and that he
take it cold. After he had taken it, he became visibly more restful. [9]
When it [the humour] had sunk down out of his stomach, I gave him goat
trotter also cooked in spelt. Then his situation improved further. [10] The
next day I soaked well-baked semolina bread and yeast in warm water,
and gave it to him. [11] Then his intellect returned, and the symptoms of
epilepsy, as well as the pricking [pain] and the trembling subsided. [12]
Since each time that he ate late, a pricking [pain] in his stomach occurred, accompanied by vertigo and saliva, I formed the opinion that he
required purging, and that [simply] to balance his humour did not suffice.
[13] Since the humour, when it was bad, transformed the food into itself,
I gave him oxymel and barley water, and afterwards oxymel on its own,
and after that with a decoction of mint and celery for three days. [14] On
the fourth day, I gave him the hierá (‘holy remedy’) with a decoction of
epithyme and mint, and administered an enema. [15] I put wine vinegar,
oil of roses, and creeping thyme and myrtle juice onto his head, in order
to strengthen him without either warming or cooling him. [16] He was
thus sufficiently purged, and something viscous and black came down
from him together with a lot of phlegm. [17] Then, I fed him with the
food mentioned above, and gave him gentle wine mixed [with water] to
drink. [18] Even after that, when he ate [too] late, his saliva continued to
be plentiful, and he suffered from dyspnoea and vertigo. [19] Therefore, I
strengthened his stomach, prescribed a moistening diet, and thinned out
the [disease] matter with the measures described above. [20] I purged
him a second time with hierà pikrá (‘bitter holy remedy’) and a decoction of epithyme and absinth; I used these ministrations a couple of
times. [21] We began first of all by strengthening him, then we moistened
him and evened out the sharpness of his humour, then thinned it [the humour] out without any strong heating, and then purged him afterwards.
[22] We proceeded in this manner for fifty days, and subsequently the
disease disappeared completely. [23] I ordered that he not eat late after
this, but rather take at lunchtime bread soaked in warm water, and that in
the evening he eat what he was used to. [24] For the rest of his life, no attack recurred.
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Medical Questions
F 72 Rufus, Medical Questions (ed. Gärtner CMG suppl. 4, p. 26, lines 1–9), §4
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Commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics
F 73 Galen, In Hippocratis librum vi epidemiarum commentaria i–viii, CMG x. 2,2,
138, 19– 139, 15 [cf. van der Eijk, Diocles of Carystus, fr. 110]
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Medical Questions
F 72 Rufus, Medical Questions
[1] One may learn the strength and weakness of the patient when
someone has a strong voice and recounts what occurred to him in an orderly fashion; or when someone speaks with many interruptions and in a
weak voice. [2] The form of the disease [one can recognise … gap here]
… without melancholy [there are] hoarseness, paralysis of the tongue,
and some of the diseases usually occurring in the chest or the lungs. [3]
Melancholic [illnesses] are indicated by rashness and untimely grief. [4]
It is especially obvious that someone is rash and grieving from what he
says, but also from other things. [5] But even if one [only] uses this test
(peîra), the disease can be diagnosed clearly.
Commentary on the Hippocratic Epidemics
F 73 Galen, Commentary on Hippocrates’ Epidemics
[1] Aristotle, in his Problems, also investigates the reason why melancholics yearn for sexual intercourse. He says that their pneûma gathers in
the hypochondriac region, and causes no small amount of wind. One
therefore speaks of ‘pneumatic’ and ‘hypochondriac’ diseases, and both
Diocles and Pleistonicus, as well as many other physicians, have called
them this. [2] It is worth quoting a passage from Aristotle’s writings,
which runs as follows: [3] ‘Why do melancholics yearn for sexual intercourse? Because of an excess of wind (pneûma). [4] For semen constitutes an exit for wind (pneûma). [5] When the latter is plentiful, one
therefore necessarily desires to purge it, and relief is thus achieved.’ [6]
For the same reason Rufus chose the reading ‘fear (phóbos)’ instead of
‘noise (psóphos)’, because Hippocrates talked about melancholics, for
whom ‘fear (phóbos)’ is most appropriate. [7] They fear different things.
Every one of them is afraid of one thing, if their desperation is moderate;
if not, [they fear] two or more things, and some even a great many things,
or everything. [8] According to Rufus, the passage should be understood
as follows: [9] some people such as Damnagoras have a flatulent belly,
when they have sex, others are beset by fear (phóbos) in these
circumstances.
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Other Works
F 74 Oribasius, Medical Collections bk 45, ch. 30, §§ 14, 42, 45, 50, 66; CMG vi. 2.1,
192, 12–14; 194, 29–30, 38–9; 195, 16–19; 196, 18–19
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Other Works
F 74 Oribasius, Medical Collections bk 45, ch. 30
[1] Quartan fever also fights melancholy, even though a lot of this humour [black bile] is present in melancholy and also during quartan fever.
[…]
[2] Dysentery cures madness and especially melancholy. […]
[3] Secretions of blood, especially those occurring because of haemorrhoids, cure melancholy and all other forms of madness. […]
[4] Varicose veins are extremely beneficial, since they help against
melancholy and madness; against chronic ailments affecting the head;
against heaviness and humps in the loins; and against ailments resulting
from a tension of the nerves in the loins. […]
[5] Dull-white leprosy (alphós), leprosy (lépra), and scurvy (psra)
cure melancholy and epilepsy. […]
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Spuria
F 75 Rz w xix. 192, 2–3 (D-R 359)
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F 76 Rz w x. 54, 13–17 (D-R 280)
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[1] Dixit: In adurente uero [febre], quae est propter apostema calidum in
uentre, quasi inflammans ut erisipilam.
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Spuria
F 75 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Rufus said, ‘melancholic fevers render the urine and the faeces
black.’ [2] He said this about melancholy and quartan [fevers].
[3] He said, ‘Likewise the sun and exercise; excessive sweating diminishes the urine, [4] as do all those things which overheat the body and
dissolve its moisture.

F 76 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] … by Rufus; he said about kidneys that they become weak in old
age – senility –, and because of riding horses all of a sudden without previously being used to it; an accidental blow to the spine; by extreme exhaustion; by standing in the sun for a long time; and by travelling long
distances. [2] For in these conditions, the powers to draw urine are diminished. [3] Also in these conditions some bloody moistures may come
down, which cause ulceration.
F 77 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] Because they have eaten [too much] and suffer from a repletion, there
are many rinds in their [urine]. [2] Likewise with the sediment in [the urine of] those who suffer from fever caused by repletion. [3] Those who
suffer from fever caused by fasting or exhaustion have fine, fiery urine.
[4] The ailments from which they suffer do not ever dissolve before rinds
appear in their urine. [5] For in the case of these people a white, homogenous, suspended and smooth cloud is sufficient.
F 78 ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book
[1] He said: During a caustic fever which occurs because of an inflammation in the stomach, as if it were burning like erysipelas [anacolouthon?]

Commentary
F1

In AD 987–8, the Baghdad bookseller Ibn an-Nadm completed an ‘Index (Fihrist)’ in which he provides short biographical notices on various authors, and
lists their books. Book Seven on ‘philosophers and ancient sciences’ comprises
three chapters: 1) on philosophy, 2) on the exact sciences (mathematics, geometry, music, etc.), and 3) on medicine. In this last chapter, there is a fairly short
entry on Rufus, which largely consists of a list of his works. On Melancholy is
mentioned here, and notably that it is ‘in two treatises (maqlatn)’.

F2

Ibn Ab U aibia (d. 1270) is a physician chiefly known for his bio-bibliographical work called The Sources of Information about the Classes of Physicians. In it
he lists a great number of ‘Greek physicians among whom Hippocrates spread
the art of medicine’, as the chapter is entitled where he discusses Rufus. The
entry is significant in our context for two reasons: 1) it confirms that On Melancholy comprised two books; and 2) it shows that by the thirteenth century, Rufus
was most famous for his work on this subject.

F3

Galen wrote a short treatise On Black Bile (v. 104–48 K), not to be confused
with the excerpt from Aëtius printed in Kühn’s edition and sometimes referred to
as On Melancholy (xix. 699–720 K); see below, p. 259. At the very beginning of
On Black Bile, Galen briefly lists previous authors who wrote on this topic in a
short doxographical paragraph. After Hippocrates, he mentions, among others,
the schools of Erasistratus and Praxagoras, and then comes to Rufus. Galen’s On
Black Bile is available in English and French translations (GRANT 2000, 19–36;
BARRAS et al. 1998).
There was a certain amount of doubt whether Galen actually did write On
Black Bile, but Jacques JOUANNA 2009 has recently shown that despite certain
conceptual differences between this and other works by Galen, Galen must be
the author.

F4

At the very beginning of his treatise On Melancholy, Is q ibn Imrn makes the
statement contained in F 4. Like Galen (F 3), he extols Rufus as an excellent author on the topic of melancholy. Moreover, he confirms that Rufus’ On Melancholy comprises ‘two treatises’ (cf. FF 1–2). He adds that Rufus concentrated on
the ‘hypochondriac’ type of melancholy (cf. F 5 §7, F 38 §§2–3).

F5

Shortly before the present passage, Is q ibn Imrn divides melancholy into
three kinds, one located beneath the rib-cartilage (hypochóndria), and two in the
brain, and develops further subdivisions. Then he reflects on the difficulty of diagnosing certain types of melancholy; it greatly helps physicians to recognise the
disease, if they have known the patient for a long time and are able to identify a
change in his character or usual behaviour. Next comes the fragment, after which
Is q states that he will follow Rufus’ example. He will describe only one type
of melancholy, that occurring solely in the brain, and thus allow his readers to infer the necessary information of the other two types from this description. The
difference between Rufus and Is q is immediately obvious: Rufus focusses on
the hypochondriac, and Is q on the encephalic type. For a detailed paraphrase
and analysis of Is q’s argument, see ULLMANN 1978b, 72–77.
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In §1, Isq provides an important description of the contents of On Melancholy. Rufus went into great detail when outlining the ‘symptoms and incidents
(ar wa-a d )’, but was unable to list all of them. Isq quotes Rufus, as it
would appear, verbatim in §2, where Rufus states that the intelligent reader can
infer other symptoms of melancholy from those already mentioned. A very similar idea is expressed in F 11 §17; the epistemological implications of this statement will be discussed below in the commentary to F 11. In §§3–6, Isq elaborates on the difficulty of diagnosing and describing melancholy, notably because
of the concealed nature of the soul. Isq continues in §7 by remarking that Rufus only discussed the hypochondriac type. Yet §§8 and 9 clearly show that Rufus, as he himself says twice, had the clear notion of there being ‘two other types
( infni bqiyni), or, as Constantine paraphrased (p. 112, lines 9–11 ed.
GARBERS 1977):
Sed tamen cum de specie illa sola scripserit, cum qua tamen duas alias tetigit,
se omnes tres comprehendisse dixit.
But although he wrote on this type [of melancholy, i.e. the hypochondriac]
only, together with which he also touched on the other two [types], he says
that he included all three [types].
Therefore, as FLASHAR 1966, 92–3, already assumed (see below, pp. 249–50),
Rufus had adhered to the tripartite division of melancholy – hypochondriac, encephalic, and general – which Galen later adopted, as did many other authors in
Galen’s wake. Rufus, to be sure, focussed on the first type, but what he says can
equally be applied to the other two. See also van der Eijk below, p. 178.

F6

This fragment (F 6) and F 42 occur together, one after the other, in the chapter on
melancholy of al-Kaskar’s Compendium. Al-Kaskar first defines melancholy
and insists that it is important to establish whether the patient has a warm or a
cold mixture in order to diagnose his exact condition. Then al-Kaskar embarks
on a digression on the link between sleep and cold on the one hand, and insomnia and warmth on the other. He returns to his subject in a stricter sense with
three quotations from Rufus contained in F 6 and F 42. In the first (F 6 §§1–6),
the disease is said to originate in the stomach, for if one applies pressure to the
stomach, the patient’s pain gets worse, whilst relief for the stomach causes the
pain to diminish. In §§ 7–8 we find an etymological explanation: hypochondriac
melancholy (the only one with which Rufus deals explicitly) is called this because the disease starts out in the hypochóndria, the abdominal region. F 42 consists of a number of recipes taken from Rufus, and therefore probably derives
from the second book of Rufus’ On Melancholy concerned with medication and
treatment. After this passage, al-Kaskar emphasises that he relies on his experience in various Baghdad hospitals in order to assess the effectiveness of drugs
and treatments (see below, p. 192).
In his On the Affected Parts, book 3, chapter 10 (see Appendix 1 below),
when discussing the brain, Galen gives fairly lengthy quotations from Diocles’
work entitled Affection, Cause, Treatment (  , ,   ). According
to Galen, Diocles talked specifically about one type of melancholy, the ‘flatulent
and hypochondriac affection (        )’ (viii.
188, lines 2–3 K; below, p. 281), although it is not entirely clear whether Diocles
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himself used these terms; see VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 217–18 and below, p. 167. It
seems that Rufus is thinking of Diocles here, and perhaps also of ‘Pleistonicus
and many other physicians’ who, according to Galen’s Commentary on Hippocrates’ Epidemics (CMG v. 10.2.2, 138, line 19–139, line 2), also employed these
two terms; see also VAN DER EIJK 2000–1, F 110 and below, p. 167, and n. 29.
F7

Ibn Sn wrote a long chapter on melancholy in his Canon of Medicine (ii. 65,
17–71, 9 ed. B lq 1877). He first gives a concise definition of melancholy as ‘a
change of opinion and thought departing from the natural towards corruption,
resulting in fear and a bad melancholic mixture (miz, krâsis)’. Then he divides
the disease according to what causes it and where the cause originates: is the
brain primarily affected or not? is disease matter present or not? and so on. At
some point, he contemplates causes outside the brain, for instance the spleen, but
also the hypochondriac region (al-marqq), when ‘superfluities resulting from
food and vapours in the intestines accumulate there.’ These superfluities are
burnt, and ascend as harmful vapours to the brain. Then follows the fragment, in
which Ibn Sn calls this kind of melancholy ‘hypochondriac’ and ‘flatulent’, and
gives different physicians’ opinions as to what causes it: a swelling in the portal
veins of the liver, as Galen thought, or, as Rufus argued, the heat in the liver and
the stomach. Ibn Sn continues to report other opinions. Throughout the rest of
the chapter, especially in the therapeutic parts, there are many parallels between
Rufus and Ibn Sn, and it appears that the latter must have substantially drawn
on the former.
[2] Ibn Sn seems to refer here to Galen’s discussion of melancholy in On
the Affected Parts, iii. 10, and more specifically the following sentence (see Appendix 1, below, p. 281):
For whether the heat in the blood vessels in the region of the stomach is too
great in their cases, or whether [there is] an inflammation of the parts near the
lower opening of the stomach (pulrós), he [Diocles] has omitted to point out
through what cause these are accompanied by the melancholic symptoms.
It appears that Ibn Sn or his source confused the word bb (pl. abwb, literally
meaning ‘gate’), a loan translation of púl (portal vein), and bawwb (literally
meaning ‘gate-keeper’), a loan translation of pulrós (pylorus, lower opening of
the stomach). The Arabic translation of the Galenic passage renders pulrós as
al-maudi al-marf bi-l-bawwb (the place known as ‘gate-keeper’).
[3] The ‘msrq [μ]’; Bar Bahl l [1024, 1 ed. DUVAL] gives the
following definition:
                 
M [mesenteric veins] are the ‘small veins’; the thin veins which
lead to the liver.

F8

Book xv of Ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book deals with fevers. The present quotation occurs in a section on ‘non-intermittent (súnochos)’ or ‘constant (dim)’
fevers, which ar-Rz says are equivalent to ‘acute diseases (amr dda)’.
There are many quotations from various sources in this chapter. Just before the
present one, ar-Rz cites Y suf al-Qass (fl. 902–6), called ‘the insomniac (asshir)’; Job of Edessa (fl. c. 820s), called the ‘the freckled (al-abra )’; two
works by Y ann Ibn Msawaih (d. 857), the Book of Completion and Perfec-
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tion (Kit b al-Kam l wa-t-tam m) and Success-bringer (al-Munai); and the
mysterious Ab
urai (fl. c. 6th–7th cent.), known as ‘the monk (ar-r hib)’.
Then follows the present fragment, in which Rufus first explains why the head
and the stomach are connected (§§1–2). Rufus stresses that vomiting and purging
are best in the case of diseases affecting the head, but originating in the stomach,
such as brain fever (§3), caused by an excess of bile there. The treatment therefore consists in purging this bile (§4), best immediately after diagnosing the disease (§5); purging is better than bloodletting (§6). Ar-Rz then continues with
quotations from Alexander of Tralles (d. after 500) and Ibn Msawaih regarding
‘acute diseases (amr   dda)’.
Obviously, hypochondriac melancholy is a disease affecting the head, but
having its origin in the stomach. Just as an excess of yellow bile rising to the
head can impair the functions of the brain, so can black bile ascending from the
hypochóndria. Rufus thus discusses brain fever as an illness cognate to melancholy, and prescribes a somewhat similar treatment.
The term ‘brain fever’ is used here to render sirs m, which in turn, translates
Greek phrenîtis. Obviously, this disease sometimes corresponds to what we
nowadays call meningitis, but it can clearly denote other disease entities as well;
see DOLS 1992, 30–31, 74–6; JACQUART 1992.

F9

F 9 and F 10 both come from the section on spasms (ta annu) from the first
book of ar-Rz ’s Comprehensive Book. The first passage is preceded by a quotation from The Signs (al-Al m t), probably the text known as Hippocrates’
Thoughts and Observations of Signs about Life and Death (# μ    $ μ     $ %  $  ), a short compendium on how to
foretell death. The quotation deals with signs preceding a spasm. The passage
from Rufus’ On Melancholy is followed by another quotation by our author, this
time from Rufus’ book On Regimen, also dealing with indications for imminent
death. The second fragment is preceded by a recipe for a drink against spasms of
the tendons taken from unain’s Selections (Itiy r t unain). It is followed by
another recipe given according to hwrsfs (?). The two fragments constitute a
doublet; see F 25 and F 26, and BRYSON 2000, 47–66.
The link between melancholy and wind is discussed in the commentary to
F 60. Moreover, the fragment underlines again the idea that when the belly is inflated, as is the case in hypochondriac melancholy, this is bad, and presumably
leads to melancholy; see F 6 and commentary.

F 10

see F 9

F 11

F 11 and F 37 constitute the most substantial Greek texts preserved today from
Rufus’ On Melancholy. They occur in Aëtius’ medical encyclopaedia entitled
Medical Books (  " ), namely in book six, chapters nine and ten.
The sixth book in general deals with diseases of the head, among which we also
find melancholy. Chapter nine is entitled ‘On melancholy, from the works of Galen, Rufus, and Posidonius ( $ μ    ! '  &  $ (
 $   )’; and chapter ten ‘Treatment of melancholy (    μ   )’. The ‘Posidonius’ referred to here is a physician who lived towards
the end of the fourth century BC, not to be confused with the famous Stoic philosopher Posidonius of Apamea (fl. 2nd cent. BC; see VIMERCATI 2004). Both
chapters in Aëtius, taken together, form a whole consisting of selected extracts
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from these three authors. Aëtius arranges them so as to express his own conception of this illness and its treatment. Since FLASHAR, 1966, 85–7 and van der Eijk,
below, pp. 176–8, have already discussed the problems of transmission and textual criticism, suffice it here just to highlight some problems and their solutions.
The greatest difficulty is to know where exactly the extracts from Rufus begin, since the authors’ headings – ‘from Galen (  )’, ‘from Rufus (  )’ – appear at different places in the various manuscripts. We can, however,
be fairly certain that the fragments as they are printed here go back to the Ephesian physician. Moreover, the arrangement of the text is not uniform in the manuscript tradition. Paragraphs 26–8 appear before §22 in some of the manuscripts
(see, e.g., Kühn’s edition of Galen xix. 706, 9–14). FLASHAR, 1966, p. 87, n. 9 and
VAN DER EIJK, below, pp. 177–8, both argue that this is probably Rufus’ original
arrangement. I, however, believe that there is good reason to assume that the arrangement printed here is correct; I shall come back to this point shortly. Aëtius’
division into two chapters, one dealing with the description and symptoms of the
disease, and the other with the treatment, reflects Rufus’ approach to the subject.
F 11 begins by making a point of medical epistemology: one cannot know the
causes for all symptoms (§1), and gives some examples for things difficult to explain (§2). The causes of most symptoms, however, can easily be elucidated
(§3): physiological processes of the disease such as wind, coldness, dryness, but
also false opinions cause certain delusion (§§3–13). Rufus continues to explain
why melancholics are as they are, but now turns to more general features (§§14–
16); melancholics have thick lips, protruding eyes, much hair, and so on, because
of an excess of thick wind and superfluities. In §17, he reiterates his original
point, and further develops it: one can easily infer the causes of the other symptoms from those just given. The expression ‘the other (
 )’ is used
loosely here to mean ‘most other’ symptoms, and not ‘all the other’, which
would contradict the initial statement in §1. Next (§18), Rufus raises a new topic,
namely that humour blackens either because of its being cooled or heated excessively. To illustrate this, he adduces comparisons with live coals (§19), ‘outside
bodies’ (§20), and fruits (§21). Afterwards (§22), he distinguishes two types of
melancholy: one innate and the other acquired through bad diet, and further elaborates on their respective characteristics (§§23–5). Rufus concludes by saying
(§26) that one needs to know these things, that is to say, to which type of melancholic, innate or acquired, the melancholic belongs, before starting the therapy.
He will now set out how to treat the patient on the basis of this knowledge (§27),
for knowing the origin of the disease has a great impact on the treatment (§28).
Paragraph 17 has a close parallel in F 5 §2. Isq ibn Imrn, who quotes Rufus, specified that the citation occurs towards the end of Rufus’ discussion of
symptoms and incidents, that is to say, at the end of book one. Moreover, Isq
understands Rufus to say that one cannot know all the symptoms (F 5 §3). If this
is so, then §§26–8 would naturally come at the end of the statement about what
the physician needs to know, and form a bridge to the second book on treatment.
The formula ‘it is now time to explain (     )’ would form a
natural transition to this second part. See VAN DER EIJK, below, pp. 176–8 for further discussion.
[1–3] For the apparent contradiction between the statements here, see VAN
DER EIJK, below, pp. 176–7, and the discussion above.
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[3–9] The delusions mentioned here are being an earthen vessel (§3); having
parchment skin (§4); and not having a head (§5); moreover melancholics may
crave food, wine, or even death. In the parallel passage in F 13 §3, ar-Rz lists
fear of thunder; talking of dying; excessive cleanliness; hate of a specific food,
drink, or animal; and imagining having swallowed a viper as the delusions of
melancholics. The only point of overlap between the two lists is the desire for
(talking about) death. In another fragment (F 12), we find corroboration for the
idea of not having a head (§5). Yet this discrepancy beckons the question to what
extent either Aëtius or ar-Rz reflects the original Rufus.
[14–16] Again, there is a close parallel in F 14 §§6–8, but this time, most of
the attributes mentioned in Aëtius also occur in ar-Rz. The one exception is
hair: according to Aëtius, most melancholics are hairy (  ), whilst ar-Rz
maintains that their bodies possess little hair (zur al-abdn). The difference
might, however, be explained in terms of a negation being accidentally introduced or omitted. The two authorities differ in another important way: whereas
Aëtius lists all these attributes as things the causes of which can be easily explained, ar-Rz fails to mention the topic of causation altogether.
[15] according to LSJ,    can mean both ‘having a weak voice’
and ‘having a speech impediment’. An important parallel passage is Galen’s
Commentary on Hippocrates’ Epidemics [CMG v. 10.1, p. 94, 6–10]. In the
Greek text, Galen says:
               
          <μ   
 >  μμ  ,     .
One also has to investigate those who have a weak voice (ischnóphnoi) and
a rough voice, lisp, and become angry [easily]; first, however, about those
mentioned first, namely those having a weak voice (ischnóphnoi).
The Arabic translation, from which the Greek text is supplemented here, runs as
follows [Escorial, MS árabe 804, fol. 25a, lines 9–5 ab imo]:

) '4 !4 5 01= "4 5 01= +4 6-4= *'4 6-4 5 01 + # ;1 .999 99 %=
5-  .= $4 .  )/-4 4& % %= *'4 6-4 5 01 - = <'7 + := 3%
>&4= *8 ,-0 >&4 <  = ( --2 5-  .= ) 8& ,-0 >&4 <  = ( --2
) 8& ,-0 >&4 ' *8 ,-0

It contains an interesting remark by unain about variant readings and
meanings:
We noticed that this passage varies in the [different] manuscripts. In one [or
‘some’] manuscript(s), ischóphnos is written, meaning ‘someone whose
voice is slow and impaired’, whereas in another [or ‘others’], ischnúphnos is
written, meaning ‘someone whose voice is weak’. But someone whose voice
is weak is different from someone whose voice is slow and impaired.
Whether this is a bit of travail sémantique on unain’s part, or whether these
distinct forms did exit, either meaning may have been intended by Rufus. Stammering caused by black bile is also mentioned in Problems, 11.38; see PEARCY
1984, 453. For a more general discussion, see SWAIN, below, p. 122, and n. 35.
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For unain and his Arabic version of Galen’s Commentary on Hippocrates’ Epidemics, see PORMANN 2008c.
F 12

This fragment occurs in the first book of Isq ibn Imrn’s On Melancholy concerned with aetiology, diagnosis and nosology. Isq devotes a whole subchapter to the ‘discussion of symptoms accompanying each kind of melancholy
(          )’. According to Isq, general symptoms include sadness, distress, delusions, and fear. Some people see frightful apparitions, often dark or black, as did Diocles, who saw for instance frightening black
men; cf. VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 224. Then comes the present fragment in which
Isq reports that he himself has seen people suffering from the delusion of not
having a head. His therapy consists in putting a sort of heavy tiara on the head of
the patient so that he realise that he does have a head. Rufus made similar observations. Isq continues the list of symptoms by discussing auditory and olfactory delusions.
[3] The treatment of using a heavy head wear to make patients realise that
they have a head occurs in Alexander of Tralles’s Therapeutics, in the chapter
‘On melancholy’ [p. 607, lines 1–5 PUSCHMANN]:
" #   μ (  (  μ)   +  % (
    μ   ( μ% %
)  '
, μ  *  , $ +   μ   )
     &
& !  
'  % + ) ) ) .
In this way Philotimus, the physician, cured someone who thought that he
was decapitated because he had been a king, and who constantly lamented
what had happened to him. He suddenly put a leaden cap on his head, so that
he would sense its weight and think that his head had been restored again.
And [indeed] he rejoiced so much that he was freed from this idle delusion.
[5] It may be the case that Isq is simply referring here to Rufus’ remark in
F 11 §5. On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that Rufus provided a detailed
narrative of a similar case.

F 13

Fragments F 13, F 17, F 35, F 15, F 14, F 21, F 29, F 60, F 33, F 38, F 40 (in this
order) occur together in ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book, notably in book One
(‘On the diseases of the head’), chapter three, entitled ‘On melancholy, melancholic foodstuffs, how to counter them [the melancholic foodstuffs], and on
those predisposed to melancholy [al-mustaiddn li-l-mlinliy], and the opposite’. Dols, 1992, 50–56, has provided a detailed summary of this chapter. At
the beginning, ar-Rz quotes the famous passage from Galen’s On the Affected
Parts, iii. 10 (see Appendix 1 below), and continues with other Galenic (Commentary on Hippocrates’ Epidemics, On the Pulse, Therapeutics for Glauco) and
Hippocratic (Aphorisms) texts. He also cites later authorities such as Oribasius
(d. after 395); Alexander of Tralles (d. after 500); Ahrun, the ‘presbyter (alQass)’ (fl. c. 530s ?); al-Yahd, ‘the Jew’, perhaps Msarawaih (fl. c. 700 ?);
Paul of Aegina (fl. c. 640s); emn de-aib (fl. c. 780s); Al ibn Rabban aabar (fl. c. 850s); Yann Ibn Msawaih (d. 857). Yet Rufus is by far the
most prominent source in this chapter, and ar-Rz even ends it with a short quotation from Rufus (F 51).
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In this fragment (F 13), Rufus makes the general point that one ought to treat
melancholy as soon as possible, lest it become inveterate (§ 1). Then (§§ 2–3) he
describes the symptoms at the onset of the ailment – mostly delusions, see F 11
§§3–9 –, and then warns that they will get worse and, by implication, more difficult to treat, so the disease progresses (§ 4). Therefore, prompt treatment is imperative (§ 5).
[1] There is a parallel passage in Aëtius’ chapter on the therapy of melancholy. It occurs just before F 37, at the end of a passage attributed to Galen: ‘One
ought to treat the disease when if begins, for once it has become chronic and
wide-spread, it becomes difficult to tackle (μ  
 
    ·        μ    ).
[CMG viii. 2, vi. 10, p. 146, 21–2 ed. OLIVIERI]’. Moreover, this passage also occurs in the chapter ‘On melancholy’ in Oribasius’ Abridgment to Eustathius, viii.
6 (CMG vi. 3, p. 248, 29–30 ed. RAEDER). It is possible that the author heading
slipped down too much in Aëtius, and that Oribasius is quoting Rufus without
acknowledgement.
The translation ‘to answer questions’ is based on a conjecture (as-sul instead of al-qabl); cf. FLASHAR 1966, p. 95, n. 21.
[1–2] The general idea of melancholy needing to be diagnosed and treated
quickly is reiterated in other fragments from ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book and
elsewhere; see F 14, §§ 1–4.
[3] There are a number of parallels in Greek medical literature for the idea of
someone thinking that he or she has swallowed a viper. Galen relates how
Chrysippus, Erasistratus’ teacher (on whom see POLITO 1999, 50–1), reported the
following [Galen, Commentary on Hippocrates’ Epidemics ii. 2 (CMG v. 10.1,
p. 207, 45–p. 208, 17), Madrid, Escorial, MS árabe 804, 58b, lines 5–3 ab imo]:

/ $" 8;D? $$ &" ' ( $! 9 0 ' $ <9* ; >7 3 : 4? E) ; % ; - @ + ,* ; ;)D
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In this way the physician was saved who was called to treat a woman thinking that she had swallowed a snake. He gave her an emetic drug to drink and
then threw a dead snake into the basin into which she vomited, without her
noticing this. Thus he freed her of this delusion.
See also PORMANN 2005, 198 for another version of this episode.
F 14

For the general context, see F 13.
In this fragment, Rufus states that the onset of melancholy can be diagnosed
by the fact that the patient wants to be alone for no apparent reason (§ 1), and
that one ought to treat the patient straightaway (§§ 2–3); other symptoms include
anger and sadness (§ 4). Moreover, certain character traits, when combined with
these symptoms, make melancholy more likely (§ 5), as for instance an inability
to open one’s eyes, a dark complexion, little hair and lisping.
[1–4] similar to F 13, §§1–2; moreover, §§2–3 have a close parallel in Ibn
Sn’ Canon (Qnn ii. 68, 13–14 ed. Blq 1877), which runs as follows:

B$6; (  %5 8;(6; 4 .! 1 # / C9 . 17 A?$ C9 %

It is necessary to start treatment immediately, before it [melancholy] has
settled in, for it [treatment] is easy at the beginning, but difficult after it has
settled in.
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[6–7] see above F 11, §§ 14–16 for a discussion of these character traits.
[8] ] see WKAS ii. 191b9 and ULLMANN 1994, p. 1317 and n. 78.
F 15

For the general context, see F 13
Rufus highlights how difficult it is to detect the onset of melancholy: only experienced physicians can do it.
[2] The term ub al-nafs (lit. ‘malign state of the soul’) can translate Greek
 μ (despondency, despair); the passage clearly echoes the Hippocratic
Aphorism vi. 23 (iv. 568 L):
    μ       , μ 
  .

 

If fear and despondency last for a long time, then this is something
melancholic.
F 16

For the general context, see F 18 (second quotation)
This fragment reiterates information contained in the previous one, F 15. The
turn of the phrase is somewhat different, but it is definitely possible that al-Qumr is merely quoting ar-Rz.

F 17

For the general context, see F 13
This fragment consists of four sections which make different points: 1) skin
ulcers resembling carbuncles are an indication of great danger (§§ 1–3); 2) certain people – the old, men – are more prone to melancholy than others (§§ 4–9);
3) seasons have an influence on the disease, winter being the least conducive to
melancholy (§§ 10–12); and 4) certain kinds of food and drink ought to be
avoided, and the patient should not take exercise (§ 13).
Each of these sections has parallels elsewhere in the fragments. 1) Ulcers as
well as other skin conditions such as leprosy are both an outlet for black bile and
can therefore be beneficial (F 40 § 24; F 21 §§ 4–6), but also an indication for the
presence of black bile and therefore not to be trifled with (FF 25–6). 2) Age and
sex (understood as the biological difference between male and female) are important factors for understanding health and disease in Hippocratic medicine.
This whole section reappears in only slightly modified form in al-Qumr (F 18).
3) That winter stimulates digestion finds an echo in Rufus’account of the development of melancholy according to seasons in F 47 §3 (see commentary there).
4) Wine figures prominently as a remedy against melancholy in Rufus’ account
(see below F 61 §1), as does diet (e.g. F 40 §§ 15–16).
[3] For the expression ‘and resemble carbuncles’, the Latin translator read
‘ umra (redness, rubedo)’ instead of ‘ amr (carbuncles)’. The two are quite similar in palaeographical terms ( and  respectively). The former can also designate erysipelas (see WGAÜ, s.v.  ), which would make some sense.
Yet, because of the insistence on the heat within them, accompanied by itching,
the reading amr (carbuncles) is certainly correct.
[6] ‘ hir (surface)’ in expressions such as  hir al- asad or  hir al-badan
(surface of the body) is a standard translation for ‘   (surface)’; see
WGAÜ, s.v.    and the Latin version (in alia superficie corporis). For the
contrasting use of the article, see ULLMANN 1989, p. 13 and nos. 117–27.
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[8] The reading ‘they suffer from indigestion’ is taken from the parallel passage in al-Qumr (F 18 §5)    (‘their digestion is bad’); the manuscripts
as reported in the Hyderabad edition read    (lit.: ‘their worry is bad’).
[12] hayan (irritation) can translate    (PORMANN 2004a, 141)
[13] This injunction to avoid tough meat, notably that of goats and camels,
and thick wine also recurs in Galen’s On the Affected Parts iii. 10 (viii. 183–4
K); see below Appendix 1, pp. 275–7.

F 18

Fragments F 18, F 16, F 34, F 41, and F 30 (in this order) all come from al-Qumr’s chapter on melancholy in his Book of Riches and Desires (Kitb al-in wal-Mun); see the introduction, above, pp. 17–18 for further details. This first one
is introduced by ‘qla Rfusu (Rufus said)’, whilst the other four follow in the
style typical for this handbook with the simple ‘qla (he said)’.
This fragment (F 18) resembles F 17 §§ 4–9 extremely closely, yet there are
some differences in expression and style. In F 18 §1 / F 17 §4 we have mimm
versus minhu; in F 18 §2 / F 17 §5 kna m tataayyaluh afaa wa-ammuhunna aqw (lit.: ‘what they [women] imagine is more monstrous, and their
sorrow stronger’) vs kna ardaa wa-afaa (lit.: ‘it [melancholy] is worse and
more monstrous); in F 18 §3 / F 17 §6 wa-l yariu li--ibyni wa-qad yariu
li-l-ilmni f n-nadrati wa-li-l-adi (lit.: ‘it [melancholy] does not befall children, and it rarely befalls youths, and young adults’) vs wa-l yariu li-l-ilmni
wa-l-iyni ill f n-nadrati wa-yaqillu aian f l-adi (lit.: ‘it befalls youths
and castrates only rarely, and is also infrequent in young adults’); and so on. The
discrepancies between the two versions make it less likely that al-Qumr copied
from ar-Rz, although they may also be explained in terms of the former simply
rephrasing the latter.

F 19

Ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book comprises a long chapter on dropsy (istisq),
first quoting Galen and Hippocrates, and then other authorities on the subject. He
distinguishes between three types of dropsy, namely ‘waterskin-like (ziqq,
  )’, ‘drum-like (abl, μ  )’, and ‘fleshy (lam,   )’.
Then he turns to the therapy, and it is in this context that the present fragment
occurs. Just before it, ar-Rz quoted Dioscorides, Rufus (perhaps from his book
On Milk), and the ‘second [book] of Airs, [Waters,] Places’, the reference being
to Galen’s commentary on the Hippocratic work. After the fragment, ar-Rz
continues with a remark about food not reaching the body in the case of ‘waterskin-like’ and ‘drum-like’ dropsy. Given the limited context, it is difficult to see
how dropsy fits into Rufus’ On Melancholy.
[1] istisq lam corresponds to 
   cf. WGAÜ 696–7; cf.
WGAÜ S I s.v.    

F 20

The fragment occurs in one of the early chapters contained in book five of Paul
of Aegina’s Medical Handbook. Book five begins with a general discussion of
poisons, and then turns in chapter three to hydrophobia or rabies, the most common disorder in this category. Paul first describes the condition: rabid dogs bite
people without any warning, and their bite does not at first bring excessive pain.
Later, however, patients suffer from the symptoms of rabies, that is, spasms, excessive sweating, weakness, and fear of water; some even bark like dogs, and
bite others in their turn. These symptoms are clearly caused by the ‘poison ( )’,
except for the fear of water, which, according to some, results from the excessive
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dryness in the body. Rufus, notably, explains their fear of water in terms of melancholy. As black bile causes delusions, so does the ‘poison ( )’ transmitted by
rabid dogs. It this sense, it seems, Rufus thinks that rabies is a ‘form of melancholy (μ  …  )’.
F 21

For the general context, see F 13.
The fragment deals with two different, yet related, aspects of melancholy: the
secretion of black bile indicating the disease, and the consequences of black bile
not being secreted. Generally speaking, one might assume that melancholy is always indicated by the visible presence of black bile, but this is not the case (§ 1).
Black bile can be secreted in many different ways: through stools and urine, and
various skin disorders; such secretion normally has a beneficial effect, as the
black bile is thus expelled (§§ 2–4). Conversely, if no black bile is secreted, this
is bad, and one ought to purge the black bile (§§ 5–6). Large quantities of black
bile in the blood do not in and of themselves cause melancholy, provided that
they settle down like sediment in urine; if they are stirred, however, then melancholy ensues (§§ 7–8). At the end (§ 9), Rufus reiterates the point that when black
bile is secreted, melancholy is avoided; see also F 22. There are strong parallels
with the diseases mentioned in F 74 as alleviating melancholy.
[4–7] There is a close parallel in Ibn Sn’ Canon (Qn n ii. 71, 2–6 ed.
Blq 1877).
[7–8] The idea that one can have large quantities of black bile without falling
ill is further developed in F 28; spring, for instance, stirs the blood and provokes
melancholy; see also FF 29–30.

F 22

The present quotation stems from the section on epilepsy ( ar) and nightmare
(kb s) in ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book, notably the second part concerned
mainly with treatment. The present passage is preceded by another quotation
from Rufus’ Book for Laymen (Kitb il l-mma,     ), dealing with
how to treat nightmares, and how to prevent them from turning into epilepsy.
The passage is followed by a quotation from the mysterious Tiyq
(
  ?) which contains a recipe for a cream; on Tiyq, see ULLMANN
1970, 22–3.
In F 21, Rufus established that it is good for the black bile to be expelled
from the body through various skin conditions and in other ways. In the present
fragment, he makes a similar claim for leprosy accompanying epilepsy: the
former indicates that the latter is being cured. In various other places we find a
link between epilepsy and melancholy, which was already established in a passage from the Hippocrates’ Epidemics, later quoted by Galen in his On the Affected Parts; see Appendix 1, below, p. 271. For instance, one of the case histories describes an occurrence of epilepsy linked to melancholy (F 71). Moreover,
in F 40 §§ 34–8 (reiterated in F 41) Rufus warns that at the end of the disease,
melancholy may turn into epilepsy if disease matter is still present. Finally, in
F 74 § 5 both melancholy and epilepsy are mentioned as diseases cured by ‘dullwhite leprosy, leprosy, and scurvy’.

F 23

This quotation comes from al-Qumr’s Book of Riches and Desires; see the introduction, above, pp. 17–18. Unlike the other fragments from the same source (cf.
commentary to F 18), it occurs in his chapter ‘On epilepsy (F - ar)’. The quotation is virtually identical to F 22; see commentary there. The difference is that
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al-Qumr has a slightly different word order and uses ‘when it is (i k na)’ instead of ‘when it appears (i ahara)’.

F 24

This fragment occurs in the chapter ‘On melancholy’, found in the Clear Guide
on How to Treat Patients (al-Kit b al-W i ad-dall f mud w t al-all) by
Muammad ibn Al ibn Abd All h at-Tawahhum . Nothing is known about this
author; his Clear Guide, preserved in a unique manuscript in the Chester Beatty
Library, is a medical compendium which contains many quotations from previous authorities. The quotation is followed by a list of medication which contains
Galen’s hierá (‘holy remedy’). Therefore the quotation appears to end just before. The fragment confirms that Rufus included personal experience in his writings. Since the exact source is not specified, there is a small chance that it is
taken from case notes not included in the Important Chapters on the Medicine of
the Masters by Ibn Sar biy n ibn Ibr h m; see above, pp. 18–20. It seems, however, more likely that it is simply a remark from Rufus’ On Melancholy. Unfortunately, we do not know how this case ended. Was the patient cured because the
disease matter was expelled through the ulcers on his legs? Cf. F 21 § 4.

F 25

Both F 25 and F 26 come from book eight of ar-R z ’s Comprehensive Book,
dealing with various diseases of the intestines such as ulcers and gripes [maa].
They both occur in the context of medication. In the first case (F 25), a recipe for
a purging remedy (al-munaqqiya) against gripes from the Perfection (alKam l) – perhaps Ibn M sawaih’s Perfection and Completion (al-Kam l wa-ttam m), a medical encyclopaedia which is now lost – precedes the fragment, and
an explanation about ‘stamped clay (n matm,  )’ from the Questions (al-Mas il) – perhaps unain ibn Is q’s Questions on Medicine (alMas il a-ibbya) – follows it. In the second case (F 26), the arrangement is not
less haphazard, with a quotation from the mysterious Ab urai ar-R hib (‘the
Monk’) preceding, and one from hwrsfs (?) following it.
FF 25 and 26 form one of the many cases where we have a doublet: ar-R z
quotes the same passage twice, although with slight variations; see BRYSON 2000,
47–66. At first sight, the information contained in this short fragment, namely
that black liquid in the stool is an indication of death, seems to contradict F 21
where secretion of black bile is seen as positive. The solution to this apparent
contradiction may well be that the specific black liquid caused by an intestinal
ulcer indicates death, even if other black secretions are beneficial.

F 26

see F 25

F 27

This fragment comes from the section on faeces (bir z) in the first book of arR z ’s Comprehensive Book. It is preceded by a quotation from the first book of
the Questions on the Epidemics (Mas il al-Ibmiy ) by unain ibn Is q; it
deals with the consistency of faeces. After the fragment comes a quotation from
the third book of the On Acute Diseases (F l-Amr  al- dda), discussing sudden change in patients dominated by bile.
Since this fragment is so short, it is hard to guess its original context. It fits
well with the general idea that the process of digestion, of breaking down food,
is linked to melancholy; see the commentary to F 32.

F 28

At the end of book fifteen of his Comprehensive Book, ar-R z discusses environmental influences and epidemic diseases. Just before the present passage, he
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quoted from Rufus’ On Regimen (F t-Tadbr), notably a discussion of ‘plague
(mautn)’. In our passage, Rufus says that since blood is stirred during spring,
this leads to melancholy and one therefore needs to remove the blood through
venesection (§§ 2–5). Rufus then lists other diseases also caused by the process
(§§ 5–8). Often the diseases occur in spring after disease matter and superfluities
have accumulated over the winter. Afterwards, ar-Rz adds a remark, saying:

! ) , & +*&"

+* !&   .% !     & # +&& -  + . #
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I say: Sometimes such symptoms occur during the spring in the case of those
who suffer from severe sadness, and whose mixture (miz, krâsis) has
become heated owing to certain afflictions of the soul, because their blood is
stirred and increasingly agitated in a bad way.
Then follow F 32 and F 31 (in that order), two short passages on the winter and
the summer seasons respectively. Finally ar-Rz turns to Ibn Maswaih’s Questions (Masil), where he links the proliferation of frogs to that of diseases.
Generally speaking, this fragment picks up an idea developed in F 21 § 8,
namely that even large quantities of black bile in the blood can be harmless,
provided that they settle down and are not stirred. During spring, however, the
blood is stirred, and melancholy ensues. We have in F 29 §§ 1–2 a parallel description of blood being stirred and leading to melancholy. Rufus compares the
blood being agitated to springs being stirred (§ 2), and we find a similar image in
F 29 § 2. He continues the subject of the seasons being linked to certain disorders
in the rest of the fragment, and this topic recurs in FF 30–32.
F 29

For the general context, see F 13. The fragment develops three main ideas. The
first (§§ 1–2) is that of blood being stirred and causing melancholy; see F 28
§§ 1–5 and commentary. Second, it lists certain symptoms which accompany
melancholy (§ 3), and third, it insist on the link between melancholy and wind
(§§ 4–6). The link between wind and melancholy is also present elsewhere in the
fragments; see F 60 and commentary. Likewise, the link between sexual activities and wind recurs in F 60.
[2] We also find the image of ‘boiling springs’ in F 28 § 2

F 30

Fifth quotation in al-Qumr; see F 18. This fragment appears to be a summary of
the information contained in F 28 §§ 1–5.

F 31

For the general context, see F 28.
Ar-Rz merely repeats information contained in F 28: when bad blood – that
is, blood corrupted during the winter (see F 34 § 9) – is heated (and stirred), it
causes melancholy. This said, spring in general terms is still a healthy season.

F 32

For the general context, see F 28.
The idea of bad digestion or indigestion as a cause of melancholy is fundamental to Rufus’ hypochondriac type of the disease; see F 6 §4 and F 11 §10, and
below, pp. 167, 186–7, and 246–8. Winter is linked to good digestion in F 17
§10, in contrast to autumn.

F 33

For the general context, see F 13.
Rufus states that excellent natures are predisposed to melancholy since they
think a lot. In linking  (natural excellence) and melancholy, Rufus fol-
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lows then Aristotelian tradition; see van der Eijk, below, pp. 121–2. FF 35 and
36 reiterate, in different words, the explanation why exceptional people are predisposed to melancholy: because intensive thought leads to melancholy. See also
Völlnagel, Schuster, below, pp. 212–13.
The Latin version of this fragment was famously cited by Burton (see TOOHEY, below, p. 230):
Et illi qui sunt subtilis ingenii et multae perspicationis de facili incidunt in
melancolias, eo quod sunt uelocis motus et multae praemeditationis et
imaginationis.

F 34

For the general context, see F 18, this being the third quotation in al-Qumr. This
fragment is nearly identical to F 33.

F 35

For the general context, see F 13
The fragment makes two separate points: that thinking and worrying lead to
melancholy; and that melancholics sometimes predict the future in their dreams.
[1] Rosenthal translated this passage as: ‘Melancholia produces much
thought and worry (Die Melancholie erzeugt viel Nachdenken und Besorgnis)’;
but, as ABOU-ALY 1992, 165, rightly noted, this translation is incorrect; it inverts
cause and effect.
[2] See the parallel passage in Paul of Aegina, iii. 14 [i. 156, 20–22 Heiberg]:
, , . 4 (  μ   2  μ  .   + μ        , ) .  0 # 
$μ .
Some [melancholics] think that they are supervised by superior powers and
predict future events as if they were possessed; and they are rightly called
‘possessed (entheastikós)’.

F 36

This fragment occurs in Miskawaih’s On Soul and Intellect (F n-Nafs wa-l-Aql)
where an anonymous doubter posses sceptical questions to Miskawaih; see below, pp. 194–6 for a detailed discussion.
[2] The exact fragment is quoted verbatim again when Miskawaih refutes the
doubter’s position; see below, p. 195.

F 37

For the general context, see F 11. As already stated, this fragment comes from
the chapter on the treatment of melancholy. First, Aëtius quotes ‘from Galen
( 4)’, as most of the manuscripts state. The quotation runs as follows
(vi. 10; ii. 146, 17–23 OLIVIERI):
[1] - μ, *     4 μ  μ    5  5 .   'μ  . (2 .
     . ! 4  μ, [2] & 
μ +  μ3  1 % 5 μ, "  . #   - + # . [3] μ  , /      · [4]  + . ' , μ    .
[1] Melancholy caused by a previous affection of the brain should be treated
by constant baths, a diet which produces good humours, moisture, and does
not produce flatulence, without having recourse to more active cures. [2] Yet
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when the sick humour is no longer difficult to dislodge because [the treatment] has lasted for a long time, then one ought to use more complicated and
stronger remedies. [3] One ought to treat the disease when if begins, [4] for
once it has become chronic and wide-spread, it becomes difficult to tackle.
After this quotation follows the present fragment, which in turn is followed by a
quotation ‘from Posidonius (   )’.
This quotation from Galen is not found in any of his extant works. Moreover,
we have seen that the author headings such as ‘from Galen (  )’ are problematic in Aëtius; see above p. 13 and commentary to F 11. Finally, all the advice on treatment can be traced to Rufus: § 1 has parallels in F 61 § 3 (baths),
F 40 §4 (good food); § 2 in F 44 § 6 and F 66 §10 (wait with treatment to let patient recover); §§ 3–4 in F 14 §§ 2–3 (immediate treatment). It is impossible to
know whether we have here a quotation from Rufus’ On Melancholy falsely attributed to Galen, or whether this is a quotation from Galen in which Galen
heavily draws on Rufus, as he did in his chapter on melancholy in the On the Affected Parts; see Appendix 1 below. In either case, the ideas expressed here
reflect Rufus’ concepts about how to treat melancholy.
The general ideas in the present fragments are echoed in F 38. For the idea of
‘primary affection (prtopátheia) and Rufus’ typology of melancholy (§ 1), see
above, pp. 5–6; and below, p. 174. The notion that good digestion is needed
(§ 2), especially for the hypochondriac type of melancholy, recurs in the fragments; see commentary to F 32. Finally, epithyme and aloe as prime remedies
(§§ 2–3) are also mentioned in F 42 § 1; F 66 §§ 10 and 12; F 71 §§ 14 and 20.
F 38

For the general context, see F 13. That purging in various forms is the first line of
defence against melancholy (§ 1) is also echoed in F 37 § 1. Then, ar-Rz remarks that Rufus only talked about ‘hypochondriac’ melancholy (§ 2), and wonders why Galen did not notice this (§ 3). Yet ar-Rz is mistaken in thinking that
Rufus only knew one type of melancholy, as can be seen from F 5 §§ 8–9 (see
the commentary). Ar-Rz was led into error by Rufus’ focussing on the hypochondriac type of melancholy; see F 4 § 4 and F 5 § 7.

F 39

This is the third fragment from Aëtius’ Medical Books; see F 11 for a general
discussion. The fragment is the last quotation in the chapter on how to treat melancholy, and is preceded by an extract ‘from Posidonius (    )’. The
extract contains two recipes, one ‘for expelling wind (  )’, and the other
‘for improving digestion (  )’. The general point made in this fragment is
that one ought not to treat patients suffering from melancholy with too strong remedies, or in too short intervals. Excessive vomiting may put extra stress on the
digestive system, which ought to be given relief (§§ 1–2). Moreover, sometimes
the beneficial effect of a treatment is only visible after some time (§§ 3–5). The
last point is eloquently illustrated in the second of the case histories (F 67),
where Rufus achieves a cure by a combination of treatment and waiting.

F 40

For the general context, see F 13. This long fragment constitutes a summary of
how to treat melancholics, and many of the points mentioned here recur in other
fragments, especially in F 37; other parallels are listed in square brackets in the
following paraphrase. Ar-Rz begins by quoting Rufus as insisting on the treatment with epithyme and aloe (§§ 1–3) [F 42 § 9; F 66 §§ 10 and 12; F 71 §§ 14
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and 20], and improving the digestion in general (§§ 4–5) [F 32]. Exercise and
baths are recommended (§§ 6–7) [F 61 § 3], as well as a good diet (§ 8), moderate
amounts of wine [F 61 § 1], and vinegar (§§ 9–10). Blood letting (§ 11), and purging (§§ 12–13), in addition to epithyme and other plants (§ 14) are useful treatments. One should not use emetics when the stomach is weak (§ 15) [F 39], and
let patients eat light food (§ 16). Putting on weight is positive (§ 17) [F 62], as is
drinking wine (§ 18) [F 61 § 1] and travelling (§ 19). The general principle of
treatment should be: treat by opposites (‘contraria contrariis curantur’) (§§ 20–
21). Pauses in the treatment are useful (§ 22), and avoid applying too much of it
(§ 23) [F 39]. Leprosy and mange are good signs (§ 24) [F 21 § 4]. Warming the
stomach to improve digestion, and avoiding flatulence are important remedies
(§§ 25–33) [F 48 § 2]. One should be careful not to leave any disease matter in
the body, especially at the end of the disease (§ 34), lest it turn into another ailment such as epilepsy (§§ 35–6) [F 22]; §§ 34–6 are quoted nearly verbatim in
F 41. And finally one ought not to tell the patients that they suffer from melancholy, but rather say that they have indigestion (§§ 37–8). Ar-Rz concludes by
saying that Rufus only discusses the hypochondriac type of melancholy; see
commentary to F 38.
[3] The Latin has ‘thirty’ instead of ‘two thirds’; both are very close from a
palaeographical point of view:  vs .

F 41

Fourth quotation in al-Qumr; see F 18. It is nearly identical to F 40 §§ 34–6,
which seems to suggest that al-Qumr is quoting from ar-Rz. For content and
parallels, see the commentary to F 40 §§ 34–6.

F 42

For the general context of this fragment, see F 6. The broad outlines of Rufus’
treatment of melancholy are sketched here. Not surprisingly, there are many parallels with F 40; details are given in square brackets. One ought to purge and expel the melancholic humour. This can be done through epithyme [F 37 § 2; F 66
§§ 10 and 12; F 71 §§ 14 and 20; F 43], mountain mint (§ 1) [F 40 §§ 14 and 26],
absinth juice (§§ 2–3) [F 40 §§ 3 and 14], diuretic drugs (§§ 4–6) [F 21 § 9; F 53],
and sweating (§§ 7–9) [F 75 § 3]. Al-Kaskar concludes by saying that this is the
summary of what Rufus had said.
Paragraphs 6–9 have a close parallel in Aëtius’ chapter ‘On Melancholy’
(vi. 9), notably in a long extract entitled ‘  (from Posidonius)’ in
Olivieri’s edition. The heading ‘from Posidonius’ is only attested by a second
hand in one manuscript (P). Could it be that we have here genuine material taken
from Rufus? Let us first look at Aëtius’ text [vi. 9 (ii. 148, 19–23 Olivieri)]; the
information not contained in al-Kaskar is put in italics in the translation:
) ( μ  * ) μ  μ  μ , ! 
 ! , & #  +  -   1 1.  * (
* $  ' 0 $        * 0  μ 
* μ   "/, %    ' . μ μ   * 
, /.
One ought to take ground pine and true germander readily, either cooked in
water or dry and smooth, sprinkled into the potion. Also beneficial are purification by means of sweating through exercise, baths, and rubbing in, in the
sun, with oil such as camomile oil and natron with oil.
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Compare this with al-Kaskar quotation; again information not contained in Aëtius appears in italics:
[13] People suffering from this disease ought to drink true germander and
ground pine since both stimulate urination and help digestion. [14] They
ought to use things that induce sweating since sweating cleanses and purifies
the blood from superfluities. [15] For, when we want to stop sweating, we
stimulate urination, because cleansing through sweating and urinating is
more common for the body than any other form of cleansing. [16] For this
reason people suffering from dropsy profit from induced sweating, and diuretic drugs. This is because people suffering from dropsy are helped by sweating induced, for instance, by anointing them with the oil combined with
natron, or that made from camomile.
The similarity between the two texts quoted above is so striking that one can assume with some certainty that both quotations must go back to a common
source, probably either Rufus himself, or Rufus using Posidonius. Let us assume
for argument’s sake that the information common to both sources is genuinely by
Rufus. The additions (in italics in the translations) then seem mostly to contain
expansions of, and explanations for, Rufus’ therapeutic advice. In Aëtius, the additional information adds specifics, whereas al-Kaskar provides a long explanation of sweating. The situation is further complicated by the fact that some of the
material ‘added’ in both Aëtius and al-Kaskar has parallels elsewhere in the
fragments of Rufus’ On Melancholy; for Aëtius, see F 40 §§ 6–7; F 61 § 3; for alKaskar , see F 75 § 3. Another solution for the conundrum would be that both
Aëtius and al-Kaskar are selective in their choice of what to quote, and made
slightly different choices. The additional material (in italics) would in this case
also go back to Rufus. It is, of course, impossible to decide this issue with any
degree of certainty on the basis of the sources presently available.
[17] In the present context, amalu is the elative of umla (summary) and
does not denote the idea of quality here (as PORMANN 2003, 244 had erroneously
thought), but that of summary.
F 43

The fragment occurs in the second part of Is q ibn Imrn’s On Melancholy,
which deals with therapy. It appears more specifically at the end of a section on
compound drugs which purge melancholy. Just before, he has given a recipe
with epithyme which ‘is useful for those suffering from melancholy and purges
their black bile (            )’. Is q then quotes Rufus as
giving instructions on how to administer epithyme (§ 1), and confirming that it
does purge black bile (§ 2).

F 44

This fragment appears in a section dealing with general principles of therapy,
contained in book twenty three of ar-Rz ’s Comprehensive Book. Before the
present fragment, ar-Rz quotes from Galen’s Commentary on Hippocrates’
Epidemics, and immediately preceding it, from a - abar , that is Al ibn Rabban
a - abar ’s Paradise of Wisdom (Firdaus al-ikma). A - abar says that one
should not force the patient to follow a treatment if he is very loathe to do so; for
even if it is generally extremely useful, forcing the patient will render it ineffective. Then comes the present fragment, in which Rufus says that one should not
continue with the same treatment over a long period of time, but rather interrupt
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it (§ 2), for the patient may be weakened or get addicted to the treatment (§ 3).
Rufus reiterates his advice to interrupt the treatment and resume it later (§ 4), and
then recounts that he has seen cases of melancholy where such a procedure was
successful (§§ 5–6). Then ar-Rz goes on to quote from Ibn Maswaih’s On the
Diseases of the Hidden Parts (F Ilal al-a  al-b ina), who divides remedies
into two types: those which expel, and those which block. For parallels of the
idea that interrupting the treatment is beneficial, see F 39 § 5; F 67.

F 45

In the third of his Medical Books, Aëtius provides recipes for many compound
drugs. Chapters 113–117 contain those for ‘holy remedies (hierás)’ according to
a number of physicians: Logadius, only known as the author of the ‘holy remedy’; Galen; Archigenes of Apamea, a contemporary of Rufus with pneumatic
interests [see Nutton, below, p. 143]; Rufus; and an unknown Iustus. The first
four ‘holy remedies’ became extremely famous, and numerous versions of them
exit in a whole host of sources. A ‘holy remedy (hierá)’ is a purging drug with
many applications. ABOU ALY, 1992, 280–87, has traced and analysed various
versions of Rufus’ ‘holy remedy’ in the Arabic literature, although her analysis
of the Greek tradition (275–80) is no longer valid in the light of new evidence
(see F 46). The present version found in Aëtius is specifically linked to Rufus’
On Melancholy. F 46 confirms that Rufus did indeed include a recipe for his
‘holy remedy’ in this work; it further specifies that it appeared in the second
book (i.e., that on treatment).
Rufus first lists the ingredients (§ 2), then explains how to make it (§ 3), and
lists various applications (§§ 4–7); melancholy is especially singled out as a condition where one should use it (§§ 6, 8–9). It also improves the digestion and
helps against flatulence, thereby counteracting two causes associated with hypochondriac melancholy (§ 10). Finally (§ 11) we have a statement in the first person saying the mallow seed purges strongly; it is hard to see whether the ‘I’ is
Rufus’ or Aëtius’ voice.

F 46

Qus  ibn L q (d. c. 912) wrote a treatise On Black Bile in twenty four chapters;
the chapter headings resemble questions and the chapters themself provide the
answer to them. For instance, the present passage occurs in chapter fourteen, entitled ‘With what does one treat epilepsy caused by black bile ? (     
       )’. Qus  explains that the best remedy is epithyme, administered as a drink ( ar b), a decoction (ab ), or alone (‘cleansed of its thyme
[munaqqan min atarih ]’). In the second half of the chapter, Qus  discusses a
number of other drugs such as myrobalan and peony. Then follows our fragment,
in which Rufus insists on epithyme and ‘holy remedies’ as a cure for epilepsy
caused by ‘pure black bile (mar r aswad ma)’. Then Qus  turns to remedies
which one can employ if epithyme is not available.
The importance of this short fragment lies in the fact that Qus  tells us explicitly that the recipe for ‘Rufus’ “holy remedy”’ occurs ‘in the second book’ of
Rufus’ On Melancholy. ABOU ALY, 1992, 275–80, has traced different versions
of the recipe in Rufus’ On Gout and the encyclopaedic authors such as Oribasius
and Aëtius, but Qus ’s evidence now shows that Rufus did include the recipe in
his On Melancholy, and probably also did call it a ‘holy remedy (hierá)’; see
F 45.
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F 47

This fragment, as well as F 50, occurs in the context of a discussion about stomach pains, vomiting, and excessive formation of saliva in book five of ar-Rz ’s
Comprehensive Book. Just before this fragment, ar-Rz discussed some of his
own experiences with people who vomit, and provides a recipe of his own composition for those ‘who are recovering from fever, whilst still feeling the crisis
somewhat’. Then he quotes Rufus as saying that cold stimulates the appetite,
whilst warmth takes it way (§1–3); hence also the fact that people who travel in
cold countries become extremely hungry (§4), and that cold water has a similar
effect (§5). Ar-Rz continues with a recipe, taken from unain’s Formulary
(Aqrab  n), for ‘a bandage for a weak stomach’.
FF 47–50 and 52 all deal with appetite and how to regulate it. Generally
speaking, cold in various forms stimulates the appetite, and warmth diminishes
it. Moreover warmth improves the digestion. Warmth can be achieved through
fire, and blankets, but also the consumption of wine, a ‘warming’ drink.

F 48

F 49 and F 48 both occur in the context of eating disorders, discussed towards the
end of book five in ar-Rz ’s Comprehensive Book. F 48 is preceded directly by a
quotation from the Aphorisms (Ful), presumably by Hippocrates, about ‘ravenous hunger ( ahwa kalb ya,      )’. In the fragment itself, Rufus says
that being in severe cold leads to ravenous hunger (§1), and that warming the patient counteracts it (§2). Ar-Rz continues by quoting from Philagrius’ Cure of
Diseases ( if  al-asq m), a work largely extant in Arabic fragments. MASULLO’s
1999 edition, made from the Latin, is fairly unsatisfactory, for Philagrius’ advice
how to cure ravenous hunger is omitted in it (it would come just before F 65 MASULLO). F 49 is preceded by a long quotation from unain’s Book on the Stomach
(Kit b f l-Maida), where he explains how to cure ravenous hunger ( μ )
and other ‘appetites for bad things ( ahaw t rad a)’. Then comes F 49 which is
very similar in content to F 48. We therefore have here another case of doublets
(cf. see FF 9–10, 25–26 and BRYSON 2000, 47–66). Ar-Rz continues to discuss
the topic of excessive appetite with a quotation for Tiy q (   ?); on
Tiy q, see ULLMANN 1970, 22–3. See F 47 also for the general topic.

F 49

See F 48 for the context, and F 47 for the general topic.

F 50

For the general context, see F 47; this specific fragment is preceded by a recipe
for people who vomit, and followed by a recipe, extracted from Ibn Msawaih’s
book On Fevers, for those suffering from fevers. See also F 47 for the general
topic.

F 51

For the general context, see F 13. The fragment seems to say that not only cold
and warm, but also tepid water can have its benefits when treating melancholy.

F 52

This fragment occurs in the context of a discussion on ‘balanced digestion (ham
mutadal)’ in book five of the Comprehensive Book. Before, ar-Rz quoted from
unain’s On the Regimen of Food, giving some general advice on what to eat.
Then he quotes Rufus as saying that warming the stomach by covering it with
blankets improves digestion. Ar-Rz continues with a citation from Galen’s On
the Affected Parts. The idea of covering people is also developed in F 40 § 31.
For the general context, see F 47.
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F 53

For the general context, see F 54. The fragment is directly preceded by recipes
for drugs purging black bile and cleansing the stomach, and followed by a citation from ‘On Prophylactics attributed to Galen (min if a-ia al-manb il
[lns])’ stating that ‘figs, safflower, and epithyme expel dregs (ufl)’.
The point made in this fragment is fairly simple: drinking warm water after
digestion is good. We know from F 47 § 3 that warm water make the appetite
subside, and that warmth in general helps digestion. Drinking warm water after
digestion would thus prevent people from overindulgence through eating again
shortly after meals. Perhaps this is also a measure to strengthen the constitution
of the patient before purging.

F 54

This fragment (F 54) as well as FF 53, 55 and 56 occur in a long section on purging remedies contained in book six of ar-R z’s Comprehensive Book. In the
pages before, ar-R z mentions a number of drugs purging black bile, from a
variety of sources. Immediately preceding F 54 are three short quotations about
lupine (turmus), purging ‘viscous humours (al-al al-ala)’ and other kinds
of humours according to Ibn M sawaih, Ibn M sa, and ‘The inhabitants of
zist n’ (al-z)’, a loose references to physicians active in Gond pr (see
ULLMANN 1970, 101). Then follow FF 54 and 55 directly one after the other. ArR z then continues by saying that according to unain’s book On the Theriac
(F t-Tiryq), ‘ground pine (kamfs, μ)’ also purges.
The subject of this specific fragment is milk, and one of the products of curdling, whey. Rufus had an acute interest in milk and even wrote a short monograph on the subject entitled On Milk ( 0 ); Manfred ULLMANN, 1994, 1323–36, has reconstructed it from quotations in ar-R z’s
Comprehensive Book and Aëtius’ Medical Books. It seems that in his On Melancholy Rufus discussed whey in the context of purging as one of the fundamental
remedies against melancholy. Yet the information contained in the present fragment has strong parallels in Rufus’ On Milk (I quote the latter from ULLMANN’s
collection of fragments). One should avoid sheep milk (§ 1); in On Milk, Rufus
states (§ 5, Aëtius ii. 87/ i. 180, 22–3 and 181, 2–3; ar-R z, Comprehensive Book
xxi. 440, 10–11):
1 . 7     [sc., 7 '  ], […]
7’ ! 0 &   +  , 0 9  5 2.

          !       !

Sheep milk is thicker than this [horse milk]. These [sheep and pig milk] are
therefore not good for excretion, and heat the stomach.
The process of making milk curdle by adding oxymel and letting it boil more
than once (§§ 2–3) is also described in On Milk (§§ 82–3, Aëtius i. 185, lines 19–
22; lines 25–7):
   . 1 (1 / ,· " &   /  0  –  - 1     & (7 4 –
# 6 (8 0 μ , 7  9 0 )μ9· […] μ  . 4    $ 0 *  3, " 0 % 0
(μ % μ 8·
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One has to make whey in the following way. Pour milk into an earthen pot –
except that of sheep and pigs, for it is most inadequate for making whey –
and boil on a fairly sharp fire, moving it gently and continuously. […] When
you have finished boiling it, cook it again and when it boils up, sprinkle it
twice or thrice with oxymel or wine mixed with honey.
Moreover, in On Milk (§ 42) Rufus makes the general point that
     ! ! $%#      …   %

" …  %

drinking or gargling with it [milk] … is useful … for those who have a disease in the hypochóndria which is difficult to dislodge. [ar-Rz, Comprehensive Book xxi. 443, 7–9]
Yet the fragment also contains specific references to melancholy and purging
which do not occur in On Milk, as far as it is extant (e.g., §§ 6–7).
F 55

For the context, see F 54. Another simple drug which purges, namely the ‘pickling herb’, is mentioned here. There are parallels for aloe being good against
melancholy; see F 37 § 2; F 40 § 1; F 42 § 9.

F 56

For the general context, see F 54. The fragment is preceded by a quotation from
the Natural Questions (al-Mas il a-ibbya), that is, the Natural Problems
(μ ) attributed to Aristotle; it talks about the purging qualities
of scammony. The fragment is followed by a citation from Ibn Msawaih’s Regimen of Seasons (Tadbr al-azmina), specifying the cleansing powers of colocynth grease and aloe.
We have here yet another drug which purges, in this case feverfew; and
again, as in F 55 and F 54 § 6, a mixture of honey and water is recommended to
accompany it.

F 57

This fragment occurs in the Comprehensive Book on Simple Drugs and Foods
(al-Kit b al- mi li-mufrad t al-adwiya wa-l-a iya) by Ibn Bair, perhaps
the most important writer on pharmacology in the medieval Islamic world. He
originally hailed from Malaga, travelled widely, spent a significant time of this
life as chief botanist (ras al-a bn) in Egypt, and died in Damascus in 1248;
see ULLMANN 1970, 280–3; and DIETRICH 1991, 19. His Comprehensive Book on
Simple Drugs constitutes, as Manfred ULLMANN 1970, 281, put it, a ‘gigantic collection of excerpts’, arranged according to the Arabic alphabet.
The fragment is the last of four excerpts taken from the entry onagra
(#); the first three are taken from Dioscorides, iv. 117, 1–5; Galen, On the
Powers of Simple Drugs viii. 14.6 (xii. 89, 1–3 K); and again Dioscorides iv. 117,
6–7. Dioscorides gives a somewhat similar explanation of its effect (ii. 267, 11–
13 WELLMANN):
μ '   (  μ ) +  %( .  - μ 
"μ , $·  * '   &  ! .
When a decoction of the root is drunk by wild animals, it has the power to
soothe them. Applied in a plaster it provides relief for bites inflicted by savage animals.
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Moreover, Galen states that ‘it also is most similar to wine in power ( ) *
. μ ’ # μ ).’
[3] In Greek mythology, Orpheus is generally associated with taming wild
animals. The form of the name as it appears in the manuscripts ( ) would
rather suggest Dionysus, but the emendation is fairly easy ( ).

F 58

The twentieth chapter of the first book Ibn al- azz r’s Sustenance of the Traveller is entitled ‘On Love-Sickness (F l-i q)’. Ibn al- azz r defines love-sickness
or passionate love as excessive desire accompanied by brooding and longing (see
BIESTERFELDT, GUTAS 1984). According to some philosophers, it may be caused
by a natural need to expel superfluities from the body. Rufus thought that it can
have positive effects, notably in the case of melancholy (F 58). Ibn al- azz r
continues to reflect on the causes of love-sickness, such as a natural desire for all
beautiful things, and then turns to the relationship between body and soul; he
quotes Galen’s That the Faculties of the Soul Follow Mixtures of the Body. The
therapy should consist in entertaining people, lest they suffer from melancholy:
they should ‘drink while listening to music, talk to friends, recite poetry, and
look at water, gardens, greenery, and radiant faces.’ Rufus said (F 61 § 1) that
wine is a strong remedy for those who are sad and fear, and Galen had similar
ideas. Lupines macerated in water can also have this effect. Then Ibn al- azz r
quotes Rufus again [F 61 § 2] as affirming that wine in moderation is good for
melancholics. Ibn al- azz r goes on to remark that ‘some philosophers think that
hearing is like the spirit [r] and wine like the body; when the two come together, excellent qualities [fa il] come together’. He continues by quoting Yaq b
ibn Is q al-Kind , the ‘philosopher of the Arabs’, as extolling the virtues of music; for al-Kind , see ADAMSON 2006.
This general outline about sexual intercourse being useful against melancholy
chimes with Rufus’ remarks in his monograph On Sexual Intercourse (Perì
aphrodisín). (On Sexual Intercourse is preserved in Greek and Arabic fragments; see ULLMANN 1994, 1338–9; D-R, fr. 60, p. 318–23; ULLMANN 1970, 75;
SEZGIN 1970, 66; and PORMANN 2007a, 116.) In it Rufus disputes the fact that sex
is harmful, arguing that ‘sexual intercourse is a natural activity, and nothing natural is harmful’ [D-R p. 318, lines 1–2 = Aëtius iii. 6 (i. 265, 13–14 OLIVIERI)].
Although he lists a number of negative effects caused by excessive sex, he
specifically mentions its positive aspects. For instance, sex is beneficial because
‘it empties repletion, makes the whole body light, leads to growth, and makes
one more manly ( μ  1 *  + / + 1μ *
! '    *  - )’ [D-R p. 320, lines 2–4
= Aëtius iii. 8 (i. 266, lines 11–13 ed. Olivieri)]. It also dissolves a tense mind,
and dispels obsessions, and appeases great anger. ‘Therefore,’ Rufus continues,
‘it is the greatest cure, as it were, and most beneficial for someone melancholic,
downcast, and cantankerous to have sex ( + * 2 μ  2 *  /
* μ  0 $ (  μ  "μ     μ  )’ [D-R
p. 320, line 7–9 = Aëtius i. 266, line 16–18 (ed. Olivieri); see also R z ,  w x.
313–14].
[1] , & 1 %, μ    ] v.l.: , μ *
& 1 , %, μ    . Daremberg remarked that they could
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not understand the text here (‘Ce texte me paraît inintelligible’). Yet, Constantine the Protosecretary just followed the syntax of the Arabic relative clause.
F 59

At the end of his book On Melancholy (De melancholia), Constantine the African includes a long passage mostly dealing with regimen which he does not
translate from Isq ibn Imrn’s work. It can be roughly divided into a section
on dietetics (pp. 184–92 ed. GARBERS), and another shorter one on drugs (pp.
192–6 ed. GARBERS). Constantine begins the first section by extolling the virtues
of wine, and quotes Orpheus as saying that the heat of wine corresponds particularly well to man’s mixture (temperamentum, krâsis). Then he cites Rufus (F 63)
who advocates moderation in the consumption of wine. Excessive consumption
would have the opposite, negative effect. One should also take rest, moisten the
head, and so on. Then follows Rufus’ remark that sexual intercourse helps
against melancholy (F 59). Light exercise is also good for melancholics.
For a discussion of sexual intercourse as a remedy against melancholy, see
F 58.

F 60

For the general context, see F 13.
For a discussion of sexual intercourse as a remedy against melancholy, see
F 58. The reference to wind refers to the idea of pneûma developed in peripatetic
philosophy. In Problem 30.1, the author expresses this link in the following
terms (953b23–34):
)  . μ0 / " 2  " 3 μ   3  μ   ·  0
/ ,  μ  / , +  μ  , $ #   % . / ' % -  μ  . μ .  0   .  
)μ  )  % / " 2 .  4 - )  μ  ' %   '
· 0 μ- , !  μ0 ( *  4 , ' - % , /
μ2 ' μ 5  5, )
μ  / μ . /
 , 5 )  %    1    , / & 6  
/   μ ’  % , / $ μ  / $  4  #. )  ,   μ0  μ .
The humour and mixture of black bile are wind-like (pneumatiká); therefore
physicians call windy [pneumatd] and hypochondriac diseases ‘melancholic’. Wine, too, has a windy power. Therefore, the [melancholic] mixture and
wine have a similar nature. The foam shows that wine is windy; for warm oil
does not generate foam, whereas wine, more so the dark than the white, generates a lot [of foam], since it is warmer and more corporeal. For this reason,
wine makes one desire sexual intercourse. Dionysus and Aphrodite are
rightly said to go together. Therefore most melancholics are lustful, for sex is
windy [pneumatds].
Rufus therefore picks up peripatetic ideas when linking sexual intercourse and
consumption of wine to melancholy; see also van der Eijk, below, pp. 164–6;
and FF 29 and 73.

F 61

For the general context, see F 58. Rufus states that wine is an extremely powerful
remedy against melancholy, as are ‘moderately hot baths’. The latter so much
delight the soul that some people feel the urge to sing when having them. This
last point is further developed in F 62.
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[1] On the one hand, Rufus warns against drinking too much wine (F 64 § 1),
especially certain types such as ‘thick and dark, or acrid wine’ (F 17 §13). But in
general, as here, he considers wine to be an excellent remedy, provided the patient’s constitution can tolerate it (F 40 § 18). Wine has warming effect (F 63,
F 28 § 2, F 49 § 1), and therefore counteracts the cold nature of black bile. Rufus
even ends his treatise with the case history of someone going to a wedding and
discovering that moderate drinking of wine can cure him of melancholy (F 65).

F 62

This passage also comes from the part of Constantine the African’s On Melancholy not based on Isq ibn Imrn; see F 59. Constantine insists that one ought
to pay close attention to digestion when treating melancholy. Baths, he continues, have a double benefit here, because their moisture moderates excessive heat
in the body of the patient, whereas their heat can warm cold bodies. According to
Constantine, this is also the opinion of Galen and Plato. Then follows the present
fragment (F 62) in which Rufus enumerates the positive effects of taking a bath.
Constantine goes on to advise that it is good to dip into cold water after a hot
bath; afterwards, one should rub the patient with oils, dress him and let him
sleep.

F 63

For the context, see F 59.
This fragment also displays strong affinities with peripatetic thought. The
warming quality of wine, when consumed in moderation, counteracts the cold
disposition of melancholy; see also the commentary to F 61.

F 64

The fragment occurs in the context of a discussion of various foodstuffs and their
impact on the health of the body; it is taken from the last, twenty-third, book of
ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book. Just before this fragment, ar-Rz adduces two
quotation from other works by Rufus. The first states that if someone fasts, his
body becomes visibly weak, his complexion deteriorates and so on. The second
says that meat is appropriate for the [human] body. Then follows the present
fragment from Rufus’ On Melancholy. It also deals with the general topic of diet:
one should not drink a lot of wine with one’s food (§ 1), but only a little (§ 2); in
general, one should avoid overindulgence (§ 3). Ar-Rz continues to add a remark of his own, warning against raw humour and its putrefaction [reading
‘ta run mina l- il i n-nayyi wa-afnih’].
The idea of wine helping digestion when consumed moderately can be found
in Constantine the African; see F 59. The point made here is a negative one: too
much wine together with food is harmful; or, differently put, overindulgence results in melancholy.
[3] la a is a complex term denoting many different aspects of mental and
physical enjoyment, notably of food and drink [see WKAS i. 488a20–32]; negative connotations are clearly present here, hence my translation ‘overindulgence’.

F 65

Like FF 59, 62, and 63, this fragment comes from the passage in Constantine’s
On Melancholy where he does not rely on Isq ibn Imrn; see F 59. But whereas the other fragments occur at the beginning of the section on dietetics, the
present fragment appears towards its end. Constantine has just made the point
that drunkenness is nearly always bad; in the rare cases when it has beneficial effects, this is due to the sleep which drunkenness induces, and not the drunken-
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ness itself. Then Constantine quotes a case history from Rufus: a melancholic
man was cured of his affliction by accident (§ 1): because he attended a wedding
and drank moderately (§ 2), his mood improved (§ 3). After this chance experience, he continued to drink the same kind of wine, and ‘was completely cured’
(§ 4). Constantine continues to discuss how to induce sleep, and provides a number of remedies. At the end of the section he states:
Sufficit de dieta & ordinatione melancholica secundum autoritatem antiquorum, Galeni, Rufi & ceterorum.
This suffices with regard to diet and regimen in the case of melancholy according to the authority of the ancients, of Galen, Rufus, and others.
From the present fragment we thus know that Rufus concluded his book On Melancholy with a short case history: a patient is cured by wine. Other fragments indicate that Rufus viewed wine as a powerful remedy against melancholy; see
F 61 § 1.
F 66

FF 66–71 all come from Rufus’ Case Notes quoted in Ibn Ibrahm’s Medicine of
the Masters; for the general context and the question of authenticity, see the introduction above, pp. 18–20. Case one to five (F 66–70) are continuous and all
deal with melancholy. ULLMANN 1978b has already both discussed the general
content of the Case Notes, and analysed in great detail the linguistic features of
their Arabic translation. It therefore is sufficient here to reiterate some of his general conclusions, and link the content of the Case Notes to the fragments of On
Melancholy.
The causes for melancholy in the Case Notes vary: it can be a previous disease, located for instance in the spleen (F 66 § 1), or quartan fever (F 70) or epilepsy (F 71) . Sometimes, a traumatic event such as a narrow escape from drowning is at the root of the problem (F 69). In one chronic case (F 67), the reason for
the patient’s melancholy is not specified, although we may assume that he is by
nature predisposed to this condition. In case three (F 68), intellectual and social
exertions trigger melancholy, and in case five (F 70), asceticism is to blame.
Moreover, burnt blood is cited as causing melancholy in two instances (F 68 § 1;
F 71 § 7). In two cases, the ‘age of decline (zamn al-in i  , sinn al-in i  )’ is
explicitly mentioned as the period when patients suffer from melancholy, but the
three patients whose age is given are in their twenties (F 69), thirties (F 66), and
forties (F 71) respectively. The symptoms which manifest comprise the well-established range of fear, despondency and delusions.
Rufus’ general treatment is twofold: to purge the disease matter, that is, the
black bile, and to restore the natural ‘mixture (krâsis, miz )’. Too much purging
has negative effects (e.g., F 66 § 9). In one case (F 69), the cure is affected by accident: the first physician purged, the second restored the mixture through a
moistening diet. Unbeknownst to each other they jointly cured their patient. In
case two (F 67), it is only after having moistened the body that purging becomes
possible. According to Rufus, other physicians did not understand that both purging and moistening are necessary; and that once the disease matter is purged, it
might still have some after effects. Be that as it may, Rufus applies the two
together.
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The present, first, case is a real classic in that the spleen is primarily affected,
and that digestion plays a major role. Moreover, drug overuse and abuse contributed to the patient’s succumbing to melancholy. The therapy corresponds to Rufus’ general advice: epithyme and venesection are used; for parallels, see e.g.,
F 37 § 2; F 42; F 40 § 14. In F 40 § 14, whey (mentioned here in §19) is also advocated; see also F 54.

F 67

Here we have a case of chronic melancholy. Apparently the patient has a lot of
black bile in his blood. Normally, as we know from other fragments (see F 28),
presence of large quantities of black bile in the blood is not, in and of itself, a
cause for melancholy, provided that the bile has settled down in it. During the
spring time, however, this black bile is stirred and causes the affliction, as in the
present case. Over the years, the patient has learnt to live with his ailment, and
recurred to venesection when the bile is stirred in the blood. When he neglected
to do so one year, melancholy ensued and threatened the patient’s life. Rufus
combines purging and venesection with a moistening diet to cure him. Yet he
also applies a cautery; for a parallel see F 24. ‘Granting nature respite’ (cf. F 39
§ 4) is a key element in the treatment, as are ‘psychological therapies’ such as
amusement and music.
ULLMANN 1978b, 119, linked the present case history to Hippocrates’ Aphorism vi. 47 (iv. 574 L), which runs as follows:
(    μ " μ 
$  μ1 " μ  .

μ  0  2

Those who benefit from venesection or medication ought to have their blood
let or take medicines during the spring time.
In his commentary to this aphorism, Galen mentions the case of a patient succumbing to melancholy when he was not purged each year (xviii a. 79, 11–16 K):
& )    μ  /     ’ !  , % μ+   , , 2μ   %1 ' # , )- μ 2  
     +     ) . ,   μ 2  *
μ   , 0μ  0 μ  .
For instance, someone succumbed to melancholy each year, if he was not
purged. It is strange to see how at the onset of the illness he recognised
already himself straight away what first generated it, but still called me. The
black things were emptied, and the melancholy ceased immediately.
It is of course possible that Galen relates here a case similar to this found in Rufus’ Case Notes. It cannot, however, be ruled out that Galen borrowed the history
from Rufus, and passed it on as his own.
[16] The combination of lahw and arab is often used to express the general
idea of ‘amusement and entertainment’ (see WKAS ii. 1584a9–b36), and ULLMANN 1978b rendered it in this way (‘Spiel und Kurzweil’). arab can, however,
denote ‘musical entertainment’ more specifically (see DOZY, s.v.), and since musical therapy was one of the treatments advocated by many Greek physicians,
this more restrictive translation appears to be justified here; see also HORDEN
2000.
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F 68

This case is interesting since it combines physiological and psychological or social causes: both burnt blood, and intellectual and societal efforts are at the origin
of the disease. In addition to this, age also plays a significant role. It is the confluence of these four factors which brings about melancholy. An incompetent
physician overmedicates and thus eventually causes the patient’s death. Swain,
below, 123–6, explores the social pressures to which patients such as the present
one are exposed.
[3] For a detailed discussion of the idea of pursuing the ‘geometrical sciences’ causing melancholy, see Toohey, below, 224–6.
[3] See Swain, below, p. 124, n. 40, for a discussion of the expression
‘kings’.
[4] STROHMAIER 1980, 319, proposes to read ‘hot ( rr)’ instead of ‘pungent
( dd)’.

F 69

A short case history of a man who suffers from melancholy because he narrowly
escaped death. The cure is affected by accident (see above, p. 105).

F 70

Although only a fairly short history, this case possesses a number of arresting
features. First, there is the asceticism of the patient leading to melancholy. Then
it is the only case where the melancholic humour is secreted through urine and
stool; according to F 21, this is a good sign; see also F 53.
For the social context of ‘rich kids dropping out’ in Antonine times, see
Swain, below, 128.
[1] STROHMAIER 1980 suggested that this ascetic who fasts during long periods
of time was either a Christian or someone close to a Gnostic sect. This would
cast doubts about Rufus’ being the author of this case history. This assumption,
however, is certainly incorrect. Philosophical schools likes the Cynics and Pythagoreans, to provide just two examples, advocated fasting long before the rise
of Christianity; see ARBESMANN 1969.
In addition to the traditions of pagan asceticism, one might also observe
against STROHMAIER that in Christian literature holy men who seek God by mortifying the flesh welcome disease as an additional burden (since it is caused by
demons) and do not seek out physicians to make them better (which would have
been humiliating in the extreme). See e.g. Acts of Peter, Coptic fragment on the
palsy of Peter’s daughter’s (ELLIOTT 1993, 397, cf. PERKINS 1995, 129–30),
Gregory of Nazianzus, Letters 31. 3 ed. GALLAY (xxxvii. 68b MIGNE) ‘consider
your illness a training for the better’, Basil, Homilies on the Psalms 45 (xix. 417a
MIGNE) ‘often disease is beneficial when one will train the sinner, whereas health
is harmful…’, Theodoret, Religious History 21 on the fortitude of the sick anchorite Jacob, and so on. Cf. TEMKIN 1991, 153–60, 171–7. The Acts of Peter
may be late second century in origin; otherwise these traditions of asceticism and
illness belong to a period long after Rufus. In second-century Christian texts
there is in fact no comment on fortitude in the face of disease as a sign of holiness; but indifference to the suffering of the body and its health is graphically attested in the accounts of the martyrs who represent Christian virtue before the
rise of monastic asceticism in the fourth century. [SIMON SWAIN]
[1] ‘was content with little’] The Arabic word mutaqa if is derived from
‘qa af (squalor of the skin)’, but already by the ninth century came to mean ‘he
who is content with [simple] food and torn [clothes] (al-la yataballa u bi-l-
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q ti wa-l-muraqqai)’ and is thus a synonym for the ‘ascetic (zhid)’; see POR2007, 120, and Lisn al-Arab, under q--f. The ascetic melancholic is also
present in the pseudo-Hippocratic Letters; see Rütten, below, p. 260.

MANN

F 71

This is a case of epilepsy turning into melancholy; see F 22. But there is also a
social dimension: eating late triggers bouts of this disease; see Swain, below,
126–7, who explores the social pressures of late dinners in Rufus’ time. Many of
the therapeutic measures employed here are also recommended in the fragments:
semolina bread (§ 10 and F 40 § 16); the ‘holy remedy’, perhaps Rufus’ ‘holy remedy’? (§ 14 and F 45); epithyme, mint, absinth (§§14, 20 and e.g., F 40 § 14);
and wine (§ 17 and F 61 § 1).

F 72

Rufus’ Medical Questions ( " μ) is a short treatise explaining
how a physician should take the patient’s history. The present quotation occurs
after an introductory paragraph, in which Rufus insists on the importance of taking the patient’s history, and highlights some of the problems. For instance, if the
patient gives incoherent answers, he is probably delirious (  &  ); another reason might be that the patient is deaf. Then follows the
present passage. Rufus first links the strength and weakness of the body to that of
the voice (§ 1). Then follows a clause, or perhaps even a number of clauses,
which can no longer be restored with certainty, since there is a substantial lacuna. Gärtner proposed the following tentative emendation: ‘the form of the disease [and the affected part of the body can be recognised when the patient, for
instance, talks in a hoarse or high voice, or in an abrupt and sad way, as many
melancholics do. If, however, there is] no melancholy, [one can assume that
there are] hoarseness, …’. In §§ 3–5, we are on firmer ground again: Rufus
clearly links melancholy to rashness (thrasút s) and grieving (lúp ), and these
two suffice to diagnose it.
The picture of Rufus enjoining physicians to take their patients’ histories
chimes well with that contained in the Case Notes. In both works, asking the patient questions in order to understand his ‘mixture (krâsis)’ and disposition, but
also the cause of the ailment occupies a prominent place.

F 73

We know for certain that Rufus wrote commentaries on Hippocratic texts, and
more specifically that he composed one on the Epidemics (cf. ULLMANN 1994,
1304; SIDERAS 1994, 1098–9). This fragment appears to come from this commentary by Rufus on the Epidemics. It occurs in Galen’s commentary on the
same text. Galen’s commentary is lemmatic, that is to say that he first quotes a
(short) passage from the Epidemics, and then explains it. The lemma in question
is the following [Epidemics vi. 3.12 (v. 294–5 L)]:
 ,      , %  # ! μ $,  ’ 
   <!>   '.
The stomach of certain people, such as Damnagoras, becomes flatulent
[ph sâtai] when they have sex, whereas in the case of others such as
Arcesilaus a noise [psóphos] occurs at this time.
Galen then considers how wind (pneûma) is formed in the stomach, and reviews
various previous explanations of this passage. He notably discusses and rejects
the opinion held in Sabinus’ school that Hippocrates is talking about young
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people here. Then follows our fragment, in which Galen examines the Peripatetic
position, in which melancholy is linked to breath: melancholics have an excess
of breath in the hypochondriac region, and in order to expel it, they desire intercourse, since semen contains a lot of wind (cf. F 60). This link between an excess
of wind and melancholy led Rufus to adopt a different reading in this passage.
Galen follows the reading psóphos (noise): noise is present during intercourse in
some people, whereas Rufus reads phóbos: fear is present. For fear is linked to
melancholy.
[1] See EIJK 2000a–1a, F 110 for a detailed discussion.
[3–5] Quotation taken from Problems 4. 30/ 880a30–3
[6–9] Rufus held that melancholics have a strong sexual desire (F 60), and
that intercourse can be beneficial (FF 58–9) for them.
F 74

These extracts occur in a chapter of Oribasius’ Medical Selections dealing with
diseases which cure other diseases. According to the title, the whole chapter is
taken from Rufus (    ). Quartan fever is mentioned in F 70 as a disease preceding melancholy. The present passage (§ 1) characterises quartan fever
by the presence of a black bile, and therefore links it to melancholy. But despite
this link, quartan fever appears here as a remedy against melancholy as well. Expelling faeces and blood (§§ 2–3), varicose veins (§ 4), and certain skin conditions (§ 5) are all said to help against melancholy in F 21; see the commentary.
Moreover, madness is often quoted alongside melancholy as being improved by
the conditions mentioned above (§§ 2–4). This does not surprise as the two mental diseases are cognate; see above, p. 7.

F 75

At the beginning of book nineteen of his Comprehensive Book, ar-Rz discusses
urine and uroscopy at great length. He cites various authorities, among which
Rufus’s work On Urines (   ) probably also figures (e.g. xix. 150, 6–7,
reading ‘Rfus’ with MS d l; see also PORMANN 1999, 4–6). The present fragment is not attributed to any treatise by Rufus, and one cannot exclude categorically that it comes from On Melancholy. It seems, however, more likely that we
have a quotation from Rufus’ book On Urines here. Immediately preceding this
passage, ar-Rz quoted from an anonymous source (mahl), saying that ‘those
who possess wisdom pass thick and viscous urine [baulan  iran alan]’.
After the fragment, ar-Rz cites profusely from Magnus of Emesa’s book On
Urines; see below F 77.
[3–4] In some manuscripts, instead of ‘he said (q la)’, we find ‘I say (l)’, so
that this may be a remark by ar-Rz as well. There is a loose parallel with F 11
§ 21, where Rufus states that excessive heat dries moistures and darkens
humours.

F 76

This fragment occurs in the section on kidney disorders in book ten of ar-Rz’s
Comprehensive Book. It is probably not taken from Rufus’ On Melancholy, and
does not deal with the topic of melancholy as such (see below). Preceding this
fragment we find a quotation from ‘a book on Natural Questions attributed to
Aristotle (min kit bin yunsabu il Aris  lsa f l-Mas ili -abyati)’. It deals
with excessive urination as causing the kidneys to weaken. Immediately before
the fragment we have an erasure which, perhaps, contained the title of the book.
After the fragment follows a citation from Galen’s On the Affected Parts (F la  al- lima), also dealing with kidney pains. Rufus discusses kidneys and
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bladders at length in his About the Diseases Occurring in the Kidneys and the
Bladder (         ; D-R, pp. 1–63).
[1] In the Arabic, we read ‘f l-kul (about kidneys)’, whereas the Latin translation has ‘de melancolia (about melancholy)’. The latter seems to be a mistake,
since the whole context talks about kidneys. There is, however, a small chance
that the erasure before ‘by Rufus’ did contain the title On Melancholy, in which
case this would be a genuine fragment.
[1] ‘old age, senility’] ‘ aia (old age)’ and ‘haram (senility)’ are synonyms; one is probably a gloss.

F 77

This fragment appears in a long passage of quotations from Magnus of Emesa’s
book On Urines (  
), beginning after F 75. It is literally torn out of a
paragraph on rinds [qu r] in children’s urine. The phrase ‘Because of their having eaten to much (li-karati aklihim)’ actually refers to the children (a-iby n),
mentioned earlier, and shows that the fragment as it appears in D-R has been
taken out of its context. The ‘Dixit (he said)’ in D-R 330 thus refers to Magnus,
not Rufus. We know very little about this Magnus of Emesa; he might be
identical with Magnus of Nisibis, a physician and philologist who lived in late
fourth-century Alexandria; see DNP, under ‘Magnus’.

F 78

This fragment could not be located in the Arabic printing of ar-Rz’s Comprehensive Book. The ‘Dixit (He said)’ at the beginning of the fragment may well
refer to someone else than Rufus. Although the fragment follows on from F 8 in
D-R, the Arabic source as we have it in the Hyderabad edition does not have this
text.

Essays

Social Stress and Political Pressure
On Melancholy in Context
SIMON SWAIN
Introduction
Rufus of Ephesus regards melancholy as an illness caused for the most
part by improper diet and environmental factors. But he is distinctive,
and indeed famous, for pointing also to a link between mental and intellectual activity and the onset of the disease. In suggesting this link, he
was of course influenced by the classic discussion of the ‘manic-depressive’ melancholic in the late fourth-century Problems attributed to Aristotle (30. 1 = 953a–955a), a work which was widely read in his time.1
he question under investigation there is why men who are outstanding
in philosophy, politics, poetry, and ‘the arts’ (or ‘sciences’ téchnai) are
‘melancholic’ and liable to suffer the problems of depression and madness, or exuberance and joy, which are associated with pathological
changes in their melancholic constitution. The Aristotelian author never
specifies thinking per se as a cause of melancholy and, as Peter Toohey
observes in this volume, he is particularly interested in active or creative
personalities, whereas Rufus, so far as we can see, focusses on scholarly
and intellectual types. There is certainly a difference here. Yet the distance between Rufus and his predecessor may seem less important if we
approach Rufus from a historical perspective and try to place him against
the intellectual currents of his lifetime in the first or second century AD.
In this way we may account for his particular angle on melancholy and
also enquire into the question of why he wrote On Melancholy and for
whom.
As a preliminary to the discussion, we must ask if it is possible to be
more definite about Rufus’ dates. The problem is not in fact too serious,
since the cultural practices of elite Greek society during the first and
second (and indeed the third) century AD were fairly stable. Nevertheless,
a more exact dating would allow a better reading of our author’s intentions in writing his book. There is evidence to suggest that Rufus was a
close contemporary of Plutarch of Chaeroneia, the prolific author and observer of Greek and Roman society whose most important works, including the celebrated Parallel Lives, were written around the turn of the
1

LOUIS 1991, xiv–xviii, xxxi–xxxiv.
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second century.2 The evidence comes from the tenth-century Greek biographical dictionary called the Suda. In its entry for Rufus ( 241) the
Suda makes him an associate of the emperor Trajan’s court physician,
Statilius Crito.3 The passage is well known, of course, and because the
Suda is by no means reliable and ‘Rufus’ is a common enough name,
other medical figures bearing it in the years around the middle of the first
century AD have been brought into consideration.4 Yet it has not been
noted in defence of the Suda here that it several times quotes or alludes to
Crito’s history of Trajan’s Dacian Wars, in which he recorded his experiences on campaign with the emperor.5 Hence its statement that Rufus
was ‘with Crito’ deserves serious consideration if we may take it as
representing information contained in Crito’s book. We do not know
where or when exactly Rufus was in Crito’s company; but the association
should be accepted. Furthermore, it gives Rufus entry to the emperor’s
court, which is something we might anyway assume. In this chapter,
then, Rufus will be considered, as the Johannes Ilberg put it, as a doctor
‘of the Trajanic age’.6
Rufus’ three case histories dealing with melancholy will be the central
focus of what follows. They come from a remarkable collection of
twenty-one case notes preserved in Arabic and published by Manfred
Ullmann thirty years ago.7 In order to understand Rufus and the background to the three cases under scrutiny here (those of the mathematician, the ascetic, and the late diner), we need to know something about
intellectual life in Rufus’ time and the social and political pressures to
which the educated elite was exposed. It is a fact that education and intellectual activity and the ability to display possession of these in personal
and social behaviour were important hallmarks of the Greek elites of the
later first and second century to an extent that is untrue of the classical or
Hellenistic periods. The phenomenon is a complex one. The term elite it2

For Plutarch (ca. 45–120) see JONES 1971, SWAIN 1996, ch. 5, PELLING 2002.
‘He was alive in the time of Trajan [i.e. the reign of Trajan, Jan. 98 to Aug. 117]
with Crito’ (          ). On Crito see NUTTON 2004, 256.
4
See NUTTON in this volume and 2004, 209 (with reference to KUDLIEN 1975 but
avoiding his assertiveness).
5
His Getica (from the Greek name for the Dacians) is almost completely lost; see
MÜLLER, Frag. Hist. Graec. vol. 4, F 3a. The quotations and allusions in the Suda occur
at  4035,  388 (=  1235),  208,  368, 114, 2452.
6
ILBERG 1930. SIDERAS 1994, 2085–6 dates Rufus to ca. 80–150 on the basis of
vague remarks in Galen (Black Bile v. 105 K      , cf. Mixtures and
Powers of Simple Drugs xi. 796 K; here F 3); but if the Suda is right, he was already an
established figure in the first decade of the second century and so a birthdate of 80 will
be 15 or so years too late.
7
ULLMANN 1978b.
3
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self needs comment. As in any period, there was mobility as wealth was
gained or lost. But for Rufus’ time we should think in overall terms of a
fairly stable landowning class who exercised political control over the
cities where they lived and who perpetuated themselves through arranged
marriages designed to retain and circulate money within the group.8 Plutarch’s Political Advice explores the pressures these powerful local aristocrats faced from the Romans above them and from the dêmoi (the
‘peoples’) who were ruled by them. His more outspoken contemporary,
Dio, paints a similar picture of the social and political problems of the
upper classes in his lively and candid speeches to various cities including
his home town Prusa and its neighbours Nicaea and Nicomedia.9
Even in big cities like Ephesus, the ruling familes would have known
each other extremely well, and generations of marriage links had led to a
well established pattern of landholding and political rights extending
across the Greek world. But such ties were a source of enmity as much as
of strength and encouraged intense civic rivalries.10 Both the literary and
the epigraphical record attest to the competitveness and contentiousness
of aristocratic life inside and outside the city. The attitude is well expressed by Plutarch. No-one, he says, wanted to be like the philosopher
Epicurus living quietly in his little garden with a shared mistress.11 Political life should take its cue from Homer’s Achilles who was taught to be
‘A speaker of words and a doer of deeds’ (Iliad ix. 443).12 Such ambitions
were channelled partly into civic duties. The tax gathering ability of ancient cities was rudimentary and as a result it was expected that the rich
should give for the benefit of the community. The very large number of
inscriptions and references in literature to benefactors and their works
shows that this was often viewed as a source of personal prestige; and
that in turn fuelled competition. Benefaction was part of a complex social
rule book regulating conduct, and at the heart of the system was education. The priorities of the upper classes were simple: ‘we all know the
familes we come from, and the sort of education (paideía), property, at8

Cf. Dio of Prusa, Speeches, 7. 80 on the tensions of ‘the marriages of the rich, with
their arrangers, their investigations into wealth and lineage, the dowries, wedding gifts,
promises and deceits, agreements and contracts, and ultimately the quarrelling and
feuds that often occurred at the very wedding’. TREGGIARI 1991, chs. 3–4 offers valuable
discussion but mainly from a Roman or Latin perspective.
9
On Dio see the collection of essays in SWAIN 2000, especially that of G. SALMERI.
DESIDERI 1978 remains the fullest account.
10
See the exemplary study of ROBERT 1977 on the battles of Nicaea and Nicomedia
over status and titles awarded by Rome.
11
Not Even a Pleasant Life is Possible Following Epicurus 1099b.
12
Quoted at Political Advice 798b, cf. Old Men in Politics 795e.
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titudes, and way of life we have’.13 The word for education here, paideía,
does not only refer to schooling. Rather, it means education in the broadest sense and may be translated as ‘culture’. The actual educational system was based on close study and imitation of key texts and events that
instantiated Greek culture, beginning with Homer. Since classical Athens
was so important to the Greek experience, its particular culture and especially its ‘Attic’ language occupied pole position. For cultural, social, and
political reasons, the ability to speak well and express oneself convincingly (‘A speaker of words’) was deemed crucial, and this meant mastering the art of speech-making according to the Classics. With so much
riding on intellectual prowess, intellectual rivalries were widespread
among those capable of them. Some of these were institutionalised and
academic, such as the traditional disputes of the various schools of philosophy. But political realities and individual bids for power could
combine to make such quarrels very serious, as in the notorious case of
the super-rich cryptorchid Favorinus and the aristocratic Antonius
Polemon which ‘began in Ionia, but grew serious at Rome’.14
To ‘be educated’ (pepaideuménos) meant (in theory) to act in
harmony with the elaborate codes and regulations that underpinned correct social practices. But while classicizing values and paideía could limit bad behaviour, they also legitimated and empowered the aristocracies
of the Greek world by giving them a feeling of huge social worth, and
this is where problems and tensions came in. Above all stood the power
of Rome. The educated class represented their cities in the province or
before the emperor. Those who felt responsible (like Plutarch or Dio) or
afraid devoted their energies to establishing what was called ‘likemindedness’ (homónoia) in cities and between them in order to attempt
to limit Roman involvement. Any whose ambitions outgrew the local
scene had the option of service in the Roman government or army, aiming as high as the office of consul itself.15 But at the turn of the second

13

Galen, On Precognition xiv. 624, 8–11 K (about AD 178).
Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists 490–1. The background was favours from
Rome, with Favorinus representing the interests of Ephesus and Polemon those of
Smyrna; this combined with personal hatred, which Polemon records in loving detail in
his Physiognomy (ch. 1 A19 in the Leiden version edited by Hoyland in SWAIN 2007).
On Polemon see below p. 121.
15
Plutarch, Peace of Mind 470c unkindly noting the dreams of Chians, Bithynians,
and Galatians; cf. Philostratus, Lives 591–2 on Diogenes of Amastris who ‘had such an
opinion of himself that he imagined satrapies, imagined courts, imagined being the right
hand man of kings’ (where ‘satrapy’ refers to the institutions of the old Persian empire,
which Greek authors readily applied to Rome, not necessarily as a compliment).
14
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century, Roman citizenship beyond Italy was a very prized possession
and the entry of easterners to the Senate had hardly begun.16
In the three case histories of Rufus I shall be looking at, the development of the patients’ problems is set against patterns of intellectual and
social-political behaviour which reflect the way of life we have just been
considering. In Case 3 (F 68) the over-scholarly mathematician who succumbs to melancholy has spent too long studying and too long at the
imperial court for the good of his health. In Case 5 (F 70) Rufus treats an
‘ascetic’, who was almost certainly a philosopher (cf. Problems), a figure
with an intellectual and social role of great importance in this period. In
this case the man’s problems are caused by taking his principles too far.
In Case 16 (F 71) the situation of the man who becomes ill because he is
obliged to eat out late shows the ‘face to face’ pressures of the local
political classes of the Greek world where public dining was of the utmost importance. These case histories are without doubt precious testimony to the elite way of life. No other author records that the stress of
the court led to illness or that a philosopher might need medical attention
because of the way he treated his body. Moreover, by revealing the expectations and habits that accompany intellectual activity in Rufus’ age,
the case histories give us a context for the fragments of On Melancholy
which make intellectual activity a cause of the disease. Thus, if we consider the difference between Rufus and the Aristotelian author, Rufus’
association of thinking and melancholy may appear as a more explicable
and historically situated conjunction, and one which offers very interesting and unexpected evidence for the side effects of life at the top.
I shall proceed by looking first, and briefly, at the usage of the terms
melancholía and melancholikós in contemporary non-medical writers including Plutarch, and then compare aspects of Rufus’ usage which touch
on moral and ethical concerns voiced in the non-medical texts. I shall
then pass to the three case histories. In the final section, Rufus’ advice
will be illuminated by examining some of the suggestions made in Plutarch’s Advice on Health, an understudied work from around AD 100
which focusses precisely on the health of philosophers, intellectuals, and
politicians.
Melancholy and Moral Conduct
‘Melancholy’ or ‘melancholic’ are common terms in the medical writers
of the first and second centuries (Rufus, Aretaeus, and especially Galen).
Among non-medical authors, however, they are not widely used. They
are found most in Plutarch and, to a lesser extent, Lucian (c. 120–85).
16

HALFMANN 1979.
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But I start with the dictionary. As I have remarked above, correct usage
of language was extremely important to the Greek (and Roman) elites in
Rufus’ age and Julius Pollux (Polydeuces), who was one of the great
sophists or highly paid teachers and practitioners of rhetoric from the
later second century, has left us an important thesaurus of correct usage
called the Onomasticon.17 In this work the root melanchol- occurs twice,
first (2. 214) in a section on words derived from or built on chol ( )
‘bile’, and second (6. 124) in a list of words beginning with the header
orgílos (  ) ‘irascible’. In the latter passage meláncholos
(μ  ) is the last of four words based on chol and meaning
choleric or ill-tempered. It is followed by ‘hot-tempered’. Although
meláncholos is a rare by-form of the adjective from the tragedian
Sophocles (which is Pollux’s way of proving his command of the classical language), this sense pattern is typical of the way the root melancholis used in non-medical writers, who concentrate on the ‘depressive’ side
of melancholy. Thus Plutarch (to move on from Pollux) takes his cue
from the Aristotelian Problems in his biography of the famous Spartan
general Lysander. He ignores the medical detail that Lysander was
covered in ulcers before his death (Problems 953a)18, but uses the information that he was melancholic to observe his difficult and angry temper in old age, noting that Aristotle had applied the word ‘melancholic’
in general to ‘great natures’.19 Elsewhere in Plutarch the term often recalls the medical meaning alongside the ethical one. In his essay on flattery, when the flatterer’s victim announces he is ‘grumpy’ (  ),
the flatterer will announce that he is ‘depressive’ (μ  ) (How
to Tell a Flatterer from a Friend 54c). In Progress in Virtue those with
serious faults angrily drive away people who have come to help them just
as those do who suffer from ‘very serious diseases’ like ‘melancholy,
brain fever, or derangement’ (81f). The analogy between the treatment of
bad moral traits and the medical treatment of melancholy is taken up in
the polished essay On God’s Slowness to Punish. Children of ‘epileptics,
melancholics, and arthritics’ are put on a strict diet of exercise and medication ‘to prevent them getting the disease’ – ‘we take no notice of those
17

On Pollux see the biography in Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists 592–3 with the
commentary of CIVILETTI 2002a, 591–6 or better ROTHE 1989, 142–54. The opening remark, ‘I am not sure whether he should be called uneducated (apaídeutos) or educated
(pepaideuménos)’, shows the contempt for the lexicographer which was shared by Lucian who took Pollux for his model in the Teacher of Rhetoric. The Onomasticon is
cited from the standard text of E. BETHE.
18
Cf. Rufus e.g. FF 21, 24; Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos 4. 9. 7.
19
Parallel Lives, Lysander 2. 28 (old age), and 2. 3 ‘great natures (megálai phúseis);
this phrase, effectively meaning ‘achievers’, is Plutarchan: cf. Parallel Lives, Demetrius
1. 8 (with Plato, Republic 491e); Agis & Cleomenes 23. 6, and so on.
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who call this “a punishment” because of their cowardice and softness’
and we say that hereditary moral failings must be dealt with in the same
manner (561e–f). As we shall see, Plutarch was highly interested in medical matters and the medical aspect of melancholy is uppermost in his
mind when he attributes the predictive abilities of melancholics to their
particular ‘temperament (krâsis)’ (Oracles in Decline 437f, cf. Problems
954a36). But for the moralist in him the attraction of melancholy was
primarily its psychological aspect.
Plutarch’s contemporary Dio does not use the word at all. Another
contemporary, the famous Stoic philosopher Epictetus, uses it only a
little.20 The great orator from the mid- to later second century, Aelius Aristides, quotes it once from Plato.21 Perhaps it was felt too technical by
these authors or they were put off by the rarity of the word in their classical models. Be that as it may, Aristides’ contemporary Lucian, who almost equalled Aristides in his mastery of classical Greek, found it a useful term in his satirical attacks on the foibles of contemporaries.22 He
applies it to the depressive misanthrope Timon (Timon 8, 34), to the eccentric madness of the philosopher Heraclitus (Lives for Sale 14), to the
philosopher Empedocles (Runaways 2, Dialogues of the Dead 6. 4), to
the misunderstood Cyclops (Dialogues of the Sea Gods 2. 4), and the indignant Heracles (Dialogues of the Gods 15. 1).23 In Consonants in
Court, which is one of his several skits on the excessive language purism
of the second century, the letter sigma complains that rho had struck him
on the face (, using the ‘correct’ Attic form with two rho’s) ‘owing
to melancholy’, but then explains that he forgave him because of this ‘illness’. In Lexiphanes 16 the hyperatticist Lexiphanes (‘Word Flaunter’) is
purged of his bilious vocabulary by the physician Sopolis (‘City Saver’)
and promply vomits up an array of archaic phraseology. Though melancholy is not named, the connection with Consonants makes the nature of
the problem clear.24 There is no sign in these passages of any interest in
the medical aspects of melancholy, though of course it remains a ‘medical’ term at some level. But, as with the moralist Plutarch, the psychological aspects of the illness are what interests the writer of satire.
Other later second and early third century authors are sparing with the
word. Philostratus, whose writings in the first three decades of the third
20

The general and historian Arrian, who wrote up Epictetus’ lectures, does not use
the term in his own writings.
21
To Plato, For the Four 306.
22
On Lucian see most recently the essays in LIGOTA, PANIZZA 2007. HALL 1981 and
BOMPAIRE 1958 are the best studies of his literary output.
23
Empedocles and Heracles are taken over from Problems.
24
Cf. PEARCY 1984, 454.
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century constitute one of the fullest and most varied corpora of the Greek
authors of the High Roman Empire, never uses the term at all, perhaps
for literary reasons. It is also absent from the major Christian writers
Clement and Hippolytus.25 The astrologers were highly interested in
character and their works offer rich sets of evaluative terminology.
Ptolemy uses ‘melancholic’ just twice in lists of medical conditions
(Tetrabiblos 3. 13. 6bis, 4. 9. 7) but his contemporary Vettius Valens is
more interesting. He asserts that (astrologically determined) melancholics
will be ‘self-haters, poisoners, and misogynists’ who are ‘detested by
gods and men alike’ (1. 3. 40 ed. PINGREE), and alludes to the moral-cummedical aspect of the term in stating that Leo produces ‘melancholics,
ulcers, and sexual deviancies’ (2. 36. 12).26 I return to this below.
The moral-psychological aspects of melancholy are certainly known
to Rufus. In our fragments of On Melancholy the melancholic is prone to
irrational fears (FF 13, 73), sad and morbid thoughts (FF 13–14, F 40
§ 19), and to outbursts of anger (F 11 § 24, F 14 § 4, F 59). Melancholic
patients ‘brawl and commit the most outrageous acts’ (F 11 § 24). It is
safe to assume that Rufus was aware of the attention given to anger in the
moralists of his age. In this connection it is not surprising that he associates the disease with the old (F 17 § 7, FF 18, 68, 71), who are of course
archetypes of irascibility. At the outset of the disease only skilled doctors, says Rufus, can determine whether the sufferer is simply revealing
his ‘malign state of his soul’ or ‘despair and worry […] caused by something else’ (F 15 § 2, cf. F 16). Interestingly, the illness is constructed as a
particularly male problem.27 Men are more susceptible than women owing to their colder nature (F 17 §§ 4–5, F 18). Comfort comes from ejaculation (FF 29, 59–60, F 73 §§ 3–5). I return to this ‘gendered’ aspect of
the disease below.
The appearance – the physiognomy – of Rufus’ patient also intrudes
into the ethical sphere. Dark skin, blinking and bulging eyes, thickened
lips, and hirsuteness are the physical signs of melancholy (F 11 §§ 14–
15).28 His list of undesirable psychological traits – general fears, specific
25

It occurs a few times in the greatest Christian author of the third century, Clement’s pupil Origen.
26
…   μ   ,  ,  . The word 
normally refers to a ‘consuming ulcer’ (Galen, Glosses to Hippocrates xix. 150 K; a
sign of melancholia, cf. above); but in some glossaries (e.g. Ps.-Galen, Medical Definitions xix. 419 K) it is said to mean morbid hunger (another sign: Rufus F 11§ 6 ‘crave
more food’).
27
For a female patient with signs of melancholy, see ULLMANN 1978b, Case 13.
28
From Aetius. Cf. F 14 § 7 from ar-Rz: this report has ‘little hair [zur] on their
body’. Galen, On the Affected Parts, viii. 182–3 K and On Humours, xvi. 93 K seems to
confirm Aetius’ version.
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fears (‘that he does not have a head’), drunkenness, suicide, depressiveness, violence – are juxtaposed to the physical description. The physiognomical approach goes back to the Hippocratic Epidemics (ii. 5.1, 6.1
[v. 128–32 L]), but should attract our attention in a period which produced the most complete and most interesting manual of physiognomy in
antiquity, the Physiognomy of the hugely rich sophist Antonius Polemon.29 Polemon studied physical appearance to reveal the underlying character of his friends and enemies and saturated his book with evaluative
terms associated with particular bodily features. It is reasonable to hold
that Rufus had at least some interest in physiognomical science. It is a
guess, but a likely one, that his lost work ‘On Buying Slaves’ contained
physiognomical indicators of what makes a good slave, and that these
were linked to the slave’s racial origin. For physiognomy is regarded an
important tool in the extensive Muslim medical and ethical literature on
this subject which owes much to Rufus’ treatise.30 Galen at least was interested in the physiognomical relation of body and soul, and wrote a
speculative treatise on the topic That the Powers of the Soul Follow the
Temperaments of the Body. In his commentary on the Hippocratic On
Humours he alludes to this work when commenting on the general characteristics produced by dominant humours such as ‘the melancholic’.31
Physiognomy in the proper sense of the term was a science of innate
character, not of supervening states. In his warning that the doctor must
distinguish melancholy from a ‘malign state of the soul’ (F 15), Rufus
perhaps alludes to this. Although his physiognomical observations have
little in common with Polemon’s, it is clear that there were various physiognomical systems, and the close association of appearance and behaviour in Rufus surely does assume the sort of ethical typologies that are
the basis of Polemon’s handbook.
For Rufus the way melancholy affects the mind is not simply that it
leads to odd, morbid, anxious thoughts or dreams.32 As we have seen, intellectual activity itself was closely related to melancholic disease. ‘Persons with excellent natures are predisposed to melancholy, since excellent natures move quickly and think a lot’ (F 33, cf. F 34). ‘No-one who
devotes too much effort to thinking about a certain science (fikr f ilm
29

The work was written about AD 140 and survives in a Greek redaction by Adamantius and an Arabic translation (the ‘Leiden’ version): see texts, translations, and studies in SWAIN (2007).
30
Fragments of Rufus’ work survive in ar-Rz: see ULLMANN 1970, 74, and especially PORMANN 2003, 208, 212, 232. Islamic medical treatises on buying slaves: GHERSETTI 2007, 291, 294–6, 302.
31
Commentary on Hippocrates’ On Humours xvi. 91–2, 317–18 K.
32
Dreams: FF 29, 35.
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m) can avoid ending up with melancholy’ (F 36 § 2). Case history 3 is itself about a man who studied too much (as well as spending too long at
the imperial court). One aspect of intellectual activity and melancholy
that touches on moral and social life and specifically on expected male
behaviour is language. As has been noted, enormous emphasis was
placed in Rufus’ day on intellectual attainment and the acquisition of
paideía. Language was crucial, not just to show familiarity with the iconic texts of Greek literature, but to control the people and to persuade
one’s peers and superiors. Melancholy posed a direct threat to this ability. Rufus reports that the agitation caused by too much pneûma made
melancholics ‘generally speak fast, lisp, and have a weak voice since
they cannot control their tongue’ (F 11 §§ 15–16, cf. F 14). The existence
of different levels or registers of Greek was put to good use to enforce
social distinction, for if one possessed the education or culture or, one
might say, the ‘breeding’ to command a level of language closely imitating that of the great Athenian authors of the past, it was assured that one
belonged to the upper class. Members of the elite spent so much time
polishing their language skills that the very word ‘practice’ (melet)
came to mean a formal speech or declamation displaying the styles and
features of classical literature.33 As so often in cases of language purism,
the idea and the claim were as important as the actual ability and knowledge. But in a world which so prized expression of culture through
formal speeches, failure in language was a real and serious problem for
men in the public eye.34 It is in this context that we must understand how
unfortunate was the ‘lisp’ (traulós) and ‘weak voice’ (ischnóphnos) of
Rufus’ melancholic (F 11 § 15; F 14 § 8).35 As Plutarch observes, clarity
of speech has no more in common with lisping than a beautiful voice has
with a weak one (Oracles at Delphi 405b). A man’s daily practising to
achieve ‘beautiful voice’ (euphnía) was closely connected with a concern to regulate the health of the male body through physical activity.
Hence to be in doubt on this score was to labour under a major social
33

CIVILETTI 2002b.
Lucian’s Slip of the Tongue During a Greeting is one of the most interesting testimonies of this ‘logocentrism’. In a moment of tension Lucian had used the wrong greeting to the Roman governor at his formal levee: ‘some of the bystanders thought I was
mad, as was likely, others thought I was senile, while others thought I was still suffering
a hangover from yesterday’s drinking’ (1). The False Critic is another good example,
where Lucian’s Greek has been mocked by a rival intellectual and Lucian replies with a
display of abuse and learning.
35
For    (?   ) and  , see WOLLOCK 1997, 157–206 (discussing inter alia manuscript confusion of    and    ?‘stuttering’,
and Galen’s careful distinction between the terms); see above, pp. 86–7.
34
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handicap.36 This was a very personal matter, for speech demonstrated
what sort of man one was, ‘manly’ or ‘effeminate’. Possession of what
Polemon also calls the ‘weak(er) voice’ (phn ischnotéra) is a sign of
the effeminate type of male in the highly gendered categories of his Physiognomy, where we learn that the male showing female physical traits is
(e.g.) ‘ignoble, bitter, deceitful, light-minded, unjust, contentious, and
impudently cowardly’, ‘daring and shameless and rejoicing in villainy,
treachery, and faithlessness’, and so on.37
In the context of melancholy and gender we may recall Vettius Valens
on Leo producing ‘melancholics, ulcers, and sexual deviancies
(kinaidíai)’ (2. 36. 12; see n. 26). The word kínaidos, ‘sexual deviant’,
refers to a man who enjoys same-sex practices and perhaps stigmatises
the way of life he is held to lead rather or more than the sex act itself.38
This stigmatisation is based on the norms expected of elite males. In Rufus melancholy increases desire for sex and is relieved through ejaculation. There is no mention of deviation. But Vettius suggests that to some
people the melancholic could be impugned on this ground. This is not
surprising given the illness’s unwanted effects in the highly charged
sphere of male speech.
Rufus’ Case Histories
Of the several patients in the Case Histories who suffer from melancholy
(FF 66–71 in this collection), Cases 3 (F 68), 5 (F 70), and 16 (F 71) succumb to the illness partly as a result of social pressures. In this section I
explore aspects of these accounts, and in the next I shall draw parallels
between the situations described by Rufus and Plutarch’s remarks to
philosophers, intellectuals, and politicians in his Advice on Health.
In Case 3 (F 68) Rufus describes a man who was ‘gentle’ in character
and had moderate worries and fears. Rufus appears to have known him,
or known of him, over a long period (‘the age of decline…when he had
been young…when age was added to this’), but he was not his doctor (on
this occasion at least), since when the man fell ill, an ‘uneducated’ physi36

The list of estimable qualities associated with euphnía in Pollux’s Onomasticon
(4. 20, 22; 9. 160) includes taste, wealth, intelligence, power, and even simply being a
Hellene.
37
Respectively Adamantius B2 and A4; cf. B42 on the ‘high and soft and flexible
voice’, B52 the ‘thin, shrill-sounding’ voice, of the effeminate man. See SWAIN 2007,
188. On virility and speech, and on speech training for men who wanted to be men, in
the High Roman Empire, see the fine study of GLEASON 1995.
38
Cf. the semantic field in Pollux, Onomasticon 6. 126–7.
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cian treated him ‘who neglected to balance his mixture’. At this point
Rufus turns aside to draw a lesson about proper treatment before the inevitable denouement. The doctor exacerbated the patient’s problem by
reinforcing the adverse mixture of the humours. The result was that ‘he
became mad…[and] died’. Several of the case histories describe unsuccessful treatment by a rival.39 The rival’s failure on the one hand, and the
proper treatment Rufus could have given on the other, are good enough
reasons for writing the case up. But the particular causes of this man’s
melancholy made it a tale of interest to all of Rufus’ readers. ‘The reason
for his illness was constant contemplation of the geometrical sciences; he
also kept the company of the kings (wa-kna yulisu l-mulka). Because of these things melancholic matter accumulated in him at a time of
life when this usually happens, that is, at the age of decline.’ Arabic
mulk (kings) will represent Greek basileîs. Although Romans refused to
call their emperors reges, Greeks had no such inhibition: to them, the Romans were ruled by kings, and this is the normal word for the emperor.
The plural in this passage may refer to successive reigns; but it may perhaps be non-specific and mean that the patient had contact with one emperor, his family and entourage.40
What sort of contact? Educated Greeks were present at the emperor’s
court wherever the court was. In his anti-Roman outburst On Hirelings
Lucian denounces the treatment of grammarians, rhetors, musicians, and
philosophers who were paid house guests of leading Romans. These are
the pepaideuménoi, ‘men of paideía’ (4). There is no direct mention of
the emperor, even if the hireling is said (with great irony) to have entered
the ‘first household of the Roman empire’ (20). Nevertheless pressure on
intellectuals at court is a feature, for instance, of several vignettes in
Philostratus’ Lives of the Sophists.41 Cornelius Fronto’s permanent state
of anxiety at the court of the ‘good’ emperor Antoninus Pius is well expressed in his letters and serves to question many modern historians’
39

Though this and Case 4 (F 69) are the only ones where Rufus does not then intervene himself.
40
ULLMANN 1978b, 120 suggests ‘Könige (kings)’ is less suitable than ‘Fürsten
(princes)’, ‘Adlige (nobles)’, or ‘Herren (lords)’, citing Arabic poetry and Galen’s Examination of Physicians 9.2 (pp. 100, line 15–p. 102, line 2 ISKANDAR); but in the latter
passage at any rate al-mulk refers to the emperors. Galen says he did not bother with
the early morning rituals of saluting the nobility of Rome (cf. n. 34 and below p. 134)
and waiting for them at the emperors’ gateway; although he must have in mind Rome
during the joint reign of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus (AD 161–9) or under Marcus
alone (the work was written a few years after Lucius’ death), the reference is general.
41
490 Favorinus climbs down before Hadrian, 614 Heracleides ‘feared the court
and the bodyguard’, 622–3 Philiscus before Caracalla (‘he adopted a hostile stance and
shut him up’).
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view of the Antonine emperors (96–192) as almost ideal princes.42 Even
Galen found himself obliged to write on beauty treatments by the Severan ‘royal women or kings’ (Composition of Drugs by Places xii. 435
K).43 In his Physiognomy Polemon, who memorably speaks of his negative experiences at Hadrian’s travelling court in Greece and Ionia, observes the stress on those who were determined to get close to the
‘ruler’.44 Presumably Rufus’ patient was at court partly because of his
mathematical expertise.45 But all manner of reasons, such as acting as an
ambassador (cf. below) or just being very rich, might be advanced. For
Rufus, as we have seen, intellectual activity alone (‘thinking about a certain science’) could be enough to bring on melancholy; for this patient
the stress of performing in front of the emperor or emperors was too
much and he began to suffer insomnia and wakeful nightmares which led
to his death after incorrect treatment.
The more we know from the epigraphic record of the involvement of
the Greek elites with Rome in terms of careers, friendships, military and
economic life, the world of religion and the festival, and so on, the more
puzzling are the doubts or silences about Rome in texts of Rufus’ period.
Even Plutarch, who was on good terms with many Romans and had a
profound admiration for Roman achievements, is ultimately wary in
many passages including his careful Political Advice.46 In his On Exile
one of the good things about being an exile (which was a penalty inflicted by Rome) was not having to ‘go on an embassy to Rome’ or ‘entertain the governor’ (602c). The exile can say to himself, ‘We do not hang
about the governor’s doors; it doesn’t matter now who will be in charge
of the province, and whether he’s quick to anger or nasty’ (604b). Polemon’s very frank statement in the Physiognomy about the Roman acquisition of land in Greece and the dilution of the ‘pure Greek’ type caused by
42

SWAIN 2007, 169–76.
‘They ordered me – and I was in no position to refuse.’ Cf. How to Avoid Worry
43 (ed. BOUDON-MILLOT 2008) ‘it was no great thing for me to think little of various
losses of possessions like my occupation at the imperial court, which I not only did not
want to have then, but tried to turn down not once, not twice, but regularly though fate
kept dragging me there by force’; the word for ‘imperial’ (monarchikós) has connotations of too much power and clearly refers to the regime of Commodus (who is strongly
condemned shortly after, cf. 54 ‘I trained my thoughts to contemplate losing
everything’).
44
Leiden version ch. 1 A12 and ch. 49.
45
Cf. Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists 622: Philiscus ‘attached himself to the geometers and philosophers around [the dowager empress] Julia’.
46
The reminder at Political Advice 813e–f that the ‘boots’ of the proconsul on his
tribunal are ‘above your head’ and that you should listen to him as actors do to a
‘prompter’ is a striking and undeniably negative view of the realities of Roman power.
43
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resulting immigration is only one of the most unexpected negative views
of Rome’s involvement in the Greek world.47 With regard to Rufus, his
matter-of-fact observation that the pressure of attendance at court was a
factor in the illness of someone he knew is an interesting, indeed original,
perspective on the problems Rome could cause. As we shall see shortly,
Plutarch observes that being obliged to dine with the emperor could be
bad for your health; but he does not go as far as actually stating that it
had contributed to anyone’s death.
In Case 16 (F 71) Rufus treats a forty year old who became ill as a result of dining late. The reason was that he ‘used to attend ma lises (‘meetings’), sitting there for a long while, so that he would eat later than the
[appropriate] time48…First of all, vertigo affected him, when he was late
in eating…[then] dyspnoea befell him…[finally] his situation deteriorated into epilepsy.’ Rufus cured him by regulating his diet and persevered in the treatment until the disease disappeared. ‘I ordered that he
should not eat late after this, but rather take at lunchtime bread soaked in
warm water, and in the evening he should eat what he was used to. For
the rest of his life, no attack occurred.’ The medical cause of the problem
was that a viscous humour had accumulated in the patient’s stomach because he ate later than he should have. The humour produced melancholy. It is clear that Rufus is speaking of a problem following evening
meals and of something that happened regularly (§12 ‘each time that he
ate late’). The implication seems to be that the late meals were part of the
ma lises he attended. If that is right, ma lises may represent Greek symposia, though we would expect a qualifier like ‘wine’,49 or a more general
term like sunhédria. If the latter, we may suppose the meetings had some
cultic or political function, such as attendance at the city council’s executive board in the prutaneîon (town hall) where a dinner (deîpnon) would
be served after the meeting.50
Control over what goes into the body, and when, is as much a moral
as a medical concern. Thus Rufus’ command ‘I ordered he should not eat

47

Leiden version ch. 35. Unexpected: Polemon came from a family which had done
very well by supporting Rome. Discussion in SWAIN 2007, 197–200.
48
Cf. ULLMANN 1978b, 102 ‘Ein Mann pflegte an Sitzungen teilzunehmen, während
dieser lange zu sitzen und daher seine Nahrung später als zur rechten Zeit
einzunehmen.’
49
Cf. Bryson 132 ed. PLESSNER 1928 ‘the boy must not attend ma lises of wine’
(ma lisa l-nab i; cf. WGAÜ s.v. μ   ).
50
Cf. the common phrases    ,         
, etc.: LSJ s.v.  . Remains of prutaneîa show they were equipped with
kitchens.
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late’ is designed to reform his patient’s social habits.51 As we shall see,
Plutarch’s Advice on Health has specific recommendations about the
right time for talking and eating and notes problems resulting from failure to allow proper digestion of one’s food before bed. Plutarch also
mentions the problem of occasions ‘necessitating a rather late dinner’.
Although he is speaking of the symposium format of discussion and entertainment, about which his own Table Talks (μ
) gives us so
much information, the late dining of Rufus’ man is comparable. We may
assume that the patient was a local notable with a busy diary. Rufus offers a sensible solution to his trouble: diet at lunchtime and continue eating as normal in the evening but at a regular hour. We cannot tell if that
meant staying at home.
Before turning in detail to Plutarch’s advice about such situations and
the illustrations it provides for understanding Rufus, we must consider
the third of Rufus’ histories, Case 5 (F 70), for here too social choices
about eating are the issue. In this example, though, the patient’s problem
is not late food but the self-imposed lack of it. In the Arabic he is called
an ‘ascetic (z hid)’,52 who is ‘squalid (in appearance, mutaqa if)’53, and
‘fasted54 for long periods of time.’ As a result of this, ‘damage to his
thoughts ensued, and he formed [unfavourable] opinions about himself’.
Fasting was a common feature of pagan religious and philosophical life,55
and the medical effects of fasting are occasionally discussed.56 Rufus (or
his translator) gives no context here. All we are told about the patient is
that he was cured. His abnegation and dirtiness recall stock images of the
51

The word for ‘diet’, tadb r (§§7, 19), like Greek díaita, covers more than just

food.
52

z hid, implying self-abnegation, denial of appetite, etc.: Greek   ,
  ,    , vel sim.
53
mutaqa if: ? μ  , ‘squalid’,  , ‘filthy’ (or their cognates), which
are both used of ascetics. ULLMANN 1978b, 74 ‘tötete seine Begierden’ interprets rather
than translates. For squalidness as the basic sense, cf. e.g. Zabd, T al-ar s, vol. 16
(Kuwait edn. 1987), under q- -f.
54
aum:   (‘fast’) or   (‘foodlessness’) (cf. WGAÜ Suppl. under
  and   ). Greek medical writers on the whole use these terms invariably;
for non-medical writers the latter clearly had a technical feel and was therefore preferred in medical contexts (so Aristides, the second-century AD author, uses   only
in the famous account of his psychosomatic illness, the Sacred Tales).
55
Cf. above p. 107 on STROHMAIER’s suggestion that a Christian or a member of a
Gnostic group may be indicated here (and therefore Rufus’ authorship could be in
doubt).
56
‘Whenever we fast…’ (    μ): Plutarch, Table Talks 6. 1 ‘Why
those fasting are more thirsty than hungry’, at 687a. This discussion continues in medical mode at 6. 2–3, but fasting for non-medical reasons is the point of departure (cf.
690a–b on the endurance of those who ‘starve themselves to death’).
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Cynic philosopher;57 but any man of virtue could be expected to adopt
such a persona.58
It is tempting to illustrate the sort of patient Rufus was dealing with
from Philostratus’ account of the sophist Aristocles of Pergamum. Aristocles came from a ‘family of consuls’ and was himself suffect consul in
the later second century.59 But as a young man he had ‘dropped out’ and
devoted himself to Peripatetic philosophy: ‘as long as he was practising
philosophy, his appearance was squalid, his image shabby, and his
clothes dirty. But he then began to take very good care of himself, discarded his squalid ways and introduced into his lifestyle (díaita) all the
pleasures one can have from lyres, flutes, and the beauties of the voice
(euphníai)’. Tacitus’ remarks about his father in law Julius Agricola as
a young man offer a parallel.60 For obvious reasons, philosophers tended
to be drawn from the educated classes, and this explains why the figure
of the philosopher was so important in the imagination of the elite and
why the critical stance philosophers adopted was allowable and welcomed. It would be nice to imagine that Rufus’ patient was not dissimilar
to Aristocles and Agricola and that he too reentered polite society after
recovering. Whatever actually happened, this case history is a unique
testimony to the problems of the philosophical life, for in our sources the
pagan ascetic remains happy and free in his mind despite his bodily privations.61 Here in constrast we have a philosopher who embarrassingly had
to resort to a doctor when philosophy proved seriously bad for his mental
and physical wellbeing.
Rufus and Plutarch
The health of philosophers, the social pressures of eating out, and the appropriate intellectual activity for evening time and evening dining are
57

Epictetus, Enchiridion, 3. 22. 45 ‘having nothing, naked, homeless, without a
hearth, squalid, etc.’; Julian, the Apostate, Against the Uneducated Cynics 198a ‘his
hair squalid, hollow-chested, his cloak utterly unsuitable in such terrible weather’.
58
Cf. Philo, The Worse Attacks the Better 34 ‘lovers of virtue…destitute of life’s
necessities…filthy, pale, skeletal, staring at hunger because of a lack of food ( 
 ), totally ill (   ), practising to die’.
59
CIVILETTI 2002a, 538.
60
Life of Agricola 4. 4 he would have indulged in ‘philosophy…more than was allowed for a Roman and a senator, if his mother’s good sense had not disciplined his infatuated mind’.
61
It is not until the rise of Christian hermits in the fourth century that we begin to
hear of the severe mental agonies of being alone and destitute before God; Evagrius’
Praktikos and Antirrhetikos are the classic texts; see also below, pp. 181–3.
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topics addressed in Plutarch’s Advice on Health (   μ ), to which I now turn.62 No other non-medical author of Rufus’ period is as interested in medicine as Plutarch. Not a few of his friends and
acquaintances were physicians and allusions to medical knowledge and
practice occur frequently throughout his works.63 This, however, is the
only treatise dedicated to health matters.64 It is well known that Galen
thought a doctor must also be a philosopher. Plutarch’s Advice on Health
argues that a philosopher must ‘be interested in medicine’ (122d).65
Formally Advice is a dialogue between his friends Moschion, a physician,
and Zeuxippus, a Lacedaemonian with philosophical and ethical interests, and recalls a conversation of ‘yesterday’.66 Plutarch has in his
sights a physician called Glaucus who had ridiculed his views, and there
is no reason to doubt Glaucus’ existence any more than that of Moschion
and Zeuxippus. Glaucus’ opinion is that medicine and philosophy have
nothing in common. Moschion, as befits a friend of Plutarch, takes the
opposite position, and Zeuxippus then recounts what ‘our friend’ (i.e.
Plutarch) had said to arouse Glaucus’ scorn, and how the discussion proceeded after Glaucus stormed off.
Plutarch is reported as having put forward the view that when we are
healthy we should accustom ourselves to the plain diet physcians recommend to the sick. We shall learn thereby to control our appetite ‘quietly’
and refrain from boasting about our ‘abstinences’.67 Plutarch normally
follows Aristotle’s idea that habituation is a crucial part of character
formation and brings out qualities which otherwise lie dormant. So in this
case, learning to eat plainly will allow us to avoid excess ‘when we have
on hand an impending festival or a visit from friends, or when we are
62

See CORVISIER 2001, with some errors (e.g. ‘Glaucon’ for Glaucus); of older work
the short dissertation of BÖHM 1935 is still of some use. Date: Advice was certainly written after the death of the emperor Titus (123d, cf. 124c), but it may be possible to go
further. At 136e Plutarch disagrees with Tiberius’ dictum that (as he reports it here)
sexagenarians should not use doctors. The remark is also quoted in Old Men in Politics
(794b), which is certainly after AD 100. The original comment (Tacitus, Annals 6. 46)
had it that men ‘after the age of thirty’ should not need a doctor to tell them how to be
healthy. Plutarch’s alteration suits the context of Old Men in Politics very well, and if
one takes account of the professional, older audience he is addressing in Advice, a late
date for this essay is also likely.
63
BOULOGNE 1996.
64
But cf. n. 73.
65
The word used here, philiatreîn, is rare and mostly restricted to medical writers.
Cf. especially Galen, Healthy Living vi. 269 K (= CMG v. 4.2, p. 118) where the intended audience is educated men who are ‘interested in medicine’ (philíatroi),
66
Both men are known from other works. On Zeuxippus see PUECH 1992, 4891–2
for epigraphical evidence of the family.
67
A charge thrown e.g. against Cynics.
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anticipating a king’s or a governor’s banquet and a social engagement68
which we cannot refuse’. These are the ‘obligations of governors inviting
us or guests turning up’. We must stand our ground, and not be put upon
and then run the risk of ‘pleurisy or brain fever’ because we are afraid of
getting ‘a reputation for boorishness’ if we don’t go (123b–124b). In several of his essays Plutarch addresses the problem of what he calls being
‘discountenanced’ or being forced to say ‘yes’ when one wants to refuse
and should refuse. This is what he calls here and elsewhere duspía.69
The word is old but this sense of it does not feature in the Hellenistic
moral vocabulary and it seems that Plutarch adopted it to name a problem
of his own day; a special work was devoted to the topic (Mor. 528c–
536d). Plutarch’s peers were caught in a web of social responsibilities
and pressures from above (including the emperor and the court70) and
from below, and standing up to that pressure is an urgent theme in many
of his works. Here in Advice on Health the focus is on the medical consequences of psychological and moral weakness in public and private
life.
Food is a particular concern. Too much will be indigestible. External
causes of disease, says Plutarch, are easily dealt with ‘if the blood is light
and the pneûma is pure’; but ‘if there is superfluity, a sort of sediment is
stirred up and turns everything foul’. We must be on the lookout for
‘feelings of indigestion and problems with movement’ (127c–d).71 The
language here is very medical.72 Plutarch advances the idea throughout
that a man ‘must examine himself’ to check whether ‘sex, food, baths,
and wine’ may not bring on ‘phlegm’ and ‘bile’ and ‘disturb (the body)
and cause complete disorder’ (128e).73 We must observe changed responses by our body to food and exercise, detect a strange pattern of
sleep, abnormal dreams, ‘illicit and unusual imaginings’, ‘abundance or
viscosity of humours, or disturbance of the pneûma within’. Disturbances
of the soul may reveal disease. In such cases the sick will be suffering
‘irrational attacks of despondency, and fears…suddenly extinguish
hopes. In addition, during angry moods they are full of bile (epícholoi),
68

μ   : see Epictetus 3. 16, 4. 2 for discussion of the term.
There is no good modern equivalent and various translations in modern languages
have been proposed along the lines of ‘bashfulness’, ‘false shame’, ‘compliance’,
‘embarrassment’.
70
On Duspía 531b, 533e.
71
Plutarch explains what he means by glossing his phrases with Hippocrates, Aphorisms ii. 5       ,  . (where, however, only   is read in the transmitted text).
72
Cf. Rufus F 11 § 10 ‘why do they constantly suffer from indigestion? Because
their body is turbid and full of superfluities, etc.’
73
Self-examination: note the lost On My Own Body, Lamprias Catalogue no. 109.
69
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sharp, and petty’. ‘One must examine’ the cause of these changes. If they
are not psychological,74 they are physical and the body is in need of ‘a reducing diet (hypostol) and of “re-tempering” (katákrasis)75’ (129b–c).
These symptoms (changed sleep, bad dreams, delusional fantasies,
hope followed by depression, excessive anger), their causes (indigestible
food leading to concretion of the humours and excess phlegm and bile),
and the cure (the ‘thinning diet’, and the need to rebalance the humours)
recall much of what Rufus says about the diagnosis and treatment of melancholy. Rufus lays great stress on problems of sleep (F 67 § 20; F 68
§ 6), dreams (FF 29, 35) and delusions (F 6; F 11 §§ 1–9, 24; F 13; F 67
§§ 9–12, F 68 § 6), despondency and fear (F 13 § 2; F 14 § 4; F 15; F 17
§ 5; F 35; F 73 § 7), and angry behaviour (F 11 § 24; F 14 § 4). Likewise,
his ‘intelligent physician usually knows how to distinguish a malign state
of the soul, despair and worry occuring at the onset of melancholy from
affections caused by something else’ (F 15). Diet and rebalancing of the
humours and restoring the pneûma are central parts of his therapy.
Oddly, Plutarch does not name melancholy in Advice on Health. But
earlier in the work he characterises the problem as ‘pleurisy or brain
fever’ (124b), and melancholy was widely associated with ‘brain fever’
because of its symptoms,76 and with pain in the ribs.77 And when Plutarch
speaks of ‘irrational attacks of despondency, and fears…, [and] angry
moods’ as indicative of the nósos, ‘disease’, what else can he be thinking
of?
The social environment responsible for this type of illness is what
really interests Plutarch. When you visit a sick friend, ‘do not display
your acquaintance with medical terminology and literature’, but find out
what sort of lifestyle caused him to become ill: ‘quantity (of food), sunning himself, fatigue (kópos),78 not sleeping, particularly his díaita’
(129d). The friend is a member of polite society, of course, and it is to
74

Adopting the reading   with the great Plutarchan editor Wyttenbach (the
MSS offer  μ   ‘to do with pneûma’).
75
Retaining the reading of O. The editors of the Teubner text, PATON and WEGEHAUPT, preferred the old suggestion of  a , comparing Mor. 286e; but this passage
is not relevant.
76
Plutarch, Progress in Virtue 81f; Galen, Powers of the Soul iv. 788, 13 K; Affected Parts viii. 156, 14 K ‘[memory loss in] melancholy, brain fever, mania, lethargy,
torpor, seizure, catalepsy’; Rufus F 37 § 1 ‘brain or hypochondriac region’, F 8 § 3
‘brain fever is caused only by a great quantity of bile in the stomach, because of which
the brain is damaged’.
77
Rufus, F 28 § 6 ‘coughing is provoked’; F 67 § 1 ‘pain between his ribs’; F 6 § 1
‘region beneath the rib-cartilage’.
78
The term often implies preceding activity or exercise (cf. esp. Galen, Healthy Living Bks 3 and 4).
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such people – the public speakers (rhetors and sophists) and politicians –
and what they should eat that Plutarch now turns. He begins with exercise and the bathing that follows it, focussing on the benefits which voice
training, walking, and heated water offer to the digestion. He exemplifies
what happens when intellectual activity pushes the body beyond its limits
by citing the sorry tale of the over-ambitious sophist ‘our Niger’ who insisted on declaiming with a fishbone still stuck in his throat.
Plutarch then comes to the topic of indigestion caused by eating too
much meat,79 and makes recommendations about drinking wine with water.80 Like Rufus, he is well aware of the benefits and limits of intellectual
activity. When an intellectual (philólogos) and cultured man (philómousos) finds himself ‘at an occasion necessitating a rather late dinner’,81
concentrating on ‘a mathematical problem which has been set, a little
book, or a lyre’ will prevent him being ravaged by his belly (133a).82 So
as not to eat too much, philólogoi will pursue a suitable topic of philosophy. Avoiding ‘headache- or fatigue-inducing’ subjects, they will talk
history, or tell stories for as long as it takes for digestion (pépsis) to occur
before sleep (133a–f).83 The emphasis on self-control is reinforced with a
strong condemnation of purging and vomiting unless absolutely necessary (as doctors often felt they were), and of set periods of fasting (along
medical lines) (134b–135d).84 The theme continues in the final section on
men in politics. The strains of pursuing glory one minute, then relaxation
the next, are serious, for suddenly the body ‘is thrust into the political
arena, (the governor’s or emperor’s) court (aul), or some business matter’ straight after sex or wine (136b). A man must know his own body
and not have to ask a physician how to be healthy (136e–137a). People
don’t often make a mistake, says Plutarch, in seasoning their broth, but
they do when they ‘season themselves’ and therefore provide ‘plenty of
business for the doctors’.85 They mix ‘bitter and pungent’ flavourings into
broth (137b). Taking this up, we philólogoi and politikoí, he says, do not
have the excuse peasants do of being focussed on the details of their labours: our details are ‘the rather pungent ones of literature and mathem79

Rufus, F 17 § 13 avoid ‘tough meats’. A vegetarian diet was closely associated
with control over the passions (cf. Porphyry’s On Abstinence), and this is undoubtedly
in Plutarch’s mind (cf. his own early work On Eating Flesh).
80
Rufus, F 63 § 2; F 71 § 17.
81
   μ       . For   as ‘tardy’, ‘late’, see LSJ
s.v.
82
On the lyre cf. above p. 128.
83
Similar advice on topics of conversation at dinners is found at Table Talks 1. 1.
84
Cf. 128e–129a against the ‘strict diet’.
85
Cf. Lucian, Nigrinus 22 flatterers’ unhealthy lifestyles ‘provide good reasons for
the doctors’ rounds’.
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atics’. If we overdo our ‘books, discussions, and lectures’, the body will
succumb to ‘fever or vertigo’ (137c–d).86
In this final section Plutarch touches on matters very close to the problems of Rufus’ patients. The terms philólogoi and philómousoi signify
active participants in the cultural life of the upper class, and for them the
problem of late dining is a real one, perhaps even routine. Plutarch’s
diner knows what to do: he will focus on an intellectual matter to distract
his appetite, and after eating he will ensure he does not go to bed before
his digestive system has had time to work. Rufus’ patient who has been
made ill by late eating is simply told to stop late eating. Both Rufus and
Plutarch agree on the need to avoid over-working and to let the mind relax. Of particular interest is Plutarch’s observation about the perils of
dealing with court life. These remarks pick up the earlier comments
about the risks of eating too much with the emperor or the governor. For
Plutarch the issue is both overeating and the consequent risk of contracting ‘pleurisy or brain fever’ (124b), and the requirement to deal with a
political problem or a summons to the court (136b). In Rufus’ Case 16
(F 71) the patient’s illness is caused by long attendance at court and too
much study. Eating is not specified, but is obviously part of the problem.
Advice on Health also contains advice about fasting which touches on the
case of Rufus’ ascetic: for Plutarch there is no need to fast too frequently
(134f–135a).
Several passages in Galen which offer interesting parallels to Plutarch
and Rufus may be considered briefly. Galen wrote a lengthy work on sustaining a healthy lifestyle called Healthy Living (),87 which is
aimed at an upper class ‘Greek’ readership wanting advice on diet and
exercise.88 The carefully calibrated daily regimen is devised for the typical young nobleman (though other ages are discussed) who has slaves,
trainers, and masseurs on hand to keep him in good health. But Galen is
certainly aware of the restrictions of time and circumstance which prevent his actual readers from following his advice and occasionally expresses this. Ambition and aspiration drive men on so that they ‘are
slaves to evil mistresses’ and fail to care for their bodies, and this, he
notes, makes it difficult to advise them (vi. 82 K = CMG v. 4.2, p. 38).
Later he comments sympathetically on the real slavery of those who are
servants of ‘grandees and very powerful people’ and must work from
dawn till dusk. Of all the emperors he had known, it was only Marcus
Aurelius who was ‘really sympathetic to the care of the body’ and al86

Cf. Rufus, F 29 § 3; F 45 § 5; F 71 §§ 3, 12, 18.
See WÖHRLE 1990, ch. 7. The text used here is that of CMG v. 4.2.
88
Cf. n. 65. Audience: Greeks ‘and those who were born barbarians in race but
strive after the Greek way of life’ (vi. 51 K = CMG v. 4.2, p. 21).
87
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lowed ‘those who waited on him (hoi paraménontes) for his daytime
needs’ to depart in good time to look after themselves (vi. 405–6 K =
CMG v. 4.2, p. 178). Although the comment concerns the emperor’s retainers rather than the courtiers, there are parallels with Plutarch’s and
Rufus’ observations about the implications of court life for health. In a
related work on diet, Good and Bad Humours, Galen observes how career soldiers and politicians ‘are slaves the whole day long’ to work and
never stop to care for their health (vi. 810 K = CMG v. 4.2, p. 426). Other
men do not have time to exercise before meals or digest their food properly because they have to spend all day with the ‘very powerful’, turning
up to levees before daybreak,89 accompanying them when they go to the
baths, escorting them on the way home, and dealing with their stressful
business concerns. Unless there is continual medical intervention through
evacuations, purging, and prescribed drugs, ‘it is impossible for such
men to remain free of disease’ (vi. 758 K = CMG v. 4.2, p. 393). ‘Those
who run provinces or cities, and even more their servants, not to mention
men at war or on long journeys’, receive special advice to fit their busy
lives (vi. 813 K = CMG v. 4.2, p. 428). But Galen knew that work could
override any advice. In On Venesection, Against the Erasistrateans at
Rome he recalls the case of the epileptic grammarian Diodorus who
suffered from fits if he became too engrossed in his texts and went
‘without food’ (ásitos). Galen cured him by advising on a regular snack
and making him take care to digest his food thoroughly. Even so, he was
once detained ‘in the market place without food until midday on account
of a political matter (chreía politik) and fell into an epileptic fit’ (xi. 242
K). Like Rufus and Plutarch, he remarks several times on the dangers of
too much intellectual work.90 The case of Diodorus reminds us that the
educated were quite likely to be involved in civic business which could
take priority over health. Unlike Rufus and Plutarch, Galen’s conceitedness makes him remark that he had spent years ‘at the service of friends,
relatives, and fellow-citizens’, as well as working all night for the sick
and for ‘the glories of paideía’, and yet he remained well because he understood ‘the theory of health’ (Healthy Living vi. 308 K = CMG v. 4.2,
p. 136). But he was sensitive to the pressure on others, like the man who
was ‘a great worrier’ and feigned intestinal pain rather than attend the
meeting to which he had been summoned by his fellow-citizens. Galen
89

Cf. n. 40.
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saw through him, but was kind enough not to let on.91 As for the ‘madness of those thronging the emperor’s court’, he could tell a friend that he
was well out of it (How to Avoid Worry 50 ed. BOUDON-MILLOT 2008).
Concluding Thoughts: Melancholy and Society
Although Rufus’ emphasis on thinking as a cause or symptom of melancholy (FF 33–4, 36) is distinctive, it accords very well with an age which
placed such great stress on male self-presentation as intelligent and possessing education or culture (paideía). Melancholy interfered with these
social requirements and, specifically, it caused mental disturbances. ‘The
most important symptoms of the whole syndrome’, said Galen, had been
identified by Hippocrates as ‘prolonged fear or depression’.92 Galen
agreed: the most characteristic thing about the illness was ‘damage to the
mind’ (Affected Parts viii. 188 K; below, p. 281).93 As we see from Rufus
and others, melancholy’s psychological symptoms altered social behaviour, and this involved ‘friends, relatives, and fellow-citizens’ (to use
Galen’s words quoted above). This aspect of the disease inserted it into
social life with greater force than many other illnesses. And this fact is
what made melancholy of interest and of use to a moralist like Plutarch
or a satirist like Lucian. It was surely also a factor in Rufus’ own interest,
for we know from Rufus’ Medical Questions (μ  ) that
he laid particular emphasis on knowing his patient’s ‘way of life’ or
‘habits’ (μ ).94
In interpreting the relationship between Rufus’ medical interests and
the society around him, we are extremely fortunate to have the case histories. They are an excellent expression of his belief in knowing the
whole patient. In Medical Questions Rufus insists that we should ask the
patient and those around him about his life before and during the illness.
As a good Hippocratic, Rufus stresses the need to ask questions appropriate to specific localities.95 Only a few examples are quoted in this work
91

Second Commentary on Epidemics ii, CMG v. 10.1, pp. 206–7 (Pfaff's translation
from the Arabic; the anecdote is partially preserved in Greek as the fragment called
‘How to test those who pretend to be ill’, edited in CMG v. 10.2.4, pp. 113–16).
92
Citing Aphorisms vi. 23  "   μ 
 # "
 $,
μ   ! !   % . See VAN DER EIJK 2000a–1a, ii. 221 on Galen’s criticism of
Diocles of Carystus at this point.
93
!       . For the phrase as a social insult, see Polemon
(Adamantius) ch. B21 ad fin.
94
CMG Suppl. 4 (ed. Gärtner), text and German translation; there is no English version. See F 72 and commentary.
95
p. 44 (§ 63) ‘by nations’, perhaps ‘by provinces’ (   ).
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but the pattern recalls Case Histories, since in Medical Questions we also
find cases where Rufus observed a failure to treat properly and cases
where he was called in and made the correct diagnosis. ‘You could tell
thousands of histories like these’, he remarks at the end of the work.96 In
Case Histories itself most of the histories do not offer interesting social
information, but in a few instances we are able to see how social practices and settings affected people – the imperial court, the dinner party,
asceticism – and to learn where norms of social engagement did not suit
everyone.
To be somebody in Rufus’ day meant having good physical and mental health. Melancholy attacked a man’s ability to perform as a man in
control of other men and not least in the crucial area of language. The
cure, as we see it in Rufus, was careful control over lifestyle. Medical regimen (díaita), for sick patients or for healthy ones, is first discussed by
the Hippocratics, and this legacy is most important to Rufus. But we
should not ignore the contemporary dimension. Medical diet should certainly be seen as part of his period’s obsession with observing and regulating conduct. Here the doctor comes very close to the moralist. Plutarch’s essay on keeping healthy warns principally against self-indulgence
and against indulging others at one’s own expense. His agenda is to see
that medicine is used understandingly (philiatreîn) by the educated. Rufus’ physiognomical description of the melancholic is closely associated
with his description of his patient’s moral behaviour, and contemporaries
would have read it from a moral perspective. His reform of patients’
díaita (Eat this for lunch, Don’t eat late) is both medical and moral.
If we return to the differences between Rufus and the Aristotelian
Problems, it is clear, as I have already remarked, that the focus in Rufus
on intellectual activity per se has a contemporary resonance. In general
he follows Problems closely by arguing that the melancholic temperament often leads to physical or mental disorder. He goes beyond Aristotle
in making concentrated thought a cause of the disease also. But this is not
so very different from Problems. That ‘Maracus of Syracuse was an even
better poet when he was mad’ (954a39) was due to the fact that his bile
was hot and ‘close to the thinking part (   […]     )’. It
is surely not far from here to the belief that overuse of the brain brings on
melancholy. What of the people who suffer from the disease in Rufus?
Are they so different from those imagined by Aristotle? Could they be
qualified as ‘outstanding’ in philosophy, politics, poetry, and the téchnai?
The evidence is slim, but in the three case histories that have been reviewed here, there is almost certainly a philosopher (the ascetic), though
96
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we can say nothing of his standing. The mathematician present at court
must count as a major intellectual with high political as well as high intellectual credibility. As to the man who dined late, there is no telling
what kind of status or qualifications he enjoyed; but he was plainly a
someone in his own society and ‘different from the rest of the world’, as
the Aristotelian writer puts it (954b2). With regard to Ps.-Aristotle’s class
of ‘poets’, what remains of Rufus offers no clues. But is worth remarking
that poetry was an integral part of paideía and the ability to compose
quality verse was an expected attribute of an educated man or woman.97
Aristotle had performed the vital service of giving intellectuals a disease they could call their own.98 Melancholy did not affect fishermen and
cowherds, for the labours of peasants, as Plutarch observed, are healthier
than those of their betters. Rufus did not demur here. It is true that the
general widening of the definition of ‘educated’ within the elite (because
of the social pressure of being seen to be educated), and the near equivalence of the crucial performative term paideía with desired and allowed
social-political behaviour, strike a different tone from the age and the focusses of Ps.-Aristotle. But the differences are not categorical. Plutarch
states that Problems is about ‘great natures’; there is no reason to suppose he thought his own time was devoid of these.99 We should remember in general that Plutarch’s and Rufus’ age did not consider itself less
creative than previous eras but rather a continuation of the glories of the
past. Cultural confidence was very much in evidence, and the expectations it engendered were considerable (and dangerous). As ever, achievers were rewarded handsomely. But ambition and the pursuit of glory
took their toll. Political and social life for the elite, as we see it in Polemon’s Physiognomy in the mid-second century, could be brutal. Plutarch’s
and Dio’s attempts at the start of the century to confront ambition and to
tackle the social and individual unhappiness it caused tell the same story,
albeit from the more optimistic perspective of philosophers bent on improving the world. Rufus would have known all this well enough. We
may assume he was brought up in circles with similar expectations and
similar solutions. If, as I have suggested, the Suda was drawing on Statilius Crito when it recorded that Rufus was ‘with Crito’, he will have experienced life at court. Even if it is wrong, it would hardly be a radical
assumption: the mathematician who suffered from his experience with
the emperor was someone Rufus had known or known of for a long time.
Rufus observed the pressure on the educated classes of his day. His geni97
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us was to recognise their interest in melancholy by giving the disease a
makeover and providing it with an up-to-date and full length account
which subsequent generations would take as the starting point for their
own discussions.

Rufus of Ephesus in the Medical Context of his Time
VIVIAN NUTTON*
Rufus – His Work and His Life
As we have seen in the previous chapter, literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources combine to give us a broad general account of the social
and intellectual world of Rufus. We are less well informed about his
medical context, for two main reasons. The extant medical writers of the
period immediately before Rufus, Cornelius Celsus, Scribonius Largus,
and Pliny the Elder, have a Western focus, writing mainly in Latin for a
Roman audience. Celsus and Pliny are ostensibly summarising past authors for the benefit of their Latin readers. They are less interested in
what is taking place in the contemporary world of Asia Minor. Pedanius
Dioscorides, the Greek author of Materia medica, is more informative
about medicine in the Eastern Mediterranean, but his concentration on
medical substances, and his deliberately concise style, still leave out
much of the background that would have been familiar to his readers.
Secondly, as we shall see, the overwhelming survival of the writings of
Galen of Pergamum, a generation or more after Rufus, imposes a Galenic
perspective on all that preceded him.
But there are also reasons peculiar to Rufus that render it difficult to
put him in context. Rufus rarely mentions himself or locatable cases in
his surviving writings, even when they are extant in full. Moreover, many
tracts have been lost in part or in whole in the complex process of transmission, and we are thus robbed of even that level of personal detail. The
standard edition of his writings, edited by Charles Daremberg and Émile
Ruelle in 1879, prints works in Greek, On the Diseases of Bladder and
Kidneys; On Satyriasis and Gonorrhoea; On the Names of the Parts of
the Body; Medical Questions; as well as short texts On the Pulse and
Bones of doubtful authenticity.1 The same volume also includes a medieval Latin version of his treatise On Gout, of which a better translation
has been recovered from Arabic, along with one On Jaundice and some
* I am grateful for comments and criticisms to David Leith, Peter E Pormann and
Manuela Tecusan. I have deliberately kept annotation to a minimum, particularly in citing secondary sources. Fuller references can be found in ANRW ii. 37.2, and in the notes
to NUTTON 2004.
1
D-R.
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case histories. But most of what Rufus wrote survives only in the form of
extracts in Greek, Syriac or Arabic from 102 separate works, and covering almost everything in medicine from the cradle to the grave.2 But it is
hard, if not impossible, to tell whether ‘Rufus, on laxatives’, a typical
heading in a later compilation, indicates a separate work or, more likely,
an extract on this theme taken from a much larger work. But even if this
explanation holds for the great majority of the works listed by Daremberg-Ruelle, there can be no doubt of Rufus’ productivity or the great
range of his interests.
Rufus has fallen prey also to the suffocating friendship of Galen (129–
216/17). Whereas many opinions of Galen’s opponents can be recovered
from among his abundant polemics, he rarely bothers to acknowledge his
debt to those who espoused the same tradition of Hippocratic medicine. It
is thus difficult to be sure precisely what he took from Rufus, whom he
cites approvingly. In his turn, the eirenic Rufus rarely mentions his predecessors, either for praise or blame. Rufus’ place as a distinguished
medical man of Antiquity is assured, but what precisely that place was
remains obscure.
Even his date of birth is controversial, for there are at least two possibilities, a generation or more apart. A Byzantine dictionary says that he
was a contemporary of Titus Statilius Crito, a writer on pharmacology
and history, and doctor to the emperor Trajan (98–117). But Servilius
Damocrates, who composed a pharmacological poem and who is known
to have been active around AD 50, refers to another pharmacologist called
Rufus as if he was already well known.3 Identification with Rufus of
Ephesus is tempting, not least because Rufus of Ephesus also wrote a
poem on pharmacology of which Galen preserves a few lines.4 But the
name Rufus is not uncommon, and is borne by another pharmacologist,
Maenius or Mennius Rufus, who is cited by a writer active around AD 90,
and who may or may not be our Rufus.5 Dating Rufus of Ephesus to the
age of Claudius and Nero would make him a contemporary of such distinguished writers on pharmacology as Damocrates, Andromachus the
Elder, doctor to Nero, and, most famous of all, Pedanius Dioscorides,
2

D-R, pp. xxxiii-xxxix. The problems of identification are discussed by ILBERG
1930, and by ULLMANN 1974, 1975, 1994.
3
Suda,  241; Damocrates, cited by Galen, On Antidotes, xiv. 119 K, calling him
‘an excellent man, skilled in his art’. Damocrates’ dates are assured by Pliny the Elder,
Natural History, xxiv. 28.43; identification is strongly urged by KUDLIEN 1975.
4
Galen, Mixtures and Powers of Simple Drugs, xi. 796 K.
5
Me(n)nius or M(a)enius Rufus is cited in a recipe given by Asclepiades’ Pharmacion, in Galen, Composition of Drugs by Kind, xiii. 1010 K. Neither nomen is yet found
among Ephesian names. The mention of Rufus as ‘a recent doctor’ by Galen, On Black
Bile, v. 105 K (F 3), is too vague to bear any weight.
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whose Materia medica became the bible of medical botany for a millennium and a half. The later date would put him closer to the Alexandrian
teachers, anatomists and Hippocratic commentators who influenced Galen, as well as make him a coeval and compatriot of the great Methodist
writer and gynaecologist, Soranus of Ephesus.
Ephesus and Its Medical Milieu
The city of Ephesus, where Rufus was born or lived for much of his life,
provides one context for understanding his medicine. After the disastrous
conflicts and civil wars of the first century BC, Ephesus had risen again to
become the leading city of the Roman province of Asia. It had achieved
this eminence in the face of stiff competition from its neighbours,
Smyrna and Pergamum. Its mainly Greek inhabitants celebrated their
success, and their loyalty to Rome, with a lavish building programme and
honours for emperors and governors. Indeed, throughout Rufus’ lifetime,
the city must have resembled a large building site, with temples, monuments, even a library going up in the centre, as well as sumptuous houses
for the wealthy and the redevelopment of its harbour and markets. All
this was a visible sign of the prosperity that Roman rule might bring to its
loyal subjects, and a source of pride to its citizens. Rufus came from a
wealthy family, and if he is identified with Mennius Rufus, his family
had either immigrated there from Italy years before or were Greeks who
had obtained the relatively rare privilege of Roman citizenship. He had a
standard education in the Greek language and the literary classics, witness the elegant way in which he could put a recipe into verse, and perhaps knew some Latin. But, unlike Galen and two Ephesian near-contemporaries, Lucius Fonteius and Claudius Zosimus, he does not seem to
have come to Rome.6 If he had, his reaction might have been similar to
that of Soranus, whose sole mention of Rome is critical of Roman methods of bringing up children.7 But Ephesus, a booming city and a centre of
Greek culture, could well have provided Rufus with all he needed both
intellectually and financially. The lure of Rome may not have seemed so
attractive to a wealthy Greek as it does to historians writing centuries
later.
A variety of references on Greek inscriptions illuminate the medical
life of Ephesus in the second century.8 Many of its leading doctors and
6

SAMAMA 2003, nos. 474, 468.
Soranus, Gynaecia, ii. 44.
8
The inscriptions of doctors from Ephesus are conveniently collected by SAMAMA
2003, nos. 201–19, with no. 77, p. 337.
7
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civic physicians met together within the walls of the Museum
(), a ‘Hall of the Muses’, which they shared with teachers.
There they held feasts and met on the occasion of appropriate religious
festivals, such as that in honour of the god of healing Asclepius, when
they held what might qualify as a medical Olympics. This was an annual
competition divided into four classes, syntágmata, problmata, cheirourgía and órgana – a precise definition is impossible, but the first pair may
relate to pharmacology, the latter pair more clearly to surgery and instruments. The names of the winners in each category, and the presiding officials of each years, were engraved around the walls of the Museum. The
walls were also adorned with official decrees, one recording tax privileges given by the Roman triumvirs in 42–39 BC to doctors, teachers and
grammarians, and another a decision concerning fees.
The assembled doctors also had other duties. They looked after the
tombs of deceased members and honoured distinguished doctors with
Ephesian connections. Lucius Atilius Varus served as president when a
statue was erected around AD 110 to Statilius Criton, whom we have encountered earlier. Many of the doctors recorded at Ephesus were wealthy,
members of the town council or holders, along with members of their families, of offices in temples and in religious and social groups. Some of
them belonged to families whose medical roots went back generations,
like those of Attalus Priscus, heir to a long line of civic doctors. Several
had links with the emperor or his servants, including M. Aurelius Septimius Marinus, who served the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Lucius
Verus in the early 160s as a medical masseur.9 Others were buried in
large tombs, sometimes adorned with a florid inscription in verse. That of
Julius, a civic doctor, was looked after by the Jewish community of Ephesus, a hint that he was himself a Jewish immigrant.
Other Ephesians made their names as medical writers besides Rufus
and Soranus. Caelius Aurelianus, almost certainly depending on Soranus,
mentions a Magnus of Ephesus who wrote at least two books of letters
and one on rabies.10 If he is the same as the Magnus mentioned several
pages earlier, he was a Methodist doctor in the late 1st century AD who
was the first to discuss catalepsy, and who, in a work entitled Discoveries
Made after Themison (the founder of Methodism), investigated pulsation.11 But these identifications are by no means certain, particularly if
9

WANKEL et al. 1979–, no. 629 (not in SAMAMA 2003 since he is not a doctor): he
also held civic office, ibid. no. 1135.
10
Caelius Aurelianus, Acute Affections, iii. 360.
11
Caelius Aurelianus, Acute Affections, ii. 57. Magnus of Ephesus should not be
confused with the much later (fourth-century ?) author of a treatise On Urines, called
Magnus of Emesa or Magnus of Nisibis; see the commentary on FF 75 and 77.
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Galen was speaking precisely when he said that the writer on pulses
claimed to be a believer in pneûma like Archigenes.12 At the very least,
Magnus’ views on pulsation would appear to be very different from those
of other Methodists. Moreover, when Caelius called Magnus ‘the first
among us (ex nostris primus)’, it is by no means certain that he was referring to the latter’s Methodism and not to an origin at Ephesus shared with
Soranus, Caelius’ main source.13 A slightly later Ephesian writer was
Heraclides, who invented an instrument for reducing dislocations and
possibly a plaster to help cicatrisation.14
Ephesus in the time of Rufus was thus an extremely lively city whose
doctors might not only amass considerable wealth but also participated in
intellectual activities of the highest calibre. It was home to writers, sophists, professional stars at public speaking, as well as doctors, with links to
the imperial court, the provincial governor, and the powerful aristocrats
of Asia Minor. As a Greek cultural centre, it could easily hold its own
with Rome, but not, in one significant respect, with Alexandria.
Alexandria
From the early third century BC onwards, Alexandria had held the predominant place in Greek medicine. It was, as one later geographer put it,
the foundation of health for all men.15 Famous physicians, such as Herophilus, Erasistratus, and Andreas, had practised there, and, even though
the tradition of anatomical research had died away, if it ever existed as
such, Alexandrian teachers and Alexandrian surgeons remained famous.
The Roman gentleman-author, Cornelius Celsus, based much of his book
on medicine on the discoveries, debates and surgical practices of Alexandria.16 Its influence stretched all over the Greek world. Heraclides of Tarentum, writing in the early first century BC in Southern Italy, looks Eastwards to Alexandria, not Northwards to Rome, in his discussions on
surgery and therapeutics.17 A century or so after Rufus, Galen was not the
only young medical student to make his way to Alexandria, nor was he
the last.
12

Galen, On Different Pulses, viii. 646, cf. ibid., viii. 638, 640, and On Causes of the
Pulse, ix. 8.
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Caelius’ phrasing is in favour of a reference to Methodism, and his ‘our (noster)’
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and Methodism is surprising unless Methodism is envisaged as a very broad church.
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Oribasius, Medical Collections il. 4, 48–50 = Abridgment 98, 22.
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The evidence that Rufus stayed at Alexandria is suggestive rather than
conclusive.18 Rufus mentions Egypt and the Egyptians more often than
any other region. He notes that their marshes are the healthiest of all the
marshes, and the Nile water particularly good. He refers twice to Egyptian clysters as being well suited to the country, with its fiery heat, and
calls a condition that occurs in children by the name of ‘Egyptian
ulcer’.19 Clear proof of a visit to Egypt is provided by his reminiscence of
seeing an Arab in Egypt who suffered from infestation by the guinea
worm, along with his female servant and others, for this, Rufus learned,
was a common problem in Arabia.20 Less conclusive is his complaint that
‘recently’ some doctors in Egypt have given new and, in terms of Greek,
poor names to the sutures of the skull. This could, however, refer to anatomical teaching in Alexandria, the only place in Galen’s time where
anatomy was taught with the aid of a human skeleton.21 One ancient testimony appears at first sight to confirm that Rufus had worked at Alexandria. A late Latin author, Vindicianus, who lived around AD 400, declared, in one version of a work oddly entitled Gynaecia, that Rufus was
among the great writers on anatomy who had practised medicine at Alexandria.22 But his assertion that Hippocrates had also worked there and
that he and Rufus had been allowed to dissect human corpses, albeit to
see ‘how or why men died’, is clearly wrong, and must cast doubt on the
rest of his information. At best, Vindicianus, who may well have taken
some of his anatomical information from Rufus himself, only confirms
what is already clear from Rufus, that he had visited Egypt and
Alexandria.
Anatomy at Alexandria
Galen, a keen student of anatomy, attributed a revival of anatomy ‘in the
time of our grandfathers’, that is, around AD 120, to Marinus, a leading
teacher at Alexandria. Rufus’ evidence, however, imparts a note of caution as to what this revival entailed, because, some time before Marinus,
Rufus was recommending to future doctors that they should combine the
18

For a discussion of this aspect of Rufus’ life, see ABOU ALY 1998.
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demonstration of surface anatomy on a slave with dissection of animals
closest to humans, and reports what he saw in a dissection of a ewe.23 But
Galen may still be correct in his praise of Marinus, for Rufus’ little tract
on anatomy shows no sign of the substantial anatomical experimentation
that Marinus carried out, to judge from the headings in Marinus’ major
anatomical treatise.24 Rufus’ approach is pragmatic: a doctor ought to be
able to recognise and name parts of the body, just as a bronze-smith or
carpenter can name the different tools of the trade.25 But, rather like his
compatriot Soranus, who supported anatomy more for its intellectual
cachet than for its usefulness, Rufus’ medical practice minimises anatomy.26 Unlike Galen, for whom anatomical knowledge was one of the
bases of his medical practice and an essential element in the education of
the physician, Rufus’ therapeutics, and what little he reveals about his
own theories, have little place for anatomy. In this he resembles the author of the pseudo-Galenic Introduction, perhaps written in the first half
of the second century AD, who talks of Erasistrateans teaching anatomy
by naming the parts of the body, just as Rufus did in his own tract.27 The
identity of the two names that are mentioned, Apollonius of Memphis
and Xenophon, is far from certain, but it is probable that they were active
around 250–220, and are included among the ‘Egyptians’ whose division
of the body into four for didactic purposes the anonymous author finds
restrictive.28
A partial explanation for the downgrading of anatomy can be found in
Rufus’ vision of a lost age, ‘the old days’, when anatomy was better
taught through using human bodies.29 How long this golden age lasted is
unclear. Herophilus, Erasistratus, and the far less familiar Eudemus had
all investigated the interior of a human corpse – and Herophilus and
Erasistratus perhaps even a living human body – in the early years of the
third century BC. The writer of the pseudonymous Hippocratic tract On
the Heart seems also to have gained some understanding of the interior
organisation of the heart, probably from dissecting animals as well as his
23

Rufus, On the Names of the Parts, 9, 186; cf. Galen, Anatomical Procedures,
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knowledge of Erasistratus’ work. But whether human dissection continued for decades or only a few years or even months cannot be easily determined.30 Certainly there is no secure record of any anatomical discoveries made after 250 BC until the time of Marinus, and Galen cites no
anatomical tract from the intervening period. When Rufus notes that his
observation on a ewe showed that Herophilus had been wrong to deny
the existence of the Fallopian tubes, the implication is that others before
Herophilus had believed in them, and perhaps even seen them in animals.31 Revulsion at cutting up a human body, the reiteration of older
Greek taboos on touching a corpse, increasing difficulties in obtaining
new knowledge, the withdrawal of royal protection, and theoretical objections to using evidence from the dead to explain the workings of the
living body, all will have hampered the continuation of investigative dissection on the earlier model. But some training in dissection must have
continued, for Alexandrian surgery became more sophisticated and more
adventurous. The Roman writer Celsus, perhaps writing around AD 30,
describes complex operations devised by Alexandrian surgeons, including some that required internal surgery, and fragments of surgical treatises on papyrus from the first and second centuries AD show a considerable advance over what is known of Greek surgery in the fourth century
32
BC. A rare survival of Hellenistic medicine, the meditation on the Hippocratic treatise On Joints by Apollonius of Citium, datable to the early
first century BC, reveals a debate about the possibility of reducing a dislocated thigh that invokes a long tradition of surgical experience.33 To perform these operations successfully must have required considerable training in methods of cutting and in understanding the organisation of the
body, far beyond the limits implied by Rufus.
Hippocratism and Humoral Pathology
A second feature of Alexandrian medicine that is equally evident in Rufus is his Hippocratism, his adherence to theories associated with the 5thcentury BC physician Hippocrates of Cos. Rufus was convinced that the
30
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body’s health or illness depended on the balance or imbalance of four important constituents, the so-called four humours (or fluids), phlegm
(phlégma), blood (haîma), yellow bile (xanth chol) and black bile
(mélaina chol). Health was the result of an balance of these fluids, although what this balance was differed from individual to individual, from
season to season and from age to age. The balance to be expected in an
old man in a snowy upland region was vastly different from that in a
young girl in a North African summer. This theory, expressed most
clearly in On the Nature of Man, even if not that of the historical Hippocrates but of his son-in-law Polybus, had come by the first century BC to
be firmly associated with the great doctor from Cos.34 It was belief in this
theory that distinguished Hippocratics from their competitors and that, as
further defined by Galen, was to dominate learned medicine for centuries
to come.
It required a combination of skills from the doctor himself, all well exemplified in Rufus. Since diseases had an individualist component, it was
essential for the doctor to discover the normal balance of the patient by
all the means at his disposal, observation, taking the pulse, and asking relevant questions. Only when the norm had been determined could one decide on what was abnormal. The Hippocratic doctor firmly believed in
causes, arguing that one of the aims of the doctor was to eliminate the
cause of an ailment in addition to treating its symptoms. Prevention was
equally significant, and might be achieved more easily than a cure
through the application of drugs or hazardous surgery. Above all, Hippocratic therapy demanded skills in observation and argument, an awareness of the wide range of factors that might induce illness, and a sensitivity to the needs of the patient. All these can be found in the genuine
writings of Rufus, and contribute to his subsequent reputation.
What is more difficult to ascertain is the extent to which Rufus’
achievements were unique. Writings associated with Hippocrates had
long been studied at Greek Alexandria, and a tradition of exegesis in the
form of commentary or glosses can be traced at Alexandria from the time
of Herophilus through Apollonius of Memphis and two Alexandrians,
Antigonus and Didymus, down to Marinus and Galen’s teachers.35 Galen
believed that many of the writings that constituted the Hippocratic Corpus had been brought to the great Alexandrian library by fair means or
foul, and many modern scholars have suspected that an Alexandrian
compilation lies behind today’s Hippocratic Corpus. Galen’s own teachers, and their teachers in turn, were all Hippocratics, and in his writings
and commentaries he promoted with immense learning and vigour Hip34
35
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pocrates as the true father of medicine and Hippocratic medicine as the
only effective system.36 In the face of such evidence, it is only too easy to
conclude that followers of Hippocratic medicine predominated in the
Graeco-Roman world and that Rufus’ Hippocratism was the only sensible choice open to a man of intelligence and learning.
But there are several major caveats. The followers of Hippocrates
themselves, while accepting the theory of the four humours, were far
from united in their interpretations or in their preference for other texts
from within the so-called Hippocratic writings. Diseases I, a text dismissed by Galen and scarcely compatible with the ideas in On the Nature
of Man, is cited by several writers, including Rufus, as a major work by
Hippocrates.37 Not every treatise associated with Hippocrates found its
way into the first printed edition of Hippocrates in 1526. Nor can all the
still unidentified quotations by ancient writers from Hippocrates be explained away as slips of the pen or editorial rewritings. Other doctors,
while accepting Hippocrates as the father of medicine, chose to emphasise other aspects of Hippocratic medicine, for instance empiricism.
Archigenes and Aretaeus of Cappadocia, two near contemporaries of Rufus, have a somewhat different theoretical emphasis in their medicine
from Galen. Pre-Galenic Hippocratism, it is clear, was far from
monolithic.
Nor was a belief in Hippocratic medicine as dominant in Rufus’ lifetime as its later career might suggest. The survival of many writers in the
Hippocratic tradition, Apollonius of Citium, the Hippocratic lexicographer Erotian, and even Rufus, owes more to the subsequent triumph of Galenism than it does to their own merits. They were copied and recopied
because they were acceptable to the dominant strain in Byzantine medicine, not because they were better writers or physicians than many others
whose work is now lost.
The situation in the time of Rufus was very different. Galen frequently
accuses other doctors of neglecting, through malice or ignorance, what he
judges to be central features of Hippocratic medicine, prognosis chief
among them. Indeed, in one passage, he goes so far as to claim that only
a minority of doctors in his time were Hippocratics.38 Even allowing for
Galen’s tendency to rhetorical exaggeration, these claims constitute a
warning against assuming that the followers of Hippocrates were in the
majority. One might even query the extent to which Hippocratic medi36
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cine was viewed as important in itself rather than a subset of what many
ancient authors called ‘logical’ or ‘dogmatic’ medicine.
The Three Sects
Our most important ancient literary witnesses to the development of
medicine in the period between Hippocrates and Galen, the Roman Cornelius Celsus and the pseudonymous author of the Introduction, divide
medicine into three competing groups or sects of doctors, the Empiricists,
the Methodists, and the Dogmatics. But the validity of this distinction as
a guide to contemporary medical theories is questionable, and its relevance to medical practice even more so.
Empiricist
The Empiricists developed as a group in the third century BC. Although
they claimed to go back to Acron of Acragas, a Sicilian doctor in the fifth
century BC, and to Hippocrates, the great observer, their founder was a
dissident pupil of Herophilus, Philinus of Cos, around 260 BC. Some,
however, believed that the real creator of the sect was Serapion, who
lived a generation or so later. The standard lists of leading Empiricists include names of doctors who were contemporaries of Galen, including
Sextus, a doctor who wrote important works advocating Sceptical philosophy, but there is no evidence for their survival into Late Antiquity.39
They took their name from their major theory. They rejected any
investigation into the causes of disease in favour of effective treatment
based on the data of experience. An interest in causation was, in their
view, likely to be unhelpful, since doctors frequently disagreed on what
caused a particular condition, and irrelevant, since the same treatment
and the same result could be achieved swifter and more effectively by
other means. They were prepared to concede that one might be able to
devise a cure for a disease on the basis of an understanding of its cause,
but other treatments seemed to them to be entirely the result of chance or
an inspired guess. More reliable, even if it lacked the certainty demanded
by logicians, would be to use therapies that had worked in similar cases
before. Swift action, taken cautiously, might be of far greater benefit than
lengthy reasoning. How effective such action would be depended on
three things, the so-called ‘tripod’: accurate observation, a well-stocked
memory of successful cases (preserved either in books or a collective
oral memory), and a good understanding of the virtues and limitations of
39
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similarity. The less the similarity, the fewer the chances of a successful
transition from one case to another. So, for example, the Empiricists
strongly asserted the irrelevance (and cruelty) of dissection (although
they did not deny the findings of Herophilus and Erasistratus) on the
grounds that a living human body was something very different from a
corpse.
Although their opponents, particularly Galen, often asserted that reliance solely on past experience was of little help when it came to dealing
with an apparently new case or new circumstances, they acknowledged
the strengths of the Empiricists’ therapeutics. Their careful recording of
signs and symptoms, their detailed observations of both patients and drug
therapies, their insistence on seeing for oneself, as well as their openness
to new ideas and techniques, gained them considerable respect. Heraclides of Tarentum, for instance, was a major authority, acknowledged
even by Galen for his learning and ability as a healer. Galen’s own writings on Empiricism, with which he had become familiar as a student, are
very different from his strident denunciations of the Methodists.40
The Methodists
The Methodist sect originated in the first century BC in Rome with an
immigrant from Asia Minor, Themison of Laodicea.41 It took its name
from the ‘Method’ which Themison believed should govern medical
practice, although exactly in what the Method consisted is obscured by
later polemic and perhaps by developments within Methodism. Galen,
for example, praises Soranus for his unusual respect for anatomy, but
vigorously attacks the Methodism advocated by Thessalus of Tralles, ‘the
champion doctor’, who was active in Rome in the time of the Emperor
Nero, around AD 60. Methodists attributed disease to one of three common states, constricted, relaxed, or mixed, depending on the relationship
between the corpuscles and pores that made up the body. This theory
may derive from ideas on corpuscles put forward by another Greek
immigrant to Rome, Asclepiades of Bithynia, who had established a
wondrous reputation for himself in the early 90s BC.42 Methodists saw a
simple relationship between the observation of disease and the three
common causes, which, so Thessalus declared, allowed their medicine to
be learned in six months, for it was a matter of method, not memory.
Treatment, he argued, was relatively simple, based on commonalties. He
40
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divided up disease into three universal stages, increase, stability, and diminution, which could be clearly observed and treated through careful
observation of changes over successive three-day periods. Convalescence
thus had an important place in Methodist therapy, for what happened
then could easily cause a relapse, and careful monitoring could modify
therapy as soon as it was required. Methodists also wrote extensively on
chronic conditions, stressing long-term therapies and perhaps appealing
to the example of Asclepiades, whose advocacy of wine and gentle exercise in treatment – his famous slogan was ‘Quickly, safely, pleasantly’ –
would have eased the lot of the disabled.
Galen attacked the Methodists with no little glee for what he considered medical, philosophical, and social deficiencies. But his attacks
only show that his concerns were not those of the Methodists, and recent
scholarship has tended to rehabilitate the Methodists in the face of his onslaughts. Their Method, and particularly its close correlation of visible
‘symptoms’ (a word that the Methodists may have eschewed) with common causes, did allow them to begin treatment without a detailed analysis of individual causes. It also permitted a certain degree of flexibility
that went some way to answering the common objection that Methodists,
in their therapeutics, were trying to fit the same shoe to all feet. A Roman
creation, their ‘Method’ offered a way of dealing with the sick in a large
metropolis, where numbers and poverty will have militated against Hippocratic individualism. It is no coincidence that Celsus, the Roman
landowner, thought of it as a medicine more suitable for slaves treated together in an estate hospital than for an individual in his or her own
home.43
Others, and particularly patients, clearly had other opinions of the
Methodists. Crowds of admirers accompanied Thessalus around Rome,
the rich and famous adopted Methodist physicians, and adherents can be
found throughout the Roman world. The elegant bust of M. Modius Asiaticus of Smyrna, a near contemporary and compatriot of Rufus, proclaims his wealth and social standing as well as the fact that he was
‘champion of the Method’. One of Galen’s colleagues in the imperial
household, the Methodist Statilius Attalus, was a scion of the same family from Heraclea in Caria as Statilius Criton, doctor to Trajan. Soranus,
a highly intelligent and learned physician, had no qualms about being a
Methodist, and arguably Methodism was the dominant medical system in
Roman Antiquity and beyond in the Latin West. The large books on
acute and chronic diseases by Caelius Aurelianus, a Latin writer from
North Africa around AD 400, were a major source of medical information
43
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for the Latin Middle Ages.44 The argument among modern scholars of the
extent to which Caelius was merely translating a lost work by Soranus
should not obscure the important fact that there was a rich audience prepared to read and even acquire what Caelius had written.
The Dogmatist and Rationalists
The list of adherents of the third medical sect, the ‘Dogmatics’, as
provided by the author of the pseudo-Galenic Introduction, begins with
Hippocrates and concludes with Asclepiades of Bithynia. It is a very unusual grouping, containing both Erasistratus and Herophilus, as well as
the fourth-century BC doctors Diocles, Mnesitheus and Praxagoras. Later
lists add several doctors contemporary with Rufus and Galen, Archigenes, Antyllus, Agathinus, and Philumenus among them.45 While all of
them share a belief in the importance of discovering the cause of disease
and of eliminating that cause, that is almost all that they have in common. It is hard to connect the mechanistic ideas of Erasistratus with the
qualititative preferences of Diocles, and Mnesitheus’ understanding of
humours differs considerably from those of Praxagoras and from the allegedly Hippocratic On the Nature of Man. Hence, many scholars see in
this list not a historical sect or intellectual grouping but rather a heuristic
device that brings together great names that could not be labelled Empiricist or Methodist. It is a catch-all title that leaves out other famous physicians, such as Pleistonicus and Phylumenus, both active around 340 BC,
and never specifies what logic or dogma links them all.
One might go further and question the extent of the coherence of the
two other sects. While both have certain theories that distinguish their adherents from outsiders and that one might choose – Greek word for sect,
haíresis, originally meant ‘choice’ – to follow, there are also indications
of individual preferences and nuances. This is hardly surprising, for although one can point to doctrinal teaching centres, like that of the Empiricist Hicesius of Smyrna at Men Karou in Asia Minor, and although the
normal pupil-teacher relationship would tend towards a stability of doctrine, there were no internal or external means of securing lasting adherence to any specific theory. Short textbooks might give basic information, but even this had its limitations. Galen expected even patients to be
familiar with the main outlines of the ideas of several famous doctors
44
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from the past. Yet, even if some surviving handbooks preserve such doxographies, his expectations hardly corresponded to reality. His plea for a
universal basic acquaintance with past theories was made precisely because this no longer existed, if it ever had done.
The Medical Marketplace
But the greatest objection to viewing the history of medicine in the first
and second centuries solely, or even largely, in terms of sects and schools
is that it minimises the enormous variety of medical ideas and medical
practitioners at the time. The concept of the medical marketplace has
long been current among historians of later British medicine, but it applies almost literally to the Roman period. Galen came across a healer in
the marketplace offering to cure toothache with a remedy he claimed to
have learned from Galen himself.46 The so-called house of the Surgeon at
Pompeii opens straight onto the street, and passers-by could hear, and
possibly even see, operations being carried out. Doctors gave public lectures in a gymnasium, and Galen was not the only one to carry out dissections in public, although he eschewed anatomical challenge-matches.
Patients might be treated ‘in a theatre’: whether the word refers to a
building or simply to a circle of spectators is unclear, but both require
public attendance. Medicine was an open art, as it had been for centuries,
in both senses of the phrase.47 It was carried out at times in full view,
with the patient surrounded by friends and family. Hence Galen’s recommendation that, when poking around in the patient’s buttocks, it might be
best if they were turned away from the spectators to avoid shaming the
unfortunate patient.48 It was an open art also because anyone could practise it, whether full time or, often, in conjunction with other occupations.
Egyptian papyri regularly show the doctor as a small-holder, and the local barmaid might act as the local midwife.49 The sneers of competitors at
teachers or wool-workers turned doctor, and the jokes of epigrammatists,
both Greek and Latin, at the gladiator or undertaker who overnight became a doctor, had a basis in the fact that there were no barriers to entry,
and a variety of ways of obtaining medical information and expertise.
46
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At one end stand Galen, Rufus, and others like them who made a pilgrimage to a distant town famous for its healing traditions – Alexandria,
Smyrna, or Tarsus, where Dioscorides studied and where we have evidence for a series of writers on pharmacology, including Lucius the
Teacher, that lasted for a century. Other towns had a more local reputation: a young boy from the island of Cythera went first to the mainland
village of Boiae and later to Sparta, where he died before he could fulfil
the hopes of his mourning parents. Others were trained within their family by their father or even husband. Particularly in Asia Minor we can
trace dynasties of doctors, holding a variety of positions in their local
communities. Many others would have been trained as apprentices,
rising, like Onasander of Cos, to have their own practice. Still others
would have taught themselves, either by gaining a knowledge of local
herbs or, as far as theory was concerned, listening to speeches, watching
doctors dealing with patients, and reading manuals of medicine.50
But to talk of medical publications is to risk anachronistic expectations. Books were usually copied at the request of an individual either by
professional scribes or, as with Galen, by slaves specifically trained. Manuscripts were lent for copying, and some circulated more widely than
others, but Galen, for instance, had difficulty finding copies of some of
his writings that he lost in a great fire in Rome. Surviving tracts range
from the most abstruse and impenetrable (like the Hippocratic Dentition)
to short catechisms, like Medical Definitions, lists of the opinions of major medical figures, like the Introduction, encyclopedias and handbooks
of medicine for the interested layman. Rufus himself composed what
seems to have been a very large volume entitled The Layman, which was
also known to the Arabs under a variety of titles including For Those
Who Lack a Doctor (Tadb r man l ya uruh ab b). To judge from the
fragments, it ranged widely over many aspects of medicine, theoretical as
well as practical. It would have been a Greek equivalent of the On Medicine by the Latin author Cornelius Celsus. This originally formed part of
a larger encyclopedia of Arts and sciences, including rhetoric, agriculture
and military matters, intended for landowners like the author himself. But
it did not lack sophistication, incorporating the best and most up-to-date
information particularly from Alexandrian sources. The boundary was
very fluid between the average healer and laymen such as Celsus, Seneca
the Younger or even Plutarch, who arguably had a superior knowledge of
medicine, simply because they were able to read and acquire learned
volumes. Aulus Gellius, reporting dinner-table conversations at Athens in
the 160s AD, thought it a social as well as an intellectual faux pas for a
50
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gentleman to confuse veins and arteries, and medical topics figure prominently in the literary banquets of Plutarch and Athenaeus.51 Galen, to
judge from On Examining the Doctor, thought that patients, as well as
doctors, should have a knowledge of the major tenets of the great physicians, and be able to judge the quality of the doctor’s response to the patient’s medical questions.
The range of social statuses was equally wide. In Rome and Italy, in
Rufus’ lifetime, many doctors were slaves or ex-slaves eking out a living
among the multitudinous poor of Rome. Others were Greek immigrants,
keen to obtain the benefits of citizenship offered to them in exchange for
residence in Rome. Some stayed permanently in a given town, others
travelled around the countryside on circuits (one title of a doctor was ‘he
who travels around’). Ephesus and its neighbouring regions had less experience of slave physicians, and there were more medical families than
in Rome, and fewer signs of a disdain for healers. But the gulf that separated Rufus from a village healer, treating animals as well as humans, was
large.52
Given the variety of educational and social backgrounds of those who
offered healing, it is hard to posit anything resembling a unity of doctrine
or practice. Some practitioners like Heraclitus of Rhodiapolis,‘the Homer
of medical poetry’, were enormously learned. Heraclitus made a triumphant tour of the great cities of the Greek world, receiving honours from
Athens, Rhodes and Alexandria in return for copies of his writings on
medicine and philosophy. His contemporary, Hermogenes of Smyrna,
was even more prolific, writing a two volume history of Smyrna, his
home town, several books on early city foundations in Europe and Asia,
a tract on Homer’s birthplace, as well as seventy-seven volumes on medicine. An imperial doctor, Tiberius Claudius Menecrates, claims on his
tombstone to have written 156 books – and this number was surpassed by
Galen. It is hard to believe that any of these worthies merely copied out
the medical ideas of others. Indeed, Menecrates claimed to have founded
his own ‘clear and logical’ sect.53
The Elder Pliny, no admirer of Greek physicians, will thus have been
closer to the truth than many modern scholars when he emphasised changing fads and fashions in his polemical history of medicine in his Natural
History. Writing around AD 70, Pliny uses Greek doctors as an index of
Rome’s decline into depravity, along with marble tables. Within twenty
years, the medical doctrines of Vettius Valens, notorious for his elo51
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quence, wealth and an alleged liaison with the wife of the emperor
Claudius, had been succeeded in fashion by the rabid frenzy of Thessalus
the Methodist. He in turn was ousted by Crinas of Marseilles, a
proponent of an astrological dietetic medicine, and all three were then
forced to take second place to another Massiliot immigrant to Rome,
Charmis. He denounced all previous theories and the use of hot baths,
persuading even the elderly to bathe in freezing cold water in the depths
of winter. Pliny’s catalogue of medical malpractice is a masterpiece of
rhetoric, and is suspect for that reason, but his comments on the enormous wealth available to the doctors who treated the Roman elite are very
plausible.54
But even if one no longer needs to subscribe to Pliny’s opinion that all
the medical doctrines of Greek doctors in Rome were the result of their
propounders’ greed and lust for power, his emphasis on the perpetual
search for novelty among medical men warns against a neat division into
schools and sects even among what might be termed elite practitioners.
The less celebrated, to judge from epitaphs on tombstones and the fragmentary survivals among Egyptian papyri, will have offered a no less
varied range of therapies to their customers.
The ‘Pneumatists’ – a Fourth Sect?
Besides, even when substantial material survives from individual authors,
they cannot easily be put into neat pigeon holes. Sometimes this is because of the nature of the treatise. It is easy to say that Scribonius Largus,
who wrote his Drug Book in AD 47/48, was a Hippocratic, for his preface
attempts to fit the Hippocratic Oath into a Roman and Latin context.55
But the rigidity of the recipe formula does not allow us to go further in
aligning him with Rufus or Galen. Sometimes the overall category lacks
the necessary specificity. Around the same time as Rufus can be found a
group of doctors in Rome associated with Athenaeus of Attaleia, another
Greek immigrant, who paid particular attention to pneûma, a refined airy
element that held together a cosmos of matter acted upon by the four
qualities, hot, cold, wet and dry. This idea, which derives ultimately from
the cosmological ideas of Stoic philosophers, allowed Athenaeus and his
followers to explore parallels between the macrocosm of the universe and
the microcosm of the human body. Changes in the body’s pneûma not
only brought about wider changes in the body but in turn revealed imbalances in the body’s mixtures that were the cause of illness. But although
54
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some modern scholars, following Max Wellmann, talk of ‘Pneumatists
(Pneumatiker)’ and a ‘Pneumatic school (Pneumatische Schule)’, their
coherence either as a group or as holders of a shared doctrine is unclear.
There are obvious parallels with Hippocratic ideas, and it is tempting to
see Athenaeus as a Hippocratic in the same line as Rufus and Galen. But
there are also considerable differences, not least in the role of pneûma.
Furthermore, the two most celebrated of his followers, Agathinus and
Archigenes, were happy to adopt material from Empiricists and Methodists, and might better be called ‘synthetics’, like their near-contemporary
Leonides of Alexandria. Conversely, Galen sees nothing extraordinary in
the interest in pneûma by Magnus of Ephesus, who elsewhere, as we
have seen, could be classed with the Methodists.56
A different problem arises with another major author of this period,
Aretaeus of Cappadocia, whose dates are subject to the same uncertainty
as those of Rufus but who is likely to have lived around AD 120. He has
often been classed as a ‘Pneumatist’, but he shows less interest in
pneûma than Archigenes. His longest discussion of pneûma comes, not
suprisingly, in a very detailed account of asthma, which, like his other
descriptions of disease, combines acute observation and sound sense. He
distinguishes between childhood asthma, which often disappears at adolescence, with bouts brought about by harmful fumes, as in a foundry or
the stoke hole of the baths. His devotion to Hippocrates is evinced not
only by his many quotations and allusions but also by his language. His
treatises on acute and chronic diseases (a theme shared with many contemporary writers) are written in the Ionic dialect, the language of the
Hippocratic Corpus that came to symbolise medical Greek. The only ancient descriptions of disease to rival those of Aretaeus are to be found in
Caelius Aurelianus and derive to a greater or lesser extent from Soranus
of Ephesus. But Aretaeus has a greater precision, as well as a greater
sympathy for the sufferer, and his work deservedly survived as the best
nosographical treatise of Greek Antiquity.57
Conclusion
This survey of medical writers, medical theories, and medical practices
of the century and a half before Galen offers a partial context in which to
set Rufus of Ephesus and his works. But the numerous gaps in our docu56
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mentation mean that it is often impossible to decide upon Rufus’ debts to
others or the extent to which he was striking out on his own. One can
point to parallels and similarities, but rarely to direct influence. His own
reluctance to indulge in polemic or to reveal many details of his own life
and career also means that it is difficult to go beyond generalities in trying to assess his importance. But some things are clear. In a medical
world of an abundance of competing theories and a bewildering variety
of healers offering cures, Rufus was among the most learned, eloquent,
and wealthy, especially if, as I have argued, he spent some time in Egypt
and Alexandria. Like others at the time, he favoured ‘Hippocratic’ medicine, a term that could disguise a variety of interpretations. Its adherents
stressed patient individuality and complex causation against the general
guidelines of the Methodists and the erudite empiricism of the Empiricists, but there is no reason to think that Rufus and his fellow Hippocratics dominated medical thinking to anything like the extent of later Galenism. Like Rufus, many of the authors mentioned above came from Asia
Minor, arguably the most prosperous of the regions of the Greek East,
both economically and culturally. Ephesus, his home town, with its Museum, its association of doctors, and its sheer size, offered a man like Rufus sufficient incentive, and potentially profitable patients, to withstand
the lure of Rome, the imperial capital. It is this local context that
provides a way of understanding Rufus, for his writings not only inform
us of medical ideas and practices but also are an important testimony to
the cultural confidence of the Greek world of Asia Minor in the Roman
Empire.

Rufus’ On Melancholy and Its Philosophical
Background
PHILIP J VAN DER EIJK*
Introduction
Rufus of Ephesus is generally regarded as a thoroughly practical physician and not known for any explicitly philosophical or theoretical interests. Although the scantiness of information on his life and career
should inspire caution when making general statements,1 it is at any rate
clear that no affiliation to any philosophical or medical school nor intellectual affinity to any particular medical ‘sect’ is attested for him in the
sources; nor is there, in what survives of his work, any mention of other
medical sects.2 Although Rufus clearly was a learned physician with considerable knowledge of the medical literature of his predecessors and
contemporaries (as witnessed by explicit references to other medical
writers in his works), there is little in the way of polemical engagement
with other thinkers on fundamental issues of theory and methodology.3
One gets the impression that Rufus concentrated on his work as a physician, that he regarded his written output as a reflection and communication of that work, and that, rather than asserting his intellectual independ* I am deeply grateful to Peter E Pormann for his invitation to contribute to this
volume, for his many valuable suggestions and for his help with the interpretation of the
Arabic fragments.
1
See the discussion by NUTTON, pp. 139–41 and SWAIN, pp. 113–14 above; see also
NUTTON 2004, 208–11 and SIDERAS 1994.
2
With the possible exception of the reference to ‘those who are excessively empirical’ (toîs ágan empeirikoîs) in the Synopsis on Pulses vi. 6.2; but this need not be restricted to the Empiricists but could refer to any group of people adopting an excessively empirical approach to the subject in question.
3
Thus Rufus refers frequently to Hippocrates, and occasionally also to other writers
such as Herophilus, Erasistratus, Asclepiades, Praxagoras, Diocles, Pleistonicus and
Dieuches (for a cluster of references see the extract preserved in Oribasius, Medical
Collections vii. 26.194–6), and he seems to have criticised the Empiricists Zeuxis and
Glaucias for their interpretations of some Hippocratic works (Galen, Commentary on
Hippocrates’ Prorrheticon I 2.23 and 3.10 (CMG v. 9.2, p. 73, 8–20 [xvi. 636–7 K.] and
p. 121, 4–11 HEEG [xvi. 735 K.]). Unfortunately, the fragmentary evidence only gives us
a few glimpses of Rufus’ – possibly quite considerable – activities as a commentator on
Hippocratic writings (especially on the Epidemics) and as a doxographer or compilator
reporting doctrines and preserving fragments from earlier writers; see also F 73.
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ence explicitly, any appropriation or rejection of other people’s views in
his work took place largely implicitly.
The fragments4 testifying to his ideas on ‘melancholy’ – i.e. melancholía as (variably) understood in Greek and Roman medical thought5 –
collected in this volume seem to confirm this picture: they clearly show
us Rufus as a clinician and a healer, presenting case histories of individual patients, listing symptoms and providing detailed therapeutic advice,
but refraining from doxographical or polemical discussion of other
people’s views and from explicit theoretical statements on the condition
in terms of ‘mental’ versus ‘physical’ aspects.
Nevertheless, it would be erroneous to ignore the philosophical background to what may be called Rufus’ contribution to the history of responses to mental illness. For one of the things that make Rufus’ views
on melancholy relatively unique compared to other discussions of the
topic in later antiquity is that he seems to combine elements from the
earlier ‘philosophical’ and ‘medical’ traditions. Thus, as we shall see, he
takes on board the Aristotelian theory of melancholy as represented by
Problem 30.1 – but ultimately building on the authentic works of Aristotle himself6 – a theory that, for all its popularity in medieval and early
modern times, seems to have had relatively little impact on medical accounts of melancholy in antiquity.7 More generally, melancholy presents
a good example of a topic where ‘medicine’ and ‘philosophy’ present
considerable overlap.8 It attracted the interests of philosophical writers as
4

Used here in the wider sense including both testimonia and verbatim fragments;
see above, pp. 10–11.
5
Throughout this discussion, when using the term ‘melancholy’ we are dealing with
an ancient concept, which should be distinguished from what is nowadays understood
by the English word ‘melancholy’. Furthermore, ancient understandings of melancholía
differed from one author to another; and the diagnostic entity which the term may have
referred to will likewise have differed. Hence when using phrases such as ‘the disease’,
I am not suggesting that we can reconstruct what specific reality in the world out there
Rufus and other authors were trying to describe.
6
See VAN DER EIJK 2005, ch. 5, esp. 160–67.
7
See JOUANNA 2006b, who notes that authors such as Aretaeus and Galen seem to
have made very little use of this Aristotelian concept.
8
On the close relationship between ‘medicine’ and ‘philosophy’ in antiquity see
VAN DER EIJK 2005, Introduction. Many Greek medical writers had strong ‘philosophical’ or at any rate ‘theoretical’ interests informing their approach to disease, while conversely many philosophers took an interest in ‘medical’ topics such as the principles of
health and disease, youth and old age, life and death, and questions about reproduction.
It is therefore doubtful that any differences between Rufus and the Aristotelian Problem
30.1 can be related to a categorical distinction between ‘the medical’ and ‘the philosophical’ approach to melancholy, as suggested by DANDREY 2005, p 120, n. 1 and
KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, 101–6.
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well as doctors, mainly because of its relevance to mind-body issues as
well as ethical questions about moral responsibility. These issues, in so
far as they are relevant to Rufus, will be the topic of this contribution. In
addition, I will consider some methodological aspects of Rufus’ way of
handling the phenomenon of melancholy, i.e. his understanding and conceptualisation of the disease, his use of diagnostic inference from signs,
his causal explanations of the disease and its symptoms, and his classification of the disease into different types – elements which show the influence of ‘philosophy’ on medicine in a different way.
Melancholy, Mind and Body
Philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Theophrastus and the Stoics were
interested in melancholy because of its relevance to the question of the
relationship between the mind and the body – or as we would say the
physiology of mental and emotional states and the mechanics of ‘psychosomatic interaction’.9 Melancholy, like other illnesses affecting mental
functioning such as phrenîtis, manía and epilpsía, was regarded as one
of those conditions in which this relationship between the mind and the
body was disturbed and in which cognitive and emotional malfunctioning, and the resulting moral and social misbehaviour, was attributed to
particular states of the body. But contrary to other conditions, melancholy was not just seen as an incidental or periodic disturbance of the
mind by the humours or mixtures or qualities of the body – although it
was believed also to manifest itself in outbreaks of so-called ‘melancholic diseases’ (melancholikà nosmata)10 – but as a more or less permanent,
stable condition, a ‘natural constitution’ (phúsis) existing either from
birth or acquired and consolidated by a particular life-style, and predisposing the person to a number of mental and physical problems.11 And
‘the melancholic’ (ho melancholikós) was seen as a type, indeed a prototype of people in whom, as a result of their peculiar bodily ‘mixture’
(krâsis),12 there was a permanent tension between reason and emotion, a
continuing struggle – often resulting in failure – to control the erratic
9

For Plato see Republic IX, 573c9; Timaeus 83c5 and 85a5; for Aristotle and the
Stoics see below; for Theophrastus see F 328 FORTENBAUGH et al. 1992 with the comments by SHARPLES 1995, 5.
10
For instance in the Aristotelian Problem 30.1, 953a13, 15, 16, 29–31.
11
Cf. Rufus F 11 § 22, where the word krâsis indicates that Rufus is talking here of
a constitution, not just of an incidental disease.
12
It is tempting to translate krâsis as ‘temperament’, but the Greek word (as its Latin translation temperamentum) always kept its physical meaning of a mixture, arrangement or proportion of material components.
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movements of the imagination (phantasía) and the emotional impulses
(hormaí) and desires (oréxeis, epithumíai) arising from the lower, non-rational parts of the soul or even directly from the bodily substrate.
A good example of this characterisation is provided in a passage from
Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics 1154b2–25, where he mentions melancholics as an example of people who have a corporeal, pathological urge
(we would say ‘addiction’) to the pursuit of bodily pleasures:
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Furthermore, bodily pleasures are pursued on account of their intensity by people
who cannot get satisfaction from other kinds of pleasure; thus some people cause
themselves to become thirsty. When these are harmless, there is no need to censure
them, but if they are harmful, it is a bad thing. For they have nothing else to gain
pleasure from, and even what is neutral to many is painful to these people on account of their nature. For a living being is always in a state of suffering, as the physiologists testify when they say that seeing and hearing are painful; it’s just that we
have got used to it, they say. Likewise people in their youth, on account of their
growth, are in a state similar to the drunk; and indeed youth is pleasant. The melancholics are by nature in constant need of cure; for their bodies are permanently irritated by the mixture, and they are in a constant state of intense desire. The pain is
expelled by pleasure, both pleasure that is opposed to their mixture or just any
pleasure, as long as it is strong. That is why they become unrestrained and morally
bad.

In Aristotle, ‘the melancholics’ are mentioned for their strong imagination, resulting in failure to keep their recollection under control or to
have the necessary rational powers to resist the tempting scenarios that
imagination presents to their minds. This causes them to take, as it were,
the wrong junction at key moments of decision-making (as Aristotle
would put it: to activate the wrong premiss in a choice between two possible practical syllogisms), to be mentally and emotionally instable and to
display structural moral weakness and lack of ethical responsibility.13
13

On the Aristotelian concept of the melancholic see VAN DER EIJK 2005, ch. 5,
where a more elaborate discussion of all relevant passages can be found. As pointed out
there, the Aristotelian notion of ‘the melancholic’ (ho melancholikós) and its underlying
physiological theory differs significantly from the picture that emerges from passages in
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Melancholics are also singled out for their capricious dream life, resulting sometimes in monstrose and bizarre images, but sometimes also in
clairvoyance.
This ambivalence of mostly getting it wrong but sometimes – turning
vice into virtue – getting it accidentally but spectacularly right is continued in the Peripatetic tradition, most notably in the famous (Pseudo-?)Aristotelian Problem 30.1, with which Rufus’ account displays several similarities (which will be noted below). As is well-known, Problem 30.1
deals with the question why it is that all men who have achieved something exceptional (perittón) in areas such as philosophy, poetry, politics
and the arts turn out to have been ‘melancholics’ (melancholikoí). This is
a remarkable claim, for it seems to make the melancholic constitution
(melancholik krâsis) – which is distinguished here from ‘melancholic
diseases’ – into a physiological condition for becoming a successful
philosopher, poet, artist or statesman14 (a corollary that led to the cultivation of melancholy as a condition for ‘genius’ in the early modern period
and later in Romanticism). The reason is, as the author points out
(953a33–b23), that the melancholic constitution ‘has an effect on the
mind’ (thopoión) just like wine does, except that the influence of wine is
temporary, that of the melancholic constitution permanent (953b17–21).
However, from the further explanation for this correlation offered by
the Peripatetic author of Problem 30.1 in the rest of the chapter, two important qualifications emerge: (i) melancholics are highly unstable and
inconsistent (an malos) in their moods and performance – an instability
caused by fluctuations in the heat-cold balance in the black bile – and
only get to their exceptional achievements when a highly delicate balance
is produced between hot and cold (954b1–4); but this balance is rarely
achieved and, if it is reached, easily disturbed, for melancholics quickly
slip into either ecstatic or despondent states; and (ii) the ‘exceptional’
the Hippocratic writings. Although Aristotle and the author of Problem 30.1 do connect
the melancholic constitution to the presence of black bile in the body (e.g. On Sleep
457a31–3; Problem 953b23), they do not connect the type of the natural melancholic to
binary theories of bile and phlegm or to the four-humour theory of the Hippocratic work
On the Nature of Man: whereas in that work black bile is one of the four natural humours that constitute ‘the nature of man’, in Aristotle, black bile is a ‘residue’ (períttma) of nutriment that serves no biological purpose and can even, when accumulated
in excessive quantity or collected in particular places of the body, cause disease (as
seems to be the prevailing view in the Problems). See also MÜRI 1951; FLASHAR 1966;
KLIBANSKY et al. 1990; JOUANNA 2006b.
14
It should be noted, however, that the final sentence of Problem 30.1 (955a36–40)
says something different: whereas in the beginning, the author had said that all ‘exceptional men’ are melancholics, in the end he says that that all melancholics are ‘exceptional’, which leaves open other possible ways of becoming exceptional.
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(perittón) nature of their achievements is a very special kind of success,
unpredictable, intuitive and seemingly non-rational in nature and very different from the rational, controlled kind of intelligent thought and action
characteristic of the ‘philosophical’ mode of life. These qualifications
pose important restrictions to the significance of the association of the
melancholic type, i.e. the person who is melancholic ‘by nature’ (phúsei),
with certain kinds of exceptional achievement in areas such as philosophy, poetry, politics and the arts.15
Interestingly, both this association and its rather mixed evaluation is
echoed in Rufus’ explanation of melancholy as a possible result of excessive intellectual activity [FF 36, 68]. For although he seems to reverse
the cause-effect relationship – intellectual study leading to bodily disorders rather than, as in Problem 30.1, an abnormal bodily state giving
rise to exceptional intellectual performance –, Rufus is in accordance
with the Aristotelian view in regarding the correlation between melancholy and exceptional intellectual activity as something fundamentally
ambivalent, pathological and uncontrollable. Thus in FF 33, 34 and 36,
the Aristotelian notion of the melancholics’ eúphuia (‘excellent nature’,
‘endowment’) is in the background: it denotes an intuitive mental
brilliance and imaginative thinking based on natural talent rather than
training which, however, easily slips into insanity.16
There are several more Aristotelian reminiscences in Rufus’ fragments on the melancholics17: thus F 11 §§ 15–16 mentions lisping, which
is listed as a feature of the melancholics in Problems 11.38, 903b19 and
explained as a result of their tendency to be carried away by their imagination (phantasía) causing them to lose control over their speech. F 11
also mentions the melancholics’ pneûma, which is in accordance with
Aristotle’s characterisation of melancholy as a ‘pneumatic’ (pneumatds), i.e. a flatulent or ‘gassy’ condition in On Dreams 461a21–22,
and their ‘intensity’ (sphodróts). Aristotle singles out this intensity as a
characteristic of melancholics in On Divination in Sleep 464a32, where it
is said to account for the strength and persistence of their imaginative
processes, and in Nicomachean Ethics 1150b26, where it is mentioned
15

As argued in VAN DER EIJK 2005, ch. 5 (esp. pp. 160–67), this is the key difference
between the Aristotelian, predominantly negative background of Problem 30.1 and the
much more positive sense in which the text was understood in medieval and early modern thought.
16
Cf. Aristotle, Rhetoric 1390b28; Eudemian Ethics 1247b22, b39; Nicomachean
Ethics 1114b8; Poetics 1455a32 and 1459a7; Problems 954a32; Magna Moralia
1203b1–2. For a discussion of this notion of eúphuia in Aristotle see VAN DER EIJK 2005,
165–6 and 232–3.
17
Some of these parallels have also been noted by KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, 103–6 and
DANDREY 2005, 112–30.
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alongside the melancholics’ tendency ‘to follow their imagination’
(akolouthtikoì eînai têi phantasíi) as an explanation for their lack of
patience in allowing reason to decide on the right course of action. Rufus
FF 29 and 35 mention clairvoyant dreams, a feature Aristotle attributes to
the melancholics in On Divination in Sleep 463a18, 464a32 and Eudemian Ethics 1239a40.18 FF 47 and 49 mention ravenous appetite, which ties
in with the Aristotelian picture in On Sleep 457a29, where he says that
the melancholics are lean because of an inability to enjoy and benefit
from food (a characteristic that would probably be classified as ‘psychosomatic’ in today’s language). F 59 speaks of a pathological yearning for
sexual activity acting as a drug, which finds a parallel in the passage from
the Nicomachean Ethics quoted above and also in Problems 4.30,
880a30.19 Furthermore, F 17 speaks of ‘ulcers’ manifesting themselves in
the final, critical stage of a melancholic patient, which chimes well with
the references in Problem 30.1, 953a18 and 20 to ‘ulcers’ (hélk) bursting out on Heracles’ and Lysander’s skin shortly before their deaths. Rufus’ claim, in the same fragment, about the predominance of melancholy
in men and in older people is again in broad correspondence with the picture of Problem 30.1, esp. 955a9–17. Finally, there is a clear similarity in
style between Rufus F 11 and the Aristotelian Problems-style of question-and-answer.
The ambivalent status of ‘the melancholic’ as brought out by Aristotle
and the early Peripatos is being continued in Stoicism, whose founder
Zeno of Citium is sometimes presented as a melancholikós who tries to
adjust the harshness and bitterness of his melancholic temperament by
means of moderate amounts of wine, thus influencing both his bodily
‘mixture’ and his mental state.20 This seems a clear echo of Problem 30.1
and is again very similar to what Rufus describes in F 65.
How are these characteristics of the melancholic conceptualised in
terms of body-soul? In Aristotle’s hylomorphic theory, where emotions
are described from a formal and a material perspective (as in the case of
anger), they are as it were two sides of one and the same coin.21 Tension
is to be understood not so much in terms of a battle between body versus
soul, but rather in terms of the ‘matter’ resisting the formative influence
of the ‘form’, thus leading to a composite that is structurally imbalanced.
In the melancholics, one must assume, form has failed to ‘master’
(krateîn) matter, resulting in an imperfect, incomplete realisation of hu18
19
20
21

For the conflicting evidence on this see VAN DER EIJK 1994, 331–2.
See also Diocles F 182, 216–17 VDE.
See TIELEMAN 2003, 165–6.
See VAN DER EIJK 2000b.
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man psycho-physical potential22 – although, paradoxically, Aristotle allows a certain kind of compensation mechanism whereby in these people
their natural temperament in a way makes up for the failure of rational
control.23
In Stoicism, we find an even closer relationship between the mental
and the physical: the soul is itself corporeal, a fiery pneûma pervading
the body in different ways and different degrees of heat and cold, causing
it to expand and contract; and thus physical aberrations impinge directly
on a person’s cognitive and moral life – which, itself, is physical.24
In this respect, the Stoics continue a tradition of Greek medical
thought, for the distinction between the ‘mental’ and the ‘physical’, and
the whole concept of melancholy as a ‘mental’ illness, was by no means
unproblematic.25 As has been pointed out by Müri and Flashar, the medical writings collected in the so-called ‘Hippocratic Corpus’ (most of
which date from the late fifth and early fourth century BC) make no categorical distinction between ‘mental’ and ‘physical’ symptoms; and in
their discussions of melancholy, we find what we would regard as mental
problems (e.g. lack of concentration, anxiety) mentioned alongside what,
again from our perspective, would be classified as bodily complaints.26
This is continued in fourth century medicine, as testified by an important chapter in the history of the concept of melancholy – not only in its
own right but also because of its relevance to Rufus and its later influence in Arabic medicine – that is, Diocles of Carystus’ discussion of the
‘hypochondriac’ or ‘flatulent’ disease. From Rufus and Galen onwards,
this condition always appeared under the rubric of melancholy (indeed as
a particular type of melancholy). Diocles discussed it in what seems to
have been his major work on diseases, the treatise Affection, Cause,
Treatment (Páthos, Aitía Therapeía), in which he dealt with a large number of diseases according to a fixed pattern: clinical description of the affection (páthos), statement of the cause (aitía), recommendation of the
treatment (therapeía). Unfortunately this work, like most of Diocles’
22

For this way of speaking see VAN DER EIJK 2005, p. 235 with n. 97.
This seems to be envisaged in Eudemian Ethics viii. 2, on which see VAN DER EIJK
2005, ch. 8.
24
See TIELEMAN 2003, 190–96.
25
The first extant explicit distinction between ‘diseases of the body’ and ‘diseases
of the soul’ can be found in the late fourth century medical writer Mnesitheus of Athens
(F 11 BERTIER) and in Anonymus Londinensis i. 15 and i. 29 (assuming that the latter
reflects early Peripatetic doctrine). But a distinction between symptoms of the mind and
symtpoms of the body is already implied in Hippocrates, Epidemics vi. 8.31 (v. 354–6
L), quoted also by Galen in his discussion of melancholy in On the Affected Parts iii. 10
(viii. 180 K, printed below in Appendix 1, p. 271).
26
MÜRI 1953; FLASHAR 1966, ch. 2; KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, ch. i. 1.
23
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œuvre, is lost, but the number of surviving fragments give us a reasonably detailed impression of what the treatise looked like. As for Diocles’
discussion of the ‘hypochondriac’ or ‘flatulent’ affection, we are fortunate in having a long quotation preserved in Galen, On the Affected Parts
III.10 (viii. 185–9 K), which is printed in the Appendix 1. Since I have
discussed it at greater length on an earlier occasion, I will confine myself
to a summary of its main points.27
It is one of the first discussions in medical history of what, in today’s
terminology, would be regarded as a psychosomatic condition. Diocles
describes a cluster of feelings of pain and discomfort in the abdominal region: sour eructations, abundant watery spitting, flatulency, a burning
feeling near the hypochondrium, intestinal gurgling, and strong pains in
the belly sometimes extending to the broad of the back, vomiting of raw
foods and bitter, hot and sharp phlegms, and teeth set on edge. These
symptoms, he says, arise from problems with the digestion of food that
are caused by excessive heat in the vessels that receive nutriment, giving
rise to obstruction in the vessels and thickening of the blood; and he adds
that the problems occur from a very early age onwards (F 109, 8–20 VDE;
below, p. 279).
Diocles’ description displays several similarities to the ‘epigastric’ or
‘hypochondriac’28 type of melancholy that is found so prominently in Rufus’ fragments (cf. F 7; F 18; FF 25–6: duodenal ulcer29); and even
though in the surviving evidence Rufus nowhere mentions Diocles, it has
been suggested that he may have been familiar with Diocles’ views.30 Yet
27

For a discussion of this fragment (F 109 vdE) and its later reception in Arabic
medical literature see VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 216–24. See also FLASHAR 1966, 50–59;
CODELLAS 1948. On the later reception of Diocles’ ‘hypochondriac’ syndrome in the
Early Modern period see also PETIT 2006, and DANDREY 2005, 625–6, 646–7 (on André
du Laurens).
28
Again, this term is used here in its ancient sense of ‘taking place in the region below the cartilage’, not in the modern sense of ‘excessive anxiety about one’s health’.
29
But see Rütten, below, p. 247 and n. 12.
30
It is quite plausible – though impossible to verify – that in Rufus F 6 § 7 (‘Rufus
said in this book: Some ancient physicians called those suffering from this disease hypochondriacs since it originates in the region beneath the rib-cartilage’), Diocles is
meant; see also FLASHAR 1966, 93; DANDREY 2005, p. 118, n. 3, and above, p. 84. Arabic
medical authors had only a very faint knowledge of Diocles. The little they knew
mostly came from Arabic translations of Galenic works such as On the Affected Parts,
iii. 10 (see Appendix 1 below). Through these translations, Diocles’ name came to be
associated with the hypochondriac or ‘epigastric’ type of melancholy (for references see
VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 221–4). The striking fact that Rufus’ name does not figure in On
the Affected Parts iii.10 may be part of the explanation for the equally striking fact that
Diocles and Rufus are, as far as I am aware, never mentioned together by Arabic writers
in the context of hypochondriac or epigastric melancholy.
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the fragment is as intriguing for what it says as for what it does not say.
For, while Diocles uses the terms ‘flatulent’ (phusds) and ‘melancholic’ (melancholikós)31, he does not decide on a specific name for the disease; instead, he refers several times to ‘what people say’ and to ‘the socalled flatulent’ disease. The noun melancholía does not occur in the
fragment; Diocles may of course have mentioned it in the surrounding
context, but it is also possible that it is Galen who is responsible for introducing the fragment under the rubric of melancholía. Nor, strikingly,
does Diocles say anything about black bile (mélaina chol) as a cause for
the affection: the cause he states is an unnatural heating or inflammation
in the vessels of the digestive system (‘the vessels receiving the food
from the stomach’), causing the food to remain undigested in the stomach
(F 109, 23–35 VDE; below, p. 279). And he adds that according to ‘some
people’, the cause is an inflammation of the ‘mouth of the stomach’,
which prevents the food from entering the stomach (F 109, 38–44 VDE;
below, p. 281).32
Moreover, for our present purposes it is remarkable that after quoting
Diocles’ account of the symptoms and the cause, Galen comments that
Diocles did not mention any of the ‘psychological’ problems that, in Galen’s view, are so characteristic of the disease, such as fear and depression (F 109, 45–51 VDE; below, p. 281). Galen generously allows for the
possibility that Diocles ‘has omitted them because they were made clear
by indication from the name of the disease’; but he criticises Diocles for
the fact that in his account of the cause (aitía), while explaining the other
symptoms, he did not state the cause of these psychological problems
(F 109, 51–54 VDE; below, p. 281). He suggests that Diocles may have
left them out because he found it ‘difficult’ (dúskolon) to explain them
(F 109, 60 VDE; below, p. 281). It remains unclear why Galen thought
that it was ‘difficult’ for Diocles to describe the causes of the mental disturbance which Galen believes to be characteristic of the disease. Perhaps
Galen considered that Diocles did not have his own notions of sumpátheia or prtopátheia at his disposal to connect the two with each other
(but see F 182, 51–7 VDE), or that his anatomical knowledge about connections between the stomach and the brain may not have been sufficient.
31

F 109, 9–10 VDE referring to the disease, line 23 to the person; the latter use is
also found in F 182, 217 VDE.
32
For this reason, the reference preserved in the Pseudo-Aristotelian Problem 30.1
953b25 to ‘doctors’ who claim that ‘affections that are flatulous (pneumatd) and affections that pertain to the parts below the cartilage are melancholic (  ! μ# "
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     )’ applies perhaps not so much to
Diocles himself (as FLASHAR 1962, 719, suggests) but rather to the people to whom Diocles refers in the fragment. See also Diocles, F 110 VDE.
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We should bear in mind that for Diocles the seat of the mind is in the
heart, not in the brain (see F 72 VDE), and this cardiocentric view would
have made a connection between the hypochondriac syndrome and mental disorder relatively easy. But, of course, Galen rejects this
cardiocentric view, as becomes clear from a passage a little earlier in the
same chapter (viii. 167 K.), where he says that all physicians who are to
be taken seriously think that the activities of the ruling part of the soul
are performed by the brain. This, then, is probably, in Galen’s opinion,
the reason why Diocles was unable to provide a satisfactory explanation
for the psychological characteristics of melancholy.
Galen does not quote from Diocles’ account of the treatment of the affection. The only information we have on this is from Diocles’ reference
to the administration of cold foods benefiting the patient since they cool
the excessive heat (F 109, 33–5 VDE; below, p. 279).
How does this compare to Rufus? On the one hand, Rufus, at least in
those fragments where we have good reason to assume that he is being
cited verbatim, nowhere mentions ‘soul’ and ‘body’;33 and as we shall
see below, in F 5 it seems as if there is a similar reticence on Rufus’ part
regarding what we would call the ‘psychological’ manifestations of the
disease. Yet there is other evidence to suggest that in his discussion of
what has come to be known as the ‘hypochondriac’ type of melancholy,
Rufus did mention ‘psychological’ symptoms in their own right – such as
excessive fear, hallucinations, anxiety, which he explains by reference to
physical causes (FF 11 and 13) – but he also, conversely and notoriously,
listed ‘psychological’ causes, such as devotion to mathematics or to theoretical study in general, as leading to the physical complaints characteristic of melancholy. In this respect, then, Rufus’ account of ‘hypochondriac melancholy’ would seem to be significantly different from that of
Diocles’.
Galen’s report on Diocles conflicts, however, with other evidence for
Diocles’ views on melancholy as attested in the work On Acute and
Chronic Diseases by the so-called Anonymous of Paris. This text attributes to Diocles the opinion that melancholy is both characterised by mental disturbance and caused by black bile.34 This is much more in accord33

I take it that what we read in F 5 § 4, is a rendering of Galen’s position, not Rufus’; see below.
34
Anonymous of Paris, On Acute and Chronic Diseases 19 (p. 116, 22–118, 2
GAROFALO = Diocles, F 108 VDE): ‘The cause of melancholy. Praxagoras and Diocles
say that the affection occurs when black bile gathers around the heart and changes the
psychic faculty. Hippocrates says that the disease is at its most developed stage when
this [sc. black bile] proceeds to the head and destroys the sacred mind in the brain.
(μ   .    
 μ       
      μ         .
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ance with the picture that emerges from Rufus’ fragments: for in F 28 § 5,
Rufus mentions bile as a cause moving to the brain, and in FF 29 and 30
bile invading the blood; and again F 21 § 7 speaks of black bile affecting
the blood as the cause of melancholy.35
The discrepancy in the evidence for Diocles’ views on melancholy is
not easy to explain. One possibility is that the Anonymous of Paris (who
may well have been a contemporary of Rufus) gives us a schematised,
distorted picture, motivated by his desire to record agreement between
the classical three physicians Diocles, Praxagoras and Hippocrates.36 Yet
as I have shown elsewhere, there is good reason not to dismiss the testimony of the Anonymous too easily, and he seems to have had access to
some of Diocles’ works (possibly even the same work Affection, Cause,
Treatment from which Galen is quoting) and can, on the whole, not be
accused of deliberate misrepresentation of earlier thinkers’ views.37 Another possibility is therefore more likely to be correct: Diocles may have
distinguished different types of melancholy, and the two accounts refer to
such different types. Galen and the Anonymous fail to acknowledge this,
or perhaps choose to ignore this (which would not be untypical of Galen). In other words, Galen may well have misread Diocles’ intentions
and raised anachronistic or inappropriate questions about the lack of references to ‘soul’ versus ‘body’.
Typologies of Melancholy
Such typologies of melancholy seem to have set in already in the fourth
century: in the Aristotelian context – as witnessed both by the references
to melancholy in Aristotle’s genuine works and by the Problems – there
is the distinction between, on the one hand, ‘hot’, ‘excited’ – we would
say ‘manic’ – melancholy leading to ecstatic behaviour, and on the other
hand ‘cold’, ‘despondent’ (dusthumía) – we would say ‘depressive’ –
melancholy leading to excessive fear and possibly even suicide, with
each type corresponding to excessive heat or excessive cold in the melancholic ‘mixture’ (krâsis). It is true that the ‘hot’ type dominates in Aris
  μ    
 
     
   
       ).’
35
On Rufus’ physiological explanation of melancholy see KLIBANSKY et al. 1990,
105–7; DANDREY 2005, 114–15.
36
On the nature and background of the Anonymous of Paris see VAN DER EIJK 1999.
These three physicians, as well as Erasistratus, are ‘the ancients’ (hoi palaîoi or hoi
archaîoi) to whom the Anonymous refers throughout his work.
37
See VAN DER EIJK 1999, 317 (referring to Anonymous of Paris, ch. 3) and Diocles,
F 98 VDE with comments.
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totle’s discussions, but the cold is not entirely absent, as a reference to
the natural coldness of black bile in On Sleep shows (457a31): ‘black
bile, being by nature cold, cools also the nutritive region and any other
parts of the body wherever this residue happens to be present’. Moreover,
the cold manifestations of melancholy attracted the interest of the authors
of Problem 30.1, who dwells at length on the melancholics’ characteristic
‘despondency’ (dusthumía) and inclination to suicide (955a7–29), and of
the presumably post-Aristotelian Magna Moralia, where the melancholics are associated with ‘cold’ people who display asthéneia (‘weakness’),
a particular kind of lack of self-control (1203b1–2).
How the ‘hypochondriac’ variant fits into this ‘bipolar’ division is not
so clear. It seems to be alluded to in Problem 953b23–6 in connection
with the role of pneûma, ‘air’ or here perhaps ‘excessive airiness’, ‘flatulence’ (phusôdes)38 – a characteristic also found in Diocles’ discussion of
hypochondria – but it is not related to either of the two ‘extremes’, and it
may well be inappropriate to want to fit it in here. As to Diocles himself,
we simply do not have enough information, except that he did mention
excessive heat in the vessels of the digestive system as the cause of the
condition. The same picture seems to apply to Rufus, for in F 7 we are
told that Rufus assigned ‘extreme heat of the liver and the stomach’ as
causes of melancholy; and in F 8, similar to the ‘some people’ (tines)
mentioned by Diocles in his alternative explanation in (F 109, 38 VDE;
below, p. 281), Rufus is reported to have mentioned affection of the oesophagus (‘the mouth of the stomach’) in connection with melancholy.39
The association of melancholy, or at least this type of it, with disorders of the (mouth of the) stomach or oesophagus seems also reflected
in a passage in Cicero’s On Divination (i. 38.81–2):
Aristoteles quidem eos etiam qui valetudinis vitio furerent et melancholici dicerentur censebat habere aliquid in animis praesagiens atque divinum. Ego autem haud
scio an nec cardiacis hoc tribuendum sit nec phreneticis; animi enim integri, non
vitiosi est corporis divinatio.
Aristotle thought that those who are insane as a result of a problem of (bodily)
health and who are called melancholics have something prophetic and divine in their
minds. However, I doubt that this should be attributed to people with ‘heart’ disease
or to people suffering from phrenîtis; for divination belongs to a healthy mind, not
to a defective body.

The association of melancholics with phreneticis is presumably related to the ‘manic’, ‘ecstatic’ sides of melancholy; but cardiacis in the
38

Cf. Problem 30.1, 953b27 cited above, p. 103.
This location of melancholy is also mentioned by Caelius Aurelianus, Chronic Affections i. 6.183.
39
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Latin text has so far defied a satisfactory explanation.40 It seems that it
makes sense in relation to what in Greek medicine was sometimes called
‘cardiac’ disease, where kárdia refers not to the heart, but to the ‘mouth
of the stomach’41, which is exactly what Diocles (in F 109 VDE; below, p.
281) mentioned as the location of the inflammation giving rise to the disorders mentioned under melancholy.42 A similar association is found in a
passage in Celsus, On Medicine iii. 19.1:
His morbis praecipue contrarium est id genus quod kardiakon a Graecis nominatur;
quamvis saepe ad eum phrenetici transeunt … id autem nihil aliud est quam nimia
imbecillitas corporis quod stomacho languente immodico sudore digeritur.
The most opposite of these diseases (i.e. three forms of insanity, that is, phrenîtis,
melancholy, delirium), is the kind which the Greeks call ‘cardiac’, even though
people suffering from phrenîtis often slip into this … However, it is nothing but an
extreme weakness of the body that is worne out by excessive sweating as a result of
pain in the stomach.

Celsus’ denial of the ‘mental’ nature of the ‘cardiac’ disease seems to
correspond to Galen’s statement that Diocles did not mention any ‘mental’ problems in relation to the disease he describes, although it is not
clear that they have the same concept in mind, for Celsus distinguishes
‘cardiac’ disease from melancholy as a disease in its own right. Clearly,
Celsus works with a different classification, for his concept of melancholy, too, is predominantly seen as ‘depressive’ (tristitia, 30.18.17). He
also mentions that phrenîtis may slip into cardiac disease; it thus seems
that he is distinguishing as separate diseases what earlier authors were
distinguishing as different types of one disease.
Galen’s typology in On the Affected Parts (see Appendix 1) is between
melancholy arising from black bile gathering in the brain, black bile
40

The translation by SCHÄUBLIN 1991, 85, ‘I have, however, grave doubts whether
one can attribute such a gift to those whose madness originates inside the body or the
brain (Ich habe allerdings meine schweren Zweifel, ob man eine solche Gabe denen
zuschreiben soll, deren Wahnsinn vom Innern des Körpers oder vom Gehirn herrührt)’
is insufficiently specific. Likewise unsatisfactory if PEASE’s comment (1920–23, 243):
‘the reason why Cicero (or his source) here combined cardiacis and phreneticis with
melancholici is doubtless this: liver, heart, and midriff had at one time or another been
regarded as special seats of life and intelligence … and the explanation of prophecy as
due to a disorder of one of these seats is denied by Quintus, who couples with his denial
an assertion that it is also not due to disorders of either of the others.’
41
On this morbus cardiacus see HARRIS 1973, 432–41; VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 209–11.
42
This is also in accordance with what is reported by the Anonymus Parisinus ch.
10 (p. 72, 3–12 GAROFALO = Diocles F 104 VDE) on Diocles’ views on cardiac disease,
that he did not recognise it as a disease in its own right but as an additional affection supervening on inflammations of vital parts of the body, especially the kárdia, i.e. the
mouth of the stomach; see the discussion by VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 208–11; and PIGEAUD
2006, 283–4.
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spreading through the body and black bile gathering in the belly or abdominal cavity (koilía). It is quite possible that this division reflects Rufus’ ideas – even if Rufus is not mentioned there. Galen’s third type corresponds to the type most prominently discussed by Rufus in FF 4–5, 7,
18 (and Diocles F 109). Later Arabic sources clearly work from this model when saying that Rufus discussed ‘only’ the hypochondriac type
(F 37), but this may be a later, anachronistic distortion; at any rate Rufus
mentions both ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ manifestations such as fear (F 11 § 2, F 13
§ 2, F 20 § 1), and it seems likely that, while focusing on the epigastric,
hypochondriac type, he was familiar with other types as well.
A further relevant typology of melancholy based on a different criterion is the distinction between ‘natural’ (perhaps even congenital) vs.
acquired melancholy, which is attributed to Rufus in F 11 § 22, with the
mathematician and the ascetic as famous examples of the latter type. As
the word krâsis indicates, Rufus is talking here of a constitution (not just
of an incidental disease) that as it were predisposes the melancholic to a
variety of problems. The idea that one can acquire such a constitution by
eating and drinking patterns and by a specific life-style is a logical corollorary of ancient dietetic theory, and as such it can be traced to the Hippocratic work On Regimen. Its specific application to melancholy, too,
has a background in philosophical discussions, for it corresponds to Plato’s observation that ‘a man becomes tyrannical in the strict sense when
he becomes prone to drinking, sex and melancholy either by nature or by
activities or by both ( "  […]   μ ,     #
 ,       μ   μ  μ   
!  " ! μ  "   .)’ (Republic ix. 573c7–9). Aristotle also seems to make a distinction between ‘natural’ and ‘habituated’ melancholy, with their different degrees of curability, in his discussion of akrasía (‘lack of self-control’) in Nicomachean Ethics 1152a27–
33, where Aristotle considers different types of akrasía, ‘impetuousness’
(propéteia), which is behaviour devoid of rational deliberation, and
‘weakness’ (asthéneia), which does involve deliberation but where the
individual is unable to keep to his deliberation. The melancholics are
mentioned here by Aristotle as prototypical of the first type; but he seems
to make a further sub-distinction within this category between those who
are impetuous by nature and those who are impetuous by habit, saying
that the former are more difficult to cure than the latter.43
43

For a discussion of the interpretative difficulties of this passage see VAN DER EIJK
2005, 150; DEMONT 2005, 284. On akrasía as a result of habituation see Nichomachean
Ethics 1114a1–29. A further parallel in this connection can be found between Rufus
F 11 § 23 and a passage in the Peripatetic Magna Moralia 1203b1–2.
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Psychosomatic Interaction
In his discussion of the three types of melancholy in On the Affected
Parts iii. 10 (see Appendix 1), Galen explains a number of psychological
symptoms by reference to sumpátheia, ‘co-affection’, between the stomach and the brain through the physical connection of the nerves. Another
term Galen uses in this connection is prtopátheia, which denotes that a
specific bodily part is primarily affected, even though others may be affected too.44 Clearly, these concepts come very close to our modern understanding of psychosomatic interaction. As so often, the scantiness of
pre-Galenic evidence makes it difficult to determine how innovative Galen was in using these terms in this specific medical sense or whether he
adopted an already existing usage; and conversely, when later writers
seem to attribute the notion to pre-Galenic medical writers, it is difficult
to determine whether they retroject a Galenic term to an earlier writer.
Yet there is some evidence to suggest that the terms were used in late
first and early second century AD medicine (though perhaps not in such a
technical sense as by Galen).45 As far as Rufus is concerned, the verb
prtopatheîn is attributed to him in F 11 § 1 in what seems to pretend to
be a verbatim account; and the mechanism of sumpátheia certainly seems
to be alluded to in F 8 § 1 in the phrase ‘that the head is connected to the
stomach’, and in F 8 § 3, where the term is not mentioned but implied in
the statement that diseases of the head such as ‘phrenîtis’ can be caused
by a large quantity of bile in the stomach.
44

These terms are defined by Galen in the beginning of the work at i. 3 (viii. 30–31
K) and applied throughout; in relation to ‘diseases of the head’, they are mentioned at
the beginning of chapter iii. 10 (viii. 179 K).
45
The verb prtopatheîn (a present, not an aorist) is attested for Soranus (Gynaecia
iii. 38), and for the surgical writer Heliodorus (in Oribasius, Medical Collections
46.7.4), both of whom are to be dated to the late first or early second century AD.
Sumpátheia, sumpáschein and sumpatheîn (again, a present not an aorist) have of course
a wide range of usages; they are used in medical context in Soranus (Gynaecia i. 15;
i. 63) and in Aretaeus, On the Causes and Signs of Chronic Diseases i. 5.4, in a description of a very similar affection to the epigastric melancholy discussed by Diocles and
Rufus: ‘If the cause remains in the hypochondriac regions, it collects about the diaphragm, and the bile passes upwards, or downwards in cases of melancholy. But if it
also affects the head through co-affection, and the abnormal irritability of temper
change to laughter and joy for the greater part of their life, these become mad rather
from the increase of the disease than from change of the affection. (  μ'  .
$  μμ,  !, μ) &  "  , )    (  
  μ  0 .
' )  (  μ   , ) μ  *
  - # μ     ) (  &  & / , " '
μ , %, -  μ+     .)’ (tr. ADAMS 1856, 54, slightly
modified).
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Diagnosis and Understanding of the Disease
Classification of a disease into different types begs the question of the
methodology of its diagnosis – and this brings us to the epistemological
and methodological issue we mentioned at the beginning of this paper,
namely the understanding and conceptualisation of melancholy, its determination on the basis of symptoms, and so on. Does Rufus have anything to say on the methods he uses for this, or can we only distil this implicitly from his works?
The problem here is that the evidence is not only fragmentary but also
not free from apparent contradictions – which may be the result of unreliable reporting by the source-authors. In F 5, preserved in Isq ibn Imrn, Rufus is first quoted for saying that his account is ‘reliable’ and puts
the reader in a good position ‘to comprehend all those symptoms present
in those suffering from this disease which we have not mentioned in this
work.’ (§§ 1–2) This is somewhat ambiguous, as it is unclear whether it
refers to an understanding of the reason(s) why melancholics (sometimes) display the (additional) symptoms they may display (as the verb
fahima ‘to comprehend’ seems to indicate) or whether it refers to a diagnostic method that allows the observer to recognise the presence of the
disease on the basis of the symptoms he has read in Rufus’ work (which
would serve as diagnostic clues); on the latter interpretation, it looks like
a statement of the principle of ‘transition from the similar to the similar’
known from Empiricist medicine, or at any rate a method of inference
from the known to the unknown.46
However this may be, the comment of the reporting author in the next
section of F 5 is that, according to Rufus, ‘the symptoms of the disease
can hardly be ascertained or elucidated to their full extent [tak du an l
tubla a mud h wa-l y ala ilaih ]’, the reason being that ‘the way in
which the soul is affected is hidden, because the substance of the soul is
concealed and difficult to perceive, and it is unclear how one47 arrives at
a knowledge of the choices of the soul, and how one comes to measure
whether thinking is good or bad, whether imagination is sound or not …
All this is subject to disagreement.’ To readers of Galen, this scepticism
46

See the contribution by NUTTON above pp. 149–50.
Following the manuscript, GARBERS reads taarrufih (lit. ‘its knowing’), and interprets this as referring to the substance of the soul: ‘how the (substance of soul) knows
the decisions of the soul [wie die (Seelensubstanz) die Entscheidungen der Seele erkennt]’. This, however, is clearly unsatisfactory. A small conjecture, reading marifa
() instead of taarrufih (), restores the necessary meaning; in the whole expression li-af i marifati tiy r ti n-nafsi (lit. ‘because of the obscurity of the knowledge
of the choices of the soul’) marifati is a subjective, and itiy r ti an objective genitive.
47
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regarding the possibility of knowing the soul’s essence sounds very familiar, and one suspects that we are not reading Rufus here but a later
Galenically inspired rationalisation. Only in § 7 do we find the name of
Rufus mentioned again, where he is said to have discussed only one of
the three kinds of melancholy; Rufus apparently confined himself to the
hypochondriac type, and he was confident that on the basis of this people
would be able to identify the other types (cf. F 11 § 17).
A similar ambivalence occurs in another fragment that is relevant in
methodological respect, F 11, the most sizeable fragment, preserved in
Aëtius of Amida. Unfortunately, there are considerable philological problems here. First, the word Rhoúphou (‘Of Rufus’) printed at the beginning is absent from most manuscripts; and if it is not accepted in the text,
it is uncertain where exactly the report of his views starts.48 There is a
further difficulty at the end of the fragment: Pormann’s §§ 26–8 (following Olivieri) are printed by Daremberg-Ruelle after § 21, with §§ 22–5
then following after § 28;49 and this is also the order of the sections in the
discussion ‘On Melancholy from the works of Galen, Rufus, and
Posidonius’ printed in vol. 19 of Kühn.50 This alternative arrangement
makes good sense, for the remark about the origin of the disease leads on
organically to the question of the different orgins, which seems to offer a
more coherent sequence of thought than the order in the CMG text.
As to the contents of the fragment, §§ 1–2 stress the difficulty of stating ‘the causes of all the symptoms accompanying each individual case’,
since ‘most of them present great difficulty (aporían gàr polln échei tà
pleîsta)’.51 This could be related to what was said in F 5 § 3 about the impossibility of ‘ascertaining or elucidating’ the symptoms to their full extent.52 But it comes as a bit of a surprise to read in the immediately following F 11 § 3 that for most (tôn pleíst n) of the symptoms it is ‘not
difficult (ou chalepón)’ for the doctor to find the cause. One way of saving Rufus from inconsistency here would be to take, as Flashar has suggested, §§ 1–2 as Aëtius’ introduction and to let Rufus’ text start at § 3;
but the sequence pánt n mèn oûn … tà dè pleîsta makes that rather unlikely (unless Aëtius has created confusion in rewriting the text). Another
way in which the apparent contradiction could perhaps be resolved, or at
48

See FLASHAR 1966, 86.
On this problem see FLASHAR 1966, 86–7 and DANDREY 2005, p. 121 n. 1.
50
On the status of this material see DANDREY 2005, 241–50.
51
Cf. Galen’s observation (cited below in Appendix 1 below, p. 281) that it was
‘difficult’ for Diocles to state the causes of the psychological symptoms of melancholy.
52
‘… tak du an l tubla a mud h [sc. al-ar i] wa-l yala ilaih ’. This difficult expression literally means: ‘the extent of which [i.e. the symptoms] is hardly
reached, and one hardly arrives at them’.
49
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least softened, would be to give full weight to the distinction between
‘all’ in § 1 (cf. ‘to their full extent’ in F 5 § 3) and ‘most’ here in § 3. And
perhaps there is a further distinction implied between the reference in § 1
to ‘accompanying symptoms’ (parepoménn) and the reference in § 3 to
‘most symptoms’, although it is not explicitly stated what this difference
is. Perhaps it is that ‘accompanying symptoms’ may or may not be
present and are therefore harder to account for than symptoms that occur
necessarily.53
However this may be, any epistemological caution that may be present
at the beginning disappears very quickly in the subsequent paragraphs of
the fragment: Rufus optimistically proceeds in §§ 3–17 to explain a
whole range of different symptoms (including some psychological ones
rather similar to those that were said to be ‘obscure’ in F 5 § 4) and concludes in § 17 that ‘On the basis of this, it is easy for anybody to give the
reasons of the rest of the symptoms (tôn loipôn sumptmátn) as well’.
True, it does not say ‘all the other symptoms’; but tôn loipôn sumptmátn sounds rather exhaustive. Perhaps Rufus’ point is just a rather commonsensical one: that explaining all the symptoms that may or may not
present themselves in every single case is impossible; but that explaining
the symptoms that accompany the disease for the most part is not difficult, and that it becomes easier if one proceeds from the known to the unknown along the lines indicated in the fragment.
A similar combination of an awareness of the seriousness and difficulty of the physician’s job with a confidence that it is not an impossible
or hopeless task is found in §§ 26–8 of the same fragment F 11, where
Rufus stresses the importance for treatment of knowing the origin of the
disease – and this is, on the revised arrangement, logically followed by
the distinction between congenital and acquired melancholy in §§ 22–5.
It ties in with Rufus’ frequently recurring insistence on the importance of
recognising symptoms at a very early stage, with a view to therapeutic
intervention stopping the disease from spreading and becoming too difficult to cure (F 14; cf. also F 13). The difficulty of such early recognition
is stressed in F 15. Rufus does not tell us explicitly (at least not in the
material that survives) how one should recognise these signs; but most of
53

The expression occurs in Erotian’s Lexicon (F 33, line 32) and in Galen, On the
Causes of Symptoms (vii. 250 K) and could refer to symptoms that may (but need not
necessarily) follow on others; but no definition to this effect is given. Of the two examples given in the Rufus fragment (F 11 § 2), the second one about why some people
are afraid of their relatives and others of all people, seems to suit this specialised meaning; but the first example of pursuing what is dangerous and avoiding what is good is
less obviously accidental. And in the examples that follow in §§ 4–17, there are likewise cases which do not apply universally or for the most part – e.g. § 7: ‘some (énioi)’.
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the symptoms he mentions (FF 14, 21, 28, 29) are visible ones, and there
is little physiological speculation.54
All this is epistemologically not particularly profound, and it confirms
the picture of Rufus as a practical, hands on physician, whose fame –
already in antiquity – was based first and foremost on his clinical and
therapeutic competence. Yet as this contribution has tried to show, that
does not mean that Rufus was unaware of the philosophical tradition of
thinking on melancholy or of theoretical issues surrounding its understanding and classification. It is rather that Rufus simply does not seem to
reflect on philosophical issues or conceptual problems as such, and when
he adopts methodological or epistemological principles and procedures,
he does so by applying them implicitly rather than discussing them
explicitly.
In this respect, the difference with Galen could hardly have been
greater. Yet for all his emphatic insistence on methodology and on the
distinction between soul and body, Galen appears to have added very
little to Rufus’ clinically as well as therapeutically impressive account of
melancholy – of which Galen was very well aware, as F 3 testifies. And
although, strikingly, Rufus is nowhere mentioned in the relevant chapters
of Galen’s On the Affected Parts, it is quite possible that most of what we
read there – see Appendix 1 below – builds in essence on Rufus’ On
Melancholy.

54

Except in FF 21 and 28 which speak of bile moving to the brain, and bile affecting the blood. But these are causal explanations, not diagnostic observations.

Melancholy in the Medieval World
The Christian, Jewish, and Muslim Traditions
PETER E PORMANN
  
Crazy is the man of spirit
Hosea 9: 7
μ μ    
We are fools for Christ’s sake
Corinthians I, 4:10

Melancholy in the Middle Ages is an enormous subject. Jews, Christians,
and Muslims were all at some time under the spell of melancholy. Notions of black bile, of melancholic dispositions, of madness and other
mental disorders being linked to, or caused by, melancholy abound in the
various literatures and languages.1 In the Christian tradition, melancholy
was linked to one of the seven deadly sins, the sin of sloth, and could be
used – in a somewhat metaphorical way – to explain the Fall of Man, the
original sin. The Jewish physician Maimonides (d. 1204) treated the
Egyptian Sultan al-Af al who suffered from melancholy, of which he
give an account in his ‘medical swansong’. Moreover, such Muslim
luminaries as Avicenna (d. 1037) and Averroës (d. 1198) discussed the
subject in their medical works, and it acquired great importance in the
hospital care of tenth-century Baghdad.
The name of Rufus himself was famous throughout the period, especially since both Galen (d. c. 216) and Is q ibn Imrn (d. c. 903–9)
praised him as the most important author on the subject (FF 3–4).
Through Constantine the African’s anonymous translation and paraphrase, Is q’s work and the references to Rufus which it contains became known in the Latin medieval world as well.2 Many other medical
authors such as ar-Rz (d. 925), Avicenna, and Averroës were translated
into Latin as well, and therefore a constant interchange of ideas took
place between the different shores of the Mediterranean.3 Whilst the
concept of melancholy, heavily influenced by Rufus’ work, was familiar
not only to the intellectual elite, but also the common crowd, Rufus had
begun to become a symbol, the name of a famous physician. That both
1
2
3

The classical study of this subject is KLIBANSKY et al. 1964.
GARBERS 1977.
See AKASOY et al. 2007.
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Rufus and melancholy had penetrated the popular register by the late
fourteenth century can be illustrated by two quotations from Chaucer. In
the first, from the prologue, the physician is described as being well
versed in the works of certain Graeco-Roman, and Arabo-Islamic
physicians.
With us ther was a Doctour of Phisik
In al this world ne was ther noon hym lik
To speke of phisik and surgerye, …
Wel knew he the olde Esculapius,
And Deyscorides, and eek Rufus,
Olde Ypocras, Haly, and Galyen,
Serapion, Razis, and Avycen,
Averrois, Damascien, and Constantyn,
Bernard, and Gatesden, and Gilbertyn.4

For Chaucer, Rufus was one of the great physicians such as Hippocrates
and Galen, or ar-Rz and Avicenna (Ibn Sn). We shall shortly see that
his name also enjoyed great fame in the Arabic-speaking medieval world.
Chaucer’s interest in medicine extended also to the concept of melancholy more generally.5 For instance in the Nun’s Priest’s Tale, Pertelote
(the noble hen) chides her cockerel hero Chauntecleer for being afraid of
nightmares which he had the night before. When doing so, she explains
the objects of his fears in terms of humoral pathology:
Right as the humour of malencolie
Causeth ful many a man in sleep to crie
For feere of blake beres, or boles blake.6

The last verse, full of alliterations and assonance, paints a bleak picture
of fears of black bears (beres) and bulls (boles), caused by black bile. We
find a similar physiological explanation of mental delusions in Rufus.7
Therefore both Rufus and melancholy were very much part of Chaucer’s world of ideas and reflect trends and tendencies in late medieval
England. It is, of course, beyond the scope of this essay to give a comprehensive account or even a history of melancholy as an intellectual
concept throughout the Middle Ages. Rather, the focus will be on a number of salient examples, vignettes, so to speak, which will allow the reader to appreciate how pervasive this idea proved to be in the Christian,
Jewish, and Muslim imagination. We shall begin with some general ideas
about melancholy, and move to more specific examples where Rufus is
credited by name for his input.
4
5
6
7

General Prologue, vv. 411–434 (p. 30 Riverside Chaucer, 3rd ed.).
See HEFFERNAN 1995.
vv. 4123–5 (p. 255 Riverside Chaucer, 3rd ed.).
F 11 §§ 3–7; see also the commentary.
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Melancholy and Monasticism
In the later Middle Ages, some theologians linked melancholy to the sin
of sloth, or acedia, one of the seven deadly sins.8 The idea that mental
apathy, the laziness of the mind, is a dangerous temptation which, like a
disease, needs to be diagnosed and treated, goes back to Evagrius Ponticus (d. 399), one of the fathers of Egyptian monasticism.9 According to
him, acedia is the mental weariness which potentially befalls monks
when they carry out their chores, or are engaged in monotonous prayer or
recitation of scripture; temptation is especially great in the midday heat,
and Evagrius describes the attack in the following terms:
* 7   μ, ) 1 μ  μ2  8,  ; μ !1
· 1 ! μ/ < μ<  1 -   , 8 / 0
0 +9 μ - '  . 1 ; μ/ 2 %  5   8
  $  ,    0 #μ . "  / ; 5 2 .   1 7   ! 5 ! , <  #:
!    7 !    , […] 1  7 7 , 
μ, 3 7     2 ' μ;· 1 5 2 0  μ   8 μ 0 &  4 ( μ2 0  6 2  .
The demon of acedia, also called ‘midday demon’, is the most oppressive of all
demons. He attacks the monk about the fourth hour and besieges his soul until the
eighth hour. First he makes the sun appear sluggish and immobile, as if the day had
fifty hours. Then he causes the monk continually to look at the windows and forces
him to dash out of his cell and to gaze at the sun to see how far it still is from the
ninth hour […] He [the demon] presents the time of his life as long, holding before
the monk’s eye all the hardships of his ascetic life. Thus the demon employs all the
wiles so that the monk may leave his cell and flee from the race-course.10

The terms ‘midday demon ( μ μ  μ)’ and akdía both
occur in the psalms, at least in the Greek translation of the Old Testament, the Septuagint. In the case of the former, the received text of the
Hebrew Bible as we have it today does not contain any reference to the
‘midday demon’, and this is one of the many cases, where the translation
in the Septuagint, reflecting a different Hebrew original, had an important
impact on the later tradition.11 The Greek word akdía, and the verb de8

A collection of testimonies is conveniently presented in appendix A of WENZEL
1967, 191–4.
9
BUNGE 1983, 1991; AUGST 1988; KONSTANTINOVSKY 2008.
10
On the Eight Sinful Thoughts (xl. 1273, ed. MIGNE); tr. WENZEL 1967, 5 (modified).
11
At Psalm 90 (91): 6; this clear discrepancy here between the text of the Septuagint
and that of the Hebrew bible is also reflected in the two Latin versions, made from the
Septuagint (iuxta LXX) and the Hebrew (iuxta Hebraeos) respectively. The former has
‘ab incursu, et daemonio meridiano (by an incident or the noonday demon)’ ( 2
μμ 1 μ μ  μ9); and the latter ‘a pernicie quae uastat
meridie (by the disaster which which strikes at noon)’ (     , lit.: ‘from de-
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rived from this noun, akdiân, appear a number of times in the psalms in
the sense of ‘sorrow’ and suffering from ‘sorrow’.12 It was, however,
Evagrius who gave akdía its specific meaning as mental sloth. He classified it as one of the eight ‘thoughts (logismoi)’, a systematical list of
temptations, which was later transformed into the notion of the seven
deadly sins. The constant reading and recitation of the psalms in the
monasteries may have inspired Evagrius to develop this notion of mental
apathy and weariness.
At the other end of the Christian world and slightly later, St Jerome (d.
420), too, linked melancholy to certain monastic practices. In a letter to
the monk Rusticus (later to become bishop of Narbonne, d. 461), St
Jerome lists examples of people who, although belonging to a monastery,
do not lead a truly monastic life. Some are arrogant, and hardly renounce
their secular ways; but then another class exists:
Sunt qui humore cellarum, immoderatisque ieiuniis, taedio solitudinis, ac nimia lectione, dum diebus ac noctibus auribus suis personant, uertuntur in melancholiam, et
Hippocratis magis fomentis, quam nostris monitis indigent.
There are [certain monks] who, because of the humidity [humor] of their cells, unrestrained fasting, their dreary solitude, and excessive reading which fills their ears
day and night with sound, fall into melancholy, and require the poultices of a Hippocrates rather than our admonitions.13

One can easily see how the excesses of monastic practice, perpetuated
over a long period of time, can lead to certain delusional states. Religious
ecstasy, after all, is a state which can resemble madness.14 Moreover, the
fight to remain on the straight path under tremendous stress and depravations – frequent concomitants of coenobitic routine – can easily be conceived as the fight against the demons of temptation. Was not Jesus himself, when fasting in the desert, tempted by the devil?
Towards the end of the Middle Ages, St Antonino (d. 1459) and Girolamo Visconti, the Dominican inquisitor (d. c. 1477), discussed melancholic frenzy in a monastic setting at great length, and the latter went
even so far as to develop techniques to distinguish between melancholy
caused by natural factors (such as black bile), and that caused by supernatural ones such as demons.15 In the religious art of the late fifteenth
struction [qee] which devastates [y ] at noon’). The different underlying original
which the Septuagint appears to render is probably   (w- ; lit.: ‘and demon’).
12
In Ps 118 (119): 28, akdía translates Hebrew ‘  (sorrow)’.
13
Letter 125, § 16; Patrologia Latina xxii. 1082; see also KLIBANSKY et al. 1964, p.
76; and BRANN 2002, 38.
14
DOLS 1992, ch. 13.
15
BRANN 2002, 33–5; for Martin Luther’s though about the link of melancholy and
temptation by the devil, see SCHLEINER 1991, 66–72.
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century, we also find monks being besieged by demons or the devil himself, notably St Anthony (fl. 300), the founder of monasticism who appears in a melancholic pose in the Temptation of St Anthony produced in
Hieronymus Bosch’s workshop.16
There are, to be sure, certain echoes of Rufus’ description of melancholy in the akdía depicted by Evagrius and his successors. Although
black bile and melancholy are generally associated with the cardinal
qualities of cold and dry, Rufus states specifically that ‘excess of heat
[…] renders the humours black, just as the sun blackens fruits and human
bodies’, thus providing an analogy with the sun.17 St Jerome lists ‘excessive reading (nimia lectio)’ as one of the causes for monastic melancholy,
and here again, a parallel with Rufus’ idea of excessive thinking leading
to delusions is immediately obvious.18 Finally, Rufus records the case of
the ascetic who succumbs to melancholy in his Case Notes.19 Although it
is impossible to prove a generic link between Rufus’ ideas and the notion
of monastic melancholy, the parallels are quite striking.
Melancholy and the Fall of Man
A monastic of quite a different kind was Hildegard of Bingen (d. 1179),
an extraordinary woman in many regards. She is known as a prophetess
and saint, but also as a theologian and medical practitioner. And she is
one of the very few medieval women physicians whose fame endured the
centuries.20 In her major work on medical theory, called Causes and
Cures (Causae et Curae), she links the ailment of melancholy to the fall
of man.21 Her clinical description of melancholy echoes that of Rufus:
Multitotiens etiam melancolia in homine exsurgit et quendam fumigantem fumum in
eo diffundit, qui uenas et sanguinem et carnem illius tam diu contrahit, usque dum
per corpus illius se diffundere desistit, scilicet usque dum cessat.
Melancholy often rises up in man and spreads a vapourous smoke [fumigans fumus]
throughout him; it contracts his veins, blood, and flesh for such a long time, until it
stops being spread throughout his body, that is to say until it ceases.22

16

See CLAIR 2005, p. 64, no. 8.
F 11 § 21.
18
FF 34, 36.
19
See F 70 and commentary. A similar idea is expressed by Isq ibn Imrn; see
appendix 2.
20
See GREEN 1999, and also MOULINIER 1995.
21
See KLIBANSKY et al. 1964, 78–80.
22
ed. KAISER 1903, p. 145, lines 18–22.
17
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This passage seems to combine two ideas which probably go back to Rufus: that melancholy is spread by vapours; and that melancholy can penetrate the whole body. Isq ibn Imrn explicitly says that in the case of
hypochondriac melancholy, vapours rise from the stomach into the brain,
where they damage the cognitive faculties.23 And in the tripartite division
of melancholy to which Galen adhered, we find general melancholy:
black bile penetrates the whole body. Both Galen and Isq owe a great
deal to Rufus, and we therefore find echoes of him in the passage quoted
above.
Hildegard continues to argue that an overabundance of bile is often
the cause of melancholy. Bile, however, did not always have this deleterious effect, but was transformed by man’s original sin, as she explains:
Antequam Adam diuinum praeceptum transgrederetur, quod modo fel in homine est,
in eo ut cristallus lucebat et gustum bonorum operum in se habebat; et quod nunc
etiam melancolia est in homine, in eo ut aurora fulgebat et scientiam et perfectionem
bonorum operum in se habebat. Cum autem Adam transgressus est, splendor innocentiae in eo obscuratus est, et oculi eius qui prius caelestia uidebant, extincti sunt,
et fel immutatum est in amaritudinem et melancolia in nigredinem impietatis, atque
totus in alium modum mutatus est.
Before Adam disobeyed the divine commandment, the bile that existed in man
shone in him like a crystal and had the taste of good works; and what now is melancholy in man, radiated like dawn and had the knowledge and perfection of good
works in it. Yet when Adam disobeyed, the glow of innocence darkened in him, and
his eyes, which previously beheld the heavenly beings, were now extinguished. And
the bile was transformed into bitterness [amaritudo], and melancholy into the blackness of sinfulness [impietas], and he was completely changed into something else.24

Here again, one is struck by the certain similarities with Rufus. The latter
conceived of both black bile and melancholy as being twofold. Black bile
can be natural or noxious, and melancholy innate or acquired.25 Through
certain processes such as burning or stirring, a harmless humour becomes
harmful.26
Hildegard further develops this idea of black bile leading to sin
elsewhere:
Et haec melancolia nigra est et amara et omne malum efflat ac interdum etiam infirmitatem ad cerebrum et ad cor quasi uenas ebullire facit atque tristitiam et dubietatem totius consolationis parat, ita quod homo nullum gaudium habere potest, quod
ad supernam uitam et ad consolationem praesentis uitae pertinet. Haec autem melancolia naturalis est omni homini de prima suggestione diaboli, quoniam homo prae23

Ed. GARBERS 1977, p. 19 (tr.) and fol. 95b, lines 15–ult (text); see also below, p.

190.
24
25
26

ibid. p. 145, lines 27–37.
See above, pp. 6–7.
F 11 §§ 24–5; F 67 § 20; F 71 § 3.
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ceptum dei transgressus est in cibo pomi. Et de hoc cibo eadem melancolia in Adam
et in omni genere eius creuit atque omnem pestem in hominibus excitat.
This melancholy [the disease of melancholy] is black and bitter, and breathes out all
evil and sometimes [it] even [breathes] sickness into the brain and heart, as if it
made the veins boil. It brings sadness and doubt about any sort of solace, so much so
that man cannot have any joy relating to the next life or solace about his present existence. This natural melancholy exists in each man since the first temptation by the
devil, because of which man disobeyed the commandment of god by eating the
apple. As a result of this food, the same melancholy grew in Adam as it did in all his
race; it roused all ruin in man.27

These two texts show that Hildegard wanted to explain the fall of man,
symbolised by the eating of an apple from the tree of knowledge, in
humoral terms. Bile (fel) was a crystal-like and noble humour, which
‘tasted of good works’. In the act of the original sin, however, its shining
nature is turned into darkness, and it causes all ruin in man (‘omnem
pestem in hominibus excitat’). But not only was beneficial bile turned
into a vicious humour through Adam’s act for generations to come,
Adam himself is transformed by his wickedness:
Cum enim Adam diuinum praeceptum praeuaricatus est, in ipso momento melancolia in sanguine eius coagulata est, ut splendor recedit, cum lumen extinguitur, et ut
stuppa ardens et fumigans foetendo remanet. Et sic factum est in Adam […] quoniam diabolus in casu Adae melancoliam in ipso conflauit, quae hominem aliquando
dubium et incredulum parat.
For in the very moment when Adam transgressed the divine commandment, melancholy curdled in his blood; just like brightness recedes, when the light is extinguished; and just like a wick is left burning and emitting a stinking smoke. Thus it
happened to Adam […] that when Adam fell the devil breathed melancholy into
him, which at times causes man to doubt and disbelieve.

Just as the acedia of the monks threatened their belief, so does the melancholy in man which resulted from his fall. At the end of this essay, we
shall encounter a concrete example of Rufus’ ideas on melancholy being
used to argue that God does not exist. First, however, let us turn to another physician, not a Christian one as in the case of Hildegard, but a Jew.
Maimonides and the Melancholic Sultan
Ab Imrn Ms ibn Maimn, better known to Europeans as Maimonides (d. 1204), is without doubt the greatest and most influential medieval Jewish thinker. Born in Cordova in 1135, he migrated via Fez and
27

ibid. p. 38, lines 27–37.
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Acre to Fus  (Old Cairo), where he settled in 1165.28 He had a distinguished career as leader of the Jewish community (naqb), and was court
physician to Sal ad-D n (Saladin, r. 1169–93) and his son al-Af al. The
latter was ousted by Saladin’s younger brother al- dil, who seized the
reins of power in 1200, to become al-Malik al- dil I. Al-Af al suffered
from melancholy, and we are particularly well informed about Maimonides’ approach to his famous patient’s illness, since the latter asked the
former on two occasions to put down his medical advice in writing. In
the first instance, Maimonides composed a treatise On the Regimen of
Health (F Tadbr a-ia) at the sultan’s behest.29 After a preamble, it
contains four chapters, the first, second and fourth containing more general advice, and the third being entitled: ‘On the Regimen of Our Master
in Particular According to the Symptoms of which He Complains (/&- ;
)9! ; B MB/,B T. * L9 B :" )=9 )’.30 In the preamble, Maimonides
mentions the following symptoms:
/ I 4 . U ?)-) =A ;( H)! = 8A : D) U,B / @ ; T/U +& B 0 9! )=9 S@ […] Q9/ B / IU
5@ ; 3< 8 9 ; -U 6 B /& 8@U D9 2 9U K)&BU +HJ C/! U +' D) U,B 1 ; E- - S@
D) 9 B
The messenger […] relates that our Master complains of the dryness of his stools
which are often so hard that they cannot be moved except with effort. He also mentions the occasional occurrence of melancholy, evil thoughts, desire for solitude, and
foreboding of death. In addition, he has had much indigestion and most of the time
his digestion is feeble.

At the beginning of chapter three, Maimonides summarises his diagnosis
and approach to treatment as follows:
+HJ C/@ D- 9 P)B WSV@ 4&) 2 B 0 : U +$& +& B S9! S@ 9 + B /&- QU@ S@ :" ?),B 312#@ D) / B 7 5! BU CH> BU +H/ B C/! BU +'! B E- GBUJ,B J-!U N>,B -U O) - BU *" B : A : / B-
32
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The physicians agree that it is foremost in the regimen of health for the stools to be
soft. Whenever the stools become dry, and all the more so if they are retained, very
evil vapours are generated, ascend to the heart and the brain, corrupt the humours,
perturb the pneumas, produce melancholy, evil thoughts, stupefaction and aversion

28

Literature about the life and work of Maimonides abound. Recent general works
include DAVIDSON 2005 and SEESKIN 2005; both works contain further literature. See also
KOETSCHET 2006–7.
29
Edited and translated into German by KRONER 1923–5; translated into English by
BAR-SELA et al. 1964; unless otherwise stated, this English translation is cited here.
30
ed. KRONER 1924, 61–70; tr. BAR-SELA et al. 1964, 23–7.
31
2#@] A2; A1, KRONER: 2#B.
32
ed. KRONER 1924, 61.
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to activity, and impede the egress of the superfluities of all the digestions. It is therefore proper to strive to the utmost to keep the stools soft.33

Like Rufus (F 6 § 4, F 11 § 10), Maimonides insists on the connection
between melancholy and digestion, the quality of which is visible in the
stool. And the therapeutical principles which Maimonides invokes could
come straight out of F 11. The same is true for the rationale which Maimonides invokes for prescribing medication, and notably ‘two syrups and
an electuary’:
D* M , ? .! % M?E6 ? A*'? 5 8 M LF( 2 + M J( ? GM* 5 = 5 #=M &M 2 8 #9?E IM# 4!* ? (=
[…] B#6 ? 1M %" ? 1 2 + M F( ? D* M
<?E6 ?M 3 ? C* M <# '?M A( ? 8 8 ? %?( ? A6 ? O6 M […] ?( / ? 4! 6  […] 8 # ? @?* ? # =M
34
<?) ? B;" * ;M 0* <?* ?M
One of the two syrups should be taken regularly, in all seasons; its actions are to clarify the blood, remove its turbidity and cleanse it of the melancholic vapours, dilate
the spirit, gladden, expand the chest, and remove the dejection and the anxiety referred to. […]
[…] the second syrup […] will soften the stools greatly, and […] will strengthen the
expulsive faculty that is in the stomach and the intestines, expel the phlegm and the
black and yellow bile with ease, but will not harm the organs of nourishment.35

Maimonides also advocates ‘psychic’ remedies, such as listening to music, but also the perusal of works of philosophy, because they can provide
calm and rest from anxieties and worries.
The second letter, probably written by Maimonides after 1200, since
its opening does not mention any regal attributes of al-Afal, contains
‘answers to personal questions’, addressing specific issues which concerned the sultan.36 In it at one stage, Maimonides assures his patient that
he has experience in this area, saying:
38
?)  8 ? K6 ? 6 M #! # ? 7 > @* $: 37#! 6 # 4 H6 ? N* O* 4 - & # (M
By this [cure], I have already treated people of the same station as kings who
suffered from difficult melancholy which turns into mania, that is lionlike madness
[ un n sab ].39
33

tr. BAR-SELA et al. 1964, 23.
ed. KRONER 1924, 64.
35
tr. BAR-SELA et al. 1964, 24.
36
The Arabic title under which this epistle is generally known (‘Treatise in Elucidation of Some Accidents and the Response to it [Maq la f Bay n ba al-ar wa-alaw b anh ]’) and which occurs in one manuscript is misleading; the Hebrew 
    (‘Answers to personal questions’) is a much better description of the
content. See BAR-SELA et al. 1964, 8.
37
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38
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In it, he gives very detailed recommendations as to what al-Afal should
or should not do. Here again, parallels with Rufus’ recommendations
abound. Rufus thought wine to be an important remedy (F 40, §§ 9 and
18, F 63, F 65), if the patient can bear it. Not all types of wine, however,
are appropriate; as Rufus says: ‘In melancholy it is harmful to drink
much thick and dark wine, or acrid [var. ‘new’] wine’ (F 17 § 13). Maimonides gives similar advice:
/8 5 ' ). 9 / +/!/ / 3 ,8 […] %/ / 5/(/ $!/ & .  6(/ "/ '   0/!/
4/( / 7 & -* 0! , 12/!/  / % / 8. +/!/ !/ 8. 5/(/ #/ 8. 1!/  / 2  8 '2 8.
40
'(
The Wine: One should take that which is as white in colour as possible, of fine essence, of good taste […], of good odour and that which has aged for one year or
close to it. Beware of that which is intensely red, or thick of essence, or altered in
odour, or old and intensely bitter; one should not approach any of these kinds at
all.41

Thus Maimonides treated his famous melancholic patient according to
the principles laid down by Rufus and other Greek authorities. He does
not, however, mention our author by name, unlike many of his predecessor hailing from tenth-century Baghdad.
Rufus’ On Melancholy in Medieval Baghdad
There are certain texts which testify directly to the fact that a number of
important authors engaged actively with Rufus’ On Melancholy. These
encounters of Greek and Arabic thought took place in different ways, affecting not only medical theory and practice, but also philosophical and
theological debates. Since Rufus’ monograph is mentioned in all these
instances by name, the texts to be discussed here are all included in the
collection of fragments. They do, indeed, illustrate that Rufus enjoyed
great favour in tenth-century Bagdad.
When the Abbsids ousted the previous dynasty, the Umayyads, they
also decided to move the capital from Damascus to a new foundation
which they called ‘the City of Peace (Madnat as-Salm)’, but which was
generally known by the name of the small village next to which it was
build: Baghdad. The new capital rapidly developed into a gigantic metropolis, the population number rising to approximately half a million by the
mid-ninth century according to some estimates.42 Not only was Baghdad
40
41
42

ed. KRONER 1924, p. 45, lines 8–11.
tr. BAR-SELA et al 1964, 37.
LAPIDUS 2002, 56.
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the political and administrative centre of a vast empire, it also was a
beacon of cultural and philanthropic activity. It was here that many
known philosophical, scientific and medical Greek texts, including Rufus’ work On Melancholy, were translated into Arabic by a group of
Nestorian Christians.43 It was Baghdad, too, which witnessed the foundation of the first hospitals in the modern sense, that is to say institutions
which were secular in orientation and open to a wide public irrespective
of their creed; in which both the poor and the powerful sought treatment;
and where elite physicians not only looked after patients, but also carried
out research and trained the next generation of practitioners.44 These hospitals also developed important facilities for treating the mentally infirm,
among them those suffering from melancholy.
Isq ibn Imrn: the Theory of Melancholy
We know little about the life of Isq ibn Imrn, the author of a treatise
On Melancholy. Hailing from Baghdad, he served at the court of the last
member of the Alabid dynasty, Ziydat Allh III (r. 903–9), in Kairouan. Anecdotal evidence suggests that in a bout of frenzy this ruler had
Isq tortured to death. Be that as it may, the latter singles out Rufus of
Ephesus as the greatest authority on this topic (F 4 § 1). Consequently, he
draws heavily on this Greek author, although his approach is somewhat
idiosyncratic. Melancholy, Isq ibn Imrn explains, is brought about by
a humoral imbalance, and more specifically an excess of black bile. He
distinguishes somatic and psychological causes for this ailment. The
former include inappropriate diet; preexisting ailments and general weakness of the parts of the body; certain environmental conditions such as
location, temperature and time of the year; and finally sleep depravation.
Psychological factors which trigger the malady include violent emotions
such as anger, fear and shame; intense mental activities as for instance
reading heavy philosophical, complicated metaphysical, or intricate medical texts. He also warns of excessive study of astronomy and music.45
The loss of a beloved object or person, Imrn continues, can plunge one
into a deep melancholy as well.46 He then distinguishes three kinds of
melancholy: the hypochondriac variety, on which Rufus focuses, and two
others, both affecting the brain; one of the latter begins in the body as a
whole and rises from the feet to the brain; the other is simply located in
the brain. This tripartite division is similar to that found in Galen’s On
43

GUTAS 1997.
See PORMANN 2008a.
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See Appendix 2.
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For a late antique account about the ‘malady of love’ and its different Arabic versions, see BIESTERFELDT, GUTAS 1984.
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the Affected Parts (hypochondriac, encephalic, and general melancholy).
Moreover, as we have argued, it probably goes back to Rufus.47 Is q
continues to subdivide the two varieties of melancholy in the brain into
brain fever and stupidity, and animal rage and intense mood swings respectively. The hypochondriac kind is marked by intense fear, depression
and deep and futile thoughts. Is q ibn Imrn proceeds to describe different symptoms for these varieties, and gives numerous recipes against
the disease which we do not need to investigate in a detailed fashion.
More importantly, this short description of his approach shows to what
extent he is indebted to previous Greek medical theory: he uses Rufus,
but also other medical writers such as Diocles and Galen.
In the case of Is q ibn Imrn, it is particularly difficult to measure
the extent of his indebtedness to Rufus. He quotes Rufus by name and
presumably verbatim on small number of occasions, but Flashar had
already opined that much material contained in Imrn’s On Melancholy
may ultimately go back to Rufus, such as the notion of a corrupt melancholic vapour rising from the hypochondriac region to the brain.48 In any
case, Imrn’s own words testify to the fact that he valued Rufus greatly,
as did his near contemporary ar-Rz, who was perhaps the greatest medieval clinician.
Ar-Rz : putting Greek theory into practice
Ab Bakr Mu ammad ibn Zakary ar-Rz (d. 925) is the single most
important source of fragments from Rufus’ On Melancholy, which he excerpted eagerly in his Comprehensive Book (al-Kitb al- w ). This
alone is ample proof that he was extremely familiar with Rufus’ work.
One interesting question raised in recent scholarship is to what extent arRz’s acquaintance with Greek theory influenced his medical practice.
Cristina Álvarez-Millán has notably shown that ar-Rz’s Book of Experiences (Kitb at-Ta rib), a collection of case-notes rather than medical
experiments as the title would suggest, constitutes a precious source for
answering this question.49 Because there are no indications in his Book of
Experiences as to where he treated the patients mentioned in it, one can
only speculate where he carried out the consultations which he describes.
Since he was a hospital director, first in his native city of Rayy, and later
in Baghdad, and since he does mention his hospital practice in his Comprehensive Book as well as his Doubts about Galen, one might be in47
48
49

See Appendix 1, and F 5.
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clined to think that it was in the hospitals of Baghdad that he treated his
patients.
Be that as it may, the Book of Experiences contains a chapter entitled
‘On Melancholy and Other Kinds of Madness’, where we find some fascinating clinical notes.50 One case is that of a young man who ‘plucked
his beard and showed his anger by tearing out clay from the wall’. The
recommended treatment is the following: phlebotomise the basilic vein;
if the blood which comes out of it is black, let it run until it turns red; if it
is red from the beginning, stop the process immediately; then let the patient drink the ‘epithyme decoction’ and apply violet oil to the head. Epithyme and phlebotomy are also the basic remedies which Rufus recommended and used.51
Another case is that of a woman who speaks in a confused way,
laughs excessively and has a red face. Here again, phlebotomy is advocated, but this time at the median vein, as well as ‘epithyme decoction’
and the ‘myrrh remedy’. Both venesection and the ‘epithyme decoction’
are also those remedies which Rufus of Ephesus recommends as the most
fundamental ones against this condition. Greek theory therefore has a direct impact on Arabic medical practice, as can be seen from these case
notes.
Al-Kaskar
There is another hospital physician of the tenth century who recorded his
clinical observations, and thereby provides us with some direct insights
into his medical practice. His name is al-Kaskar, and little else is known
about his life apart from the information which can be gathered from his
Compendium or Kunn . In this fascinating medical text, al-Kaskar discusses a large number of topical conditions, that is to say illnesses occurring in a special place of the body, from tip to toe. In each chapter, alKaskar describes the specific disease first, often quoting from previous
medical literature such as Galen. But he is selective in his approach to
medical theory, and mentions many of his patients and cases as well. His
Compendium contains a relatively long chapter ‘On the Disease Called
melancholia in Greek, Meaning “Black-biled Delusion (wasw s
saud w )”, and on the Ailment Called mania in Greek, Meaning “Madness ( un n)”.’52 It is not possible here to discuss the whole of it, but it is
rewarding to highlight a number of interesting features. Like the other
Baghdad authors discussed so far, al-Kaskar takes inspiration from Ru50
51
52
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fus. He quotes from his On Melancholy, but is not content with following
him blindly. At the end of a long extract from this Greek source (F 42
§ 9), al-Kaskar says:
%* (3 , , %' % #7 #,

    +7 . $  , ),/ % # % 71 60  !* ,
- # , #1 - 1 51 7 - # , #1 - & 51 !  9;  % , . 1 , % (87,/$ , 2,$$ ,
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This is a summary of what Rufus [of Ephesus] discussed in his book On the Ailment
of Melancholy. I for my part consider valid [only] those things which I have used
and proved by experience while I was treating this disease, that is melancholic delusion [wasws saudw], in the hospitals in which I served, such as the hospital of
id – God have mercy upon him – , the hospital of Badr – God have mercy upon
him – , and the hospital of Our Lady, the Mother of the Commander of the Faithful
[the Caliph] al-Muqtadir [r. 908–30] – may God give strength to both of them.

This is not, to be sure, a rejection of Rufus, but rather an insistence on the
fact that medical experience is crucial for the advancement of the art of
medicine. Let us now look at two concrete cases of melancholy which alKaskar recorded in this chapter.
The first is that of uk, the slave or page of al-Qsim ibn Dulaf who
hailed from a prominent Baghdad family. Unlike ar-Rz , al-Kaskar
does not describe the specific symptoms characterising uk’s condition, but merely says how he treated him ‘when he had delusions’. AlKaskar prescribed a pill made of colocynth leaves and honey mixed into
a dish called fld; this provoked light vomiting and led to an improvement in the condition of his patient. Then al-Kaskar remarks that one
can also use whey, either alone or with oxymel, sugar, or crushed yellow
myrobalan, in order to expel the black bile. But it appears that this is not
the course of action which he took in the case of uk. The next case is
that of an anonymous patient ‘who had an excess of black bile in his
body’. Al-Kaskar recommends whey which had curdled with oxymel,
and in which yellow and Indian myrobalan, epithyme and lapis lazuli
were soaked over night. This was, according to al-Kaskar , ‘extremely
beneficial for him’. Part of the treatment employed in these two cases
echoes Rufus’ recommendation. Whey with or without oxymel is mentioned in F 54, and Rufus himself recorded the use of whey on its own for
one of his patients suffering from melancholy (F 66). Epithyme, of
course, is mentioned by Rufus as a remedy against melancholy (F 42 § 1).
Yet, al-Kaskar expands the treatment by including new drugs, notably
imported from India, such as myrobalan, unknown to Rufus.53 Al-Kaskar
53

Ibn Sarbiy n (fl. c. 870s), a slightly earlier author whom ar-Rz quotes frequently, also combined the new pharmacopoea of the East with Greek medical theory
by incorporating it into the framework of humoral pathology; see PORMANN 2008d, 353–
6.
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thus employs Greek recipes, but not without refining them and, as he
himself insists, testing them first.
From Hospital to Asylum
Al-Kaskar thus treated melancholics in a number of Baghdad hospitals
by combining Greek theory with his own practical experience. This
brings us to the next point about attitudes towards mental disease in
ninth- and tenth-century Baghdad: the importance of the hospital. It was
the late Michael Dols, the author of a ground-breaking study entitled:
Majnn: The Madman in Medieval Islamic Society, who showed that
hospitals became central institutions in the provision of mental health
care in medieval Baghdad and beyond.54 We can now appreciate the importance of Rufus in this process. Doctors like al-Kaskar and probably
also ar-R z, steeped in the Greek medical tradition and faithful adherents to the concepts of humoral pathology, treated the mentally ill and the
insane in hospitals. Al-Kaskar’s patients included a number of members
of the Abb sid elite, and uk , page of al-Q sim ibn Dulaf, appears to
have belonged to a prominent household. The Baghdad bookseller Ibn
an-Nadm reports that al-Bal r, a high-ranking official and famous
historian of the ninth century, became mentally ill towards the end of his
life and died in hospital after having been interned there for some while.
The judge and author at-Tan (d. 994) relates the following episode
which occurred in a hospital:
Ab al-asan Muammad ibn ass n, the physician (ab b), told me the following:
“With us in Bara in the hospital (b m rist n) was a madman (ra ul muwaswis),
known as al-asan ibn Aun, who belongs to the children of the scribes. He was
locked up [ ubisa] for treatment in the hospital in the year 342 AH (AD 953–4). His
sojourn lasted many years, and he recovered. He subsequently worked in the hospital as an orderly [fa-stadama], until his recovery was complete. I frequented the
hospital in order to study medicine [li-taallumi -ibbi], and was therefore seeing
him regularly. […]”55

This quotation shows that a member of a family of scribes, or Kutt b,
that is to say, the equivalent of civil servants, was treated in a hospital for
a number of years, until he recovered. Hospitals therefore take centre
stage in the provision of mental health care, not only for the poor, but
also for the powerful.
How, then, does the medical establishment in medieval Baghdad approach melancholy and madness? On the one hand, their conceptual
54
55

DOLS 1992.
Quoted according to PORMANN 2008a, 366–7.
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framework is that of humoral pathology and Greek medical theory: abnormal behaviour is explained in terms of excess of black bile, of burnt
yellow bile ascending to the brain, and so on. In other words, a physiological explanation is given, even if they recognise that psychological
factors such as too much reading of heavy-duty literature come into play.
Their approach to therapy is also based on Greek ideas of how to treat the
variant mental disorders, with Rufus being an important reference. Here
again, humoral pathology is employed to explain drug-use: an excess of
black bile is countered by different forms of purging such as venesection
and vomiting. However, clinical experience is taken into consideration;
the Greek model is not followed blindly. Finally the hospital emerges as
the centre where melancholics and madmen alike are treated by elite
physicians. These institutions were more than just holding pens for paupers, or ante-chambers of death. They were highly sophisticated institutions where the most advanced physicians looked after their patients, be
they poor or powerful.56 The special function of the hospital as a locus of
treatment of melancholy and other mental disorders expanded over time.
By the eleventh century, the word bmristn (hospital) acquired the
more specific and restricted meaning of mental asylum, which it still has
today.
Miskawaih and the Refutation of Atheism
Rufus’ On Melancholy was not only used and referred to by medical authors, but also played a role in philosophical and theological debates.
One example of which we know concerns the topic of philosophical psychology, that is to say the concept of how the soul functions.57 Amad
ibn Muammad Miskawaih, a Neo-Platonic philosopher who died in
1030, wrote an epistle entitled On Soul and Intellect (F n-Nafs wa-lAql). In it, he refutes the doctrine of an anonymous opponent, who held a
materialist and atheist view. In order to lend credit to his own view, this
opponent quotes Rufus (F 36), and refers to him on a number of occasions throughout his exposition.
The opponent’s general argument runs as follows: sensation, meaning
the sense-perception of particulars, and intellection, the grasping of universals, can only occur in conjunction. No correct thinking happens
without correct sensation and vice versa. Now Rufus held that excessive
56

For a more extensive discussion of hospitals in tenth-century Baghdad, see POR2008a and 2008b.
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This sketch relies on ADAMSON 2008. For the general topic of philosophical psychology, see EVERSON 1991; POTTER, WRIGHT 2000.
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thinking can lead to melancholy, involving delusional states. If this is the
case, then how can one claim to know anything about universals without
sense-perception; or believe that anything spiritual, separated from the
material world, exists? For any notion formed about these immaterial
universals could just be a delusion experienced during bouts of melancholy triggered by excessive thinking. This argument, to be sure, is
specifically targeted against Neo-Platonists who held 1) that universals
(i.e. the forms or ideas) were more real or of higher ontological status
than the particulars (mere ‘shadows’ of the former); and 2) that the process of acquiring the knowledge of such universals would at least sometimes involve a sort of cognition that does not depend on the senses. For
Miskawaih’s opponent, this process and its results may just as well be the
experience of the deluded mind of a melancholic.
Not surprisingly, Miskawaih does not accept his opponent’s arguments and counters them by giving a fairly conventional model of NeoPlatonic psychology: intellection is prior to sensation; the intellect grasps
universals without any need for particulars (or objects of sense perception), which according to him is also the view of Aristotle and his commentators; the intellect has no need for anything other than itself in order
to grasp concepts; the active intellect actualises the material ideas present
in the rational soul; objects of sense perception can only provide knowledge with the help of the intellect, and moreover the senses can err.58 He
then comes to the quotation in Rufus, saying:
Rufus, the physician, said: ‘Those who devote too much effort to thinking about a
certain science (ilm) end up suffering from melancholy.’ As regards this quotation,
if he [the opponent] thinks that this word in that language in which he specialises
[Greek] does not designate one [specific] illness, but rather is a name for all thought,
[then he is wrong], for otherwise, it would follow according to Rufus’ exposition
that true opinions which derive from thought-processes over a long period of time
generate a powerful disease.59

Miskawaih continues to give examples of important long-term thought
processes which are not diseased, but noble, such as the calculations of a
geometer, the designs of an architect, or the strategies of a general.60 He
then concludes61:
Man strives for physical health and trains his body only in order to arrive at true
thought, which leads to the good which one seeks in this world and the next.
58

This paraphrase relies on the edition by ARKOUN 1961, 59–64.
pp. 58–9 (p. 16, 4 ab imo–p. 17, line 1) [ed. ARKOUN 1961]; p. 64, lines 1–4 [ed.
BADAW 1981].
60
See below p. 225.
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p. 59 (p. 17, lines 5–6) [ed. ARKOUN]; p. 64, lines 8–10 [ed. BADAW 1981].
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Man is distinguished from animals and occupies a noble place by virtue
of his ability to think correctly and logically. Miskawaih concludes his
refutation regarding Rufus in a somewhat ironic manner:
We also say the following by way of refuting this sceptic. Does Rufus’ excessive
thinking and his attainment of such a high station in medicine – this being what
made him so outstanding in his art – constitute melancholy? And is his thinking in
this quotation which you related – and also according to his [Rufus’] own judgement – melancholy? How should we judge him, and what should we say about him?
Should we not leave [intact] the victory of this excellent man’s words by extracting
a correct aspect of his discourse? Namely, that Rufus points at the ‘imaginary (wahm)’ sciences, and all acts of imagination (al-awhm bi-asrih); if they move excessively, they end up in melancholy in this way. Imagination (wahm) depends on
sensation.62

Thus Miskawaih understands Rufus to say that only engaging excessively in mental activities (namely imagining things) leads to melancholy,
and not all acts of thinking, especially not the kind of thought which results in the knowledge of the forms.
For Miskawaih and his audience, the arguments proffered by this anonymous doubter are extremely dangerous. The latter continues to argue
that sensation depends on heat just as intellection depends on light, and
both are material processes firmly situated in this world, finally asking:
‘Why should the first cause not be the essence of the macrocosm itself
[…]?’ and thus denying the very existence of god. Space does not permit
a detailed exploration of the arguments and counter-arguments which
Miskawaih adduces. Yet it is evident that in a debate touching at the
heart of the monotheistic faiths’ doctrines, Rufus’ idea of melancholy
and its epistemological consequences were deployed even in philosophical arguments regarding the existence of immaterial objects and even
God.
Conclusions
Rufus’ legacy in the area of melancholy is thus visible both directly and
indirectly in the Middle Ages on the different shores of the Mediterranean. In general, the idea of melancholy was omnipresent, be it in the
Christian monasteries, Jewish surgeries, or Islamic hospitals. Rufus’ own
name was hallowed for centuries as the greatest writer on this topic, and
his legacy thus continues to surround us even today.
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Dürer and Rufus
Melencolia I in the Medical Tradition
PETER-KLAUS SCHUSTER / JÖRG VÖLLNAGEL
If the quotations from Rufus’ On Melancholy have received little attention prior to the present volume, the relation of these fragments to the
representation of melancholy in the fine arts has received even less. The
most eminent and influential work of art within the melancholic tradition
shows that Rufus’ concepts are of crucial importance for the history of
the pictorial representation of melancholy: the engraving Melencolia I,
created by Albrecht Dürer in 1514 (fig. 1). This engraving constitutes
without doubt the sum of erudition on the subject of melancholy as it
presented itself to Dürer, frequenting the Humanist circles of early sixteenth-century Nuremberg.
By tracing Rufus’ notions of melancholy in Dürer’s copperplate, one
can gauge how far the powerful and brilliant intellect of the Ephesian
physician penetrated scholarly circles of Humanism north of the Alps. If
Rufus’ ideas and observations on melancholy were so crucial for later
generations, then it may be assumed that there must be traces of his conception of melancholy in the most significant representation of the melancholic humour. For Dürer’s melancholy copperplate, as an almost encyclopaedic depiction of the special talent of the melancholic and the
dangers he faces, arguably became the most influential work of art history ever.
Dürer’s Melencolia I has therefore rightly been called ‘the picture of
pictures (Bild der Bilder)’.1 It has continued to attract the unabated attention of artists to the present day. Early on Giorgio Vasari (d. 1574) attempted to interpret Dürer’s mysterious copperplate and admired it as an unsurpassed example of the art of engraving. Moreover, he himself
sketched an image of the melancholic temperament and its artistic and
scholarly talents with direct reference to Dürer.2 The same is true of Antonio Francesco Doni (d. 1574) and Joachim von Sandrart (d. 1688). Both
artists praised Dürer’s engraving in their writings on the theory of aesthetics and looked to him for artistic inspiration. Doni transformed Dürer’s
example on the one hand into a personification of Sculpture, and on the
1

See SCHUSTER 1982; see also SCHUSTER 1991, especially pp. 371–412.
VASARI 1878–82, v. 403. On VASARI’s melancholy fresco of 1553 in the Palazzo
Vecchio, Florence, see VOLKMANN 1929–30, 119–26.
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Fig. 1: Albrecht Dürer, Melencolia I, engraving, 1514
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kupferstichkabinett

other into a sad and brooding lonely woman in the style of an abandoned
Iphigenia.3 Sandrart employed Dürer’s copperplate for his own depiction
of the Night with her Children.4 Such appreciation, also articulated in literary terms, for Dürer’s Melencolia I can be found in much later artists as
well. We know that Dürer’s engraving used to hang in William Blake’s
(d. 1827) workshop.5 And Carl Gustav Carus (d. 1869) adorned his study
3

DONI 1549, fol. 8–9, described the personification of Sculpture (Sculptura) according to Dürer’s copperplate; see also SCHLOSSER 1935, 213. For the woodcut entitled
‘feminetta tutta malinconosa, sola, abandonata, mesta et aflitta (Little woman, all melancholy, alone, abandoned, sad and afflicted)’, see DONI 1552, ii. 87.
4
SANDRART 1925, 64. For SANDRART’s Nacht mit ihren Kindern (The Night with her
Children) cf. EINEM 1958, 19–20.
5
See GILCHRIST 1945, 303.
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with the melancholy engraving, in which he saw for the first time Dürer’s
intellectual self-portrait and a thematic correspondence to the unfulfilled
striving for knowledge in Goethe’s Faust.6 This interpretation had significant consequences for Dürer scholarship itself. Carus followed Dürer’s
example in a picture which by evoking the mood of evening referred contemplatively to youth, old age, and the transitory nature of life. Odilon
Redon (d. 1916) confessed that in his whole œuvre,
Je n’ai rien dit, non plus, qui ne fût grandement pressenti par Albert Durer dans son
estampe: ‘La Mélancolie’.
I, too, said nothing which Albert Dürer had not already magnificently anticipated in
his engraving Melencolia I.7

The autobiography of Oskar Kokoschka, the famous German painter who
died in 1980, concludes with an interpretation of Dürer’s copperplate, in
which Kokoschka saw represented the sum total of the fears and apprehensions of his art and our time.8
No other work in the history of art occupies such a pivotal position in
depictions of melancholy from antiquity, when the term was first defined
in the entourage of Hippocrates, to contemporary art. As a pictorial sum
total of the melancholic temperament, Dürer’s engraving seems to us to
be particularly apt at answering the question of how Rufus’ ideas about
melancholy continued to exert their influence. First, however, it is necessary to scrutinise Dürer copperplate and critically to examine its complex
iconography and meaning.
Dürer’s Depiction of Melancholy: His Denkbild
Through the title ‘MELENCOLIA I’, written in classical capitals,
Dürer’s engraving of 1514 easily reveals itself to the observer as a depiction of the melancholic temperament. The winged personification of melancholy sits at night time, or at least in noticeable darkness, in the open
on a stone terrace in front of a windowless building to the right. The latter towers high over a vast coastal landscape, above which a comet as
well as a rainbow cast a mysterious twilight. Surrounded by a bewildering variety of tools, the melancholy figure is accompanied in her nocturnal solitude by a small winged child on a millstone and a curled up dog
which has fallen asleep. Also sitting on the ground of the stone stepped
terrace, the melancholy figure, whose long light hair is adorned by a
6
7
8

CARUS 1835, 39–55, and CARUS 1865, i. 286, and ii. 391.
Quoted here according to REDON 1922, 27, see also ibid. 104–5 and 139–41.
KOKOSCHKA 1971, 324–5.
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wreath, leans her head onto her left hand, clenched into a fist. Her left
arm is supported by her left knee, whilst her right arm rests on a closed
book in her lap. There in her right hand she holds a large pair of compasses, yet without measuring anything. Turned away from the light of
the foreground, in dark shadows, the woman’s gaze seems to be directed
across the boundless surface of the water into the distance at the top left.
Completely lost in her reverie, Dürer’s melancholy figure with the
massive contours of her body and the thick fabric of her dress gives the
impression of sitting there heavily, unmoved and uninterested, even
though she is winged. This impression is enhanced by the key and the
pouch, which, although fastened with a strap to her belt, have glided
down below her waist. The melancholy figure pays no heed to her two
companions, the dog in front of her on the ground and the winged child
next to her. The latter sits with a bent head on a millstone above which a
blanket is spread out, scribbling eagerly with the stylus on the slate. The
melancholy figure pays as little attention to the child and dog as she does
to the tools and their products which are spread around her in troubling
abundance. On the far left, against the backdrop of the surface of the water, at the extreme edge of the terrace, one can make out a fire basket
over which a vessel is being heated. To the left just in front of it are the
fire tongs, and on a slightly lower step a hammer. To the right there
stands an artistically chiselled, irregularly geometric body of stone,
blocking the view onto the landscape. In front of the geometric body,
again on a lower step of the terrace, to the left of the sleeping dog, lies a
round inkpot together with a container for writing instruments, heavily
cut off by the edge of the picture. In front of this there are a globe, a
model piece of wood, a plane, a pair of tongs, a saw, a ruler, four nails,
and at the far right a pair of bellows, of which one can only see the tip,
whilst the bellows themselves are covered by the dress of the melancholy
figure.
Yet, not only beneath the melancholy figure, but also next to, and
above, her there are useful objects. Directly to her left, the millstone,
sometimes also said to be a whet-stone, leans against the building. Exactly above the putto on the millstone, a pair of perfectly balanced scales
is fixed to the building. And above the melancholy figure there is a halfempty hourglass in a precious casing topped by a sun dial, and a bell with
a rope. Underneath the bell, a square with sixteen numbers (four by four)
is set in the wall. The bare and windowless building is only structured by
the ledge running on the front side along the border of the plate. A ladder
with seven visible rungs leans obliquely against the back of the towerlike building, turned away from the viewer. From an invisible area behind the terrace, the ladder leads up to the building and reaches a height
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which can neither be known nor seen, since both the top end of the ladder
and the building itself are cut off by the top of the picture.
Between the rungs one can make out the coastal landscape, situated
far below underneath the cliffs, with its trees, houses, and towers. Towards the water, off the settlement, lie spits of land sheltered by trees.
Between them a couple of trees and shrubs appear in the water, a sign of
flooding. Slightly further away, and partly covered by the ladder, a number of ships are anchored off the shore. On the horizon, one seems to be
able to make out another ship with sails. Otherwise, the surface of the
water, infinite towards the left, lies empty and calm under the silver glow
of a sky dominated by the twin lights of the comet and the rainbow, probably a lunar rainbow. Turned away from these luminous phenomena as
well as from the strongly shining light source which one has to imagine
to the right of the picture, an animal resembling a bat flies through the
air. This eerie creature with its dragon-like tail and its wide-open mouth
carries the title ‘Melencolia I’ written on its wings. Dürer monogrammed
and dated his engraving on the stone step in the lower right on which the
melancholy figure is sitting.
Interpretations by Dürer, Burton, Giehlow, Warburg, Panofsky and Saxl
Apart from the title, Dürer himself has left us only one other piece of
written evidence to help with the interpretation of the copperplate. On a
sketch of the putto, Dürer noted in his own hand: ‘key, pouch / means /
power, wealth (schlüssel pewtell/ betewt/ gewalt reichtum)’.9 The key
and the pouch, common attributes of the traditional dress of Nuremberg
housewives, are thus explained by Dürer himself as symbols of power
and wealth. Yet, it is unclear whether or not the melancholy figure does
possess these attributes, because the fact that the key and the pouch hang
down in an untidy way may well indicate their absence rather than their
presence.
In his Anatomy of Melancholy of 1621, Robert Burton (d. 1640)
stressed the untidy exterior of the melancholy figure. At the same time,
however, Dürer’s plate represented for Burton an encompassing and encyclopaedic depiction of all aspects of the melancholic temperament with
its intellectual gifts and mental burdens:
[...] and as Albertus Durer paints melancholy, like a sad woman leaning on her arme
with fixed lookes, neglected habit &c. held therefore by some proud, soft, sottish, or
halfe mad, as the Abderites esteemed of Democritus: and yet of a deepe reach, excellent apprehension, judicious, wise and witty [...]10
9
10

DÜRER 1956–69, i. 209, 212.
ROBERT BURTON, Anatomy of Melancholy (London 1621), quoted here according
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Karl Giehlow (d. 1913) is an art historian who shares Burton’s conviction
that Dürer’s melancholy engraving combines totally contradictory aspects into one picture. According to Giehlow, Dürer united things which
later viewers from their different vantage points were to separate again.11
All the depictions of melancholy drawing on Dürer’s example which we
mentioned in the introduction – from Vasari to Kokoschka, and recently
also to Anselm Kiefer (b. 1945) – single out certain aspects of melancholy present in Dürer. Dürer, however, provides a sum total of melancholy, as Giehlow first recognised.
Where Giehlow saw in Dürer’s work a synopsis of melancholic attributes, Aby Warburg (d. 1929) endeavoured to bring them into sequence.
According to Warburg, Dürer’s copperplate shows the personification of
the melancholic temperament after its struggle with the dark melancholic
powers such as madness, sadness, sloth, and grief. Dürer’s thoughtful
woman has successfully overcome these melancholic oppressions by using the special aptitude of the melancholic for sciences and arts.12 Dürer’s
work is for Warburg a ‘comforting image (Trostblatt)’, for it shows the
victory of the melancholic mind over the darkening by which it is constantly threatened.13
Warburg’s pupils were not willing to follow this interpretation. However, Erwin Panofsky and Fritz Saxl took up Giehlow’s idea of the contradictions inherent in Dürer’s work, and even provided an iconographic
confirmation by interpreting it as a synthesis between the traditional type
of the mortal sin of sloth, acedia, and the ‘type of geometry (typus geometriae)’ from the cycle of the Seven Liberal Arts.14 Giehlow already explained this ennobling of melancholic sloth with the fact that Aristotle (d.
322 BC) and Marsilio Ficino (d. 1499) already saw in the melancholic
temperament a necessary precondition of all great intellectual talent. Yet
Panofsky and Saxl go one step further and maintain that in Dürer’s engraving the melancholic genius has reached the end of his quest for
knowledge, is humbled by the realisation that man’s mental abilities are
limited in the face of the divine, and thus falls back into melancholic despair and dullness. As an explicit critique of Warburg’s interpretation, this
means, to quote Panofsky’s and Saxl’s words, that the melancholy en-

to the edition by FAULKNER et al. 1989–2000, i. 391; for the whole subject of the Abderites and Democritus, referred to here, see RÜTTEN below, p. 260.
11
Cf. GIEHLOW 1904, 77.
12
WARBURG 1920, especially on pp. 63–4.
13
ibid. 61.
14
PANOFSKY, SAXL 1923, especially pp. 62–7; PANOFSKY 1948, i. 162; KLIBANSKY et
al. 1964, 317–45.
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graving ‘perhaps ought to be called a “warning image (Warnblatt)” rather
than a “comforting” one (Trostblatt).’15
Consequently, Panofsky, and later again Klibansky, Panofsky and
Saxl place the title ‘Melencolia I’ on the lowest level in a tripartite system of melancholy inspired by Saturn. Agrippa von Nettesheim (d. 1535)
developed this in his Occult Philosophy (Occulta Philosophia), which
was already circulating in manuscript in 1510.16 Dürer’s Melencolia I,
they argue, shows the state when melancholic inspiration, capable of
works of genius, penetrates the lowest faculty of man’s soul, his imagination (imaginatio). Such a man accomplishes, according to Agrippa, extraordinary things as a craftsman, painter, and architect. Yet he is incapable of advancing to those divine secrets which are open only to ‘rational
thought (ratio)’, inspired by melancholy, or even to the melancholic
‘mind (mens)’, the higher faculties of man’s soul. In contrast to these
higher levels of melancholic talent, reserved in Agrippa’s account to poets, philosophers, and prophets, Dürer’s Melencolia I shows the melancholic genius on its lowest level – idle, paralysed, and saddened by its intellectual impotence.
Attempt at a New Interpretation
The interpretation of Warburg’s pupils remains, however, unsatisfactory
in their iconographic explanation of the melancholy figure – motionless
and contemplative under the open sky with a pair of compasses in her
hand – as signifying scientific activity. For with one exception, allegorical language knows of no winged personification of Geometry.17 Yet
whilst the ‘art of surveying the earth (geometry)’ sensibly lacks wings,
the ‘art of surveying the stars (astronomy)’ has been provided with wings
from time immemorial. When explained as Astronomy and thus as the
highest mathematical art, Dürer’s melancholy figure is occupied with the
highest-ranking visible objects. Her area of activity, as is true also in Agrippa’s scheme of melancholy, lies far beyond the realm of ‘imagination
(imaginatio)’ within the domain of ‘rational thought (ratio)’. In any case
when scholars have previously explained her as Geometry, they should
not have stripped her of this attribute. That means that Panofsky’s explanation of the title of Dürer’s melancholy copperplate contradicts his
own interpretation. Where geometry is pursued as a rational science, it
cannot constitute the lowest level in Agrippa’s system of melancholy.
15

PANOFSKY, SAXL 1923, p. 54, n. 1.
PANOFSKY 1948, i. 168–71; KLIBANSKY et al. 1964, 345–65.
17
The exception is Sebald Beham’s (d. 1550) cycle of the Seven Liberal Arts (cf.
KOCH 1978, 81–2); following the example of Dürer’s engraving, he gives wings to all
the personifications of the Arts.
16
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This is even truer for astronomy, the noblest of the mathematical arts,
whose cognitive faculty reaches up to the highest heavenly phenomena.
Surrounded by a multitude of objects, Dürer’s melancholy figure sits,
as described, in mysterious darkness on the ground high above a vast
coastal landscape, with her head resting on her left hand, clenched into a
fist, and her right holding a pair of compasses above a closed book; thus
she looks aimlessly towards the top left into the sky. The latter is strikingly dominated by the lunar rainbow and the bright beams of a comet.
Despite the experiments which Regiomontanus (d. 1476) undertook in
Nuremberg, the course of comets could not yet be calculated exactly.
Hence, they were called ‘wandering stars (stellae errantes)’.18 Therefore,
Dürer’s melancholy figure meditates about a problem which contemporary scientific research could not solve. She has reached the end of human
knowledge at that time.
This is not to say, however, that a Faustian despair about the inadequacy of human knowledge has overpowered Dürer’s melancholy figure, as a psychologically sympathetic exegesis may maintain. In the allegorically exact pictorial economy of his work, which is apparent in the
halving of the plate through the left edge of the building, Dürer deliberately placed his melancholy figure on the right, singled out as the side of
virtue by the tower-like structure and the references to the transitory
nature of life, provided in the hourglass and the bell. Conversely, the left
hand side of the picture combines all the traditional symbols of inconstant Fortune (Fortuna): the view into the dangerously treacherous sea;
the ladder leading up from below suggesting the imminent fall into the
depth; the motif of the unstable globe; and a distorted pattern of a skull
on the surface of the irregularly shaped polyhedron.
For his engraving Dürer has therefore taken the antithesis of Fortune
(Fortuna) and Virtue (Virtus), current in Humanist allegory, and invested
it with an overlay full of mystery. This rigid and antithetic contrast
between Fortune (Fortuna) on the left and Wisdom (Sapientia) on the
right had appeared some time earlier on the woodcut of the title page of
Charles de Bovelles’ (Carolus Bovillus’) Book of the Sage (Liber de
Sapiente), first published in 1510 (fig. 2). As in the case of Dürer’s melancholy figure, the representation of Wisdom sits firmly on a stereometrically carved stone bench. Conversely, to illustrate their lack of wisdom,
inconstant Fortune or her disciples are placed on extremely unstable objects – a globe and a wheel – just as Dürer’s putto constitutes an obvious
counterpart to the melancholy figure. Within this richly developed
pictorial tradition19, Dürer’s engraving is special in that his protagonists
18
19

Cf. ZINNER 1951, 290–300.
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Fig. 2: Charles de Bovelles, Book of the Sage (Liber de Sapiente), Paris 1510, fol. 116b:
Virtue (Virtus) and Fortune (Fortuna), woodcut
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz

partake of both sides of the Virtue-Fortune-antithesis. Just as Dürer’s
putto, scribbling like a child and thus still of indeterminate and unfinished character, is placed between the two areas, so his melancholy figure
reaches into the sphere of Fortune through her contemplation of the
heavens.
Through ambivalent motifs such as her gesture of resting her head,
and the way she sits calm and apparently idle with her tools spread out on
the floor without being used, Dürer illustrates with his melancholy figure
a perfect state; yet in this earthly world, she constantly has to conquer
this perfect state anew, and guard it against all the melancholic temptations visible in herself. Therefore the meaning of the engraving intended
by Dürer is that of an ‘image of Virtue (Tugendblatt)’. Urging the melan-
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Fig. 3: Charles de Bovelles, Book of the Sage (Liber de Sapiente), Paris 1510, fol. 117b:
The four types of man – learned, sensing, living, and mineral – linked to virtue (virtus),
extravagance (luxuria), gluttony (gula), and sloth (acedia), woodcut
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz

cholic to be virtuous and to use his excellent intellect to overcome all the
obstacles on the path to divine perfection, the engraving is both a ‘comforting (Trostblatt)’ and a ‘warning image (Warnblatt)’. In the interpretation briefly sketched here, the contrary position of Warburg and his pupils are thus reconciled with each other through a constant call to virtue.
In the constant ambivalence of its pictorial motifs and the call to virtue which they express, Dürer’s copperplate corresponds to the Humanist
anthropology as formulated in Pico della Mirandola’s (d. 1494) famous
Oration on Man’s Dignity (Oratio de dignitate hominis) in an exemplary
fashion. According to Pico, man as microcosm has no intrinsic nature,
but rather partakes of the different cosmic levels. It is up to him what he
wants to be. If he follows his urges and instincts, he degenerates into an
animal, plant, or stone, as already illustrated in Charles de Bovelles’
Book of the Sage (fig. 3). If, however, he follows his intellect, then he
becomes a true human being, a creature made in God’s image. In the Humanists’ view, man’s dignity thus consists in the fact that man – as if he
were his own demiurge, and by using his mental faculties virtuously, and
the arts and sciences correctly and moderately – makes himself into a
true human being, thus creating himself in God’s image. Man is given
everything in order to fulfil his destiny through the correct, that is to say
moderate, use of his art and as a lover of divine wisdom.
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Dürer’s melancholy figure appears in the form of an angel and in the
position of steadfast virtue. This makes it clear which of the various gifts
belonging to her burdened yet excellent temperament she has developed
for herself or ought to develop. Rooted within the context of micro- and
macrocosm, her own perfection, leading to virtuous and angelic wisdom,
corresponds to the completion of the universe. This is indicated in the
numerous works of her arts, based on measure, number, and weight,
which we find on the side of Fortune. There she opposed and conquered
the vices as a virtuous lover of wisdom. In the scribbling putto, she eradicates infant stupidity through teaching. With the tamed dog, she has subdued envy. She has rendered the pernicious fire useful, and the perilous
sea passable. As creator of herself and her environment she resides – just
as Pico’s Oration proposed and Bovelles’ Book of the Sage repeated – as
a ‘god on earth (deus in terris)’ with far-reaching power, to which the
key was an allusion as Dürer’s testimony makes clear.
Yet, human knowledge can never reach truth, which is the prerogative
of God, as Dürer has always insisted in his own aesthetic theory, illustrated with the mysterious comet in his copperplate. But man’s unlimited
creative powers – visible in the coastal landscape of the engraving, and
corresponding to Nicholas of Cusa’s (d. 1464) infinite divine creation –
can draw him ever nearer to the truth through constantly improved hypotheses. Such mathematical hypotheses, developed during Dürer’s time
only in astronomy to explain the world, ought constantly to be supported
by observation.20 Otherwise they become untenable speculations, the dire
consequences of which Dürer illustrates on the side of Fortune of his
copperplate by alluding to the always threatening fall into the abyss,
found also in the traditional legend of Thales. Dürer always warned in his
theoretical writings that constant adherence to the mean, the continuous
necessity of measuring, and meticulous observation are the only reliable
foundations of all art. Likewise for him the golden mean which evens out
the extremes was always the epitome of human virtue. Accordingly,
Dürer says in the draft dated to 1513 of his Manual on the Art of Painting
(Lehrbuch der Malerei), ‘moderation is best in all things, moral and natural (das dy mass in allen dingen, sitlichen vnd natürlichen, das pest
sey)’.21 Basing knowledge on observation and mathematics does, however, erect an insurmountable obstacle for human knowledge in the metaphysical realm. For Dürer, this restriction is no cause for desperation.
Rather to recognise the fact that one does not know is the greatest knowledge. Dürer indicated the absence of knowledge, or the fact that one
does not want to know that one does not know, in the title of his copper20
21

See BLUMENBERG 1965 and 1966.
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plate by representing it through the bat-like creature turning away from
the divine light. By positive contrast, the angelically winged figure of
melancholy gazes with greatest concentration on the heavenly phenomena, which must remain a riddle for her.
For Dürer, but also for Nicholas of Cusa and Bovelles, man – by
knowing that he does not know, and thus achieving perfection – is united
with the divine in the highest degree. The number One in the title testifies
to this unity. First, as ‘the source and origin of numbers (fons et origo
numerorum)’, it points to the comprehensive mathematical abilities of
Dürer’s melancholy figure and her extensive activity in all the arts which
depend on mathematical knowledge. At the same time, the One in the
title of Dürer’s engraving has a different set of meanings. For as the principle of mathematics, the number One is from time immemorial the
foundation of all knowledge as well as its perfection in God as the unity
behind the multiplicity. In his Book of the Sage, Bovelles made the attribute of unity the epitome and distinction of wisdom. Only the wise man
who has grasped and used all the gifts granted to him, only the learned
man (homo studiosus), who activates the intellect solely given to man, is
a true human being. He alone is at one with himself and therefore in
God’s image a ‘second god on earth (alter deus in terris)’. As Bovelles
put it: ‘The man who knows himself, he alone is man, he is at one with
himself, and thereby a truly human being (Qui se novit homo, hic solus
Homo est, hic sibimetipsi unus, hoc Homo-Homo).’ According to
Bovelles, the only task of the wise then is to recreate himself in the image of divine unity: ‘It is right for the Sage constantly and gladly to strive
towards the indivisible Oneness of himself and of God, the highest Demiurge, to unify with it, and soar towards it in his mind (At Sapienti proprium est iugiter ad individuam et suiipsius et summi opificis Dei unitatem
feliciter niti, colligi, mente elevari)’.22
In Dürer’s engraving, the rainbow as a traditional symbol of God’s
reconciliation with man points to this unity between man and God.
Moreover, the ‘form of Christ (christiformitas)’ in which Dürer’s melancholy figure appears also points to this unity. For she sits with her head
resting on her hand amidst the effects as Christ does, meditating among
the physical instruments of his Passion. This is an old pictorial tradition,
previously cited by Dürer. Christ’s perfect nature was the subject of
many of Dürer’s works since his Munich self-portrait23, and he based this
example on the fact that Humanists equated Christ with divine wisdom.
Only thus, through the loving urge towards divine wisdom which tran22

SCHUSTER 1991, i. 307–8.
ALBRECHT DÜRER, Selbstbildnis im Pelzrock, 1500, Munich, Bayerische Staatsgemäldesammlungen, Alte Pinakothek, inventory number 537.
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scends all human knowledge and all human arts, through the pious knowledge that one does not know, is it possible according to Dürer to ascend
to divine wisdom by following Christ in His Passion on the Cross. As
Dürer’s copperplate shows with the cut-off tower and the ascending ladder, this Passion lies beyond the visible realm. The divine cannot be
measured. Yet, this perfect state (status perfectus) is acquired through
measured moderation, constantly threatened in this life by the vicissitudes of fortune and cosmic catastrophes, comet and inundation. Only
there, in this divine realm, can this perfect state of the melancholy figure
last forever. There she, the restless lover of divine wisdom, shall be one
with her divine model.
Charles de Bovelles (Carolus Bovillus)
As indicated above, Dürer’s copperplate is an atmospheric and ingenious
pictorial summary of the fundamental convictions of European Humanism. It is remarkable how much Dürer’s allegorical language followed
current traditions which had already appeared in the woodcuts of Charles
de Bovelles’ Book of the Sage (Liber de Sapiente), published in Paris and
Amiens in 1510 and 1511, respectively. Ernst Cassirer (d. 1945) described the Book of the Sage (Liber de Sapiente) by the French cleric,
mathematician and Humanist Charles de Bovelles (Carolus Bovillus,
1479–1553) as ‘perhaps the most curious and characteristic creation of
Renaissance philosophy (vielleicht die merkwürdigste und charakteristischste Schöpfung der Renaissance-Philosophie)’.24 Dürer’s copperplate and Bovelles’ Book of the Sage strangely resemble each other in
that they express the fundamental positions of Humanist thought with
equal vividness. They unite notions such as the opposition between Virtue and Fortune, going back to Petrarch; Nicholas of Cusa’s principle of
‘learned ignorance (docta ignorantia)’; and the insistence that man, possessed of free will, is the Promethean creator of himself, a concept expressed in Pico della Mirandola’s idea of ‘man’s dignity (dignitas hominis)’. All these different strands of thought are already combined in
Bovelles’ Book of the Sage. Moreover, apart from the similarity on the
level of content, this work already offers on its title page and in the
woodcut diagrams, illustrating the Humanist thought world, the visual
patterns which Dürer later employed on his melancholy copperplate.
Dürer’s knowledge of the Book of the Sage, available in many copies
both in Nuremberg and other German libraries, may be seen in the context of the intimate contacts which existed between French and German
24
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Humanists engaged in the long planned edition of Nicholas of Cusa’s
works. Interest in Nicholas of Cusa also led Bovelles in 1503 on extensive trips to libraries in Switzerland and the Upper Rhine Valley. A collaborative effort between French and German Humanists, this massive
edition of Nicholas of Cusa’s works subsequently appeared in Paris in
1515. Dürer’s depiction of melancholy, often called ‘the most German
picture of the Germans’25 and in a way a manifesto of European Humanism, could well have been influenced directly by pictorial sources prevalent in French Humanist circles.
The Occult Philosophy by Agrippa von Nettesheim, then only circulating in manuscript, provides only a loose parallel to Dürer’s engraving.
But it appears that – in the best tradition of the Warburg school – we
have found in Bovelles’ Book of the Sage of 1510/11 an extensive illustrated text, which does explain precisely the title of Dürer’s engraving as
the fulfilment of man’s strife for knowledge. Bovelles’ representative of
wisdom, disposed of course to melancholy, is singled out by the epithet
‘One (unus)’, because he has again become one with himself and God
through the use of his talents, especially his intellectual ability. Bovelles
and his Book of the Sage also explain the palpable tension in Dürer’s
melancholy copperplate, oscillating between intensity and paralysis. The
call to virtue is directed at the melancholy figure: man is, according to the
Humanists, endowed with a special dignity allowing him to make himself
into what he wants to be. The virtuous human being, however, only fulfils the potential inherent in his dignity, if he develops to the highest degree and uses with moderation the gifts granted to him, including the intellect itself, which alone distinguishes man on earth.
Knowledge of Bovelles is by no means a necessary precondition for
understanding Dürer’s engraving, because the educated viewer in Dürer’s
day would need no literary references to recognise the conspicuous antithesis between Virtue and Fortune on the two halves of the picture. It
would be read as a call to withstand the hazards of Fortune which are
present in the cosmic landscape (on the left) with the help of virtue
guided by moderation, of constant regard to measure and mean. Dürer illustrates the latter (on the right) in the pose of the melancholy angel, sitting there sovereignly and holding the compasses. Therefore, Dürer’s
title obviously also signifies the link between melancholy and mathematics, between melancholic temperament and mathematical talent, for One
is not a number, but rather the foundation of all numbers and therefore of
mathematics itself. In the context of virtue present in Dürer’s melancholy
copperplate, One as the principle of mathematics means that only
25
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through the right measure in all things can the claim of the Humanist
doctrine of ‘man’s dignity (dignitas hominis)’ be fulfilled, namely that
each human being as his own artist and craftsman ought to build himself
up to be a creature made in God’s image.
Dürer and Rufus
The present inquiry will now shift from European Humanist influences
on Dürer’s masterpiece to the question to what extent Rufus’ concept of
melancholy, itself a product of scholarly engagement with Hippocratic
medicine, finds expression in this major work. For the appeal to restore
oneself as a creature made in God’s image by using one’s intellectual talents correctly was specifically directed at the melancholic. Of the four
temperaments, the melancholic was thought to be especially burdened by
many negative attributes such as his inclination towards sadness, sloth,
gloom, and greed. Moreover, the melancholic often suffers from nightmares and even madness. He avoids people’s company and prefers
solitude. Yet at the same time the melancholic is credited with a special
gift for studying the sciences and the arts. Melancholy as a precondition
for all great talent – the melancholic as the perfect example of the genius – those are the fundamental convictions of the Humanists, following
the tradition of the famous Problem 30.1, attributed to Aristotle, but perhaps by another member of his school26, and Marsilio Ficino’s Three
Books on Life (De vita triplici).
Along with this philosophical tradition, discussed in detail by
Klibansky, Panofsky and Saxl, there exits a popular medical tradition,
which goes back to the school of Salerno with its most prominent exponent Constantine the African (Constantinus Africanus, d. before 1099),
and through him to Rufus himself. Both strands of the transmission, the
philosophical stemming from Aristotle, and the medical deriving from
Rufus, combine melancholy and intellectual aptitude, although they do so
with totally opposed causalities. In the Aristotelian Problem 30.1, we
read: ‘Why is it that all men who excel either in philosophy or politics or
the arts, appear to be melancholics?’ Balanced and well-tempered bile is
able to inspire the melancholic mind and spur it to extraordinary intellectual endeavours: this is the Aristotelian thought, which inseparably links
melancholy and the notion of genius.
Whereas the Aristotelian tradition elevates thinking onto the level of
an ideal melancholic state, Rufus conceives of the ‘excess’ of thinking as
26
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the cause of melancholy. Rufus thus inverts the causal nexus, saying that
using one’s mind makes man predisposed to melancholy: ‘People of excellent nature are predisposed to melancholy, since excellent natures
move quickly and think a lot.’ [FF 33–4]. Elsewhere Rufus states, ‘Violent thoughts and worries may make one succumb to melancholy.’ [F 35
§ 1]27. In his Case Histories Rufus relates the history of someone who
succumbed to melancholy because he studied the geometrical sciences
excessively: ‘The reason for his illness was the constant contemplation of
geometrical sciences.’ [F 68 § 3]. Even the eleventh-century Neoplatonic
philosopher and historian Miskawaih still cites Rufus as adhering to the
view that melancholy may originate in an excess of intellectual effort
[F 36 §§ 1–2]:
It is reported that Rufus, the physician, said the following: ‘There is no-one who
does not devote too much effort to thinking about a certain science (ilm) without
ending up suffering from melancholy.

Rufus’ concept becomes canonical within the medieval Latin medical
tradition because of Constantine the African. The latter’s work On Melancholy (De melancholia) mostly draws on the Arab author Isq ibn
Imrn, but also includes some independent material, notably towards the
end of the work. Constantine (as well as his source Isq) deals with the
scholarly type of melancholy in detail; the following passage from his
Latin version can illustrate this28:
Rationalis [sc. animae] sunt nimia cogitatio, ratio memoria retinendi, investigatio
rerum incomprehensibilium, suspitio, spes, imaginatio, perfectum et imperfum rei
arbitrium. Quae omnia si profundissime et spisse anima operetur, causa sunt, ut in
melancholiam illabatur.
Typical of the rational [soul] are excessive thinking, learning by heart, studying unfathomable things, suspicion, hope, imagination, and correct and incorrect judgements about issues. All these things, if the soul should do any of these frequently
and without moderation, cause it to slide into melancholy.

For Constantine, just as for Rufus, melancholy does not constitute a mark
of excellence, but rather a disease which triggers in man apathy, sadness
and fear – or their opposites. In the end melancholy can be equated with
a totally chaotic and completely frenzied stated of mind.
Constantine’s influence became widespread through the medical
School of Salerno. The Salernitan Regimen (Regimen Salernitanum), a
popular medical handbook which originated within the circle of this
27
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Fig. 4: Augsburg Calendar (Augsburg, bei Blaubirer, 1494):
woodcut of slothful melancholy (melancolia acediosa)

school, was copied and printed many times. It repeats in a section on the
four temperaments the idea exhaustively discussed by Constantine that
the negative symptoms of melancholy are linked to restless study. However, in the mnemonic verses of the Salernitan Regimen the causal link
found in Rufus and meticulously discussed by Constantine is reversed.
Restless study is no longer the cause of melancholy, but, conversely, it is
a specific attribute of melancholy which enables one to study restlessly.
For, unlike Constantine, the Salernitan Regimen describes not a disease
but rather a type of person characterised by the disease of melancholy.
This type is particularly prevalent among scholars, seeking solitude to
study. Accordingly melancholics are presented as follows: ‘Melancholics
are those capable of studying and always wanting to be alone (Melancolici sunt apti studio qui semper cupiunt esse soli).’29 Rufus’ doctrine is
inverted in a way that the contradiction to the Aristotelian Problem 30.1
is resolved. In contrast to previous scholarship it is important to state that
the ‘type of acedia (typus acediae)’, the image of the idle and slothful
melancholic (fig. 4), which Klibansky, Panofsky, and Saxl cited as
Dürer’s pictorial model, is not the one which appears anywhere in the
whole popular medieval literature about the temperaments. Rather, as a
result of a change of perspective towards Rufus and Constantine, the prevalent pattern became one of the melancholic ideally appearing as the
scholar in the tradition of Aristotle and his pupils.
29
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Fig. 5: Heinrich von Laufenberg, Regimen of Health (Regimen Sanitatis), miniatures of
the four temperaments, sanguine (fol. 61b), phlegmatic (fol. 62b), melancholic (fol.
63b), with the choleric missing, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz,
Handschriftenabteilung, MS germ. fol. 1191

Fig. 6: Heinrich von Laufenberg, Regimen of Health (Versehung des Leibs) (Augsburg,
bei Ratdolt, 1491): woodcuts of the four temperaments, sanguine (fol. f vi verso),
choleric (fol. f viii recto), phlegmatic (fol. g i recto), and melancholic (fol. g ii recto),
Wolfenbüttel, Herzog August Bibliothek, A: 167.9 Poet.
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The concept of the ‘learned melancholic’, who is described in the
Salernitan Regimen without modification as having his well-known cornucopia of bad attributes, whilst his only positive gift is his restless devotion to scholarly enquiries, is illustrated in fifteenth-century manuscripts
and early prints of popular medical handbooks such as Heinrich von
Laufenberg’s (d. 1460) Regimen of Health (Regimen Sanitatis, see figs. 5
and 6).30 In these popular representations of the four temperaments, the
melancholic is portrayed as a scholar long before Dürer, whilst the phlegmatic is rendered as idle, lazy, and slothful, and therefore often as sleeping. The melancholic, however, is shown as a person sitting quietly with
open eyes and resting his head on his hand in the time-honoured pictorial
tradition. In this way, the cycles of the four temperaments appearing in
the popular medical literature already anticipate the iconography of
Dürer’s melancholy figure. Among the miniatures showing melancholics
with their heads resting on their hands, the widely circulating Salernitan
Regimen has one such melancholic counting money. In this way, both the
mathematical aptitude and the notorious greed of the melancholic are illustrated (fig. 7).
In its main motif – the personification of the melancholic temperament, engaged in studies and sitting pensively with her head resting on
her hand – Dürer’s melancholy engraving can be traced back directly to
the popular concept of melancholy. In variation of the Rufus tradition, it
says that the melancholic thinks, or – as Heinrich von Laufenberg put it
in his Regimen of Health, written in 1429 – that ‘his mind is bent on arts
and knowledge (auf kunste und weisheit stat sein sin)’. Drawing on this
popular medical literature about temperaments where the melancholic appears as possessing a gift for the ‘arts’, and having recourse to the praise
of melancholy found in the Aristotelian and Humanist tradition Dürer
provides his picture with new dignity by employing formulae of pathos
such as the wings, wreath, and the architectural structure and rectangular
seat, both illustrating virtue. Moreover he symbolised the many arts
which melancholics typically master through the numerous tools and objects. Their untidy arrangement on the ground, as we can see from this
fresh examination of the allegorical tradition, does not signify – as many
have traditionally thought until today – lack of care and ability. Instead
they represent the many skills mastered by the personification of melancholy. To this end, the pictorial form of the ‘figure with tools (Figur über
Gerät)’ served the allegorical language of images since antiquity.31
The assumption that Dürer counted among the dangers to which the
melancholy figure is exposed not only the learned advantages of the mel30
31
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Fig. 7: Lionardo Dati, Sfera, miniatures of the four temperaments (clockwise from top
left): choleric, phlegmatic, melancholic, sanguine, Lucca, Biblioteca Governativa, MS
1343, fol. 11b–12a

ancholic temperament, but also – in the direct tradition of Rufus – the
paralysis resulting from ceaseless reflection is supported by Dürer’s remark in his manual Sustenance for Painter Apprentices (Speis der
Malerknaben). There he says, in a sketch dated 1508, that the young
painter should be wary of melancholy prevailing as a result of too much
exertion:
Daz sext, ob sich der jung zw fill vbte, do fan jm dy Melecoley vber hant mocht nehmen, daz er durch kurtzwelich seiten spill zw leren do von gezogen werd zw ergetzlikeit seins gepltz.
The sixth [instruction for the young apprentice is that] if the boy has exerted himself
too much, so that melancholy has been able to become prevalent in him, he should
be drawn away from this by learning the amusing play of the lyre, to entertain and
improve his mood.32

According to the Aristotelian tradition Dürer attributes to the young artist
a general melancholic disposition, required by any genius within the arts.
At the same time, Dürer follows Rufus’ medical doctrine and warns
32
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against mental over-exertion, for the melancholic disposition, which according to the Aristotelian Problem 30.1 was necessary to excel in the
arts, may turn into a melancholic weariness. Thus melancholy as genius
is transformed into the ailment of melancholy. As a treatment against the
imminent excess of melancholy Dürer prescribes music therapy, already
employed by Rufus to cure melancholic depression [F 67 § 16].33
In his melancholy copperplate, Dürer illustrated Rufus’ concept –
demonstrably known to him – that an excess of mental activity can cause
the ailment of melancholy, a position contrary to the Aristotelian praise
of melancholy as the prerequisite for all great talents. Through the ambivalence of his melancholy figure, who is sitting with her head resting on
her hand and in whose gestures and facial expressions one can see both
the highest mental concentration and total paralysis as an inseparable
unity. Yet, as the rich reception history teaches us, both aspects were
picked out separately in many different ways – Dürer is able visually to
combine in one personification the quite different gifts of the melancholic
temperament, both good and bad. Only because his melancholic angel
places such contradictory notions of melancholy before our eyes does
Dürer’s call to virtue become so comprehensible and clear. Again, only
because one can read in Dürer’s melancholic angel the dangers to which
the melancholic temperament is exposed, but also the ability to act virtuously, does the melancholic’s capacity to recreate himself in God’s image by means of his special intellectual gifts become alluringly apparent.
There is an ambivalence present in Dürer’s melancholy figure, in
whom the traditional contemplative pose of productive thinking cannot
be separated from fruitless brooding. This ambivalence too recurs as a
pictorial motif in the tools on the ground of Dürer’s engraving. As
already stated, objects on the ground always serve as allegories illustrating the qualities attributed to the personification in question. If one reads
in Dürer’s melancholy figure paralysis and inactivity, then she does not,
as one would expect according to the laws of allegorical language,
become the personification of an encyclopaedic ability for many arts, all
based on mathematics, but rather a personification of idleness which forgets and neglects all the things carelessly lying around her. Both interpretations of Dürer’s melancholy figure, as a universally capable personification of the arts, and as a personification of pervasive paralysis, an
acedia of almost gigantic proportions, already existed in Dürer’s day and
later were to recur. These interpretations were made easier, since acedia
has long been said to have a double nature.34 For acedia was not con33
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on pp. 31–44 and 54–62; see also HORDEN 2000.
34
For further details, see SCHUSTER 1991, i. 119–22.
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ceived of solely in terms of work-shy sloth. Rather acedia primarily signifies in moral theology since Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) man’s turning
away from God and the subsequent sadness of his soul. Lethargy and
apathy are only secondary effects. Petrarch, too, insisted on this intellectual origin of acedia in his poetic confessions On the Secret Conflict
Caused by his Cares (De secreto conflictu curarum suarum). In contrast
to moral theology, Petrarch held that man’s turning away from God is no
longer the cause of acedia, but rather the sad realisation that human life is
random and transient, which leads to total paralysis of man’s drive and
energy.35
This definition of acedia as a result of thought which ‘thinks to the
end’ makes it the ideological parallel to Rufus’ medical doctrine that too
much exhausting thinking leads to the ailment of melancholy and thereby
to total lethargy. Thus the reason for the melancholic’s inactivity is not,
as in the case of the sleeping or idle phlegmatic illustrated in the Salernitan Regimen or Heinrich von Laufenberg’s Regimen of Health, the yearning for ease and comfort. Rather the acedia of the melancholic originates
in excessive thinking.
By taking into consideration this tradition of acedia, largely overlooked until now, it is possible to confirm that Dürer’s melancholy copperplate illustrates comprehensively a popular contemporary concept of
melancholy which encompassed skilfulness and sadness, but also sloth.
Dürer has resolved this contradiction through the pose of his melancholy
figure and the pictorial form of the ‘figure with tools (Figur über Gerät)’.
For this reason, Dürer’s arrangement could later become a common model for various melancholic subject diametrically opposed to each other,
depending on which aspects of melancholy, acedia, sadness or skilfulness, are emphasised.36 In the combination of contrary contents in the
ambiguous pictorial motifs described here, Dürer’s copperplate proves to
be a paradoxical image, and an encyclopaedic illustration of the conflicting concepts of melancholy in his time.
This comprehensive character of Dürer’s engraving encompasses the
contradictions inherent in antique ideas about melancholy, including
those of Aristotle and Rufus. Dürer indeed corrects the notion of the melancholic genius present in the Aristotelian Problem 30.1 by incorporating
Rufus’ idea that an excess of thinking leads to melancholy. However, Ar35

See WENZEL 1961; WENZEL 1967, 155–63; JEHL 1984. For ‘reflection and inhibition of action’ in melancholics see also LEPENIES 1972, 185–213; tr. GAINES and JONES
1992, 142–63.
36
For details, see SCHUSTER 1991, vol. i, ch. 7, pp. 371–412. To anticipate the conclusion one can say that partial aspects of Dürer’s engraving influenced later works separately, although Dürer conceived of the parts as a whole.
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istotle had already suggested this correction by calling for a well-balanced mean of black bile. Only in this state of equilibrium can the melancholic genius become fertile, according to Problem 30.1, otherwise madness looms large. In Dürer’s concept and disposition the mean is not only
recommended from a dietary point of view, but also the only safe means
of knowledge; it is achieved by measuring.
We are therefore dealing with different aspects of measure. According
to Rufus, intensive intellectual activity leads to melancholy, and he consequently calls for moderation. Measuring is moreover the only safe
means of knowledge, as Dürer shows us. Yet even the act of measuring
itself has to be carried out in moderation, as Rufus’ case history (F 68)
demonstrates: the continuous and, as it were, excessive engagement in
geometrical sciences leads to melancholy.
Finally, however, Dürer’s melancholy figure does see things which
cannot be measured. According to Dürer, this does not mean a Faustian
despair or a ‘Saturnian dejection’; rather the knowledge that one does not
know constitutes divine perfection: through the Humanist quest for
knowledge man reaches perfection in the face of the divine which he cannot grasp.
The great impact of Dürer’s work cannot be explained merely by reference to an enduring fascination with melancholy. It should rather be
seen as a result of Dürer’s art. For a central human emotion, Dürer found
fundamental visual metaphors which were as superbly simple as they
were obvious in their contrast of proximity and distance, youth and old
age, leisure and work, rest and restlessness, emptiness and fullness, and
light and dark. At the same time, these metaphors were sufficiently general and ambiguous to combine the conflicting aspects of the notions of
melancholy, extending from sloth, sadness and sorrow, to desolation and
madness – and even to the gifted nature of the genius. Discrete and ambivalent at the same time, and thereby a pointer to all earthly things and to
what survives them through virtue – as such Dürer’s melancholy copperplate can be defined as a fully fledged Humanist allegory. Its ambiguity,
which constitutes clarity in infinite refraction as opposed to vagueness,
makes Dürer’s engraving into a true image. In this sense Walter Benjamin (d. 1940) says about the far less discrete and far less paradoxical
allegory of Hope (Spes) by Andrea Pisano (d. c. 1348):
Sie sitzt, und hilflos erhebt sie die Arme nach einer Frucht, die ihr unerreichbar
bleibt. Dennoch ist sie geflügelt. Nichts ist wahrer.
Sitting, she helplessly stretches her arms for a fruit that remains beyond her reach.
And yet she is winged. Nothing is more true.37
37

BENJAMIN 1962, 82; tr. JEPHCOTT and SHORTER 1997, 83.

Rufus of Ephesus and the Tradition
of the Melancholy Thinker
PETER TOOHEY*
Introduction
Rufus’ particular contribution to the intellectual tradition of melancholy
is sometimes said to be his claim that too much thinking makes a person
prone to melancholy. Rufus does indeed make this claim. He was not
necessarily the first to do so, however. The claim appears, furthermore, to
have been but a minor element in his two-book text, On Melancholy.
Notwithstanding the evidence that points to this theme not being of paramount importance to the physician, Rufus’ On Melancholy has become
associated with the persistent idea of the melancholy thinker. Traditions
such as this one seem to have a life of their own and to require no necessary affiliation for their continuance. We need to be quite clear, at the
very outset, however, that Rufus’ idea should not be confused with that
of the pseudo-Aristotle in the famous Problem 30.1. Rufus links overmuch thought with melancholy, while Aristotle links genius with melancholy. Rufus’ melancholy is of the depressive variety. Aristotle – though
he seems to understand melancholy as bipolar or, as we might say, manic-depressive – stresses the manic aspect of melancholy in his discussion.
Rufus’ idea, however minor a position it played in his system, does
seem to have been taken up elsewhere and, at that, very early on. It is
particularly to be associated with geometers (and perhaps architects). We
see this in the case notes attributed to Rufus. It is picked up by the NeoPlatonic philosopher from the 11th century, Amad ibn Muammad
Miskawaih. We see the geometer again most powerfully in Albrecht
Dürer’s Melencolia I (1514). But the emphasis does seem to shift in the
early Renaissance. Instead of the geometer, we now also have the depressive scholar. This is the tradition exemplified by Marsilio Ficino
(1433–99) and then by Robert Burton (1577–1640). It becomes almost a
literary topos. The most striking linear descendent of Burton (who cites
Rufus in the context of the ‘miseries of scholars’) is perhaps to be found
in Middlemarch (1871) by George Eliot (1819–80) in the person of the
* FLASHAR 1966 remains very helpful for an understanding of Rufus, but is brought
up to date by the new material gathered together by Pormann, in this volume, and the
new interpretations offered by the contributors to this volume.
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scholar, Edward Casaubon. The theme is picked up, I would like to argue, not through filiation but rather through the persistence of this essentially clichéd idea, in the standard textbook of the American Psychiatric
Association for the diagnosis of psychological disorder, the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. Here it seems to become an
illness termed Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder. The symptoms for this disorder, or illness, bear striking resemblance to the habits
and character traits exhibited by thinkers such as Edward Casaubon.
Rufus’ On Melancholy and the Aristotelian Tradition
Rufus believed that melancholy was an illness caused and characterised
by a preponderance of black bile. When we speak of melancholy in English we mean depression – melancholy and depression are synonyms.
This is not necessarily the case in Greek. It was the bile that was the
characteriser and this did not necessarily entail affective disorder. Where
an affective disorder was involved it could as readily mean manía (madness) as it could depression. The Aristotelian Problem links these two
conditions to the heating or cooling of the black bile. Melancholy could
be mania or depression.
Rufus may have believed that there were three forms of melancholy
(and in this he was followed by Galen – DOLS 1992, 28). In each of these
an excess of black bile pervades or is generated from a portion of the
body: there was a hypochondriac form (where the black bile is produced
in from bad digestion in the epigastric region), an encephalic form
(where bile rises to the brain and poisons), a general form, in which
harmful black bile pervades the whole body. Rufus seems to have been
interested primarily in the hypochondriac form of melancholy. This, he
believed, fell into two types, the innate and the acquired. Those with innate melancholy can be recognised: they are hairy, have dark skin, lisp,
have protruding lips, tend to move quickly, and may be prone to mental
activity. But that is about as far as we can go. Were such sufferers depressive? Maybe, maybe not. Sometimes these melancholics are angry
and rave, at other times they are fearful and despondent. This seems to
depend on the phase of the illness (early, middle or late) in which they
find themselves. It can also depend on age and gender: old men, it seems,
are prone to melancholy; men in general suffer it more than women, but
when women do get it, the illness affects them more severely than men.
Was the melancholy suffered by Rufus’ thinkers depressive or manic?
Hesitantly one must assert that depression is what Rufus seems to have
thought that scholars suffered. One concludes this from the case books
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attributed to Rufus and from the 11th century testimony of Miskawaih.
The link between (depressive) melancholy and thinking was not necessarily a key portion of Rufus’ analysis of melancholy. Does this matter?
A theme of this paper is that influence may exist independently of a particular thinker’s ideas. The Rufus tradition, that is to say, though perhaps
a real one, may exist independently of the author and may even exhibit
scant relationship to his key ideas. What may matter, in a case like this, is
the fact that this tradition has been attributed to him.
The question of Rufus’ originality in the linking of melancholy and
thinking, therefore, is not of great significance. Were we to concern
ourselves with this, however, the first comparison would be with the Aristotelian Problem 30.1 in which a link is made between melancholy and
genius. It is sometimes said that Rufus simply medicalises Aristotle’s
concept, that thinking in Rufus causes melancholy, that genius in Aristotle causes melancholy. Is this the case? There are two striking differences between Rufus and the Aristotelian Problem 30.1, in my opinion.
The first is that Aristotle is less interested in ‘fear and despondency’, for
his is a bipolar illness and is more often manic than depressive. In fact
the stress of the Problem 30.1 is above all on the manic aspects of melancholy (TOOHEY 2004). Furthermore, the Problem is about poets, statesmen, generals, and philosophers. The main players seem to be men of action or creators, not, for example, intellectual interpreters or scholiastic
philosophers. It is not very clear what Rufus meant by ‘those who think a
lot’, whether by this he meant ‘interpreters’ rather than ‘creators’. The
sense that one gets from the ‘Case Studies’ is that we are dealing more
with interpreters and scholars than creators. Klibansky, Panofsky, and
Saxl also seem perhaps to have thought the former was the case. If there
is such a thing as a Rufus tradition in the depiction of melancholy, it will
probably have to be taken in this light. To a large extent, to trace the Rufus ‘tradition’ may be to trace the depiction of hapless, melancholy scholars and intellectual interpreters (some of whom have over-active libidos
[FF 60, 73]1, some of whom were good at predicting the future [F 35 § 2],
and all of whom had bad digestion [passim, e.g. F 9]).
1

Melancholics are randy, according to Hildegard of Bingen, because of the excess
of wind within them – see above, pp. 183–5 and RADDEN 2000, 79–85. See also Dürer,
The Doctor’s Dream (KLIBANSKY, PANOFSKY, SAXL 1964, plate 92) which combines images of the scholar in a melancholic dream at his desk, geometry (as the ball resembling
the globe), a cupid, and a naked Venus-like figure. The most comprehensive anthology
of writings on melancholy is RADDEN 2000. Radden does not include Rufus. DANDREY
2005 produces a very comprehensive anthology (in which Rufus is included), but which
breaks off with the eighteenth century. HERSANT 2005 produces a more thematic book
and what might be described as a personal anthology. MINOIS 2003 is interpretative.
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It deserves mentioning at this point that it is much easier to trace in literature the Aristotelian tradition of genius and its link to melancholy than
it is to trace this much more vague tradition that has come to be associated with Rufus. Melancholy for Aristotle, in the Problem, is a bipolar
condition. The Aristotelian tradition, though not necessarily identified as
such in later writing, links genius with bipolarity or something that is
quite close in terms of its representation to bipolarity or manic-depressive
illness.
One of the most interesting surveys of the link between creative genius and the bipolarity of manic-depressive illness is Touched by Fire, by
the well known psychologist Kay Redfield Jamison. She links genius and
bipolarity, and I have not heard her links disputed, in the instances of poets such as John Berryman, Paul Celan, T.S. Eliot, Cesare Pavese, writers
such as William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, Virginia Woolf, composers such as Mahler and Schumann, as well as artists such as van
Gogh, Munch, and Rothko. It is very important to be clear on this distinction between Redfield Jamison’s tradition and that of Rufus. The Aristotelian tradition links genius with manic depression (but with a stress on
mania). The Rufus tradition links thinking and scholarship with
depression.
Geometers, Architect, and Melancholic Thinkers
Despite the apparently small role played within Rufus’ system by this
link between excessive thinking and melancholy, there is some evidence
that this ‘tradition’ became associated with Rufus’ name quite early in
antiquity. There exist under Rufus’ name a series of case studies.2 In one
of these case studies we read (F 68 §§ 1–4):
[1] I know another person in whom melancholy began because of blood being burnt.
[2] This man was gentle, and the sadness and fear which afflicted him were not
strong. Furthermore, they were combined with a little bit of hilarity. [3] The reason
for his illness was the constant contemplation of geometrical sciences; he also had
social intercourse with kings [mulk]. [4] Because of these things melancholic [disease] matter accumulated in him …

This man seems to suffer, not necessarily because of an excess of
pneûma, but because of (1) constant scientific thinking, (2) over-grand
ambitions (‘intercourse with kings’?), (3) a ‘pungent’ temperament, and
(4) the ‘age of decline’. Three at least of these points direct us to an environmental cause for the illness. But it is the first of the causative agents
2

ULLMANN 1978b argues for Rufus’ authorship of these, but some scholars have expressed doubts about this attribution; see above, pp. 18–20, for a full discussion.
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which really stands out. This is the ‘constant contemplation of geometrical sciences’. (This certainly looks forwards to the geometrical imagery of
Dürer and Sironi.) What also stands out is that there is little stress in his
case on the manic aspects of his condition. The main emphasis is on his
‘sadness and fear’, on the depressive side of his condition, that is. There
is further support for the importance of the influence of this linking of
thinking and melancholy to be had from the 11th century writings of the
Neo-Platonic philosopher Amad ibn Muammad Miskawaih. The details of Miskawaih’s argument are produced in this volume.3 It is useful,
however, to focus on one aspect of Miskawayh’s refutation of the anonymous sceptic. The sceptic argued that a) since intellection is always
linked to sense perception, and b) since we can never know whether or
not sense perception is correct, intellection itself is uncertain. A case in
point is melancholy: those suffering from delusional states during it think
their fantasies to be true, but they are not. Miskawaih rejects this position
by stating first that melancholy does not denote all thought processes, but
only the delusional state of sick people. For otherwise, as he puts it, ‘true
opinions which derive from thought-processes over a long period of time
would generate a powerful disease [i.e., melancholy]’.4 Then Miskawaih
mentions specific examples of such thought-processes5:
We know that the thinking to which a geometer [ ib al-handasa] assiduously applies himself to arrive at something useful in the world, such as extracting water to
the surface, or lifting a road, or moving something heavy with little force; and the
thinking to which a general [mudabbir al- ai ] and the manager of a city [s is almad na] assiduously apply themselves to accomplish a building [im ra] or the victory over an evil foe, are not a disease [mara].

We have here the practical applications of geometry in what we would
now call engineering (building wells) and architecture (constructing
roads). It is not Miskaiwah’s refutation or the sceptic’s logic that matters
here. What matters is the persistent emphasis on geometry and architecture within a discussion of the effects of melancholy. This points back to
Rufus. It also foreshadows some of the ‘useful objects’ found before the
melancholy figure in Dürer’s Melencolia I.
Miskawaih continues by insisting that people endeavour to stay
healthy both physically and mentally. He concludes with a banal reductio
ad absurdum: if Rufus held that any thinking leads to melancholy, then
his thinking about melancholy could not be correct, because his thinking
had made him succumb to the disease. My point in highlighting some aspects of Miskawaih’s arguments here is a straightforward one: to illus3
4
5

See above, pp. 194–6.
tr. Pormann; see above p. 195.
p. 64, lines 4–8 ed. BADAW 1981; tr. Pormann.
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trate the persistent importance of this strain within Rufus’ alleged later
influence.
It was not just Miskawaih who continued this tradition attributed to
Rufus of linking excessive thought with melancholy. Avicenna (Ibn Sn,
980–1037), a philosopher as well as a physician of Persian origin, was
the author of the famous five-volume Canon of Medicine. Translated
from Arabic into Latin and, in this way, exerting considerable influence
on European medicine in the first half of the second millennium,
Avicenna wrote from a Hippocratic and Galenic perspective. He states, in
the Canon, that melancholy is the product of pure black bile (unmixed,
that is, with phlegm, yellow bile, or blood). It is, furthermore, characterised by ‘a great deal of deliberating’ (RADDEN 2000, 78).
Were we to jump ahead by nearly half a millennium from Avicenna,
there is Marsilio Ficino (1433–99). Ficino is usually claimed to be a key
player in the history of the conceptualisation of melancholy. A leading
figure of the Italian Renaissance who worked in Florence under the patronage of Cosimo de’ Medici, this Neo-Platonist philosopher and scholar became a very famous exponent of Plato’s works. Trained but not
qualified as a physician, Ficino composed the seminal text Three Books
on Life (De vita triplici, 1489) which, in the first book, discusses the relationship of intellect and melancholy (RADDEN 2000, 87–93 and, especially, KLIBANSKY, SAXL, PANOFSKY 1964, s.v.).
Ficino takes as his inspiration the Aristotelian Problem 30.1 and Plato’s ideas on ‘divine frenzy’ in the Phaedrus. He believes that melancholy of a dry and thin variety (to be contrasted with the adust form that
leads to raving, and the damp and heavy form that leads to doltishness) is
a concomitant of genius. On the surface of it, this does sound rather close
to the Aristotelian version of things. There are, however, two notable differences. First, Aristotle focuses on men of action or in a couple of cases,
creative philosophers who lead public lives (Socrates and Heraclitus),
whereas Ficino’s geniuses are interpretative scholars or scholiastic philosophers like himself. Second, Aristotle’s melancholic geniuses are bipolar, subject to both mania and depressive melancholy. In the Problem’s
version, however, it is mania, not melancholy, that receives the main emphasis. Ficino’s intellectuals are sufferers (or beneficiaries) of a specific
form of depressive melancholy. Ficino, therefore, may have taken his inspiration from Aristotle and Plato. But the difference between his approach and that of the Problem 30.1 is marked. Whether by accident or
indirect filiation, his approach bears a much closer relationship to that of
Rufus, or at least to the tradition relating to Rufus. Ficino’s and Rufus’
intellectuals are depressive and derivative in their intellectual work.
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There are two other points that need to be made of Ficino. The first
relates to Dürer, whom I will discuss shortly. It may be that Ficino, by reasserting the link between thinking and depressive melancholy, shifts the
emphasis away from the mathematic arts highlighted in Rufus’ case histories, by Miskawaih, and by Dürer’s angel. This seems to provide the
basis for the versions of the Rufus tradition that we will see in the remainder of this essay. The second point relates to medicine. It is sometimes claimed that Rufus medicalises the speculation of the Problem
30.1. If this is the case then Ficino may move the tradition away from
medicine. His medical basis, unlike that of Rufus, is strong on speculation and largely devoid of concrete physiological details.
Perhaps the most remarkable late medieval or early Renaissance reappearance of the Rufus tradition is to be found in that most literary of
visual representations of the effects of melancholy, Melencolia I (1514)
by Ficino’s contemporary Albrecht Dürer (1471–1528).6 This etching not
only ‘views’ like a literary text, with its dense symbolic images and its
scant interest in verisimilitude, but it is also infused with images that
seem to struggle to represent visually some of the logic behind Ficino,
but more particularly that behind Rufus of Ephesus’ On Melancholy.7
It is often argued that Dürer in Melencolia I seems to have attempted
to represent a symbolic relationship between the melancholic temperament and the geometrical and mathematical arts. KLIBANSKY, PANOFSKY,
and SAXL 1964, 317 have this to say of Dürer’s picture:
The idea behind Dürer’s engraving … might be called Geometria surrendering to
melancholy, or of Melancholy with a taste for geometry… [it represent a] pictorial
union of two figures, one embodying the allegorised ideal of creative mental faculty,
the other the terrifying image of a destructive state of mind.

Perhaps more than geometry is involved (though this will not change the
meaning of the engraving), for the abundance of tools in this etching suggests one of geometry’s practical applications, architecture. In this simple
juxtaposition of geometry (or architecture), traditional representatives of
thinking, and melancholy we can see reflected the tradition attributed to
Rufus.8 To put it briefly: the lethargic pose of the winged angel, her chin
rested on crooked arm, her swarthy complexion, the dim light of dusk,
the black bat and its banner, the sleeping dog, the sphere all signify the
depressed inactivity of melancholy. The geometer’s (or architect’s) tools,
6

The engraving is reproduced in this volume in Schuster’s and Völlnagel’s essay
‘Melencolia I in the Medical tradition’ on p. 198.
7
The literary nature of this copperplate is well brought out in Schuster and Völlnagel’s contribution to this volume.
8
Schuster and Völnagel link the angel to astronomy, rather than to geometry
(above, pp. 227–8).
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the paring chisel, plane, the pliers, the saw, ruler, the nails and so forth
are, by contrast, the attributes of thought.9
This theme of the melancholic geometer (or architect) is one that persists. It is a variant of Rufus’ theme. To illustrate its persistence I would
like to append some brief notes on one other painting, dating from approximately four hundred years later, that forms part of the genealogical
tradition ‘beginning’ with Rufus and traceable through Dürer’s Melencolia I. This is Mario Sironi’s well known oil painting, The Architect
(c. 1922–4).10
The pensive, melancholy architect of Sironi’s painting declares his affiliation with Dürer’s engraving quite simply by holding the compass in
his left hand (note the geometrical figure to the viewer’s left of his chest,
which may hint at Saturn’s sphere). That, in this case, is quite sufficient
to declare filiation. And, if there should be any doubt as to his consciousness of this tradition, I would point to the fact that Mario Sironi painted
at least one oil entitled Melancholia, (1919–20, BRAUN 2000 Plate V) that
draws on Dürer, specifically through the sphere, the symbol of the melancholy planet Saturn. Sironi also uses the Saturnian sphere in Self-Portrait
with Sculpture (1922–4, BRAUN 2000 Figure 60), and Young Man with a
Red Ball (1922–4, BRAUN 2000 Figure 53) as well as variants in paintings
such as Pandora (1919–20 BRAUN 2000 Plate VI), Seated Nude with a
Mirror (c.1920–2, BRAUN 2000 Figure 50) and The Student (1922–4
BRAUN 2000 Plate IX). The tradition of the specifically melancholic figure seated with a compass in their hands can be found in Jost Amman’s
Melancholia (1589) and Jacob II De Gheyn’s Melancholicus (1596)
(both reproduced in CLAIR 2005, 146). In these two representations, the
sphere is also present.
Melancholic Thinkers in Literature
The sudden proliferation of an interest in melancholy in the early modern
period is a matter of great fascination.11 Angus Gowland’s «The Problem
9

BRAUN 2000, 76, suggests that both Melancholy and Measure, in turn, are subsumed under the astrological sign of Saturn, whose power and riches are symbolised by
the purse and the keys at the foot of the despondent angel. In Dürer’s conception, the
power of the artist resides in weight, proportion, and number, but he is plagued by the
conflict between the visible and immeasurable, mathematics and metaphysical
speculation.
10
Reproduced in BRAUN 2000, 94 (figure 59). Mario SIRONI, The Architect, c. 1922–
4, Oil on canvas, 70 x 60 cm, Private collection, Milan.
11
There are many figures that could be mentioned here. Timothie Bright (1550–
1615), who composed A Treatise of Melancholie, is often said to be a predecessor of
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of Early Modern Melancholy» in Past and Present (2006) introduces an
interesting element of scepticism into the notion of the Rufus tradition.12
The article argues that melancholy took off in this period for three
reasons:
1. general societal chaos of the period, across Europe
2. the increased interest in the occult aspects of natural philosophy and medicine …
stimulated interest in melancholy, which … was especially suitable for use over …
questions relating to witchcraft and demonology
3. because the disease was understood to be primarily an emotional condition, it carried spiritual and ethical as well as medical significance, and assumed a prominent
place within the religious, moral-philosophical and political discourses of the passions of the soul

The apparent resurgence of an interest in melancholy and the apparent
frequency of the condition, therefore, are to be explained by the peculiar
historical and cultural forces of the era.
Robert Burton on the Misery of Scholars
Notwithstanding these contemporary forces, tradition still seems to play
its role.13 Ficino’s admirer Robert Burton (1577–1640), in his The Anatomy of Melancholy, offers what is probably the strongest example of the
working-out of the tradition of Rufus’ affirmation of the link between
melancholy and ‘thinkers’.14 This is to be found in his chapter entitled
‘Love of Learning or Overmuch Study [as a cause of melancholy]’ Pt 1
Mem 3, Sub 15 (=p. 301).15 The following passage from The Anatomy of
Melancholy (pt. 1 Mem 5, Sub 4) provides a clear indication of Burton’s
understanding of the link between thinking and melancholy:

Robert Burton. Bright seems more an exemplar of the Aristotelian tradition that we see
in Ficino rather than that of Rufus. Montaigne, according to SCREECH 1983, belongs to
the same Platonic tradition, as it is transferred through Galen, of excited/ecstatic melancholy produced by adust melancholy in the brain. Is Hamlet an example of the melancholy intellectual? Freud (RADDEN 2000, 283) in «Mourning and Melancholia» links
Hamlet to this tradition. Radden wonders if this glamorises Hamlet.
12
This article is supplemented by his The Worlds of Renaissance Melancholy
(2006).
13
John Milton (1608–74) offers a contribution to the more general theme of melancholy, if not that of Rufus, in his Il Penseroso.
14
Another interesting part link between Burton and Rufus is as follows: see Burton
pt. 1 page 422 where intelligence is linked (not by him) to ‘adust melancholy’. This
seems to be part of the tradition and can be linked to F 3 and to KLIBANSKY, PANOFSKY,
and SAXL’s discussion.
15
See also ‘Windy Melancholia’, in Burton pt. 1 Mem 5, Sub 4 (=p. 379).
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Fernelius, lib. 1, cap. 18, puts study, contemplation, and continuous meditation as an
especial cause of madness: and in his 86th consul. cites the same words. Jo. Arculanus, in lib. 9 Rhasis ad Almansorem, cap. 16, amongst other causes reckons up
studium vehemens [passionate study]: so doth Lervinus Lemnius, lib. De occul. Nat.
marac. Li. I, cap. 16. ‘Many men’ (saith he) ‘come to this malady by continual
study, and night-waking, and of all other men, scholars are most subject to it’; as
such, Rhasis adds, ‘that have commonly the finest wits’ (Cont. lib. I, tract. 9). [Footnote 3 provides the Latin for this quotation: ‘et illi qui sunt subtilis ingenii, et multae
praemeditationis, de facili incident in melancholiam’] Masilius Ficinus, de sanit. tuenda, lib. I, cap. 7 puts melancholy amongst one of those five principal plagues of
students, ‘tis a common moll unto them all, and almost in some measure an inseparable companion. Varro belike for that cause calls tristes philosophos et severos
[philosophers sad and austere]; severe, sad, dry, tetric, are common epithets to
scholars: and Patricius therefore, in the institution of princes, would not have them
be great students.

The remarkable aspect of this passage, which occurs shortly after the beginning of the section on ‘Overmuch Study’, is that Burton’s authority,
Rhasis, is none other than the Rz through whom much of Rufus’ On
Melancholy was transmitted.16 In fact the Latin passage that is cited by
Burton as Footnote 3 is one that is independently attributed to the extant
body of fragments of Rufus (F 33). This quotation, therefore, provides a
direct link between Burton’s conjunction of melancholy and thinking
with that of Rufus. It is probably also of significance that Ficino, who
seems also to have drawn on the Rufus tradition and who periodically
cited ar-Rz, is the next of Burton’s authorities to be cited.
Burton not only asserts the link between thinking and melancholy, but
also adduces a number of (mostly non-physiological) reasons why ‘students’ should be more prone to this disease than others (pp. 301–4). (Aspects of Burton’s expansion of Rufus intellectual nosology are picked up
by other writers, most notably, as we will see in the next section of this
essay, by George Eliot.) At any rate Burton’s reasons for ascribing a
tendency to thinkers for falling into melancholy are as follows:
1. Thinkers live ‘a sedentary, solitary life … free from bodily exercise’;
2. They indulge in ‘overmuch study’ and ‘too much learning’ which of itself makes
a person prone to melancholy;
3. They neglect their bodies and their health: ‘only scholars neglect that instrument
(their brains and spirits I mean) which they daily use’;
4. They fall under the influence of Saturn and Mercury; these patrons of learning are
both dry planets (to be linked with melancholy) and Mercury is linked to poverty
(presumably another cause for melancholy) (both George Eliot’s ‘dry’ character Ed-

16

On melancholy and ar-Rz see DOLS 1992, 52–6, as well as above, pp. 15–16.
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ward Casaubon and W.G. Sebald’s melancholic novel, The Rings of Saturn might be
compared at this point);
5. The contemplation of the thinker is a dangerous thing because it ‘dries out the
brain and extinguishes natural heat; for whilst the spirits are intent to medication
above in the head, the stomach and liver are left destitute, and thence come black
blood and crudities by defect of concoction, and for want of exercise the superfluous
vapours cannot exhale’;
6. Furthermore ‘hard students are commonly troubled with gouts, catarrhs, rheums,
cachexia, bradypepsia, bad eyes, stone, and colic, crudities, oppilations, vertigo …
and all other such diseases as come by overmuch sitting’ (this passage quoted is by
George Eliot);
7. Because of excess time given to study thinkers lack normal social accomplishments and so can be judged ‘a mere scholar, a mere ass’;
8. Scholars become so intent on their studies that they have no idea what might happen to them, and hence suffer a variety of odd accidents;
9. Burton concludes: ‘Your greatest students are commonly … silly, soft fellows in
their outward behavior, absurd, ridiculous to others … Are these men not fools?’

The remainder of Burton’s discussion in ‘Love of Learning or Overmuch Study [as a cause of melancholy]’ strays from this theme and examines more generally the ‘miseries of scholars’. What are the factors,
Burton asks, that make the life of the scholar something not to be envied?
He points out a number of causes, whose details need not concern us
here, but whose general timbre deserves noting. The life of the scholar
(Part 1: p. 305) is blighted, in Rufus’ scheme of things, because it is
‘commonly subject to such hazards and inconveniences as dotage, madness, simplicity etc.’ Furthermore the prospect of not making a good living, which is usual, ‘were enough to make them all melancholy’ (Part 1:
pp. 305–10). The biggest problem, however, ‘the fountain of these miseries proceeds from … patrons’ (Part 1: pp. 312–16). Patronage becomes
one of the main subjects of the rest of this chapter. Once upon a time, in
antiquity, kings were scholars, but kings also respected scholars who
were not kings (Part 1: pp. 317–20). But now patrons are characterised by
ignorance and ‘from thence contempt … this hatred and contempt of
learning proceeds out of ignorance; as they are themselves [patrons] barbarous, idiots, dull, illiterate, and proud, so they esteem of others.’ (Part
1: pp. 316–17). There are other reasons for the miseries of scholars:
scholars themselves are too willing to admit into universities people who
are unsuited or stupid, simply for the money that can be made (Part 1:
pp. 327–8). And some scholars themselves are not up to the mark. ‘I venture to repeat the abusive expressions which some vulgar fellow has applied to the clergy, that they are a rotten crowd, beggarly, uncouth, filthy,
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melancholy, miserable, despicable, and contemptible’ (Part 1: pp. 328–
30).
Burton, therefore, expands and provides what are in the main nonmedical aetiologies for the sorry condition of Rufus’ melancholy thinker.
But he preserves the core of Rufus’ idea. These are scholastic thinkers
and they are depressives.
Looking Back to Persius via Robert Burton
Within the chapter on ‘Overmuch Study’ Robert Burton provides an unexpected and very suggestive instance, from classical literature, of this
conjunction between melancholy and people who ‘think a lot’. The passage which is cited in The Anatomy of Melancholy is from Persius’ Satire
3, in particular Satire 3. 78–83. The lines from Persius (AD 34–62) that
seem to provide the link between melancholy and the thinker or philosopher run as follows (the translation is that which is provided in the
footnotes to Burton’s text)17:
I don’t want to be like one of your Arcesilases or your poor louts of Solons, stooping
their heads and nailing the ground with their eyes, as they stand grinding queer
noises and mad dog silence all to themselves, and putting out their lips like a pivot
for balancing their words, lost in pondering over the dreams of some sick dotard or
another.

The corresponding Latin passage is:
Non ego curo
Esse quod Arcesilas aerumnosique Solones
Obstipo capite et figentes lumine terram,
Murmura cum secum et rabiosa silentia rodunt
Atque exporrecto trutinantur uerba labello,
Aegroti ueteris meditantes somnia.

80

The line of Latin following this passage specifies the problems that Solon
(‘Athenian sage, statesman and poet, fl. 600 BC’) and Arcesilas (‘president and reviver of the Athenian Academy, mid third century BC’) deal
with. The problems are of a philosophical nature and are typified by the
following: ‘from nothing nothing comes; returns to nothing nothing
(gigni/de nihilo nihilum, in nihilum nil posse reuerti)’.18 (A discussion of
this specific issue can be found in the philosophical poetry of Lucretius –
see his De rerum natura 1.150.) The topic is therefore more what we
would term ‘natural philosophy’ or speculation of a scientific form. This
provides the link to the scientific theme as it appears in Miskawaih,
17

For a discussion of the numerous other links within this poem to the traditions relating to melancholy see TOOHEY 2004, Chapter 1.
18
The translation and biographical notes are taken from JENKINSON 1979.
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Dürer, and Sironi. Solon and Arcesilas, with their stooping, downcast
eyes, strange noises, silences, and facial oddities, sound melancholy.
Burton seems to have thought so. But did Persius think so too? (If he did,
then we have the Rufus ‘tradition’ of melancholy in existence before Rufus formulated it in his On Melancholy.)
He probably did. The idea of melancholy seems to suffuse this poem
(I have argued for this at length in TOOHEY 2004). We can see this melancholy ubiquity most clearly when the author of Satire 3 seems to have
decided that what the main addressee of this poem (whom I will term
‘Persius’) suffers is melancholy. (Why not then Solon and Arcesilas?)
Let us therefore go through the evidence for presence of melancholy in
this poem. Satire 3 tells us that the actions of ‘Persius’ are those of a person who is ‘not healthy (non sanus)’ (so he is in v. 118, the very last line
of the poem).19 References to insanity occur elsewhere (v. 5, 20, 32, 81)
or are implied.20 To judge by the references to medical figures in the
poem (v. 90, for example), it is a form of insanity that would have been
understood by a doctor (118). Persius all but gives the complex illness a
name three times in the poem. Here is how this happens in the second instance. The friend of ‘Persius’ admonishes him thus (v. 117–18):
You say and do what even
Orestes would swear are the actions of a madman.

Orestes, as an expert in the matter, certifies the madness of ‘Persius’. But
Orestes’ specific form of madness was melancholy.21 (Roman authors
such as Cicero, with whom Persius would have been thoroughly familiar,
were clear on the matter.)22 This melancholic timbre or strain is high19

I use the term Persius with full knowledge of the various offences I have committed, biographical, historical, deconstructive, intertextual, and otherwise. The literature
on the use of the persona in Roman Satire is large, and often dispiriting. It is simplest to
call the authorial voice Persius and, for all we know, it might be. We are listening, at
any rate, to a poet and one with an interest in philosophy (contrast HOOLEY 1997 and his
intertextual ‘authorless’ reading). The Persius that I find most stimulating is the oldfashioned one of LA PENNA 1995.
The best commentary on this poem is still that of CONINGTON 1893. JENKINSON’s 1980
translation is extremely helpful. Harvey’s commentary is useful. The allocation of lines
to speakers, I take it, is as follows (so JENKINSON 1980): Persius, 1–4; Friend, 5–6; Persius, 6–7; Friend, 7–8; Persius, 8–14; Friend, 15–43; Persius, 44–7; Friend, 48–51; Persius, 52–5; Friend, 56–106; Persius, 107–9; Friend, 109–18. For a different set of allocations see, for example, RECKFORD 1998. MORFORD’s 1984 no-frills paraphrase is also
very instructive.
20
By the term effluis in v. 20. HARVEY 1981 compares Silius Italicus 6.245.
21
On Persius’ apparent penchant for the melancholic there is the monograph by
SQUILLANTE 1995.
22
Persius is again relying on Horace, Satires 2.3.137. On medical references in Per-
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lighted in the lines of the poem immediately preceding those quoted
above. The Friend attempts here to demonstrate to ‘Persius’ the extent of
his venality. So, when faced with the prospect of gain, this normally
healthy man exhibits the generalised symptoms of a melancholy (an extreme oscillation between anger and fear) that might have been drawn
straight from the pages of the pseudo-Aristotelian Problem 30.1 or of
Aretaeus of Cappadocia. So at 3.115–17 we read:
You shiver, when white fear (timor albus) has shaken up corn ears all over your
limbs.
Now, as if a torch has been brought near, your blood boils and with anger
Your eyes flash, and you say and do what even
Orestes would swear are the actions of a madman.

The second instance of the illness of ‘Persius’ acquiring a name occurs in v. 8. The melancholy here is depressive. Its context goes as
follows:
One of the companions speaks. Is it true? ‘Quickly, let
Someone come here. Is there no one?’ The black bile is swelling.
‘I’m splitting’ – you’d say that all the herds of Arcadia were braying.
Now there’s a book and a parchment, two-toned and trimmed,
In his hand, and paper, and a jointed pen.
Then we complain, that the thick ink sticks to the pen,
That the black ink is ruined when water is mixed in.
We complain because the pen makes two washy drops.
Poor man, and poorer each day. Has it come
To this?

10

15

Persius seems to envisage his addressee as a real depressive melancholic.
What is most striking in Persius’ portrait is that he is so precise in his
designation of the condition of his addressee. In v. 8 of the poem of the
sufferer it is said: ‘turgescit vitrea bilis (his glass-like bile swells)’. One
convincing gloss for this passage interprets vitrea bilis as an imitation,
via Horace, Odes 3.13.1 (splendidior vitro), of Horace, Satires 2.3.141
which contains the expression splendida bilis (HARVEY 1981, 80). Horace’s expression has been convincingly explicated by KIESSLING-HEINZE
as mélaina chol (the black bile which provides the term, melancholy). If
this understanding of the echoes inherent in vitrea bilis is correct, then it
indicates that Persius is unequivocally suffering from a medical form of
melancholy (see too SQUILLANTE 1995, 26). That is why I have translated
this line as ‘the black bile is swelling’.23
sius see LACHENBACHER 1937.
23
There are other aspects of this passage that assist in reaching this conclusion.
These extend beyond the medical. The imagery of the pen and its black ink (l’encre de
la mélancholie, to draw a parallel from STAROBINSKI) is striking. The blackness and
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The third ‘naming’ of the melancholy of ‘Persius’ occurs in v. 63 of
this satire when hellebore is suggested as a cure for those whose skin
swells:
When the diseased skin swells already, you would see
People demanding hellebore in vain.

The illness requiring cure here is usually said to be dropsy. This is because of the swelling alluded to in the next line. (Swelling is, however,
associated with melancholy elsewhere in the poem; see TOOHEY 2004.24)
But the reference to hellebore (termed in Latin elleborum or veratrum)
points towards melancholy. Hellebore existed in white, elleborum album
or veratrum album, and black forms, elleborum orientale or veratrum
orientale. Popular usage does not seem to have distinguished these.25
White or black, it is a powerful emetic and as such was a useful treatment
for anything involving the retention of fluid or bile (such as melancholy).
It did this by purging the body of hard-to-budge fluids.26 So, hellebore
was the standard emetic treatment for melancholy (so Celsus iii. 18.17).
That the addressee should call for such an emetic treatment points to his
suffering from melancholy (see GILDERSLEEVE 1979, 132).27
To return to the point from which we started: this relates to melancholy and Persius and Rufus. It seems to me that Burton was correct to
see melancholy in his lines from Persius, Satire 3. Given what troubles
‘Persius’, Solon and Arcesilas are as likely as not to be suffering the
same sort of a condition. Burton’s diagnosis, then, may well be correct.
The curious aspect of this unexpected congruence between Persius and
Rufus relates to chronology. Persius’ lifespan is usually placed as AD 34–
62, while Rufus’ floruit is said to be the late first century AD. Given, furthermore, that Persius’ life span presumably antedates Rufus, how, in this
stickiness projects an image that is infused with that of depressive melancholy (above
all the blackness, but also the stickiness which hints at constipation) and, given its application to writing, seems to characterise the act of literary composition itself.
24
JENKINSON 1980 understands this as referring to some form of blistering in the
skin. The text seems to me to be inconclusive on this matter and to aim to link more
with the imagery of swelling. Were blisters involved, however, the condition might
have a melancholic parallel in the sores attributed to those other two melancholics, Heracles and Lysander, at least as they are depicted in the Problem.
25
For a brief and recent discussion of hellebore and an attempt to provide a botanical distinction for white hellebore see AMIGUES 1999. She also has a useful bibliography
on the plant (p.8, n. 6) as well as citing the discussion of Pliny 25.47.61 on the plant.
26
The effects of hellebore could be gruesome. Aretaeus speaks of the need to accustom a patient to the drug (ADAMS 1856: 465) because of the paroxysms it induces.
27
Support for this contention also comes from an unexpected source. The illness described in v. 88–107 of this Third Satire may be linked with melancholia. For a discussion see TOOHEY 2004, Chapter One,
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case, are we to speak of a ‘Rufus tradition’? One solution might be to
date Rufus earlier – this possibility is discussed by Nutton (see above, pp.
140–41) within this volume. On the other hand it has been already noted
in this paper that influence may exist independently of a particular
thinker’s ideas. The Rufus tradition, that is to say, may exist independently of the author, his chronological relations, and even his key ideas.
George Eliot and Orhan Pamuk
Notwithstanding the historicist scepticism of scholars such as Gowland,
the Rufus tradition keeps on reappearing, almost regardless of historical
circumstance. The clear affiliation between Rufus and much later writers
is apparent if we turn to the Victorian novelist, George Eliot (1819–80)
and her Middlemarch (1871). Despite the considerable jump in time there
is a demonstrable connection back to Rufus, via Robert Burton and Rufus’ excerptor, ar-Rz.
Mr Casaubon, the unfortunately dreary and sexless scholar of Middlemarch, is a very good example of the sort of melancholy thinker about
whom Rufus might have been talking.28 He is certainly the sort of individual that the Roman satirist Persius would have recognised. The Reverend Edward Casaubon, in Eliot’s novel, is a clergyman in his late
forties who is obsessed with scholarly research. His great but unfinished
intellectual endeavour is entitled The Key to All Mythologies. He does not
finish this work by the time of his early death in the novel. (Eliot seems
to imply that, had he lived on, he might never have finished the project at
all.) Early in the novel Mr Casaubon marries Dorothea Brooke, the
youthful heroine of Middlemarch. Dorothea imagined that Mr Casaubon
would allow her to participate in what she imagined are his great intellectual endeavors. Instead Reverend Casaubon quickly comes to dislike
Dorothea’s attempts to help him in his mythological research and comes
to resent her youth. The marriage understandably fails and Dorothea is
saved from it only by Casaubon’s untimely death.
Mr Casaubon seems to play a significant role within this Rufus tradition. How does he embody melancholy and thinking? Casaubon’s connection with melancholy is made clear in a number places in the novel.
Perhaps the most striking of these is to be found at the very beginning of
Chapter 5 of Middlemarch. This chapter starts with a passage from none
other than Burton’s The Anatomy of Melancholy. The quotation with
which chapter 5 of Middlemarch begins runs like this:
28

There is an especially interesting discussion of Mr Casaubon in NUTTALL 2003.
My discussion here is indebted to that of Nuttall.
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Hard students are commonly troubled with gowts, catarrhs, rheums, cachexia,
bradypepsia, bad eyes, stone, and collick, crudities, oppilations, vertigo, winds, consumptions, and all such diseases as come by over-much sitting: they are most part
lean, dry, ill-colored . . . and all through immoderate pains and extraordinary studies.
If you will not believe the truth of this, look upon great Tostatus and Thomas Aquinas’ works; and tell me whether those men took pains. – Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy, P. I, s. 2.

Then, as if to make immediately clear the link between Casaubon and
Burton’s tract, we begin with the chapter proper with:
This was Mr. Casaubon’s letter.
My Dear Miss Brooke, – I have your guardian’s permission to address you on a subject than which I have none more at heart. I am not, I trust, mistaken in the recognition of some deeper…”

(The letter that Casaubon goes on to write is a crucial one for the novel,
for it contains his proposal of marriage for Dorothea.) The quotation
from Robert Burton that begins Chapter 5 of Middlemarch comes from
the very chapter of The Anatomy of Melancholy which we have been discussing in the last two sections of this essay, that is ‘Overmuch Study’.
This is the chapter which outlines the link between overmuch thinking
and melancholy. This is also that chapter which has a quotation from arRz close to its outset, a quotation which is generally attributed to Rufus
himself. Eliot’s quotation from The Anatomy of Melancholy thus
provides a very important key to the characterisation of Casaubon. It is a
key furthermore that indicates that the basis of this characterisation can
be traced directly back to Rufus via the tradition that I have been discussing. The link between Casaubon (who is depicted as having ‘the student’s
bent shoulders, the emaciated limbs, and the melancholy lines of the
mouth’ [my emphasis]) and melancholy is specifically made in a number
of other contexts. Very close to the time of his death, for example, his
melancholy status is emphasised by the proximity of yew trees to his
home (which itself is characterised as melancholy – ‘the south and east
[of the house] looked rather melancholy even under the brightest morning
... and large clumps of trees, chiefly of somber yews, had risen high, not
ten yards from the windows. The building, of greenish stone, was in the
old English style, not ugly, but small-windowed and melancholy-looking’
(ch. 9). The yew trees embody Casaubon’s dead endeavours as much as
prefiguring his imminent death. These trees, Eliot tells us, ‘give him a
mute companionship in melancholy’.
The following is a description of Casaubon’s intellectual project. The
description links not Casaubon’s personality, but rather his intellectual
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endeavor with melancholy. I have, as in the previous passages, underlined the relevant term (ch. 9)29:
In conduct these ends had been attained; but the difficulty of making his Key to all
Mythologies unimpeachable weighed like lead upon his mind; and the pamphlets –
or ‘Parerga’ as he called them – by which he tested his public and deposited small
monumental records of his march, were far from having been seen in all their significance. He suspected the Archdeacon of not having read them; he was in painful
doubt as to what was really thought of them by the leading minds of Brasenose, and
bitterly convinced that his old acquaintance Carp had been the writer of that depreciatory recension which was kept locked in a small drawer of Mr. Casaubon’s desk,
and also in a dark closet of his verbal memory. These were heavy impressions to
struggle against, and brought that melancholy [my emphasis] embitterment which is
the consequence of all excessive claim: even his religious faith wavered with his
wavering trust in his own authorship, and the consolations of the Christian hope in
immortality seemed to lean on the immortality of the still unwritten Key to all Mythologies. For my part I am very sorry for him. It is an uneasy lot at best, to be what
we call highly taught and yet not to enjoy: to be present at this great spectacle of life
and never to be liberated from a small hungry shivering self – never to be fully possessed by the glory we behold, never to have our consciousness rapturously transformed into the vividness of a thought, the ardor of a passion, the energy of an action, but always to be scholarly and uninspired, ambitious and timid, scrupulous and
dim-sighted.

Elsewhere Casaubon’s intellectual labours are described as representing
‘a melancholy absence of passion … and a passionate resistance to the
confession that he had achieved nothing’. And elsewhere the descriptions
of Casaubon echo the traditional medical imagery of melancholy: ‘his intellectual ambition which seemed to others to have dried him’. The imagery of dryness comes straight from Burton (contemplation ‘dries out
the brain and extinguishes all natural heat’) and thence from the traditional depictions of the melancholic, subject to the depredations of black
bile.30
The tradition associated with Casaubon has a number of other novelistic parallels. Peter Kien, the scholar protagonist, of Elias Canetti’s Auto
da Fé is an obvious one.31 More recently still one could point to the char29

A good commentary on Casaubon’s endeavour is to be found in NUTTALL 2003,
55 who cites also PRATT and NEUFELD’s edition of the Middlemarch notebooks as helpful
on this matter.
30
Eliot’s Casaubon is often said to have been based on the Oxford classicist, Mark
Pattison. Pattison himself had written a life of Isaac Casaubon. The controversy need
not concern us, except in so far as Pattison, in his later years, may be said to embody the
Rufus tradition. There is a discussion of Pattison (and of Isaac Casaubon) in NUTTALL
2003 (who seems guardedly persuaded). HUGHES 1998 is sceptical of the identification
on the grounds that Pattison and Eliot remained good friends after the publication of
Middlemarch.
31
One of Canetti’s London contemporaries, Arthur Koestler, notes that ‘neurosis is
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acters and the narrator himself of, say, the late W.G. Sebald’s, The Rings
of Saturn. There is also Orhan Pamuk’s autobiographical ‘Bildungsroman’, Istanbul (translated into English in 2004), which takes as its central motif that of melancholy. This magnificent book is perhaps the most
extensive, powerful, and recent literary evocation of melancholy. Melancholy, or its related Turkish term, hüzün (2006, 89: ‘which denotes a
melancholy that is communal rather than private’), occurs at least once
on every second page of the 2004 English translation of the 368-paged
Istanbul. The nearest rivals in frequency to this term, though these are far
less common, are unsurprisingly the denotations of boredom (pp. 14, 16,
60, Chapter XIII passim, etc.) and of nostalgia (pp. 32, 55, 68, etc.).
Pamuk’s melancholy seems to reflect that version of the tradition which I
have been discussing in this essay.
Although Pamuk does not connect his version of melancholy and
hüzün (a ‘back passion’ [p. 92]) with the Aristotelian Problem 30.1, nor,
understandably, with Rufus himself, he does make an explicit connection
of this emotion more generally to Aristotle (p. 92: ‘melancholy, whose
etymology refers to a basis in humors first conceived in Aristotle’s day
[mélaina chol]’). He likens his evocation of this emotion three times to
that of Robert Burton (pp. 92, 99, 103) though stressing that Istanbul’s
hüzün is not the ‘melancholy of Burton’s solitary individual’, but a ‘communal feeling, an atmosphere and a culture shared by millions’ (p. 101).
Pamuk, on the other hand, believes that both the victim of hüzün and of
Burton’s melancholy choose their emotion. Hüzün elsewhere is said to be
closer to the French tristesse (p. 99), or to the emotion made famous by
those Gallic exemplars of melancholy poetry, Montaigne (p. 105), de
Nerval (p. 220), Gautier (p. 224, for example), Baudelaire (pp. 93–4), and
Flaubert (pp. 285–93). Their ennui and mélancolie have always seemed
to me, however, to be more private than communal, despite their fashionable nature.
Pamuk’s version of melancholy, though doubtless deeply felt, in
chapters of Istanbul such as ‘Hüzün’ (X), ‘Four Lonely Melancholic
Writers’ (XI), and ‘Gautier’s Melancholic Strolls Through the City’
(XXIV) is the victim of too lively a devotion to system and to theorisation. I am not at all sure that the ideas within these chapters match on all
occasions the descriptions of the emotions to which the memoir’s narrator is subject. The narrator is above all a highly intellectual individual and
quite a scholar. The very production and publication of such a book as
inherent in the structure of intelligentsias’ (KOESTLER 1945, 77). Peter Dale suggests to
me Konrad in Thomas Bernhard’s Das Kalkwerk (1970), where the hero segregates
himself to write a definitive account of hearing only to suffer a writer’s block and turn
to murdering his wife (the variation on Casaubon’s relationship with Dorothea evident).
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Istanbul, with its learned chapters on French literature, on the emotional
ramifications of hüzün, and on Turkish history, demonstrates this scholarly disposition. Accordingly Istanbul seems to display the link attributed
to Rufus between the scholarly life and melancholy. One wonders if
Pamuk does not project onto ‘Istanbul’s backstreets’ (p. 270) his own innate melancholy which may be as much the product of an unhappy family life (p. 262) as that of hüzün. So it is that we witness such situations as
young Orhan literally counting things, like that other depressive, Samuel
Johnson, in order to stave off an attack of melancholy (p. 200). As a sixteen-year-old, obsessed with ‘Woolf, Freud, Sartre, Mann, Faulkner’
(p. 200 [a manic-depressive selection of writers, if ever there was one, as
Redfield Jamison notes]) and sitting ‘on the ground floor of our house
painting and reading’ he seems to become the victim of melancholy. The
sorts of affective states in which the narrator periodically depicts himself
(at least in his most unguarded moments) therefore more closely resemble those of the various texts discussed in the previous pages of this
essay than perhaps those of his Istanbul collective. Pamuk’s family furthermore, although as subject to hüzün as any others of the denizens of
Istanbul, is noteworthy for its skill at mathematics and engineering (Orhan’s grandfather, father, uncle, and, it appears, his brother were to be associated with this vocation). Pamuk himself, at the end of this novel, is
still enrolled as an architecture student in Istanbul. His vocation (abandoned in the last sentence of the book), like that of his male family, picks
up Miskaiwah’s case studies, Dürer’s angel, and, strikingly, such melancholy figures such as Sironi’s ‘architect’. One might even go so far as to
suggest that the melancholy-ridden city-scape of Istanbul has a bizarre
parallel in the melancholy landscape of Dürer’s Melencolia I.
A Reinvention of the Melancholic Thinker?
The DSM-IV-TR on Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder
In the standard textbook of the American Psychiatric Association for the
diagnosis of psychological disorder, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Fourth-edition Text Revision) (abbreviated
henceforth as DSM-IV-TR) there is described an illness termed Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder. The symptoms for this disorder, or
illness, bear striking resemblance to the habits and character traits exhibited by thinkers such as Edward Casaubon and I suspect all of those associated with the Rufus tradition of melancholy. The DSM-IV-TR characterises Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder as
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a pervasive preoccupation with orderliness, perfectionism, and mental and interpersonal control, at the expense of flexibility, openness, and efficiency, beginning by
early adulthood and present in a variety of contexts.

It is startling to see just how many of the specific symptoms highlighted by the DSM-IV-TR are applicable to Mr Casaubon. To follow is
the symptom list provided by the DSM-IV-TR of those suffering from
Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder (to exhibit four symptoms,
according to the diagnostic manual, is sufficient to be identified as suffering from the illness):
1. Is preoccupied with details, rules, order, organization, or schedules to the extent
that the major point of the activity is lost
2. Shows perfectionism that interferes with task completion (e.g., is unable to complete a project because his or her own overly strict standards are not met)
3. Is excessively devoted to work and productivity to the exclusion of leisure activities and friendships (not accounted for by obvious economic necessity)
4. Is over-conscientious, scrupulous, and inflexible about matters of morality, ethics,
or values (not accounted for by cultural or religious identification)
5. Is unable to discard worn-out or worthless objects when they have no sentimental
value
6. Is reluctant to delegate tasks or to work with others unless they submit to exactly
his way of doing things
7. Adopts a miserly spending style toward both self and others; money is viewed as
something to be hoarded for future catastrophes
8. Shows rigidity and stubbornness.

Edward Casaubon is certainly fixated on details and rules in such a
manner that he appears to have lost sight of the end of his project – a project that he will certainly not finish. He is excessively devoted to work –
think of his trip soon after marriage with his wife to Rome. He is incapable of delegation (and rejects Dorothea’s assistance) and is certainly
miserly in his maintenance of his young wife. Little need to say that he is
both rigid and stubborn. (This disorder is something with which all of us
with a philological background can identify, and even applaud. We excuse it with such descriptors as ‘the rigors of the philological life’.)
I mention this apparent illness here not so much to try to argue that
Rufus’ thinkers are victims of this condition or that obsessive compulsive
sufferers are necessarily melancholic, but rather to suggest that the illness
as it is described by the DSM-IV-TR sounds rather like something Rufus
would have understood. There can be no affiliation between the DSMIV-TR and Rufus, but instead it seems better to suggest that the link
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between thinking and melancholy is one that is endlessly and independently rediscovered, or reinvented, because it is not so much basic to the
human psyche as it is one of those simple stereotypes that easily and
fruitfully reassert themselves. Rufus, or the tradition to be associated
with his name, taps into a basic element of intellectual psychology. The
DSM-IV-TR demonstrates how other witnesses can independently tap
into this tradition. Such an observation makes more comprehensible Persius’ adaptation of this theme before Rufus seems to have constituted it.
Conclusion
Rufus idea, or at least the ‘big’ idea that will be inevitably attached to his
name, is to link thinking with a proneness to depressive melancholy. This
is a very simplistic and stereotypical way of viewing certain human
types. Within the history of the diagnosis and description of mental illness in antiquity, Rufus’ idea seems both crude and vulgar when compared with those of physicians such as Aretaeus of Cappadocia. It seems
to me that Rufus’ tendency is to shift all mental difficulty under the rubric of melancholy. Contemporary physicians such as Aretaeus were moving in the opposite direction and were looking for subtypes, such as
mania, melancholy, and phrenitis. The simplistic nature of Rufus idea is
made also clear by the interesting congruity between Rufus’ speculation
and that of the DSM-IV-TR on Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder. No doubt this ‘big’ idea, furthermore, is one with a considerable
prehistory (something, for example, that is indicated by the philosophers
in Persius). This is something for which Rufus perhaps should not to be
allowed to claim authorship. But the tradition associating him with this
idea now has a life of its own.
This linking of thought and depressive melancholy is, however, an
idea of enduring fascination. As we have seen, there is a persistent tendency to link the two and this link is not accidental, but something that occurs, as we have seen, through direct filiation. It also occurs without affiliation as we have seen in the cases of Persius and the DSM-IV-TR. It
might be as well, however, to summarise the strands that have been isolated in this essay. The first of the two strands that appears to derive from
Rufus links depressive melancholy with the geometer and the architect. It
can be traced through the case histories attributed to Rufus, Miskawaih,
Dürer, Sironi and any number of modern painters. Marsilio Ficino seems
to revive the second strand that links depressive melancholy with thinking of an interpretative or scholiastic mode. Ficino is echoed by Burton,
George Eliot, Sebald, Pamuk, and many many others. How does this
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strand link to the tradition of the Aristotelian Problem 30.1? Melancholy
in the Problem is bipolar, with its stress far more on mania than on depression. Its exemplars are creators or public leaders, statesmen, not interpreters or mathematicians. The Problem has fed easily into a Romantic
tradition (and we are all still Romantics, as Lars Svendsen percipiently
points out) that values individualist, creative, original, novel, and irrational modes of behaviour. Whether it is Kay Redfield Jamison’s manic
depressive creative figures or Andy Warhol on boredom (‘Sometimes I
like to be bored and sometimes I don’t – it depends on what kind of
mood I’m in.’ – SVENDSEN 2005) the lineaments remain the same.
But these are not those of Rufus. His is a rag bag of a tradition. I am
of two minds whether we should think of it as a tradition at all, given the
utter selectivity that we have had to exercise, and given the likelihood
that Rufus would not have recognised what he saw in Burton or in
George Eliot. But, as I have stated, I am not sure that traditions are what
their ‘originators’ necessarily envisaged. (The history of ‘hysteria’ is perhaps a case in point.) But if there is anything in this tradition it does interject a very neat alternative way of seeing things to that of Aristotle and
the Romantic, individualist Problem 30.1. It provides as well a very striking link into antiquity for thinkers such as Burton, who, like Rufus, tend
to subsume all forms of mental disturbance under the heading of
melancholy.

Rufus’ Legacy in the Psychopathological
Literature of the (Early) Modern Period
THOMAS RÜTTEN*
After we had applied to him a moistening diet and soothed his sadness, the affliction
subsided.
Rufus of Ephesus, Case Histories1

Rufus of Ephesus’ On Melancholy reached the Early Modern period via
Galen, ar-Rz, Isq ibn Imrn, and Constantine the African.2 Rufus’
name is mainly associated with three phenomena. Firstly, he revived the
link between melancholy and the efforts of the intellectual. Secondly, he
introduced the so-called ‘two substance theory’, saying that melancholy
can be caused by both black bile and yellow bile. He thereby laid the
foundations for the tradition of ‘burnt melancholy’ (melancholia adusta,
also known as melancholia combusta). And thirdly and most importantly,
he shaped our understanding of so-called hypochondriac melancholy.3
Rufus’ only wholly original idea in this context is the two substance theory, which Galen sums up succinctly in On the Affected Parts iii. 9.4 As
far as the link between melancholy and intellectual work is concerned,
Rufus stands in a tradition that goes back to the pseudo-Aristotelian
* First of all, I wish to thank the editors of the series SAPERE and contributors to
the present volume for their patience. Moreover, I am grateful for valuable suggestions
which I received from Hellmut Flashar (Munich), Peter E Pormann (Cairo) and Thomas
Bschor (Berlin). I am also grateful to Alexa Alfer for her expert translation.
1
F 67 § 22.
2
On Rufus, see Nutton, above, pp. 139–41; and Swain, above, pp. 113–14. Older
literature includes ILBERG 1930; SIDERAS 1994, esp. 1181–2; THOMSSEN, PROBST 1994,
esp. 1265; ULLMANN 1994, esp. 1316–17. Isq’s treatise has been edited and translated
by GARBERS 1977.
3
KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, 101–10. In view of Klibansky’s revisions to every single
translation of this book, it would seem advisable to consult more recent editions. The
last translation that KLIBANSKY himself revised and furnished with an updated bibliography is the Italian one, published by Einaudi in 2002. The present essay consistently
uses the term ‘hypochondria’ in its pre-Early Modern sense; see FISCHER-HOMBERGER
1986; JACKSON 1986, 274–310. Some medieval authors such as ar-Rz even claim that
Rufus wrote exclusively on the hypochondriac form of melancholy (F 5 § 7, F 38 §§ 2–
4), but this seems to be an erroneous interpretation; see above pp. 5–6.
4
See below, Appendix 1, p. 267; cf. KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, 106–7. MEHNERT 1978,
93–4 highlights the longevity of this theory, still found in Baudelaire (d. 1867).
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Problem 30.1, although he put his own medical stamp on this link.5 The
author of the Problem 30.1 (possibly Theophrastus) saw intellectual and
artistic achievement as a result of an essentially ennobling melancholic
disposition which is held in delicate balance. Rufus, however, viewed
melancholy as the decompensation of the overworked scholar.6 He is not
primarily concerned with melancholic disposition as a prerequisite for
cultural achievement, but rather with the manifest ailments that result
from intellectual endeavours. The intellectual is not melancholic by
nature, but becomes melancholic owing to permanent mental exertion
and the unhealthy life-style that goes with it. Ficino would still distinguish between those who are melancholics and those who become
melancholics.7
Even if Rufus undoubtedly made a contribution to the history of the
link between genius and insanity, his greatest impact lay elsewhere: his
concept of hypochondriac melancholy profoundly influenced the subsequent tradition.8 As a practising and pragmatic physician, Rufus took
an interest in the scholar’s unhealthy life-style – lack of exercise, lack of
sleep, unbalanced diet, sexual abstinence – chiefly insofar as it affected
the digestive system. In this way, Rufus conceived of hypochondriac
melancholy as the prime paradigm of melancholy.
5

See the exemplary study by KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, 55–92, as well as FLASHAR
1966, 60–72; GRAVEL 1982; PIGEAUD 1984a; GARCÍA GUAL 1984; RÜTTEN 1992, 74–80;
THEUNISSEN 1996. Problem 30.1, which was regarded as seminal to the history of melancholy until well into the twentieth century, has, over recent decades, been made available in numerous translations, and with popularising effect: FLASHAR 1962; ANGELINO,
SALVANESCHI 1982; BRILLI 1982, 159–67; PIGEAUD 1988; VAN DER EIJK 2001a.
6
A concrete example can be found in the third of Rufus’ Case Histories (F 68); see
above, pp. 18–20 for a discussion of their authenticity. For the longue durée of the notion of scholarly melancholy, see KÜMMEL 1989.
7
FICINO 1975, 246. This, however, is not to say that Rufus, as Aëtius knew (F 11
§ 22), was not also familiar with a non-acquired form of melancholy, which he distinguished from the acquired one. See also FLASHAR 1966, p. 97 and n. 28. For parallels
and differences between Ficino’s and Rufus’ views on melancholy, see GRANADA 1984,
65–7.
8
For the link between genius and melancholy, see KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, and Toohey, above, pp. 221–43, and F 33. Admittedly, however, explicit references to Rufus are
very rare in this tradition. The history of Rufus’ influence on the discourses on melancholy remains yet to be written. Therefore such statements ought to be, for the time being, regarded with some caution. What is striking, however, is that Rufus’ name is mentioned only once in a virtually encyclopaedic book on the history of the idea of genius
in the Italian Renaissance, where Rufus merely appears in a footnote to a chapter entitled ‘The seeding of a theory of melancholy genius’; see BRANN 2002. It seems, however, that Rufus’ contribution to the history of the hypochondriac melancholy is still recognisable in E. Kraepelin’s ‘hypochondria gastrica’ as described in his highly
influential textbook on psychiatry. See KRAEPELIN 1893, 309 (on the basis of ALT, 1892).
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This notion of hypochondriac melancholy put Rufus on the map of
discourses on psychopathology during the (Early) Modern period. The
present essay will illustrate this fact by three distinct examples from seventeenth-century England, eighteenth-century France, and twentieth-century Germany. Taken with a pinch of salt, they can also be read as reception phenomena of a text by Aëtius.9 His two chapters ‘On Melancholy’,
which contain FF 11, 37, 39 from Rufus, but also passages from Galen
and Posidonius, were transformed into a fully-fledged treatise on melancholy.10 This treatise was printed separately, both in the original Greek
and in Latin translation. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that all
three readings of Rufus’ ideas about melancholy under discussion here
also relate to Aëtius.
Before turning to the Early Modern period, it is, however, useful to
give a brief sketch of the core concept of hypochondriac melancholy as it
appears in classical sources. Diocles of Carystus (fl. 4th cent. BC) can
serve as a paradigm, as he described the hypochondriac disease, at least
according to Galen, for the first time as tentatively linked to melancholy.11 Some modern scholars have identified Diocles’ hypochondriac
syndrome as ‘stomach ulcer’ or ‘duodenitis’, but such retrospective diagnoses remain problematic.12 Rufus, Galen and many other writers incorporated it into their tripartite concept of melancholy as the disease’s hypochondriac form. The ancient authors felt all the more justified in doing
so as Diocles had explicitly noted that some call this syndrome ‘melancholic’.13 In this context, the term ‘hypochondriac’ refers to the region
just below the ribs, where the troubling symptoms manifest themselves to
those affected (and to their doctors). And ‘flatulent’ refers to observable
symptoms of gastro-intestinal distress: a habitual response to ingestion
that manifests itself in eructation, a distended belly, stomach rumblings, a
stinging pain in the stomach area or severe pain in the upper abdomen,
9

Aëtius vi. 9–10; see the commentary to F 11 for further discussion.
In his sixteen Medical Books, Aëtius copied most of his sources and their mediators pretty faithfully. The early manuscripts of this text, penned, for the most part, by
Byzantine authors, already cite Archigenes, Dioscorides, Herodotus, Philagrius, Philumenus, Posidonius, Rufus, and Soranus among these sources. Cf. HEIBERG 1927, 35–7;
FLASHAR 1966, 84–7 (Rufus), 118–25 (Posidonius), and above, p. 13.
11
Cf. van der Eijk, above, pp. 167–9 and Appendix 1, below, p. 279. MANDEVILLE
1730, 90, attests to the fact that Diocles was indeed occasionally seen as the founding
father of a hypochiondriac melancholy that proceeded from the intestines. Cf. JACKSON
1986, 289.
12
‘stomach ulcer’: CODELLAS 1948, 88; ‘duodenitis’: VAN DER EIJK 2001a, 218. For a
critique of retrospective diagnosis, see LEVEN 1998.
13
Galen, On the Affected Parts iii. 10 (viii. 186 K), quoted below, Appendix 1, p.
279; see van der Eijk, above, pp. 167–8.
10
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occasionally coupled with pain radiating into the back or vomiting. Diocles is reported to have cited an ‘inflammation of the pylorus’ as a possible cause for this disease.14 Diocles does not elaborate on the question
why the condition was also referred to as melancholic. Galen, however,
retrospectively sanctions this usage by linking the Hippocratic Aphorism
vi. 23, and the psychological symptoms cited therein, with the physical
symptoms described by Diocles; in doing so, he arrives at a description
of hypochondriac melancholy. As, above all, the Arabic fragments collected in this volume show, it was Rufus who eventually reinforced the
hitherto rather loose nexus established between flatulence and melancholy in Diocles’ book Affection, Cause, and Treatment. Rufus thus
firmly inscribed hypochondriac melancholy into the discourse on the disease – a discourse that has since been virtually unimaginable without
him. Yet, Rufus’ treatise On Melancholy was lost probably some time in
the Late Middle Ages.15 The fragments that did survive remained scattered and often circulated under the names of other authors. Only the
publication of Daremberg’s and Ruelle’s edition of Rufus of Ephesus’
Complete Works (Œuvres complètes) in 1879 made them more easily accessible for the first time. All of these circumstances have, to this day,
prevented Rufus’ achievements from being properly recognised. The following three examples are exceptions that prove this rule.
Hubertus Tellenbach (1914–94)
The Heidelberg psychiatrist and philosopher Hubertus Tellenbach’s international renown stems chiefly from his monograph on melancholy,
which was translated into five languages and published in the original
German in four consecutively expanded editions.16 His book takes a phe14

EIJK, 2001a, 220–21.
In the seventh or ninth century, that is, the presumed life time of Paulus of
Nicaea, Rufus’ treatise On Melancholy was still well known, as is shown by a passage
from his medical compendium edited and translated into Italian by IERACI BIO 1996, 79
and 259, respectively. Constantine the African (d. before 1099) clearly still had access
to the Arabic translation of Rufus’ work; see above, p. 15.
16
TELLENBACH 1980. The German original of this book was first published in 1961.
A second edition followed in 1974, a third in 1976, and a fourth in 1983. Tellenbach
himself explains the melancholic phenomena of includence in terms of the characteristics of the pre-melancholic personality that society explicitly sanctions and promotes:
‘Those who are familiar with the melancholic type – with his fixation with orderliness
and his anxious worrying about avoiding any guilt or debt relating to the high standards
he applies to his own efforts: those familiar with this type will recognise the pre-morbid
personality as virtually the ideal type within any achievement-oriented society.’ Cf. TELLENBACH 1981, 303. See also PELICIER 1981.
15

VAN DER
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nomenological and anthropological approach. In an introductory chapter
entitled ‘History of the Problem’, Tellenbach relies heavily on the study
of classical concepts of melancholy by the Munich professor of Ancient
Greek, Hellmut Flashar.17 The historically well-read and well-versed psychiatrist expresses his appreciation in no uncertain terms:
In studying Flashar’s book one can only be amazed at the powers of inspection and
observation characteristic of the physicians of antiquity. This also applies to the expositions of Diocles of Carystus, in which ‘vital disturbances [Vitalstörungen]’ (in
the sense of Kurt Schneider [d. 1967]) [i.e., disorders affecting the vital functions of
the body such as eating and sleeping] were first observed, and which – ever since
Rufus of Ephesus and Galen – have been firmly established in the repertory of the
forms of melancholy as epigastric melancholy.18

Such amazement was not simply the result of Tellenbach’s perusal of
Flashar’s book, but had rather grown out of a sustained interdisciplinary
exchange between the two men. This is apparent from Flashar’s preface
to his own book on melancholy, where he remembers ‘personal encounters with the assistant medical director of the Psychiatric and Neurological University Hospital at Heidelberg, Prof. Dr. Hubert Tellenbach’. The
ensuing exchanges, Flashar writes, had made apparent to him ‘that a
philological exploration of the material was, from a medical perspective,
not only desirable in terms of its historical interest’, but would also ‘contribute to clarifying, to a degree, certain factual issues relating to the
problem.’ ‘Tellenbach himself,’ Flashar continues, ‘also suggests as
much in his book on melancholy, which was published in the second half
of 1961, but which I had, in large part, been already acquainted with in
manuscript form.’19
The ‘vital disturbances’ mentioned by Tellenbach already give some
indication of the kinds of ‘issues’ that might be clarified by consulting
classical sources on melancholy – Diocles, Rufus and Galen among
them. Similarly, Flashar’s afterword to his book signals how the exchange across disciplines could lead to a reappraisal, or rather a re-evaluation, of classical authors on melancholy:
Among the purely medical accounts, the one by Rufus has, in our view, proved foremost in terms of scope, importance, wealth of observation and diverseness of commentary. Had the text survived complete, it would probably be even more apparent
that Galen’s account stands, in its entirety, in the shadow of Rufus’ treatise and offers little that is new in terms of factual information. As to the other writings on melancholy, three important theories ought to be noted for being of particular consequence. The first, initially documented in Diocles of Carystus, is the idea of the
melancholic’s stomach trouble, which, in Diocles, still appears rather one-sided and
17
18
19

FLASHAR 1966.
TELLENBACH 1980, pp. 216–17, n. 30 (translation slightly modified).
FLASHAR 1966, 5.
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unfinished; since Rufus, however, it has had, as ‘epigastric melancholy’, its undisputed place within the overall discourse on melancholy, and Galen in particular systematically relates it to the psychological symptoms of the condition.20

Given the general slant of the available literature on the history of psychiatry, contemporary readers of this passage may well have been surprised to find Rufus not only prominently mentioned here, but virtually
assuming pride of place in the pantheon of melancholy scholarship.21 If I
am not very much mistaken, Flashar even gives Rufus’ concept of melancholy modern contours, not least by repeatedly labelling it as ‘epigastric’
rather than ‘hypochondriac’.22 This raises questions regarding the academic discourse to which both Tellenbach and Flashar allude here – a
discourse they link to their view of history, mobilise in their writings, and
which, in turn, they influence, without, however, uncritically projecting
modern ideas back onto the past.
The year 1966, when Flashar’s book appeared, saw a major debate
within psychiatry first emerge which was to dominate the discipline in
the 1970s and 1980s, only to disappear again in the 1990s. It concerned
the diagnostic entity of hidden or smiling depression, a depressive disorder masked by physical complaints.23 These complaints included ‘localised pain or the perception of pressure, potentially manifesting in any
given part of the body, or malfunctions of, for example, the digestive
tract (dryness of the mouth, flatulence, obstipation), the cardiovascular
system (palpitation, stenocardia [i.e., angina pectoris]), or the urogenital
system’.24 In other words, a wide variety of the symptoms cited by Rufus
20

ibid., 135.
Rufus’ work on melancholy is not mentioned in any of the relevant general surveys on the history of psychopathology, a state of affairs that has, even since the publication of Flashar’s and Tellenbach’s groundbreaking studies, remained more or less unchanged: CREUTZ 1934, 1966; ROBACK 1961; LEIBBRAND, WETTLEY 1961; SIMON 1978;
PORTER 2002; GOODWIN, JAMISON 2007. Giuseppe ROCCATAGLIATA’s History of Ancient
Psychiatry devotes whole chapters to Hippocrates, Celsus, Soranos, Aretaios, Galen,
and Caelius Aurelianus; Rufus, by contrast, only occupies half a page within a chapter
entitled ‘Vitalistic Psychopathology’ (ROCCATAGLIATA 1987, 155). SCHNECK 1960, 23,
similarly treats of Rufus in a single sentence. FRIEDREICH 1830 shows that there is a certain tradition to this kind of underexposure. Apart from Flashar’s book, the works of
KLIBANSKY et al. 1964, SCHINGS 1977, and PIGEAUD 1981, 1984a and 1984b have successfully broken with this tradition.
22
See the reviews by MÜRI 1966, 255 and PHILLIPS 1967, 395, who both highlight
the importance of Flashar’s work for contemporary psychiatry.
23
As early as 1971, PETERS and GLATZEL, on p. 1637, commented that the term hidden depression was ‘currently on everyone’s lips’. The first monograph on the subject
was, according to PETERS and GLATZEL, W. WALCHER’s 1969 study.
24
I here follow BSCHOR 2002, 208. I am grateful to Dr BSCHOR for sending me an
off-print of his essay, as well as for his expert advice on some of the issues discussed in
21
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in connection with hypochondriac melancholy could now be subsumed
under the new heading of hidden depression, a diagnostic entity that
gained almost inflationary currency during the period in question. Put another way: Rufus allowed the new diagnosis to be historically legitimised, as it were – a not unimportant factor given hidden depression’s
problematic conceptualisation. Or to put it yet another way: in view of
the apparent revival of hidden depression – the concept had already
briefly reared its head in the 1930s –, Diocles and Rufus seemed way
ahead of their time. Flashar ventures to bridge the gap between antiquity
and the twentieth century towards the end of his chapter on Diocles:
If we stay with melancholy in the broader sense for a moment and ask what Diocles
might have got right in his account of the physical complaints of melancholic patients, we soon happen upon the area of the so-called ‘vital disturbances (Vitalstörungen)’. These are physical manifestations of depression such as tightness of the
chest or the hypochondrium, or the so-called globus melancholicus25, as well as
nausea and, occasionally, vomiting. These organic complaints are, however, not organic in origin; rather, they are psychologically induced impairments of the vital
functions. Diocles had probably correctly observed such phenomena in melancholics, but he misinterpreted them and, above all, did not class them with complaints
that had psychological causes.26

According to Flashar, it was Rufus’ achievement to set the record straight
by correctly interpreting the symptoms already observed by Diocles. In
the notes to the passage just quoted, Flashar cites Tellenbach in support
of this hypothesis; moreover, both Flashar and Tellenbach refer to the
same essay by Kurt Schneider (1887–1967).27 The debates about hidden
depression thus subconsciously influenced the two when they decided to
focus their inquiries on Rufus; or, to speak with Hayden White, the psychopathological research climate prefigured the historical field.28 Notably, Schneider’s essay not only distinguishes between endogenous and
reactive depression, but also accords diagnostic importance to the ‘vital
disturbances’ in depression similar to the importance accorded to the
primary symptoms in the diagnosis of schizophrenia.29 Tellenbach’s and
Flashar’s dialogue occurs on the threshold of a renaissance of clinical
psychopathology as suggested by Kurt Schneider, that is, on the
the present chapter.
25
‘Globus melancholicus’ refers to the sensation of having a round object (‘globus’)
stuck in one’s throat during bouts of melancholy.
26
FLASHAR 1966, 59.
27
SCHNEIDER 1920.
28
WHITE 1973.
29
Cf. JASPERS 1973, 92: ‘Kurt Schneider views altered vital sensations as lying at
the heart of cyclothymic depression. The unhappiness of this vital depression is localised in the limbs, the forehead, the chest, and the stomach area.’
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threshold of increasing attention being paid to somatic symptoms of incipient psychosis. The fact that such discursive constellations inspired
(rather than prejudiced or, even less, dominated) the study of classical
medical authors benefited Rufus above all. The cross-fertilisation
between the books by Tellenbach and Flashar did not damage the high
level of scholarship which each one of them represented in their respective field; rather, it resulted – to borrow from corporate jargon for a moment – in the creation of interesting new synergies.30
Anne Charles Lorry (1726–83)
The following two examples shall serve to illustrate that there is, in fact,
a certain tradition to bringing Rufus into contemporary focus as a pioneer
of, above all, hypochondriac melancholy.31
In 1765, the French physician Anne Charles Lorry published a twovolume study of melancholy.32 In it he set out to vindicate the melancholic humour – already written-off by his contemporaries – as a pathological substrate of melancholy.33 He distinguished between a pathology
30

In 1984, when I was a student of medicine about to embark on a doctoral dissertation on the history of melancholy, I contacted Professor Flashar for some advice. He not
only met my request with the utmost kindness, but also urged me not to leave Munich
without also consulting Professor Tellenbach. This latter recommendation, which I
gladly followed and which resulted in a most memorable meeting with Professor Tellenbach and his wife, was less owed to the nature of my particular topic – I had been
planning to research the conceptual history of melancholy in the Hippocratic writings –,
but rather to Professor Flashar’s fond and vivid memories of a fruitful and inspiring interdisciplinary exchange twenty years earlier. It was not least this exchange between
Flashar and Tellenbarch that had contributed to Flashar’s book on melancholy becoming the most widely reviewed and most frequently cited German language publication
on ancient medicine. I would also like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt
thanks to my brother Ulrich for arranging my meeting with Professor Flashar, his then
academic mentor. As students, my brother and I also corresponded about a handful of
Rufus’ fragments on melancholy contained in ar-Rz, an exchange I remember with
fondness and much gratitude.
31
FLASHAR 1966, 58, had already hinted at such historical dimension when he referred to GEIGER 1651, one of the pinnacles of Early Modern literature on hypochondria.
On Geiger, see BACHMANN, HOFMEIER 1999, 42–61. Friedrich Hoffmann’s ‘symptomatic
melancholy’ could also be mentioned in this context. See HOFFMANN 1783, ii. 301.
32
LORRY 1765. In survey-style books on medical history, Lorry, if mentioned at all,
is mostly noted as a pioneer of dermatology or referred to in terms of his flourishing
practice that allowed him access to the Paris salons of his day.
33
On the eighteenth-century debate on melancholy, cf. JACKSON 1986, 116–46 and
296–308; JACKSON 1983; MAUZI 1960; LEPENIES 1972, esp. 76–114; SCHINGS 1977; MAUSER 1981; RIHA 1986; and MOHR 1990.
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of humours, in which digestive malfunctions dominate, and a ‘nervous
melancholy’, in which the homotony (or uniform tension) of the nerves
has been upset.34 When Lorry turns to Rufus in a chapter on ancient conceptions of melancholy, he mentions that Galen, although normally
rather sparing with his praise, had called Rufus the best author on melancholy. Rufus ‘had hardly left out anything about the origin, source and
effects of this humour’.35
A few pages later, Lorry addresses the issues of Rufus’ lost text on
melancholy in a little more detail36:
Galen attests that Rufus of Ephesus wrote extremely well, and at great length, on the
subject of melancholy and black bile. But of Rufus’ own works, those that survive
are less worthy of the attention of posterity than those which are sadly lost. Aëtius,
however, states that he copied from Rufus what he himself has written on melancholy. And yet this author [i.e., Rufus] does not talk about this humour and its ill effects as much as Galen. For everything which he says of melancholy is to be understood as referring to the black humour [succus niger] rather than to black bile [atra
bilis]. He does not regard this substance [i.e., black humour] as a natural humour
[succus naturalis], but as the cause of raving madness [insanum delirium]. Nor does
he add so much as a word on the subject of its effects in diseases. He believes that
this humour is released into the blood; or that it is carried to the brain to remain
there; or that it oppresses the patient around the hypochondria and the diaphragm; or
that it casts darkness with vile vapours over the seat of the senses. It thus follows
that all effects of bitterness cease, and only dense and thick [things] remain: they
[the patients] are only ‘relaxed (atoni)’ and ‘slack (laxi)’ (to use the terminology of
more recent authors). He therefore infers black bile from its black colour and compares it to darkness. He states that it can only engender weak and feeble things,
bringing with it the vision and terrors familiar to people who are in utter darkness.
For this reason, he attacks the humour, generated by raw food and badly digested,
with thinning and digestive remedies. He describes at length how this causes madness. He recommends the lead hat of Philotimus to those who believe that they do
not have a head.37 He distinguishes melancholic insanity [dementia melancholica]
from cynanthropy [dementia canina] and lycanthropy [dementia lupina]38, both de34

LORRY 1765. On this book and its author, see STAROBINSKI 1960, 51–4; KLIER
2002, 166; FRIEDREICH 1830, 410–30. S. W. JACKSON’s highly commendable study (JACKSON 1986) does not mention Lorry at all (nor does JACKSON 1983).
35
LORRY 1765, i. 204. Cf. F 3, which is echoed here.
36
LORRY 1765, i. 209–10.
37
See above, p. 87.
38
Lorry implies that Aëtius distinguished between melancholic insanity (discussed
in vi. 9–10) on the one hand, and cynanthropy and lycanthropy on the other. He defines
the latter two conditions at the beginning of chapter vi. 11 as follows (151, 21–4 ed.
OLIVIERI): ‘Those suffering from so-called cynanthropy or lycanthropy during the month
of February go out at night and imitate dogs or wolfs in all aspects; they hang around
graves until daybreak ( '  μ%  $    $ (
 μ  ! #    μ&  #  !  μ μμ 
    " μ  μ  " ! μμ μ   ).’ For
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scribed fully by Marcellus and Aretaeus, even though the latter regards it as attributable to melancholy, as did, among later generations, Sennert who talked about it at
length. But let us dwell no longer on this author, who adheres to common [sc. opinions] in everything.

The fact that this passage sits amidst others that describe Hippocrates’,
Galen’s and Aretaeus of Cappadocia’s opinions on melancholy reinforces
the impression that Lorry intended it, in its entirety, to be read as referring to Rufus. Space does not permit to trace the pieces of this sketch
back to their classical sources or to the intermediary texts used by Lorry.
Suffice it to say that Lorry offers a paraphrase of Aëtius’ chapter on melancholy; he attributes to Rufus not only those passages which modern
scholarship does indeed ascribe to him (FF 11, 37, 39 in this volume), but
also those that are not by him.39 The story of Philotimus, the physician
who put a lead hat on a patient labouring under the illusion that his head
was missing, properly belongs with the Posidonius passages of Aëtius’
treatise on melancholy.40 Similarly, the extract on cynanthropy and lycanthropy41 follows on from the chapter on melancholy in Aëtius and does
not cite Rufus, but rather Marcellus as its source. It thus seems that Lorry
is minded to ascribe rather larger portions of Aëtius’ treatise to Rufus. He
possibly even regards the extracts from Galen’s On the Affected Parts in
Aëtius as derivative and effectively going back to Rufus. Lorry thus anticipated modern scholarship which views many ideas developed in the
chapters on melancholy in Galen’s On the Affected Parts (contained in
Appendix 1 below) as ultimately belonging to Rufus. But why, we
should ask, does Lorry accord Rufus such pride of place in his chapter on
ancient concepts of melancholy? Galen’s recommendation aside, three
reasons would seem to account for this fact.
Firstly, in Rufus’ concept of melancholy, Lorry found a classcial model that seemed to forestall the doubts which Lorry’s contemporaries harboured about humoral theory. In particular, Rufus writes about a form of
melancholy that is caused by the burning of yellow bile. While the yellow bile is being burnt, this results in irritability, quarrelsomeness and a
whole host of misdeeds being committed. Yet once the burning has subsided and the trouble spot has cooled down, sadness, dejectedness and
anxiety ensue.42 This ‘thermodynamic ambivalence’, this change from

‘cynanthropy’, see also ROSCHER 1896, 1898.
39
As a comparison with FLASHAR 1966, 105–7, demonstrates.
40
Even though, as F 11 § 5 and F 55 demonstrate, Rufus was certainly familiar with
this kind of delusion.
41
Aëtius, Medical Books, vi. 11 (151, 21–152, 12 ed. OLIVIERI).
42
Cf. F 11 §§ 24–5.
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warm to cold occurring in yellow bile,43 breaks the mould of the theory
of the four primary qualities, according to which black bile is cold,
whereas yellow bile is warm. Moreover, it also upsets the theory of the
humours itself, which categorically differentiated between yellow and
black bile and regarded both as distinct natural entities. Rufus thus created the choleric melancholy, one acquired through an unsuitable diet
and originating in the epigastrium; from there, principally by means of
rising vapours, it blurs the senses and clouds the mind. This choleric melancholy survives as a concept even at a time when there is considerable
doubt about the very existence of black bile as the fourth natural humour.44 Not least in view of the slant towards Pneumatism discernible in
Rufus’ model, Lorry probably read Rufus’ choleric melancholy as a forerunner of the ‘vapeurs’ and ‘spleens’ that virtually became the signature
ailment of the eighteenth century. He regarded Rufus as the herald of the
hypochondriac melancholy which had dominated the discourse on melancholy from the seventeenth century onwards and still enjoyed great currency throughout the eighteenth century.45 As a physician to the Paris
high society, Lorry was intimately acquainted with what went on underneath laced-up corsets and powdered wigs – in the (hypochiondriac)
lower level of the human psyche, as it were. Hypochondriac melancholy
was, after all, endemic in Parisian high society. He may well have found
in Rufus, the ‘Greek doctor of the Trajanic age’, an ancient predecessor.46
Secondly, and what is more, Lorry presents Rufus as pioneering a theory of qualities that emphasises the dense and thick (‘spissum et
crassum’) nature of black bile. In chapter 9 of his On the Affected Parts,
Galen had mentioned a form of melancholic blood containing thick and
crude residue resulting from a certain constitution or the transformation
43

KLIBANSKY et al. 1990, 81. The author of Problem 30.1 still relates it to black bile.
Lorry here draws on the medical chemistry (or ‘chemiatry’) of his day, which, according to him, had not been able to detect any trace of the ‘melancholic particles
(partes melancholicae)’ in the blood. He therefore accepts the conclusion that natural
melancholic humour does not exist, saying that ‘melancholic humour … cannot exist in
the natural world and the healthy state [of the body] (humorem melancholicum … in rerum natura & conditione sanâ existere non posse)’ (1765, i. 224). Yet he insists that the
unnatural ‘black bile is produced by the sick body (atram bilem vitiati corporis esse sobolem)’ and ought to be considered a cause of melancholy – as it was in Antiquity – in
order to achieve a better treatment (1765, i. 225).
45
It would make for an eminently rewarding research project to study the implicit
and explicit references to Rufus contained in the countless treatises on hypochondriac
melancholy produced, mostly in the form of dissertations, during the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For an overview of the material to be considered, see
FRIEDREICH 1830.
46
Both Lorry and Rufus seem to have had access to royal courts; see SWAIN, above,
pp. 114–17 and 124–6; and ILBERG 1930.
44
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of certain foodstuffs in the bloodvessels. He distinguished this form of
melancholic blood from another containing thinner and more acrid black
bile, and compared it to yeast in wine. Its pathophysiology could, in turn,
be read in analogy to Rufus’ hypochondriac (i.e. pathological and diet-induced) melancholy. Its symptoms could, in line with Galen, be explained
mechanistically (obstruction of the bloodvessels, congestion, etc.) – a figure of thought that would no doubt have appealed to the seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century proponents of iatromechanics. Moreover, Lorry links
these ‘qualities’ with the status atonus (‘loose state’) of nervous melancholy. Rufus thereby becomes the trailblazer for this avant-garde form of
melancholy. Future research will have to determine in how far the reception of the classical Methodists and their conception of flux (status laxus)
and stricture (status strictus) also played a part in all of this; and to what
extent Lorry’s contemporaries (and possibly Lorry himself) viewed Rufus as belonging to the Methodists.
Thirdly, Rufus proved highly topical and modern, since for him, as for
Lorry, humoral melancholy first and foremost corresponded to a digestive or stomach complaint. The appeal of this view becomes particularly
clear when we recall the various debates about the pathopsychology of
melancholy. During the eighteenth century, the stomach was only one
possible locus of the disease under discussion; other candidates included
the liver, the gallbladder, the spleen, the portal veins, the mesenterial vessels, the precordium, the diaphragm, and so on. Experts were in agreement only insofar as the epigastrium was – pace Descartes – seen as the
place where the physical and the mental, the higher bodily functions and
the lower faculties of the soul, converged and interacted with one another. Far less agreement existed about what ought to be regarded as the
anatomical correlative of this zone from which ‘fits of the vapours’ and
wild imaginings emanated as the Other of reason – reminding one of the
dangers threatening both human nature and the Enlightenment project as
such. ‘Van Helmont [1579–1644]’, Lorry writes, ‘imagined [melancholy]
as an archer with his sight trained on the brain, lying in hiding’.47 His exact hiding place was, however, a contentious issue.48 As an experienced
physician, Lorry favoured the stomach, and here, too, he saw Rufus as a
congenial champion. Could it be that the royal and aristocratic banquets,
which ran decidedly counter to medical dietary advice, provided the two
men with common experiences calling their professional attention to the
stomach?
47

LORRY 1765, i. 222.
Cf. F 7, where Ibn Sn already discusses the portal veins (Galen), the stomach
and liver (Rufus), and the mesenteric veins (others) as possible originary organs.
48
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Mechanistic, vitalistic, and neurophysiological explanations of hypochondriac affections formed an arsenal from which Lorry could pick and
choose when interpreting his pathological findings and clinical observations (documented in his book On Melancholy by numerous case studies). Lorry attempted to relate the animal nature of man to the human intellect without recourse to metaphysical speculation, that is, without
theoretical or theological support. In order to explore this relationship
against the backdrop of his medical experience, Lorry mobilises not only
the experimental and dissective findings of his own time, but also large
parts of the classical and Early Modern tradition on melancholy; he did,
however, remain somewhat prejudiced against medieval writings on the
subject. Within this scheme, Rufus seems to enjoy pride of place
wherever clinical findings can be brought into accord with the descriptions of symptons cited by Lorry. To put it in pathophysiological terms:
Lorry favours Rufus wherever the stomach is able to eclipse other epigastric contenders for being the point of origin whence the hypchondriac
vapours rise. Aëtius’ chapters on melancholy and lycanthropy, which
Lorry largely ascribes to Rufus, essentially justify Lorry in interpreting
Rufus in this way. Our final case study will show that Aëtius, who, as we
have seen, already played a prominent role in Flashar’s book on melancholy, was also pivotal for the reception of Rufus’ concepts of melancholy during the seventeenth century.
Robert Burton (1577–1640)
Rufus features explicitly as one of the classical authorities on melancholy
in Burton’s bestselling book The Anatomy of Melancholy. It was first
published in 1621 and expanded, revised and reissued in no fewer than
four subsequent editions during its author’s lifetime alone.49 Closer inspection shows that Burton, too, is familiar with Rufus primarily in terms
of his status as an expert on hypochondriac melancholy.50 Burton’s
source is the Antwerp physician Matthaeus Theodorus Melanelius.51
49

BURTON 1989–2000. The lasting impact of this seminal work on the history of
Early Moden psychiatry can hardly be overestimated. Moreover, the book remains a
bestseller to this day, even beyond the English-speaking world, as the following translations show: BURTON, tr. FRANCI 1983; BURTON, tr. KOPPENFELS 1988; BURTON, tr. HORSTMANN 1988; BURTON, tr. HOEPFFNER, GOFFAUX 2000.
50
Burton may, however, have also been acquainted with other material stemming
from Rufus’ treatise On Melancholy as mediated by, for example, ar-Rz; see Toohey,
above, p. 230. Nevertheless, Burton only explicitly mentions Rufus in relation to hypochondriac melancholy and its therapies.
51
MELANELIUS 1540a. On Melanelius, see AZOUVI 1979, 114–15; DURLING 1961,
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Melanelius had, according to Burton, followed Galen, Rufus and Aëtius
in his description of melancholy as a ‘bad and peevish disease, which
makes men degenerate into beasts.’52 Among the hypochondriac symptoms described by Melanelius, Burton cites ‘continuall, sharpe, and stinking belchings, as if their meat in their stomacke were putrified, or that
they had eaten fish, dry bellies’, coupled with ‘absurd and interrupt
dreames, and many phantasticall visions about their eyes, vertiginous, apt
to tremble, and prone to Venery.’53 Burton argues that although Melanelius derives his information mainly ‘out of Galen, Ruffus, Aëtius, by
Rhasis, Gordonius, and all the Juniors’54, he essentially draws on Hippocrates. For Hippocrates had already furnished the world with the following catalogue of symptoms: ‘leane, withered, hollow-eyed, looke old,
wrinckled, harsh, much troubled with winde, and a griping in their bellies, or belly-ake, belch often, dry bellies and hard, dejected lookes,
flaggy beards, singing of the eares, vertigo, light headed, little or no
sleepe, and that interrupt, terrible and fearefull dreames’.55 Burton relies
242, 246, 262, 282. DURLING recalls Melanelius as the translator of the pseudo-Galenic
Whether That Which Is Contained in the Womb is a Living Being (An animal sit id quod
est in utero). Cf. MELANELIUS 1540b. An annotated modern translation of this treatise is
provided by COLUCCI 1971.
52
BURTON 1989–2000, i. 162, lines 15–16; ibid., note b, quotes MELANELIUS 1540a,
sig. Aii v: ‘a most evil and tenacious illness, which forces men to degenerate into beasts
(pessimum & pertinacissimum morbum, qui homines in bruta degenerare cogit)’. (This
and the following references to MELANELIUS 1540a are taken from the modern commentary contained in BURTON 1989–2000, vols. iv–v.). Burton thus draws on Rufus as a
source for his notion of morbid, dangerous, and occasionally life-threatening melancholy. If Schleiner is right in observing the ‘relative insignificance of genial melancholy
and melancholic enthusiasm in Burton’s Anatomy’, this would chime with Burton’s preferring medical to Aristotelian sources on melancholy in his work; see SCHLEINER 1991,
123.
53
BURTON 1989–2000, i. 382, lines 11–15; ibid, note i, quotes MELANESIUS 1540a,
sig. Aiii v: ‘Frequent and acid burping, which brings back [the odour of] stinking food
and a smell of fish caused by indigestion, even if nothing like this was eaten. They suffer from a dry stomach, little sleep which is mostly interrupted, very strange and disturbing dreams, bodily trembling, heaviness of the head, noise in their ears, and hallucinations; and they are eager to have sex. (Assiduae eaeque acidae ructationes, quae
cibum virulentum pisculentumque nidorem, etsi nil tale ingestum sit, referant ob cruditatem. Ventres hisce aridi, somnus plerumque parcus & interruptus, somnia absurdissima, turbulenta, corporis tremor, capitis gravedo, strepitus circa aures, & visiones
ante oculos ad venerem prodigi).’ The statement that some melancholics ‘are afraid of
their dearest and nearest friends’ (BURTON 1989–2000, i. 386, lines 18–19) is also taken
from MELANESIUS 1540a, sig. Aiii r, quoted ibid, note n: ‘One fears the dearest, another
fears all men without distinction (Ille charissimos, hic omnes homines citra discrimen
timet)’.
54
BURTON 1989–2000, i. 382, lines 11–12.
55
BURTON 1989–2000, i. 382, lines 6–9 (emphasis added); ibid, note g again quotes
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here on a text that he claims to have found under the title On Madness
and Melancholy (De insania et melancholia) in Marco Fabio Calvo’s
Latin edition of the Hippocratic Corpus.56 This origin may have suggested to Burton that the text in question was Hippocratic. In actual fact,
however, this Latin text is a translation of the chapter on melancholy
from Aëtius’ Medical Books, which also contains FF 11, 37, 39.57 But
does this mean that Calvo effectively passes off Aëtius’ chapters on melancholy as Hippocratic?58 Given that the excerpt in question explicitly
mentions Rufus, Archigenes, and Themison, it seems unlikely that Calvo
could have regarded it as Hippocratic, especially since it did not appear
in the Hippocrates manuscripts which he had consulted in the Vatican
Library. There may, however, be yet another explanation for the fact that
we find nearly identical texts in both Kühn’s reprint of Galen and Calvo’s
edition of Hippocrates.59 The fact that On Madness and Melancholy (De
insania et melancholia) precedes the Hippocratic Letters – of which
Calvo explicitly says that they ‘have no medical application (ad rem
medicam non faciunt)’ (p. 701) – furnishes us with an important clue.60
Melanelius: ‘Their eyes become hollow; wind and acid burping occurs in the area of the
midriff, and their stomach is fairly dry. They suffer from vertigo, ringing in the ears,
little sleep, and frightening and broken dreams. (Oculi his excavantur, venti giguntur
circum praecordia & acidi ructus, sicci ferè ventres. Vertigo, tinnitus aurium, somni
pusilli, somnia terribilia & interrupta.)’. The modern commentary (BURTON 1989–2000,
v. 35 ad loc.) calls this ‘quotation’ a ‘tesselation of phrases from De atrae bilis agita
tione, melancholiave [On the Effect of Black Bile, or Melancholy] in Calvus’
translation.’
56
CALVO 1525. The text here entitled On the Effect of Black Bile, or Melancholy
(De atrae bilis agitatione melancholiave) can be found on pp. 690–96. On Marco Fabio
Calvo, see MERCATI 1917; FONTANA 1975; GUALDO 1993.
57
F 11 – except for the final two sentences – corresponds to the passage running to
p. 693, line 12 in Calvo’s edition of Hippocrates; F 37 to p. 693, lines 4–8; F 39 seems
to have been reduced to its final sentence in Calvo (p. 696, lines 6–8).
58
A possible candidate for the Greek source text of Calvo’s translation would be
Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, MS gr. 279, fols 269a–271b, commonly dated
to the 15th century. Cf. FORMENTIN 1978, 90; DIELS 1906/1970, 114, who cites De atra
bile ex Galeno, Rufo … (On Black Bile, from Galen, Rufus, …) as an independent title.
ROSA 1999, 482, and others have shown that the codex is an apograph of Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS 1849 fonds grec, and served as a template for Paris,
Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS 2164 fonds grec, which, among other manuscripts, in turn served as the source for Andreas Asulanus’ first edition of the Galenic
Corpus of 1525.
59
xix. 699–720 K. See also FLASHAR 1966, p. 85, n. 4.
60
Separated only by three very short non-Hippocratic texts entitled On the Signs or
Indications of Urine (De lotii notis signisve), pp. 696–7; On Weights and Measures (De
ponderibus et mensuris), pp. 698–9; and On the As [the smallest remainder one in division] (De asse), pp. 700–701. On the Hippocratic Letters, cf. the following editions:
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Calvo places this important text of the post-Hippocratic tradition on melancholy before the Letters. He thus creates a context in which one reads
this medical tradition into the Letters. In good humanist fashion, the Letters are understood to form a Hippocratic treatise on melancholy, which
ought to be included in any collection of medical (i.e., ‘Hippocratic’)
texts. This arrangement guides and manipulates future readers and disposes them to understand the Letters in the light of On Madness and Melancholy (De insania et melancholia).
In order to understand more fully how this intellectual interplay manipulated readers like Burton in their reception of the Letters, we need to
consider the plot of the most substantial part of them (10–23). It contains
an apocryphal epistolary novel, and its basic story-line can roughly be
summarised as follows. Abdera in Thrace (Northern Greece) at the turn
of the 5th to the 4th century BC: one of its citizens retreats to a hermitage.
There he researches the nature of the bile (chol) and writes a treatise on
madness (manía). This eccentric choice of abode and his strange behaviour—he laughs at everything—lead the citizens of Abdera to conclude
that he himself has gone mad. They decide that he is in urgent need of
medical attention and call in Hippocrates of Cos, the greatest medical authority of the day. Informed by letter of his new patient’s curious symptoms, Hippocrates arrives at Abdera and visits the reputed lunatic. After
mutual introductions and some observation on the part of the doctor, a
private conversation ensues between the two men. The supposed madman converts Hippocrates to a stoic-cynical view of the world, the hallmark of which is laughter at mankind’s folly and self-deception. The man
to whom Hippocrates owes this conversion is Democritus of Abdera.
Crucially, it was this story – and only this story – that allowed Burton
to commend himself to his readers as Democritus Junior. He claims to
quote, ‘verbatim almost’ (i. 33), from the Hippocratic Letters and reports
that Hippocrates had chanced upon the supposedly mad Democritus
while the latter was engaged in dissecting animals to discover the origins
of ‘Madnesse, and melancholy’ (ibid.). According to this account, Democritus had performed his dissections in order ‘to finde out the seat of this
atra bilis or Melancholy, whence it proceeds, and how it was engendered
in mens bodies’ (i. 6). The results were supposed to feed into a study on
SAKALIS 1989; SMITH 1992. The epistolary narrative in question comprises letters 10–23
from the Hippocratic pseudepigrapha and was edited by HERSANT 1989 and ROSELLI
1998, 32–95. On the reception history of these Letters, see RÜTTEN 1992. On Burton’s
creative appropriation of these Letters, see RÜTTEN 1992, 181–6; LÜTHY 2000, 461–5.
Pigeaud (in BURTON 2000, iii. 1880) puts it most succinctly when he writes that Burton
‘brings together the three strands constituting melancholy: Hippocrates’ Aphorism vi.
23; Aristotle’s Problem 30.1; and the Letters attributed to Hippocrates.’
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‘Melancholy and madnesse’ (ibid.), a kind of writerly self-therapy for
Democritus, whom Hippocrates is said to have described as ‘a little wearish old man, very melancholy by nature, averse from company in his latter days, and much given to solitarinesse’ (i. 2). Democritus had promised to send Hippocrates this treatise once it was completed, but,
according to Burton, this never happened. Hence, it has now fallen to
Burton himself to revive, pursue and complete the project ‘as a successor
to Democritus (quasi succenturiator Democriti)’ (i. 6). In Burton’s account, the Hippocratic Letters portray Democritus as a melancholic who
studies his own ailment. This study, a form of self-therapy, further justifies Burton in embarking on a similar project. It is hardly surprising,
then, that Burton, alias Democritus Junior, adorns the third edition of the
Anatomy (1628) with a frontispiece that portrays his role model as a melancholic Democritus, his head resting on his hand and his figure placed
under the sign of Saturn outside an enclosed garden (hortus conclusus).61
For the fourth edition, Burton adds a poem to this frontispiece that serves
as an unequivocal key to the way in which he intends us to read this imagery – as the depiction of a melancholic. Burton, with the help of his engraver Le Blon, thus provides the first instance of a melancholic Democritus in the history of Western iconography.62
Yet, Burton quoted the Hippocratic Letters neither faithfully nor ‘verbatim almost’, as he claimed. On the contrary: nowhere in the Letters do
we encounter melancholy as an explicit topic of discussion, at least not in
their Greek source text. In a dazzling montage of pieces from Calvo’s
On Madness and the Letters, Burton creates an image of Democritus
which reflects his own ideas and allows him to style himself as a ‘new
Democritus’, suffering from melancholy and treating his ailment by
studying it.63 To offer but one example: when Hippocrates asks Democritus about the topic of his research, he replies (in the Greek original)
‘about mania (perì manís)’; Calvo, however, translates this as ‘about anger, madness (insania), and melancholy (de furore, & insania, melancholia)’ (p. 713). In his ‘quotation’, Burton changes this into ‘about anger,
mania, melancholy (de furore, mania, melancholia)’ (i. 33, note o). His
English ‘translation’ gives us ‘madnesse, and melancholy’. In this way,
Burton sees the Hippocratic Letters through the prism of a Renaissance
interpretation and transforms them into a text on melancholy.64 When
Calvo included Aëtius’ chapters on melancholy in his Latin Hippocrates,
61

See also above, pp. 201–2.
RÜTTEN, JACOBS 1998.
63
RÜTTEN 1993.
64
On the history of the Hippocratic epistolary narrative being read as a text on melancholy, see. RÜTTEN 1990 and RÜTTEN 1994.
62
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and placed them before the letters, he also contributed to a medical reading of the Letters as describing not just madness in general, but melancholy in particular. The excerpt from Aëtius, repeatedly cited by Burton,
and its rather substantial references to Rufus, also serves to place Rufus,
the best of all classical authors on melancholy and Burton’s classical
counterpart, right at the conceptual heart of Burton’s literary world. The
passages from Rufus’ On Melancholy contained in Aëtius contribute to
this process: they are part of the material which allows Burton to read the
Letters as a text talking about melancholy. Both Calvo and Melanelius
are instrumental in allowing Rufus to condition Burton’s reading of the
apocryphal Letters. He is thus able to represent himself as the melancholic ‘Democritus Junior’, a melancholic of the sanguine type (typus melancholicus sanguinicus). In the process, he elevates Hippocrates to the
status of an authority on melancholy and condenses the passages on melancholy scattered across the Hippocratic Corpus into a consistent theory,
which in its essence goes back to Rufus. Only in this manner is he able to
produce a complete and unbroken reading of the apocryphal Letters –
which Burton may or may not have regarded as authentically Hippocratic – as a text on melancholy. It is beyond debate that Calvo had already
prepared the ground, which also explains why Burton, almost a hundred
years later, still preferred Calvo’s edition of Hippocrates to more recent
and philologically more reliable ones. Rufus is, at least as far as explicit
references to his writings are concerned, relatively and perhaps surprisingly absent from Burton’s monumental work. Yet his implicit presence
in Burton’s œuvre appears to be much greater when we consider the references to the treatise On Madness and Melancholy, that is, to Aëtius’
chapters on melancholy. This state of affairs points to a fundamental
problem in the history of Rufus’ impact and reception. Many of Rufus’
achievements in the area of melancholy have been buried in the vast array of authors who copied him without acknowledgement. Moreover, his
ideas tended simply to be subsumed under the Hippocrates heading. This
in itself is a great accolade for Rufus, which has all too often been overlooked. The present volume will no doubt do much to rectify this
imbalance.

Appendices

Appendix 1: Greek Text, and Arabic and English
Translations of Galen’s On the Affected Parts iii. 9–10
PHILIP J VAN DER EIJK, PETER E PORMANN
In his seminal work On the Affected Parts, Galen discusses melancholy in the context of
diseases affecting the brain. His long outline proved particularly popular with later
Greek, Latin, and Arabic authors. Yet, as we have argued, many of the key notions
found in this chapter – the tripartite division of melancholy, the two kinds of black bile,
etc. – already occur in Rufus. It is therefore possible that the following passage is little
more than a Galenic summary of Rufus’ ideas on the topic without proper acknowledgement.
The Greek text given here is that by Kühn, although we modernised his quaint
Greek orthography and eliminated the hypercorrect forms. Occasionally, we quote manuscript variants from an unpublished collation of Durling which Stefania Fortuna had
the kindness of making available to us. We add the Arabic translation because of its importance for the subsequent tradition, but also since it occasionally can help with the interpretation of the Greek text; it is based on two manuscript kept in the Wellcome Trust
Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine: WMS 401, fol. 85b, 9–92b, 3
ab imo (abbr.:  or ); and MS Arabic 14a, fol. 72b, 11–79a, 3 (abbr.: B or ).1 Whilst
the Arabic version is mainly the responsibility of Peter E Pormann, Philip J van der Eijk
produced the English translation of the passage, based on the Greek text. The section on
Diocles (viii. 185, line 14–189, line 2 Kühn) has previously been published in VAN DER
EIJK 2000a, 188–95, and is slightly modified here.
The passage stands in the context of Galen’s account of the diseases of the head, especially the brain. He believes that the reasoning faculty is located in the brain, and that
when it is affected by disease, this results in failure of cognitive functions such as thinking and memory. He does, however, repeatedly point to the possibility of such cognitive
malfunctioning arising from diseases that occur in other parts of the body with which
the brain is connected through the nerves; in such cases, he speaks of ‘co-affection’
(sumpátheia). From the beginning of chapter 9, he has been discussing epilepsy. It can
take different forms and be accompanied by various kinds of delirium depending on the
cause and, in particular, on the kind of humour that generates the condition. Galen first
examines the influence of phlegm, and then turns to the role of black bile or, as he
prefers to put it, ‘the melancholic humour’ (melancholikòs chumós).

1

See SERIKOFF 2005, no. 401 and ISKANDAR 1967.
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The melancholic humour: variations in its composition
Likewise the melancholic humour clearly shows different kinds of composition. One kind is like the sediment of blood and clearly manifests itself as quite thick, similar to the lees of wine. The other kind is much
thinner in composition than that, [177] and it appears acid to those who
vomit or smell it; this also corrodes earth, it raises, ferments and stirs up
bubbles like those that come to the surface of a boiling soup.2 The one
which I said resembles thick sediment does not produce the fermentation
when it is poured out over the earth, unless it happens to have been burnt
very intensely during a state of burning fever, and it only has very little
share in the quality of acidity. Hence I am used to calling it melancholic
humour or melancholic blood, for I think that it is not yet proper to call it
black bile. For that humour is generated in some people in large quantity
either as a result of their initial mixture3 or by a habit of eating foods that
change into this during the digestion within the blood vessels.
Diseases in the head caused by the melancholic humour
Just like the thick phlegmatic humour, this thick melancholic humour
likewise sometimes causes instances of epilepsy, because it is contained
in the places where the cavities of the brain, whether the middle or the
posterior cavity, have their exit channels. But when it is present in excess
in the very body of the brain, it causes melancholy, just as the other kind
of humour of black bile, the one that has arisen as a result of the burning
[178] of yellow bile, results in bestial hallucinations4, both without fever
and with fever, when it fills the brain excessively. This is also why one
kind of phrenitis, namely that arising from pale-yellow bile (chrà
chol), is more moderate, whereas the other one which arises from yellow bile (xanth chol) is more severe. There is yet another kind of delirium, both bestial and melancholic, which arises from the burning of yellow bile. In cases of delirium that arise at peak moments of fever the

2

For this distinction of two different kinds of ‘melancholic humour’ see also Galen,
On the Natural Faculties ii. 9 (p. 200,6 ff. HELMREICH, ii. 136 K)
3
I.e. their natural constitution or ‘temperament (krâsis)’.
4
Cf. Galen, Commentary on Hippocrates’ Prorrheticon I (xvi. 562 K and xvi. 780
K), where this is characterised as ‘hallucinations in which the patient walks, tramples
with his feet, bites and rages because he holds anyone approaching him to be an
enemy.’
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brain is also suffering through co-affection (sumpátheia), not proper affection (idiopátheia). This also explains why these people [who suffer
from this disease] lose their wits, are delirious and beside themselves, as
is affirmed not just by doctors but also by lay people. They do not, however, call them phrenitics, for instances of phrenetic delirium do not subside when the fever peaks. Just like fever in the case of phrenitics is one
of the symptoms of a condition of the brain, likewise derangement is one
of the symptoms of burning fevers, [happening] when a large quantity of
hot vapours rises to the brain.
Melancholic conditions arising from co-affection
Very similar to this, too, is the occurrence of symptoms resembling cataracts which have their starting point in conditions of the stomach. For the
belly passes its affections on to the head [179] and the head to the belly
owing to the large size of the nerves leading down from the brain into the
mouth of the stomach.These nerves give it a sensitivity that is greater
than that of the other parts.5 For this reason, vomiting accompanies fractures in the skull that extend to the membranes; people suffer from any
kind of headache experience an upset and irritation of the stomach; and
those called hypochondriac or flatulent experience instances of melancholic despondency6, for this is similar to the delirium that accompanies
acute fevers. Moreover, certain conditions of the mouth of the stomach
are accompanied by the occurrence of symptoms similar to cataracts. In
this way bodily parts consisting of nerves that are affected by inflammation are more easily affected by delirium than other parts, sometimes
when only the heat itself rises through the adjacent parts to the head,
sometimes through a vapourlike, smoky or sooty breath.

5

Here we find Galen’s anatomical underpinning for his assumption of the co-affection of stomach and brain that is vital to his own explanation of hypochondriac melancholy. Rufus makes a very similar case in F 8.
6
This is the first allusion to the hypochondriac type of melancholy discussed further
down.
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Melancholic conditions arising from primary affection
Just as there is no small variation between affections of the head arising
as a result of co-affection (sumpátheia), likewise this is also [180] the
case with those arising from primary affection (prtopátheia). For instance, thick humours that are present in excessive quantity in the very
substance of the brain sometimes cause damage to it as an organic part,
sometimes as to a homogeneous part: in the form of obstruction of the
blood vessels as to an organic part, in the form of qualitative change of
the mixture as to a homogeneous part. For this reason, it has been written
at the end of the sixth book of the Epidemics:
Melancholics usually become epileptic and epileptics usually become melancholic.
Either of these is more likely to happen, depending on the inclination of the disease:
if it tends to affect the body, they become epileptic; if it tends to affect the mind,
they become melancholics.7

According to this passage, [Hippocrates] made it clear first of all that the
transition from one disease to the other happens not in all cases, but for
the most part; for epilepsy is brought about not only by the melancholic
humour, but also by the phlegmatic humour, and therefore epilepsy
caused by the melancholic humour sometimes changes into melancholy,
but epilepsy caused by the phlegmatic humour can change to a different
affection (on which we will speak a little later) but it does not lead to
melancholy.
The melancholic humour segregated in one part of the body
There is also a second [181] consideration pertaining to this and conveyed in what Hippocrates says, which is of no small importance. Since
the soul is either a mixture of active qualities or undergoes alteration as a
result of the mixture of these qualities, what he means is that bile damaging the brain as an organic part tends to affect the body of the brain,
and this takes place in the form of obstructions, whilst bile that affects it
as a homogeneous part tends to affect the mind.

7

Hippocrates, Epidemics vi. 8.31 (v. 354–6 L).
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But a point which seemed to me necessary to specify first, since it was
omitted by physicians, is the following. Sometimes the same mixture appears to be present in all visible parts of the body, as in the case of jaundice and so-called elephantiasis and in dropsy, and also in kachexia and
in addition to that also in paleness caused by the liver and the spleen. Yet
sometimes just one part takes in either the choleric, phlegmatic, or melancholic humour, and therefore undergoes alteration in its mixture. In the
same way sometimes, when all the blood in the blood vessels has become
melancholic, the brain, too, can be damaged for the same reason as as the
rest of the body. Yet, conversely, when the blood remains unaffected
[182] throughout the human body, it can be altered in the brain alone.
And this may happen in two ways: either because the melancholic humour flows into it from elsewhere, or because it has been generated within that space [the brain]. It is generated by an abundance of local heat,
which burns it [the blood] either into yellow bile or into thicker and darker blood.
Consequences for treatment
For the treatment, this distinction is of no small importance: when the
blood becomes melancholic throughout the whole body, it would be appropriate to start the treatment with venesection; but when only the brain
is affected, the patient does not require venesection, at least not on account of this condition (for it is possible that he requires it on other
grounds). Your diagnosis should be based on this criterion: does the
whole body have the melancholic humour in it, or is it just gathered
around the brain. I think it important first to examine the condition of the
body, bearing in mind that people who are soft, pale and fat have least
melancholic humour, whereas those who are lean and darker and hirsute
and with protruding veins are most prone to the generation of this very
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[183] humour; and sometimes people who have an extremely red skin
change to a melancholic mixture all at once. Next to them are those who
are of a fair complexion, especially when they suffer from sleeplessness,
profound tiredness and worries, and when they happen to have had a very
light regimen before. Similar to them in kind are the following indications: whether there has been a suppression of haemorrhage, or of some
other kind of normal loss of blood, or menstruation in the case of women.
Next, you should consider what kind of food they have taken, whether
foods that generate melancholic blood or opposite foods. By foods that
generate melancholic blood I mean the meat of goats and cattle – especially that of he-goats and bulls – and even more so that of donkeys and
camels, for some people eat these, too, just as [they eat] the meat of foxes
and dogs. Not least also the meat of hare generates such blood, and even
more so that of wild boar. Snails, too, generate melancholic blood, if one
eats them in large quantitities, and so does all the pickled meat of terrestrial animals; of water animals, so do the tuna, the whale, the seal, the
dolphin, the dog shark [184] and all the cetacea. As for vegetables, cabbage is virtually the only one that naturally produces such blood, as do
the sprouts of trees prepared in brine or in a combination of brine and
vinegar, for instance, the sprouts of mastich, terebinth, bramble and white
rose. Of pulses, the lentil is the food that gives most rise to melancholic
blood, and after that the so-called wheatbreads and those made of onegrained wheat and inferior seeds which some peoples use instead of
wheat. Specifications on this have been given in the first book of On the
Powers of Foods.8 But among wines, too, those that are thick and dark
are most prone to generate melancholic blood, when someone indulges in

8

On the Powers of Foods i. 18 (vi. 526 K, 528 K); i. 36 (vi. 551).
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them and his body is exposed to great heat as a result of the environment.
Old cheeses also easily give rise to this humour when people’s bodies are
overheating.
If, then, the person has been following such a regimen prior to falling
ill, it is possible to make further conjectures on this basis; but if he has
been having foods which produce good humours, you should examine his
exercises and [185] his pain, his sleeplessness and worries; some have
acquired the humour that has become black bile as a result of diseases accompanied by fevers, as we have said earlier.9 Further contribution to a
more secure diagnosis is provided by the season of the year and the
weather situation, both the one that has taken place and that is currently
present, and furthermore the place and the age of the patient.
When you have examined all this in advance, and when you suspect
that melancholic blood is present in the blood vessels throughout the
body, the most secure diagnosis is brought about by cutting the vein near
the elbow; it is best to cut the middle one, since this is common to [i.e.,
connected with] both [other] veins, the one called humeral (‘of the
shoulder’) and the one that extends through the armpit to the hand. Next,
if what flows out is evidently not melancholic, stop immediately; but if it
looks like it, empty as much as you think will be sufficient for the condition of the body of the patient.
Melancholy arising from the stomach: Diocles’ account
There is also a third different kind of melancholy, which like epilepsy
has its origin in the stomach. Such a condition is called by some of the
ancient doctors a hypochondriac and a flatulent disease. It will suffice for
me to set forth the symptoms that have been described by Diocles as accompanying it, according to his book entitled [186] Affection, Cause,
Treatment; for in that work Diocles wrote as follows, and I quote:

9

viii. 178 K.
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Another [affection] occurs in the region of the belly, but it is not like10 the ones discussed before; some call it melancholic, others flatulent. It is accompanied by the
following: after consumption of foods, especially foods that are difficult to digest
and that are burning, there are sour eructations, much watery spitting, flatulency, a
burning feeling near the hypochondrium, and a gurgling [which happens] not immediately but to people who wait a while. Sometimes also strong pains occur in the
belly, which in some people extend to the broad of the back. These [symptoms] are
alleviated when the foods have been digested, and after eating the same [symptoms]
occur again. Often the disturbance occurs to people both on an empty stomach or
after dinner. When vomiting they vomit raw foods and phlegms that are somewhat
bitter, hot and sharp, so that also their teeth are set on edge. Most of these [symptoms] occur immediately from youth onwards, but in whatever way they occur, they
last for a long time in all [cases].

Having said this first, Diocles continues by adding to these the cause, describing it somehow as follows:
One must suppose that those who are called flatulent have more heat than is appropriate in the blood vessels that receive the food from the stomach, and that [187]
their blood has thickened. That there is an obstruction in the region of these blood
vessels is shown by [the fact] that the body does not take in the food, but it remains
untreated in the stomach, whereas previously [before the affection arose] these passages received [the food] and secreted most of it into the lower [part of the] belly.
[This is also shown] by [the fact] that on the second day the patients vomit, because
the foods are not absorbed into the body. That the heat is greater than is natural one
may grasp best both from the burning feelings that they experience and from the administration [of food]; for evidently they benefit from cold foods, and such [foods]
usually cool and extinguish the heat.

Following these, Diocles added the rest, too, in the following words:

10

A variant reading, followed by the Arabic translation, has ‘it is like’.
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Some people say that in cases of such affections the mouth of the stomach, which is
continuous with the gut, is inflamed, and because of this inflammation it is obstructed and it prevents the foods from going down into the gut at the regular times.
When this happens, the foods remain in the stomach longer than they ought to, and
they bring about the swellings and burnings and the other [symptoms] mentioned
before.”

This is what Diocles wrote, [188] but in his list of symptoms he omitted
the most important symptoms of this whole syndrome, which are characteristic of melancholy and of the flatulent and hypochondriac affection.
Indeed I think that he has omitted them because they were made clear by
indication from the name of the disease; at least we have learned from
Hippocrates that
if there is fear and depression which last for a long time, such a thing is
melancholic.11

But why did Diocles, in his account of the cause, describe the causes of
the other symptoms without describing [the cause] for the actual disturbance of the mind; this is worth asking. For whether the heat in the blood
vessels in the region of the stomach is too great in their cases, or whether
[there is] an inflammation of the parts near the lower opening of the
stomach, he has omitted to point out through what cause these are accompanied by the melancholic symptoms. For that the stomach is filled
by flatulent breath and that after that it is relieved by the eructations, and
also by the vomitings which Diocles does mention, is clear enough even
if he does not say so. But as for the [symptoms] peculiar to melancholy,
it was difficult for him to connect these with the condition of the stomach
mentioned above. Let us, therefore, supply this [189] by giving a clear
explanation of what kind of condition of the stomach occurs in such
[affections].

11

Aphorisms vi. 23 (iv. 568 L).
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Melancholy arising from the stomach: Galen’s interpretation
It seems that there is a kind of inflammation present in the stomach, and
the blood contained in the inflamed part is rather thick and melancholic.
When a sooty or smoky vapour, or more generally thick vapours, rise
from the stomach to the eyes, they give rise to symptoms similar to cataracts. Likewise here, too, and for the same reason, when a melancholic
evaporation rises upwards to the brain, like some kind of sooty or smoky
vapour, the melancholic symptoms affect the thinking faculty. Indeed, we
observe that the most persistent suffering of the head takes place in cases
of yellow bile being blocked in the stomach, just as we see it [the head]
suddenly become painless when bile has been vomited. Such pains are
biting and devouring, just as some are accompanied by heaviness, others
by tension or sleepiness.
The best physicians agree that not only these symptoms but also epilepsy can occur as a result of the stomach. [190] Fears always accompany melancholic people, but they do not always get the same kind of unnatural imaginations. For instance, the one thinks that he is a piece of
pottery so that he avoids those who approach him in order not to be
broken. Another one saw cocks crowing, just as they flapped their wings
before crowing. Like them, he would beat his arms against his side and
imitate the animals’ voice. Another feared that somehow Atlas, who carries the world, would get tired and shrug it off, and thus he would be
crushed and he would cause us all to perish with him; and innumerable
other of such imaginations.
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Different manifestations of melancholy
The melancholics differ from each other: while all have fear, are despondent, and find fault with life and hate people, not all of them want to
die. For some of them the main characteristic of melancholy by which
they are affected is the fear of death. Others will appear very bizarre to
you, as they both fear death and long to die. Hippocrates was therefore
correct when he reduced all these symptoms to these two, fear and despondency. In the case of such despondency, [191] they hate all people
they see, they are shy and afraid, just as children and uneducated adults
are afraid in the dark. For just as darkness outside causes fear in all
people, except in those who are excessively audacious or well educated,
likewise the colour of black bile very similarly casts a shadow over the
place where thinking is located, and produces fears. For the best doctors
and philosophers are agreed that the humours and in general the mixture
of the body cause alteration to the activities of the soul. I myself demonstrated this in one treatise, in which I showed That the Faculties of the
Soul Follow the Mixtures of the Body.12 This is why those who do not
know the power of the humours do not dare to write on melancholy,
among whom are the followers of Erasistratus.13 In this case, too, one
rightly marvels at the common opinions of people, just as one does at
other [generally held] doctrines which many philosophers and physicians
do not know. All of them call this affection melancholy, indicating [192]
by this name the humour that is its cause. If, then, the first symptoms
start in the stomach and if, once they become stronger, they are accompanied by melancholic affections, and if the patient derives relief from
these by laxatives, emetics, breaking wind, and belching, we call this dis-

12

This is the title of one of Galen’s works (Quod animi mores).
See Galen, On the Natural Faculties ii. 8, passim; On the Doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato viii. 5.24 (v. 686 K); On Black Bile 1 (v. 104 K).
13
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ease hypochondriac and flatulent. We will say that its symptoms are despondency and fear. Yet when the symptoms characteristic of melancholy
manifest themselves to a great extent, whilst there is little or no suffering
in the stomach, one must assume that the brain is primarily affected,
since black bile has gathered there.
The indications on the basis of which one must distinguish whether
this humour is contained in the brain only or spread over the rest of the
body have just been mentioned. I refer to friends who saw me treating
such melancholy by means of many baths and a moist, juicy diet, without
any other remedy, when the harmful humour had not yet been become difficult to remove as a result of lapse of time. For when the disease has
become chronic, there is a need for remedies greater than the ones mentioned. [193] This kind of melancholy occurs in addition to preceding hot
conditions of the head, either as a result of burning fever, or because of
an inflammatory affection within the head, or because of phrenitis; it also
supervenes following worries and grief accompanied by sleeplessness.
Let this suffice as far as melancholy is concerned.

Appendix 2
Isq ibn Imrn on ‘Scholarly Melancholy’
PETER E PORMANN
Rufus of Ephesus is famously associated with scholarly melancholy (see, e.g., Toohey,
above, pp. 221–43). In his account of the psychic causes of melancholy, Isq ibn Imrn gives an eloquent and interesting account of how too much study causes melancholy. Constantine the African translated large parts of Isq’s book into Latin and
passed the resulting work off as his own On Melancholy without any reference to the
original author (see above, p. 15). Since Isq draws heavily on Rufus in his work (see
pp. 191–3), and since this passage had a great impact on subsequent generations of
physicians and philosophers (see, e.g., above p. 212), it is edited and translated into
English here for the first time. GARBERS 1977 has previously translated this text into
German and published a facsimile of the unique manuscript (Munich, Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, MS arab. 805), on which the present edition is based.
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In our discussion of the corporeal causes of melancholy we have reached
this point [i.e. finished with it]. It remains for us to discuss the psychic
affects and ailments in the soul which cause it. We thus say the following. The soul is subject to affects [awri] because of which it is altered
at all times; they include, for instance, displeasure, contentment, madness, fear, shame, agitation [zama], and the like. These affects are particular to the animal soul [an-nafs al-ayawnya]. The affects of the rational kind of soul are things such as excessive thinking, learning by
heart, study, research, doubting, and exploring the meaning of things; or
suspicions, conjectures, fantasies, and correct or incorrect opinions.
When the soul plunges into one of any of these states—some of which
are faculties [quwan] and others accidents [ar]—, and draws close to
it, then this often brings about the disease known as melancholy, and one
easily succumbs to it. We find many ascetics [nsiks] and pious men
[lis] succumb to melancholic delusion [wasws saudw], because
they greatly fear God and are afraid of his retribution; or because they
passionately desire Him [min iddati taauqihim ilaihi]. Consequently
this [desire] seizes and conquers the soul, so that it [the soul] ardently
longs and desires only to remember [ikr] and observe Him—great and
exalted is He. They succumb to worry and frantic desire similar to that of
someone in love [mutq], so that the activities of the soul and the functions of the body are completely corrupted. For the body follows the soul
in its functions, and also the soul the body in its actions. Those devoted
to reading philosophical books, namely books on medicine and logic;
books investigating all things; books by those looking at the fundamental
principals of calculation and the science called arithmtik in Greek;
[books] investigating the causes of the celestial sphere and the stars—this
is the science of astronomy [tanm], called astronomía in Greek;
[books] investigating the science of geometry [handasa] and geodesy
[misa], called the science of lines [ilm al-u] in Arabic, and gemetría in Greek …1 Investigating the science of composition, that is,
melody [naam] and tunes [lun], called mousik in Greek, [also] is a
science of the soul, for the soul discovers and invents it [music], and
knowledge about it is concentrated in the soul.

1

There is either a lacuna here in the text, or we have an anacoluthon. One would
expect the general idea of ‘those devoted to reading books … succumb to melancholy’.
We do not, however, have the fa-clause after the preceding amm.
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Just as Galen reported on the authority of the philosopher Plato2, ‘In
our intellect [aql] we only remember and have knowledge through instances of recollection.’ He means that when the soul learns a science
whilst being connected to the body, it only remembers things which it
knew before mounting the body, whilst being in the world of the
intellect.
They—God knows best—are truly close to melancholic delusion because they frequently doubt and think, and excessively search and distinguish. For they—through zealously pursuing their ideas, and regretting
things which escape their intellect such as grasping the proof [burh n]
which they call ‘apodeixis’; attaining the true realities [ aq q y t]; and
deducing the valid argument derived from the concept called ‘sullogismós’ in Greek, that is to say, soundness of the thought together with the
predication—are rendered sad and made to succumb to the ailment of
melancholy.
Yet when this is the condition of their souls, then how about those
whose condition leads them and brings them to this malicious disease
[h a l-mara al-ab ] because their mind is tired, their soul has failed,
their thought and ideas are weak, and [because of other] toils which enter
the intellect, as Hippocrates said in the sixth book of the Epidemics3:
‘The toil of the soul is the thought of the soul’. Just as the toil of the body
makes one succumb to difficult diseases, the easiest of which is fatigue,
so the toil of the soul makes one succumb to the most difficult and worst
of the diseases, namely the disease of melancholy.

2

Phaedo 72e: ‘for us, learning is nothing else than remembering (μ  μ
 
   μ    )’.
3
Epidemics vi. 5 (v. 316, 8 L): ‘Thought is an exercise of the soul for man (
        ).’

Appendix 3: Melancholy in ar-Rz ’s
Book of Experiences
PETER E PORMANN
This appendix contains the chapter ‘On Melancholy’ from ar-Rz ’s Book of Experiences. It is rare account of actual practice, rather then theoretical description. Despite its
importance, it has not previously been translated into any European language. Therefore, an English version is provided here. For more information about this text, see
ÁLVAREZ-MILLÁN 2000; and above, pp. 190–91.
. ARB 2002 provided the first edition of ar-Rz ’s Book of Experiences. As this
edition makes this important text available to scholars, it clearly deserves praise. The
transmission of this work is, however, quite complicated, and ARB ’s text not always
satisfactory. Scholars will continue to await eagerly Cristina ÁLVAREZ-MILLÁN’s scholarly edition of this work, accompanied by a translation. For the present purposes, I have
emended arb ’s text by collating it with a Teheran manuscript. The result, to be sure,
can only be preliminary.1

A young man who had melancholy presented. It was said that he plugged
his beard, and amused himself with picking clay from the wall. He [arRz ] ordered that he [the patient] be phlebotomised at the basilic vein,
and blood be drawn, as long as it was black, until its colour changed to
red. If it was not black, then one should stop immediately. Twice a
months, he should be given the epithyme decoction to drink; his head
should be submersed in violet oil; and he should be treated exceedingly
well.2 It was said that something grain-like had occurred in his testicle.
He ordered that this place be covered in a softening dressing; that he be
given three dirham of crushed epithyme together with white meat, to be
taken at night; and then that he drink the remedy the next day, in order to
gain strength.
He ordered a man suffering from a bout of melancholy, [excessive]
thinking3, terror, and fear to take the following: black myrobalan from
Kabul, the weight of ten dirham; fresh, cooling epithyme, seven dirham;
polypody4, three dirham; cassidony, four dirham; and white raisins, the
seeds of which has been removed5, ten dirham. Macerate the myrobalan
1

ed. ARB 2002, 105–7.
The words ‘wa-yusanu ilaih falu l-is ni (and he should be treated exceedingly well)’ are missing in arb ’s edition.
3
Reading ‘al-fikra’.
4
Reading ‘al-basf yi ’.
5
Reading ‘zab bun abyau manz u l-naw ’.
2
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and the polypody in a sufficient quantity of water so as to submerged it,
after having crushed it, for one day and one night. Pour it into a pot; boil
it well, add the cassidony, then the raisins, and the epithyme decoction
after having boiled it [the epityme] in a sound fashion. Soak it and filter
it. Take two thirds6 of a pint (ril) of it, and mix in it7 a dirham of crushed
turpeth, half a dirham of agaric, and two d naq of Nabataean8 salt. Soak
everything well in it9, and drink it after having fasted. It is taken twice a
month.
On the other days, take the following composition: Take crushed
myrobalan from Kabul, fifty dirham; epithyme, ten dirham; amber, five
dirham; saffron, two and a half dirham; ground roses, three dirham; nard
and doronicum, two dirham of each; dry coriander, four dirham; lemon
leaves, two dirham; and white akantha seed, and sweat basil, of each
three dirham. Mix everything together with honey the foam of which has
been skimmed off. Take of it each day the equivalent of a large nut, except one day before and after the day when he takes the decoction. He
should especially avoid lentils, salted fish10, onions, beef; of wine the
mixed one; and he should often go to the bath[-house].
He ordered a woman who spoke confusedly whilst laughing at the
same time and was red in her face to have her median vein phlebotomised; [to take] the epithyme decoction; and the soporific drug. He said:
‘This is safe, because it eases from the blood.’
A boy [ ul m] presented who was half mad, had a fixed glaze, did not
speak nor answer when called upon. He was described as having been
suffering from constipation for five days, and then having developed this
condition. Moreover, he did not remain still in one place, but rather
wandered about in the streets11. His urine came out involuntarily each
night12. He ordered strong enemas for him, and to put wine vinegar, oil of
roses, and rose water onto his head in a linen cloth13.

6

Reading ‘ulai’.
Retaining the reading of the manuscripts ‘yud fu’.
8
Reading ‘Naba ’.
9
Retaining the reading of the manuscripts ‘f hi’.
10
Reading ‘an-namaks du mina s-samaki’.
11
Reading ‘f s-sikaki’.
12
A variant reading is ‘night and day (f l-laili wa-n-nah ri)’.
13
‘in a linen cloth (bi-irqati kutt nin)’ is missing in arb’s edition.
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Dürer, Albrecht 197–219
— geometry 221, 223n, 225, 242
— Melencolia I 3, 9, 198, 227–8, 240:
description 199–201
dysentery 77

dyspnoea 70–73, 126
eating disorder 6, 99
education 16
— Greek (paideía) 114–16, 118, 122,
124, 134–5, 137, 141, 193
— physicians’ 144–5, 155
— Rufus’ 4
Egypt 22, 101, 144–5, 158, 179
— monasticism 181–2
— papyri 153, 156
ejaculation 120, 123
Eliot, George 9, 221, 230–31, 236–8, 243
Eliot, T[homas] S. 224
elite 4
— Abbsid 193
— Greek 113–4, 117–18, 122–5, 137
— medicine 156, 189, 194
— Roman 156
Empiricism 148–50, 157–9, 175
encyclopaedias 10, 12–13, 154; see also
Ibn Sarbiy n, Ibn Sn, Oribius, Paul
of Aegina
engineering 225, 240
environment 113, 131, 189, 207, 224
Ephesus 20, 115–16
— medical milieu in 141–3
— Rufus’ birthplace 4, 22, 27, 158
Epictetus 119, 128n, 130n
Epicurus 115
epidemic diseases 93
epigraphy 115, 125, 129, 139, 156
epilespy 43, 53, 57, 65, 77, 91, 118, 134
— caused by black bile 98
— melancholy turning into 70–73, 96,
108, 126, 271
epistemology 82, 85, 168, 175, 177–8,
196
Erasistratus 81, 88, 143–6, 150, 152,
159n, 170n
Erotian 148, 177n
erysipelas 79, 89
ethics 117–18, 120–21, 129, 161–6, 229,
241
Eudemus 145
euergetism 115, 189
Evagrius Ponticus 128n, 181–3
exegesis 147, 204; see also commentaries
exercise 51, 79, 96–7, 103, 118, 130–31,
133–4

General Index
— avoidance of 39, 89, 230, 246
exile 125
experience 92, 116, 125
— medical 17, 92, 99, 149–50, 187,
190–95, 256–7
— surgical 146
Fallopian tubes 146
fasting 132–3
— cause of fever 79
— cause of melancholy 71, 127, 182
— Christian ritual 107
— excessive 6
Faulkner, William 224, 240
Favorinus 116, 124
festivals 125, 129, 142
fever 17, 83, 99, 133; see also brain fever
— causes melancholy 6
— caustic 79
— quartan 71, 77, 79, 105, 109
— symptom of melancholy 64–7, 79
Ficino, Marsilio 202, 211, 221, 226–7,
229–30, 242–3, 246
Flashar, Helmut 5, 14–15, 21, 166, 176,
190, 249–52; 257
flatulence 75, 247–8
— absence of 67
— and sex 75, 108
— curing 50–3, 95–6, 98
— ‘flatulent affection’ 82–3, 164, 166–8
— melancholic 31
— old men suffering from 41
Flaubert, Gustave 239
Florence 197n, 226
Fortuna, Stefania 265
four humours 4–5, 148; see also black
bile, blood, phlegm, yellow bile
fragments passim
— collections of 10–11, 160n
— of Rufus 11–18, 21–2, 25–110
Freud, Sigmund 229n, 240
Fus
186
Galen 18, 88, 117, 180, 245; see also
Sources Index
— and philosophy 129
— and the medical ‘sects’ 149–53, 156–7
— as Hippocratic 147–9
— author of On Black Bile 81
— drawing on Rufus 8–10, 12–13, 178,
265
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— hierá (‘holy remedy’) 92, 98
— in Alexandria 143–6
— praising Rufus 26–7, 179, 253
— quoted by Aëtius 85, 94–5, 247, 254
— quoting Diocles 167–70, 172–3
— Rufus eclipsed by 4, 139–40
— translated into Arabic 14
— tripartite division of melancholy 5, 82,
184, 189–90, 222, 247
— writing on: cosmetics 125, healthy lifestyle 133–5
Galenism 8
gallbladder 5, 256
Garbers 11, 14–15
Gautier, Théophile 239
gender 39, 41, 120, 122–3; see also sex
genius 3, 163, 202–3, 211, 216–19,
221–6, 246
geometry 69, 107, 124–5, 200, 202–3,
212, 219, 223–8
Giehlow, Karl 201–202
gladiator 153
Glaucias 159n
Glaucus 129
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von 199
Gond p r 100
Gowland, Angus 228, 236
guinea worm 144
habitation 173
Hadrian 124–5
haemorrhoids 7, 41
Hamlet 229n
headaches 45, 57, 132
heart 145, 185–6
— ‘heart’ disease 171–2
— seat of intellect 169
Heidelberg 248–9
Hemingway, Ernest 224
hemiplegia 45, 53
Heraclea 151
Heraclides of Tarentum 143, 150
Heraclitus of Ephesus 119, 226
Heraclitus of Rhodiapolis 155
Hercules 3
heresy 16
Hermogenes of Smyrna 155
Herophilus 145–7, 149–50, 152, 159n
Hicesius of Smyrna 152
hierá (‘holy remedy’) 57, 70–73, 98–9
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General Index

— Galen’s 92
— hierà pikrá (‘bitter holy remedy’) 73
— Rufus’ 55–6
Hildegard of Bingen 183–5, 223n
Hippocrates 18, 81, 84, 89–91, 152, 180;
see also Sources Index
— commentaries on 74–75, 86–7, 97,
108
— ‘Hippocratic Corpus’ 166, 259
— Hippocratism 4, 6, 89, 135–6, 140–1,
146–9, 156–8, 182, 211
— in Alexandria 144
— pseudo-Hippocratic Letters 259–62
— Rufus referring to 159n
Hippolytus 120
Homer 115–16, 155
homosexuality 123
hospitals
— in Baghdad 82, 179, 189–96
— Roman 151
— university 249
Humanism 197, 204, 206, 208–11, 215,
219, 260
humoral pathology 4–5, 146–8
humours, four 4–5, 146–8
unain ibn Isq 84, 86–7, 92, 99–100
hunger 57, 99, 120n, 128n
uzistn 100
hylomorphism 165
hypochondria 48–9, 74–5
— Diocles on 166–9
— Early Modern literature on 252n
— etymology 30–31
— ‘gastrica’ 246n
— hypochondriac diseases 103
— hyponchriac type of melancholy 4–6,
26–9, 52–53, 81–4, 93, 95–6, 167–9,
173, 176, 184, 189–90, 222, 245–8,
251–8
— vs ‘epigastric’ 250
hysteria 243
iatromechanics 256
Ibn Ab Uaibia F 2
Ibn al-Amd 16
Ibn Baiar F 57
Ibn al-azzr 10, 15
— Sustenance of the Traveller FF 58, 61
Ibn Msa 100

Ibn Msawaih, Yuann 18, 83–4, 87, 92,
94, 99–101
Ibn an-Nadm F 1
Ibn Ru d 179
Ibn Sarbiyn ibn Ibrhm 16, 18–20, 92;
FF 66–71
Ibn Sarbiyn, Yuann 18, 192n
Ibn Sn (Avicenna) 17, 226, 256n
— Canon of Medicine 8, 91; F 7
iconography 199, 202–3, 215, 261
Ifrqiya 15
Ilberg, Johannes 114
imagination 29, 37, 162, 165, 175, 196,
203, 212
India 153n, 192
indigestion 130, 132; see also digestion
— black bile produced by 222
— cause of melancholy 6, 93, 167
— improved through diet 6–7
— symptom of melancholy 35, 39, 41,
49, 186–7, 223
infanticide 3
insomnia 65, 69, 83, 125, 131, 189, 246,
258–9
Iphigenia 198
Isq ibn Imrn 5, 81, 175, 179
— life 14, 189
— On Melancholy 189–90; FF 4–5, 12,
43
— translated into Latin 15
Islam 22, 101, 121, 179–80, 196
Italy 117, 141, 143, 155
Jamison, Kay Redfield 224, 240, 243
Jews 14; 87; 179–80; 185–6
— in Ephesus 142
Job of Edessa 83
Johnson, Samuel 240
Julian the Apostate 12; see also Sources
Index
Jullius Pollux 118, 123
Kairouan 8, 14–15, 37, 189
al-Kaskar, Yaqb 5, 191–3
— Compendium 10–12; FF 6, 42
— life 17
kidneys 79, 109–10, 139
Kiefer, Anselm 202
al-Kind 102
Koetschet, Pauline 12, 18n, 21
Kokoschka, Oskar 199, 202

General Index
Laufenberg, Heinrich von 214–15, 218
Le Blon, Jacob Christoph 261
leprosy 43, 77, 89, 91, 96
— black 43
— dull-white 41, 51, 77
libido 223; see also sex
life-style 161, 173, 246; see also regimen,
diet
lisping 7, 35, 39, 86, 88, 122, 164, 222
literary criticism 3
liver 172n, 231, 256
— heat in 171
— veins of 31, 83
Logadius 98
Lorry, Anne Charles 252–7
love 22
— for learning 37, 229, 231
— for wisdom 206–7, 209
— passionate (iq) 61, 102, 189
— sickness 102, 189
Lucian of Samosata 117, 119, 124, 135;
see also Source Index
Lucius Atilius Varus 142
Lucius Fonteius 141
Lucius Verus 124n, 142
Lucretius 232
Luther, Martin 182n
lycanthropy 253–4, 257
Lysander 118, 165, 235
madness 135
— and depression 222
— caused by black bile 253
— caused by burnt yellow bile 5
— distinguished from melancholy 7, 77,
109, 191, 259–62
— in art 202, 211
— in poetry 22, 233
— lionlike 187
— resembling religious ecstasy 182
Maenius Rufus 140–41
Magnus of Emesa 109–10, 142
Magnus of Ephesus 142–3, 150n, 157
Magnus of Nisibis 110, 142
al-Ma s 15
Maimonides 8, 179, 185–8
Malaga 101
malpractice 156
mange 41, 43, 96
—ulcerous 51
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manic-dressive 113, 170–1, 221–5, 240,
243; see also depression
Mann, Thomas 240
Man r ibn Is q 16
manuscripts 18, 21
— books circulating as 203, 210, 249
— emendation 175n
— Hippocrates 259
— production of 9
— unique 12, 14, 17, 92, 289
— variants in 85–6, 90, 96, 102, 109, 176
Maracus of Syracuse 136
Marcellus 254
Marcus Aurelius 124n, 133, 142
Marinus 142, 144–7
marriage 115, 236–7, 241; see also
weddings
M sar awaih 87
materialism 6, 8, 194
mathematics 81, 207–10, 227; see also
geometry
— astronomy as mathematical art 203–4,
207
— at court 125, 137
— cause of melancholy 114, 117, 169,
173, 210, 215–17, 240, 243
— during dinner 132
meat 104, 132, 258
— kite 51
— tough 39, 90, 132
Medea 3
Medici, Cosimo de’ 226
melancholy passim
— acquired 6–8, 85, 177, 222
— chronic 106
— form of madness 7
— hypochondriac see hypochondria
— innate 6–8, 85, 222
— mania or depression 222
— scholarly 9, 23, 113, 197, 212–13,
221–43, 246–7, 289–93
— three types 5–6, 8, 82, 172, 176, 189–
90, 222; see also brain, hypochondria
— twofold 3–4, 8, 35, 85, 222
— two-substance theory 245
— typologies of 170–73
Melanelius, Matthaeus Theodorus 257–9,
262
memory 29, 57, 149–50, 238
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General Index

— loss of 131n, 134n
Menecrates, Tiberius Claudius 155
meningitis 84, 222; see also brain fever
Men Karou 152
Mennius Rufus 140–41
Mercury 230
mesenteric veins 31, 83, 256
Methodists 141–3, 149–52, 156–8, 256
midday demon 3, 181
midwife 153
milk 67, 100–101
— sheep 59, 100
Milton, John 229n
mind-body see psychosomatic
miniatures 8, 214–16
Miskawaih, Amad ibn Muammad 194–
6, 212, 221, 223, 225–7, 232, 240, 242;
F 36
mixtures 35, 103, 108, 161n; see also
temperaments
— acquired 35
— balance of 68–71, 124
— cold 82
— effect on mind 161–2, 165
— hot 73, 93
— imbalance of 156, 161
— melancholic 83, 103, 170
— natural 105
— pungent 69
Mnesitheus of Athens 152, 166
Modius Asiaticus, Marcus, of Smyrna
151
monasticism 15, 107, 181–3, 196
Montaigne, Michel de 229n, 236
Monte Casino 15
Moschion 129
Muammad ibn Ily s a - r z 8
Munch, Edvard 224
Ms ibn Ubaid All h ibn Maimn (Maimonides) 8, 179, 185–8
Museum 142
music 81, 124, 189, 291
— therapy 69, 102, 106
mythology 9, 102, 236, 238
Neo-Platonism 194–5, 212, 221, 225–6
Nero 140, 150
Nerval, Gérard de 239
nerves 31, 174
— tension of 77, 253

Nestorians 189
Nicaea 115
Nicomedia 115
nightmares 91, 125, 180, 211
nosology 87, 230
Nuremberg 197, 201, 204, 209
Oath, Hippocratic 156
Obsessive Compulsive Personality Disorder 222, 240–42
oesophagus 6, 31, 171
‘olympics’, medical (agns) 20, 142
ontology 195
Orestes 233–4
Oribasius 12–13; see also Source Index
Origen 120n
Orpheus 61, 102–3
orthography 12, 265
Onasander of Cos 154
Oxford 238
oxymoron 22
Pamuk, Orhan 22–3, 236, 239–40, 243
Pandora 228
Panofsky, Erwin 202–3, 211, 213, 223,
226–7
paralysis 57, 75, 203, 210, 216–18
Paris 209–10, 252, 254–5
patronage 230–31
Pattison, Mark 238
Paul of Aegina 13, 87; F 20; see also
Source Index
Pavese, Cesare 224
Pergamum 8, 128, 139, 141
Persius 232–6, 242
Petrarch 209, 218
pharmacology 19, 101, 139–40, 142, 154,
192n
phenomenology 249
Philagrius 99, 247n
Philinus of Cos 149
philology 11, 110, 176, 241, 259, 262
Philostratus 116, 118–19, 124–5, 128
Philotimus 87, 253–4
Philumenus 152
phlegm 5
— disturbing the body 130–1
— expulsion of 187
— one of four humours 5, 147, 163n
— phlegmatic type 214–18
phlebotomy 51, 67, 191

General Index
Photius 13
phrenitis 161, 171–2, 174, 242, 266–9,
287; see also brain fever
Phylumenus 152
physiognomy 116, 120–25, 136–7
Pico della Mirandola 206–7, 209
pimples 41
Pisano, Andrea 219
plague 93
Plato 104, 119, 161, 173; see also Source
Index
— Phaedrus 226
pleasures 128, 162
Pleistonicus 75, 83, 152, 159
pleurisy 130–1, 133
Pliny the Elder 139–40, 155–6, 235n
Plutarch of Chaeroneia 113, 115–19,
122–37, 154–5; see also Source Index
pneûma 171; see also wind and
Pneumatism
Pneumatism 7, 98, 143, 156–7, 255
poetry 136–7, 163–4, 223, 232
— and madness 136
— and melancholy 22, 218, 234–5, 239
— Arabic 22, 124n
— education 113
— epigraphic 142
— medical 140–41, 155
— recital of 102
polemics 140, 150, 155, 158–60
Polemon, Antonius 116, 121, 123, 125–6,
137
Polybus 147
Polydeuces 118, 123
Pompeii 153
Porphyry 132n
portal veins 31, 83, 256
Posidonius 10, 84, 95–7, 176, 247, 254
possession (entheasmós) 94
poverty 151, 230
Praxagoras 81, 152, 159n, 169n, 170
predicting the future 7, 47, 94, 119, 163,
223
— through dreams 165
prevention 33, 118, 147
prognosis 148
prophets 171, 183, 203
Prusa 115
psalms 181–2
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psychiatry 3, 9, 222, 240, 245–62
psychology 107, 119–20, 130, 204, 224,
245–62
— and melancholy 135, 176n, 177, 189,
194
— intellectual 242
— Platonic 195
— therapies 106, 187
psychosomatic 160–61, 165–9, 174
—illness 127, 167–9
pulsation 142–3, 147
purism 119, 122
pustules 45
pylorus 83, 248
Pythagoreans 107
al-Q sim ibn Dulaf 192–3
al-Qumr , Ab l-Man r al- asan ibn
N  16–18
— Book of Riches and Desires 17–18, 21;
FF 16, 18, 23, 30, 34, 41
Qus ibn L q F 46
rabies 41, 90–91, 142
Rayy 15–16, 190
ar-R z , Ab Bakr Muammad ibn Zakar y  6, 193, 258
— Book for al-Manr 16
— Book of Experiences 16, 190–91,
295–6
— Comprehensive Book FF 8–10, 13–15,
17, 19, 21–22, 25–9, 31–3, 35, 38, 40,
44, 47–56, 60, 64, 75–8
— quoting Rufus 9, 13–15, 230, 236–7,
245
— translated into Latin 21, 179–80
Redon, Odilon 199
regimen 8, 51, 103, 105; see also diet
— Hippocrates’ On Regimen 84, 93, 173
— unain’s On the Regimen of Food 99
— Maimonides’ Regimen of Health 186
— Salernitan Regimen 212–15, 218
Regiomontanus 204
Renaissance 9, 209, 221, 226–7, 229, 261
rhetoric 118, 132, 148, 154, 156
Rome 8, 115–16, 124–6, 143, 155–6
— great fire in 154
— imperial capital 4, 158
— loyalty to 141
— Methodism in 150–51
— poverty in 155
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General Index

— tourist destination 241
Rosenthal, Franz 21, 94
Rothko, Mark 224
Ruelle, Charles Émile 10, 12, 21, 139–
140, 248
Rufus of Ephesus passim; see also Source
Index
— dates 113–14, 140
— in Alexandria 4, 143–4, 158
— life 4
— Medical Questions F 72
— On Milk 13; 90; 100–101
— On Regimen 84
— On Sexual Intercourse 102
— On the Treatment of Children 13
— practical physician 159
— unique medical views 160
— writings 139–40
Rusticus 182
Sabinus 108
Sal  ad-Dn (Saladin) 186
Salerno 8, 15, 211–12
sanguine type 214, 216, 262
Sandrart, Joachim von 197–8
Sartre, Jean-Paul 240
satire 119, 135, 232–6
Saturn 203, 228, 230–31, 239, 261
— Saturnian dejection 219
Saxl, Fritz 202–3, 211, 213, 226–7, 229n
scepticism 8, 94, 149, 175–6, 196, 225
— historicist 229, 236, 238n
schizophrenia 251
Schneider, Kurt 249, 251–2
schools 116; see also education
— medical 8, 81, 108, 153–7, 159, 211–
13
— philosophical 107, 116, 159, 211
— Warburg 210
Scribonius Largus 139, 156
scurvy 77, 91
Sebald, W[infred] G. 231, 239, 243
sects see schools, medical
self-portrait 199, 208, 228
semen 75, 109
emn de-aib 87
Senate, Roman 117
Seneca the Younger 154
Septuagint 181–2
Servilius Damocrates 140

sex (intercourse) 130, 132, 175
— abstinence from 236, 246
— appetite for 6, 258n
— as therapy 102–3
— beneficial 7, 61
— craving for 7, 61, 75, 109, 165
— deviances 120, 123
— linked to wind 75, 93, 108
sex (male and female) 89; see also gender
Sextus Empiricus 149
Sicily 149
sins
— caused by black bile 184–5
— seven deadly 179, 181–2; see also
acedia, sloth
Sironi, Mario 225, 228, 233, 240, 242
slaves 121, 133–4, 151, 154–5
sloth 179, 181–2, 202, 206, 211, 213,
215, 218–19
Smyrna 116n, 141, 151–2, 154–5
Socrates 226
solitude 6, 37, 182, 199, 211, 213
Solomon, Andrew 3
Solon 232–3, 235
sophists 118, 128, 132
Sophocles 118
Soranus of Ephesus 141–3, 145, 150–52,
157, 247n
soul 29, 61, 63, 103, 181, 194
— afflictions of 93, 130, 229
— body and 102, 121, 165–6, 169–70,
178
— corporeal 166
— faculties of 31, 203, 256
— malign state of 39, 89, 120–21, 131
— parts of 162, 169, 195, 212
— sadness of 218
— substance concealed 29, 82, 175–6
Sparta 154
spasm 33, 84, 90
spleen 443, 65, 67, 83, 105–6, 256
— spleen (French) 255
spring (season) 5, 44–7, 55, 67, 91, 93,
106
St Antonino 182
St Antony 183
Statilius Attalus 151
Statilius Crito 114, 140, 142, 151
St Jerome 182–3

General Index
Stoics 84, 119, 156, 161, 165–6, 260
stomach 187, 231, 250, 256–9
— cold in 33, 57
— connected to diaphragm and brain 6,
30–33, 84, 131, 174, 184
— epilepsy originating in 71, 82
— flatulence in 108
— heat in 31, 83, 99–100, 171
— inflammation in 67, 79
— orifice of 31, 83, 168, 171–2
— purged 39, 49, 65, 100
— seat of disease 19
— ulcer 43, 247
— weak 51, 96, 99
Strohmaier, Gotthard 20, 107, 127n
suicide 3, 33, 121, 170–71
— through starvation 127n
superfluities 130
— expulsion of 39, 55, 59, 97, 102
— in melancholics 35, 85, 93, 187
— melancholic 69
— produced by indigestion 6, 83
surgery 142–3, 146–7, 180
sutures 144
Svendsen, Lars 243
sweating 55, 79, 90, 96–7, 172
swelling 31, 45, 83, 234–5
Switzerland 210
syllogisms 162
symposia 126–7, 130, 157
abar , Al ibn Rabban 87, 97–8
 bit ibn Qurra 18
Tacitus 128–9
at-Tan  193
Taq ad-D n Ab Abd ar-Ram n ibn
amd n al-anbal 22
Tarsus 154
at-Tawahhum , Muammad ibn Al ibn
Abd All h F 24
taxation 115, 142
Teheran 15
Tellenbach, Hubertus 248–52
temperaments 103, 119, 161n; see also
mixtures
— excellent 207
— four 211, 213–16; see also humours,
four
— melancholic 165, 197, 199, 201–2,
210, 216–17
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— natural 166
— ‘pungent’ 224
temples 141–2
temptation 181–3, 185
— of St Antony 183
testimonia 10–11, 160n
testing 75, 193
textual criticism 11–13, 18
Thales 207
Themison 142, 150, 259
Theophrastus 137n, 161, 246
Thessalus of Tralles 150, 156
thinking, excessive 6–7, 122, 183, 195,
212, 218, 224, 226, 291
Thrace 260
Titus 129n
Tiy  q 91, 99
Tostado, Alonso 237
Trajan 4, 114, 140, 151
translation
— Greek into Arabic 14, 19
— Syriac 14
tumours 45, 65
ulcers 38–45, 89, 92, 118, 120, 123, 165
— ‘consuming’ 120
— duodenal 165, 247
— ‘Egyptian’ 144
— ulcerous mange 51
Ullmann, Manfred 10, 12–13, 19–21, 114
Umayyad 188
urine 40–43, 59, 71, 79, 91, 107, 109–10
uroscopy 109
van Gogh, Vincent 224
van Helmont, Jan Baptist 256
vapours 256
— bad 83, 186, 231, 253
— melancholic 187, 190
— pungent 63
— rising 184, 186, 255–7, 269
varicose veins 41, 43, 77, 109
Varro 230
Vasari, Giorgio 197, 202
Vatican Library 259
venesection 33, 45, 64–7, 93, 106, 191,
194
venom 41, 90
vertigo 6, 45, 70–73, 126, 133, 231, 237,
258–9
Vindicianus 144
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viper 37, 86, 88
Visconti, Girolamo 182
vital disturbances 249–51
voice 98, 108, 132, 233n
— beautiful 122–3, 128
— strong 75
— thin 39
— weak 75, 86, 122–3
yellow bile 226, 254–5
— burnt 194, 273
— excess of 84
— expulsion of 31, 33, 187
— one of four humours 5, 147
— turns into black bile 5, 254–5
Warburg, Aby 201–3, 206, 210
weddings 63, 104–5, 115n; see also
marriage
Wellmann, Max 157
whey 51, 59, 67, 100–101, 106, 192
White, Hayden 251
wind 84–5; see also flatulence
— and sex 61, 75, 93, 108–9, 223n
— belly filled with 33
— causing disease 45
— dissolution of 53

General Index
— expulsion of 55, 95
— north 57
— pneûma 33, 35, 103, 108, 130–31,
164, 166, 224; see also Pneumatism
— removing 57
wine 61, 126; see also alcoholism
— craving for 86
— harmful 39, 90, 104
— influences character 163
— in moderation 51, 63, 96, 165
— lee in 256, 267
— recommended 132, 151
— remedy against melancholy 7, 56–9,
63, 73, 89, 102–5, 108, 188
winter 39, 45, 57, 89, 93, 156
women physicians 183
Woolf, Virginia 224, 240
Xenophon 145
al-Yahd 87
Ysuf al-Qass 83, 87
Zeno of Citium 165
Zeuxis 159n
Zeuxippus 129
Ziydat Allh III 14; 189
Zosimus, Claudius 141

Source Index
The Source Index contains a selections of the classical and biblical texts cited in this
volume. It also serves as concordance to the fragments; see under Rufus, where the
reader can easily match D-R numbers to those of the present collection. For references
to later sources (e.g., Arabic, Medieval and Renaissance Latin etc.), see the General Index under the names of the authors.
Adamantius [SWAIN 2007]
A4
A19
B2
B21
B42
B52

123n
116n
123n
135n
123n
123n

ch. 10

172n

Apollonius of Citium
Commentary on Hippocrates’ On Joints
[CMG xi. 1.1]
78–90
146n

Aelius Aristides

Aristotle

To Plato, For the Four
306
119n

Eudemian Ethics
1239a40
165
1247b22, b39 164n

Aëtius of Amida
Medical Book
ii. 87
iii. 116
vi. 9
vi. 10
vi 11

Magna Moralia
1203b1–2
164n, 171, 173n
100
F 45
F 11
88, 94. 175–7; FF 37, 39
253n, 254n

Alexander of Tralles
Therapeutics
p. 607

87

Anonymus
Exposition of the Whole World
37
143n
Anonymus Londinensis
i. 15 and i. 29

166n

Anonymus Parisinus, On Acute and
Chronic Diseases
ch. 3

170n

Nichomachean Ethics
1114a1–29
173n
1114b8
164n
1152a27–33
173
1154b1–25
162
On Divination in Sleep
463a18
165
464a32
164–5
On Dreams
461a21–2

164

On Sleep
457a29
457a31–3
457a31

165
163n
171

Poetics
1455a32
1459a7

164n
164n

Problems
4.30
11.38

165
86

326

Source Index

30.1
953a
953a10–12
953a18–20
953b23
954a32
954a36
954a39
954b1–4
954b2
955a7–29
955a9–17
955a36–40

passim and:
118
7
165
171
164n
119
136
163n
137
171
165
163n

Rhetoric
1390b28

164n

Diocles [VDE]
F 72
F 98
F 108
F 109
F 110
F 182
F 218

169
170
169n
167–9, 171
83
168
168n

Diogenes Laertius
Life of the Philosophers
5. 44
137n
Dioscorides
iv. 117

101

Basil of Caesarea
Homilies on the Psalms
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